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The contents of this stenographic transcript of the

proceedings of the United States Nuclear Regulatory

Commission's Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS),

as reported herein, is an uncorrected record of the discussions

recorded at the meeting held on the above date.

No member of the ACRS Staff and no participant at

this meeting accepts any responsibility for errors or

inaccuracies of statement or data contained in this transcript.
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P R O C E E D IN G S

DR. MOELLER: The meeting:will now reconvene of the

ACRS Subcommittee on Waste Management.

Okay, John,- thelfloor is yours.

DR. LINEHAN: Okay,.Dade, I would just like to say

the item that we are deleting, the NRC staff comments on the

DOE mission plan. Thetreason we can't address that today is

the comments are still-under management review-and we can't

discuss them at this point in-an open and public meeting. It's

a policy on --

DR. MOELLER: All,right.., Would it be possible then

for us to just bring-up any questions that we have about the

mission plan?

DR. LINEHAN: -Surely. I would be glad to answer any

questions you have.

DR..MOELLER: Okay, if I can find it,-I had some, and

if other members of the subcommittee have any.

I found it, obviously,-an--interesting-document, and

let me just ask a few.-things. Like it says on page 5, and I

realize you may not have a copy,but let me read it. It says,

,"The.need for improvements in quality assurance in the DOE

program has been identified by the DOE."--

Well, glorious, you-know, -they identified it. I have

been hearing from you people for several-years that you had

raisedquestions about their QA program. I would have thought,
(

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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you know, they might have said, has been jointly identified b >

the NRC and the DOE.

They say -- has the NRC, page 28 and page --

somewhere else -- refers to the issues hierarchy that DOE has

set up and the issues resolution approach.

DR. LINEHAN: Yes.

DR. MOELLER: Have you people formally reviewed that

issues hierarchy and the procedure for resolving each issue?

DR. LINEHAN: We had a meeting with DOE on that

subject where they presented in a very broad and general form

on the issues hierarchy.

At that meeting, based on what was presented at the

meeting and reviews of pre-meeting materials, we concurred in

the hierarchy, the way they presented it. 

DR. MOELLER: Does that mean you concurred in the

methodology or in the specific items?

DR. LINEHAN: I was just going to say it was the

methodology we concurred in.

DR. MOELLER: Okay.

DR. LINEHAN: We still have to see how they are going

to implement it, and the key to that is going to be the site

characterization plans. They gave us one or two isolated

examples as to how they would implement the methodology. And

it seemed reasonable and complete.- - -

DR. STEINDLER: I don't understand what you mean by

Heritage: Reporting Corporation
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\__. -. .1 concurred in the methodology..'

* :- . . DR. LINEHAN:, .Well, we reviewed the methodology that

3 . they.identified for lay note issues, how they were going to

. 4. present-their issues.: Theyhave.different-tiers.of issues:

-5.- very broad issues, going.down to more specific-. And the

6 approach they presented we felt wasreasonable,-and it would

7 .allow them to.--.it.would provide a systematic way of.laying

8 out the issues so that you could design site characterization

.9 .studies.to collect the data.needed to respond to the issues.

10 -. But when- you get to a specific issue like ground

11 .water travel time, effective porosity,,how you are going to

12;. resolve that issue, we didn't get to that level of detail. And

13 .that's.something we.still have to see how.they are going to --

.-. 14 . : - DR...MOELLER:; Well, I-have-mentioned several times at

15 this meeting that-I am-hopeful-that this.subcommittee, you

*16 know, can see that issues-hierarchy document and review it.

17 -And a question that:immediately comesr up, here is NER

18.. Reg CR4161. It's the.critical-1parameters..for-high level waste

19 repository, a Lawrence Livermore. report, and this is Volume III

20. on salt.- I--assume Volume-I was''basalt and II was tuff.

21 - :- .s Well, if.these are the critical parameters as seen.by

22. an-NRC contractor,-. and, .you-.know,. it's very well laid out and

* - 23 *easy to read,-,I would-want to-know then-how do-these critical

24 parameters compare with what DOE has suggested are the key

25 parameters which are:their issues hierarchy?

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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DR. LINEHAN: Well, there is a number of documents.K\>

Researchers come-up with these critical parameter documents.

We have issued over the past few years documents called The

Issue Oriented Site Technical Positions which for each one of

the potential sites goes into the issues in each one of the

technical areas.

There-is also-the comments we have raised on the

draft EAs and the final EAs, the environmental assessments.

The key indeed' is how DOE pulls all of these issues together.

And the SCP is the vehicle. The purpose of the SCP was to pull

all the outstanding issues together so that you had one

document that guided your data collection, your issue

resolution. And we feel the methodology probably applied couJ-'

do that, the way they have framed the issues. All of these K->

things can, you know, fit in under that.

DR. MOELLER: Okay. Another item, on page 30 they

talk about the performance allocation, and I am not sure that I

am quoting here, but am I correct that NRC has urged DOE to

develop a performance allocation approach?

DR. LINEHAN: We had first proposed it, and we have

had a number of meetings with the department where they have

proposed -- proposed to us how they would implement the

performance allocation in the SCP, and we have reached

agreement on it.

DR. MOELLER: And the way that will work then you

Heritage Reporting Corporation-
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1,- would assign, or they would suggest that no more than so much

2 weight-can-be given to this .given barrier?;-

3 DR. LINEHAN:. Well,.what- they would do first of all

4 in site characterization, the first step really is to make sure

5 that you do whatever testing is needed to obtain a basic

6 understanding of-the:site, a basic understanding of the

7 -hydrology and the geology.'.,.

8 Then, depending on what credit,.you want to place on a

9 particular barrier in your overall'scheme of things, what

10 credit.you-want,.you know,-a certain barrier to provide in

11 ..,terms-of the EPA standards,.you design your testing program so

12 that you will get the level of data, the amount of information

13 you would need to take that much credit for a particular

14 , barrier. . .

15 . It has -- it has the making of assumptions, you know,

.16 , on a very limited data-base.- Because-of the-limited~data base-

17 .;.the approach requires that you -look at it.,very conservatively

18,. so that if-youadd up the credit-from the various barriers that

19 .you wouldbe proposing, youwould.,be well in excess of whatever

20 would be required for either the-,performance objectives we have.-.

- 21 - on the EPA standards.-

22. - - -DR. MOELLER:.--Jack. -- - --

23. DR. PARRY: John,-,we have discussed.this matter on

24 several occasions, and I believe on each of:those-occasions we

25 have asked, or it has been suggested that a numerical example

I.- Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628-4888
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1 might be provided the subcommittee to assist them in K>
2 understanding the procedure that you are proposing.

3 Is there such an example available?

4 DR. MOELLER: He's over here to your right. Jack

5: Parry.

6. DR. LINEHAN: I can't recall exactly the time frame,

7 but we gave the subcommittee a briefing on performance

8 allocation.

9 DR. MOELLER: Yes.

10 DR. PERRY: It was within the past two or three

11 meetings, and went into an example, I believe it was the waste

12 package --

13 DR. MOELLER: Yes.

14 DR. PARRY: -- as to how this approach would be

15 implemented. To my recollection, there has never been a

16 numerical example that would explain how the data that's to be

17 developed, either during site characterization or during

18. materials characterization of waste package, that is, waste

19 package materials, how they would be fractionated and defined

20 and proposed by DOE.

21 I have not seen that, John.

22 DR. LINEHAN: Okay, we -- I'm not sure the example we -:

23 had -- the example we had did not call any -- we have-talked

24 about this or a number of years, Jack.

25 DR. PARRY: That's right.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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KJ 1 DR. LINEHAN: And we have always taken the position

2 that, you know, it's up to DOE to go through that exercise.

3 But it's not something we are forcing on to DOE. DOE has

4 agreed with the concept and have adopted it, and they are off

5 and-developing-something. *And it's -- in any area, you know,

6 we are not -- we are not in a position where we have-the

7 resources to go through and develop examples of, you know, be

8 it a test plant or-whatever .we have differed on.

9 DR. PARRY:, That's right. Excuse me, let me go on.

10 I'll review the points on that, too. DOE initially

11 resisted that, this approach vehemently, and I know because I

12 was on the other side of the fence at:,that time. And I failed

13 at that time to see how it was possible to project the

§ 14. performance of fractions or portions of an undesigned system

- - 1-5 about which you had not full-information. They-didn't-know

- - 16 what the ground water was like and they didn't know what the

17 rock material that was going to be in contact with the engineer

18 barriers was like.

19 And theyrhave acceded to what I perceived at that

20 time and I still perceive-it as the staff's vigorous-pressure

21 to set up this system.; -

22 - Now the thing that I thought-was .good-that we had in-

23 a recent presentation was an explanation of, look, in the site

.24.- characterization plan theNRC staff would like to have

_25 everything brought-together into one-section. -That is, all the

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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credits tabulated or what your expectations -- what DOE's i

expectations were going to be. And I think that makes sense.

But to try and project that you are going to get 43

percent of the EPA standard is going to be met by the waste

package or by the backfill material lacks credibility to me.

I'm sorry, and as you quite properly not, we have differed on

this respectfully and affectionately almost, but I just think,

you know, it doesn't hold water.

DR. MOELLER: Well, I tried in reading this report,

of course, to get a little better handle on it. And let me

read a couple sentences. It's the first paragraph on page 31

of the amendments, and I'm quoting.

"Each performance measure has a goal. The goal is

not a target that the performance measure must attain if the

repository is to perform properly, and therefore it is not a

goal in the sense that it has to be met."

Now the first one is each one has a goal. The second

sentence is that it does not have a goal. The third sentence,

"It is simply a guide for developing a testing program, a guide

that states the licensing strategy quantitatively and can be

changed or even discarded once the testing program-has been-

established." And then there are two or three-more sentences

in the paragraph of the same nature.

Well, you know, I cannot understand any of that.

Each sentence discards the previous sentence, or you know,

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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flip-flops the previous sentence. So I flagged that. I need a

lot more understanding on it.

I thought in the missing plan there is -- the

amendments -- there is a lot of good information.. I

particularly-found the informationlon the projections, the

amount of spent fuel that'are going to be produced, those were

very helpful, where burn ups almost double what they used to

be.

DR. STEINDLER: There is a I think a semi-annual

compendium that Oak Ridge turns out which I hope is in our

library someplace that-will do the same thing.

DR.'MARK: Dade, I would like to say-that in those

sentences which you find it-a little bit troublesome to

understand,: one can only of course agree, and they bloody well

must be rewritten or rethought. -

DR. MOELLER: Are:there other -- you know, I have got

quite a few, but those were-some of the main ones. Are there

other questions :or comments on this? -

- - -Suffice it to-say when you-do -- when the NRC staff

does have a position and a set of comments, we would like to

talk about them, perhaps at our. next meeting. -

-' - - DR-. LINEHAN: rOkay fine, we'd be-glad to.

I would just like to-end on-the-performance: - -

allocation,-you know, we did have-a session-on:it, you-know, as

Jack and I have agreed.--If-you want another session,;if you

- :-Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 want to go into particular points, you know, we could consider .

2 that at the next meeting.

3 DR. MOELLER: Okay. I think that would be helpful,

4 yes.

5 DR. SHEWMON: But nobody ever does-examples until DOE

6 does it some day in the indefinite future; is that it?

7 DR. LINEHAN: We have done some examples, but they

8 are not -- not to the level of detail that Jack wants.- You

9 know, we have done it for certain parts of the system. And the

10 type of thing Jack is after, DOE, as I understand it, has done,

11 we have seen demonstrated up until -- in the draft of the site

12 characterization plan, which is available right now in the DOE

13 public reading room downtown that our staff has looked at.

14 DR. PARRY: Well, let me continue and tell youwhatK>

15 Jack wants, and it's not very -- to put it in those terms. But

16 the point is, is that I question the fairness of the- staff

17 putting requirements for pressing respective licensees to take

18 up a mode of design and development when they can't themselves,

19 that is, the NRC staff cannot themselves illustrate their

20 approach.

21 DR. LINEHAN: Jack, I don't -- I think the :-

22 question -- we are not laying out a whole performance approach.-

23 We are not going through a whole example. I don't think it's

24 fair to say we can't do it.

25 You know, a number of the things we are doing we're

Heritage Reporting- Corporation,
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1 leaving it up'to DOE to-link.

2 -. DR. PARRY:: I.still .think that if you want.to have

3 -them follow an approach and you are specifying an approach,

4 that you should be able-.to-give'them a clear example of it, and

5-.,'we have-discussed this on several occasions. I asked for it

6 when I was out in Columbus and.to try'and lay.it out, and I

7 didn't get-it there,.and'.we're still not getting it here.

8 DR. MOELLER: All.right,-let's go on then with the

9 overview of the-quarterly progress'report,-and, Wayne, you will

.10 do that?.

11 DR. WALKER: Yes.-.-

12 - THE COURT: -Wayne Walker is-our speaker.

13: -DR'.-WALKER: This quarterly'progress report, the

.' X -14 *.-briefing I am going to give you-is basically -- what we have

-15- done' here is.just kind of',packaged in'one document that we are

- 16 going.to.produce quarterly,.iupdates of activities that are what

- 17 we consider-criticalto the program,-or:interaction between DOE

18 and NRC. And this is not going to be necessarily something new

19 to you.,.I.think we have-given it.to you in bits and pieces

20 before. But this is an attempt-.which was asked for by the

21 commission.:-

- - - - 22 - -When Deak-sent his-.transmittal letter-of our-

*.'- . 23 - commission plan comments to Mr. Rouche in DOE, he asked that we

24 produce this report,-and he did'specify-that-:we look-at some of

25 .these activities.which we have brought up:previously and our

Heritage- Reporting Corporation
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comments on the project decision schedule in 1985. _>

fAnd we just -- so basically it's a mechanism for the

commission, ACRS and others to really see what's going on in

the program in a kind of concise way.

The next page there, the outline, that just shows you

what I'm going to talk about.

The purpose and rationale for the quarterly reports

were to provide the commission with timely information about

the pre-licensing phase of the Department of Energy high/low

waste program. And the next page shows the different activities

which I just spoke about.

We consider that these activities are going to be

used to monitor the paper by key performance indicators to

judge how well DOE is implementing the NWPA program, and we D

these activities to really monitor the DOE's performance. And

I guess if you would look at it that way, it's a way that the

public, the commission, the ACRS can monitor our performance

also.

When you look at Enclosure 1, it lists the -- there

is two pages in Enclosure 1, and it lists the six activities

which we came up with in the project decision schedule.- I-

won't read them to you. You can read them there. 

And then the next -- the first page lists the -- the

first page of Enclosure 1 lists the six activities which DOE

came back with in their January 1987 draft mission plan

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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DR. WALKER: Okay.

DR. MOELLER: --Because you are on the first page now

of-Enclosure 1. .

DR. WALKER: Right.

DR. MOELLER: Okay.' Let's go through:them briefly..

DR. WALKER: And maybe just to understand the

chronological how this went. The first page here came from

DOE's- submittal in the January 1987 draft plan memo which Dave

has just gone through some comments on.

* .The second page of that Enclosure 1 --'this;is part

.of the report which.I-wrote, but.-the six items there 'are what

we presented in the 1985 comments we gave to DOE-on the project-

decision schedule. So we'.re talking-about two different

documents, but that's just the way the activities were

presented, and DOE agreed with us.-on.these activities,- that

they were critical-tokthe program,- to-the----they could be used

as performance indicators.- . .- - - .

.- The first one on-page 1 of-Enclosure l-is then-

interactions-with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on - -

technical.issues-between.us and .DOE.- - This is basically our

consultations with DOE, between us and DOE, and at various

meetings'that we had. -- -. -.

amendment. -

DR. MOELLER: I think, Wayne, you ought to go through

- -Heritage.-Reporting Corporation
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1 In the quarterly report I think I referenced the \-'

2 exploratory shaft meeting which we had recently in Texas, the

3 DOE hydrology meeting. It's those type of activities that we

4 interact with DOE on.

5 The next one, development of the licensing support

6 system, I think you have all met with some of the consultants

7 and not had a briefing on it, but it has been demonstrated to

8 many of the ACRS fellows I know.

9 DR. MOELLER: That's a computer data bank.

10 DR. WALKER: Right. That should be operational. I

11 spoke with Avi Bender who has the lead in NMSS on that right

12 now, and he mentioned that DOE has gone out with a proposal on

13 the licensing support system, and it should be -- I think the'-

14 are reviewing the submittals that they received, and it shoul -.

15 be awarded towards the end of September or first of Otober,

16 and operational by 1990.

17 DR. MOELLER: Jack Parry.

18 DR. PARRY: I did want to mention that we -- frankly,

19 I brought this LSS system, which I think is really excellent,

20 to the attention of Stanley Schafer, who is out computer-person

21- responsible for computer operations for the ACR&.. He has also.-

22 seen the facility and is working with the staff--and intends to,

23 if not participate in, attend the meetings on the licensing

24 action that is ongoing.

25 DR. ORTH: Negotiated rulemaking.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 DR. PARRY Thank you. 'I'm'sorry.

2 ' remember the term. '

I couldn't

3
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I { And we do hope-and'expect that that-system -- that we

rwill'have a terminal here, and other terminals'may eventually

be made available to members'. -

DR. WALKER:''It :can' beaccessed from even the'PCs.

DR. MOELLER: Good..

DR. STEINDLER:- Tell me how that system differs from

standard information retrieval''system of-the technical

literature.

DR. WALKER:'-I'don't know if I can tell you. I'm not

an expert on-it. I know-that --

DR. MOELLER:' Well, it's-the number of documents in

it if-nothing else.,

'DR. LINEHAN:-- I think it's the number of documents.

It's the ability to'store and pull up figures 'and graphs with

very good-resolution. - -

DR. PARRY: Dr. Steindler, if you like,. I will

arrange-that a briefing, not a verbal one, but briefing

material --

- ' - DR. STEINDLER: I, think I know what i-t' is.-. I-m just.

trying to figure out why it -- that cn't-be very cheap. I

would-guess-that it's tremendously expensive. -

- DR.' SHEWMON: Onetof;the things,'it can-do is to

actually pull back-annotated-originals. So in that sense they

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 can reproduce things down to a fine scale. They also wanted\...>

2 have a common vehicle where anybody who wanted to submit a

3 document for the proceedings must submit it on an acceptable

4 format to them. So in a sense it's a data base unique to this

5 operation.

6 DR. STEINDLER: Let me tell you what troubles me

7 about it. I think it will tend to become a data base into

8 which U.S-generated information is thrown, totally disregarding

9 most of the rest of the world. And if that in fact turns out

10 to be the case, I think it could be an enormous booby trap when

11 you finally get to a hearing.

12 I think somebody needs to exercise a reasonably large

13 amount of vigilance in that frame of reference.

14 DR. LINEHAN: I think that's a good point. I note.-

15. DOE is supporting work overseas as I understand it, and is

16 coordinating with several of the European countries.

17 We also, while we are doing -- we have the staff

18 doing reviews of data studies being conducted by various

19 countries. And in fact we are in the process of trying to in

..20 order to better facilitate communications is to set up an

-21 international meeting of regulators in the high -level waste --

22. area. And the main purpose would be to set up points of

23 contact so each country understood the programs and the

24 regulations, and the others the testing programs, and it's to

25 share this information. But that data would go into the
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1. system,.all.of-it. .

2 . DR. PARKER: --I think thereis one big difference,

-3 'Marty. We are using that already,'and that means that you can

4 have the-'right on site.:-You.don't have-to go to a central

5. computer. You:can get all-the.disks right there, and you can

6' access it yourself immediately whenever you want it.: And the

.7 first disk is extraordinarily expensive, but then the copies

8 are cheap as hell. '-

': .-9 . DR. SHEWMON: Frank, you are giving the reporter some

10 problem with your'tete- a-tete here.

11 DR. PARKER:! Sorry.

12 . DR. MOELLER: Any.other comments on that?

13 Okay, go ahead.to the. next item.

14 -DR. WALKER: The.next item would be.-the

15 implementation of and interaction.with NRC -on a qua&ity -

- 16 assurance program. I think:you are going to get a little more

17 insight into that in the next briefing. -.-But that's just

18; basically to give.coverage of howsin the QA area DOE:is.

19 -progressing as'far as what we are requiring of them, 'and how we

20 provide updates of-'auditscwhichwe go.out-on.and.this type of

:- .2-12 * activities.. f.-- ............... :...-::---

-22 ' . - Implementation of issue-resolution strategy.based on

23 -the performance allocation process, I think we pretty much

- - 24- talked about that alreadyibut-that's another item.

25 - - And-then-the next one -would-be states and tribal
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interaction. That's just to make sure that DOE is providing .- J

the states with information necessary, or at least access to

information and giving them an opportunity to go to meetings

and interact on the various issues with this program.

Number six would be -- this number six item was --

DR. STEINDLER: Excuse me; On that one, is it the

job of the NRC to police the extent to which DOE communicates

with the states and the tribes?

DR. LINEHAN: The NRC has a responsibility under the

act to -- as far as the NRC actions go -- to work with the

states and tribes and consult with them.

DOE has taken -- and DOE has the same responsibility

in the act. DOE has taken the responsibility for distributing

materials to the states and tribes, providing them. access to

data, to reports, things of that nature. -

The list you are looking at right here are proposals

by DOE that they are making to make sure that the states and

tribes are involved in the program so they know what's going

on. It's not up to the NRC to police DOE, but the NRC has a

responsibility under the act that we cannot enter into meetings

and discussions with DOE unless the states have the..opportunity:- 

to participate, and that will only come about if DOE does keep

them up to speed, does get information out to them.. But it:'s

not the intent to police DOE.

DR. WALKER: The next item is a new item that

.t
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well, it-wasn't one of the six that we.had-originally presented

in our comments on the PBS, and that's -- this is something DOE

came up with in the amendment, recent plan amendment.

It's-implementation of a,-program of licensing topical

reports,-and we are in the process of -- we have-had at least

.one manager's meeting on this, and I don't believe there has

been a decision made on where we really stand on it. But I

think the licensing topical reports were used fairly.

extensively in a reactor.licensing process, and DOE is taking a

look at it, we're taking a look at it, and I don't think there

has been a decision.made on how they are going to be used

exactly..

The potential is there to -- ,the possibility would be

there to use it. . , . -... -

DR. MOELLER: Well,..what comes up on that though -is

if DOE is not yet an applicant, how can youlicense one of

their topical reports?

DR. LINEHAN: What we wouldbe doing is reviewing the

topical reports._ It.wouldn't be-any licensing action.

DR. MOELLER: -It would,-be informal.

- DR. LINEHAN: It wouldbe.informal.. l ,...

DR. MOELLER:-.,Okay., - . -.

DR. LINERAN: We.have-been -- ,if you remember some of

the briefings_.we have.given over.-the past two to three years,

we have been trying to. come up with various mechanisms whereby

. Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 we could work with DOE and the other parties in identifying K--'

2 issues, laying out acceptable methodologies for resolving

3 issues.

4 We had always proposed we were going to use our

5 generic technical positions. Some of the issues we would take

6 to rulemaking possibly. We had been pushing DOE to come up

7 with some proposals on their own, what actions they would be

8 taking. And just recently, I believe it was in June or July,

9 they came in with a letter to us proposing the use of these

10 topical reports.

11 They want to use the topical report mechanism. They

12 have, as I understand it, they have not started working on the

13 topical reports, and they probably would not start coming in -

14 for at least two years.

15 DR. STEINDLER: Has the staff agreed to this general

16 scheme?

17 DR. LINEHAN: We have not agreed on the topical

18 report mechanism.

19 DR. STEINDLER: Has the staff agreed to --

20 DR. LINEHAN: We haven't agreed and what we want to

21 do is sit down and on the reactor side of the house and find

22 out how they use the topical reports and what the benefits were

23 to them, if, indeed, there were benefits.

24 DR. STEINDLER: Do you intend to communicate a set of

25 criteria that will define the quality and content expected in
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these topical reports?.

DR..LINEHAN: We have just started to take a look at

it, but one of the things we -- in some of the brief sessions

we have had to date.that we have identified is that we would

have the layouts of basic.criteria to make sure that what we

were getting was meaningful so that we weren't just in a

position of.reviewing whatever they came in with.

..DR. STEINDLER:. It strikes me, Mr.,Chairman, that

that is an issue which, if properlyused, is (1).beneficial,

-and (2) the quality of-those reports needs to be looked at very

carefully.

DR. MOELLER: I agree.

DR. WALKER: For the most part, you could see that

-the'issues that -- the actions or activities.that DOE came up

with in the '87. amendment and the ones that we came up with on

our PBS comments correlated. So, those are going to be the

items which I am going to use.to track DOE's performance in the

quarterly reports.

DR. LINEHAN: Excuse me. This isvery typical of the-

thing you pointed out when you were looking at the mission plan

work. DOE.,said they were goingto-do it. .

Typically, as on the second page herer that Wayne just

pointed out, we,-will,,lay,-out a number of actions or activities

that we feelneed tobe conducted..-And what they will do is,-:

very often,.,essentially adopt them, but in a slightly different
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form or format and then they are DOE proposals..

DR. WALKER: But I will try -- I am going to include

those in this report. And, basically, NRC and DOE are both

agreed that these activities are necessary for a successful

completion of the licensing review that we are required to do

in a three-year time frame.

DR. MOELLER: Would you discuss No. 6? The adoption

of conservatism? Because we read that at numerous times in the

quarterly report and I need to know more about it.

DR. WALKER: Okay. On the adoption or concerns --

that is just -- basically, it's giving us the assurance that

whatever approach that DOE is going to take that we can assure

that it is going to have enough conservatism in it that they

are going to be able to -- they have to prove that there is

enough conservatism in it that down the road they are going to

be able to license the repository, that we are going to be able

to.

I guess an example would be where -- that in their

designs, that they make sure that they take a conservative

enough approach to their designs that down the road, that they

-are able to -- that we feel there is enough -- that they are

taking a conservative enough approach in their design that they

are going to be able to do when they factor into the

performance allocation and those type things, that they are

going to be able to prove -- I guess it is that early on that
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. they take aconservative enough-approach that they are not

missing something in their designs. In other words, to make

sure.that they are conservativefin their designs now as opposed

to.being maybeinot considering-all the uncertainties that may

be involved, maybe-just picking some level that is not as

conservative as another level might be and then--

DR. LINEHAN:. I think.the key is the uncertainty that

Wayne has just hit on. If you look at our comments on-the

-.environmental assessments, I think they are the best example

where there is a very limited data base :right now. And we are

telling DOE that:

"As you-design.your testing.programs for site

- characterization, based on.,that limited-data base, be aware

there-is a lot of~uncertainty-and there are a-lot.of.-

alternative interpretations.that.could be given to: that -limited

data base. And make sure that whatever your testing program-

is, if it is -the hydraulic testing programs such as in the

Hanford site that we discussed at our last meeting, that that

is:.broad enough to envelop all -- the majority of-the.possible

situations you may-f ind:out there. *_-

- .- - ."Don't, based on your limited base, say:- Hey, this:

is- what the hydrology looks like and Im going to. design- a- -

testing program basedon.:that particular conceptual model of-

hydrology.-,.Recognize there is a,.heck of~alot of.uncertainty

right -now." -' -
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1 And the whole purpose of site characterization is t

2 reduce this uncertainty.

3 DR. MOELLER: I guess my only -- one of my questions

4 would be: How do you know for sure what is conservative?

5 Because, sometimes, taking a conservative position on one thing

6 can place more demands on something else. In fact, sometimes,

7 a smaller or larger number may give you the reverse of what you

8 think.

9 DR. LINEHAN: I think the way we are looking at it,

10 though, just as they go in and conduct the testing programs.

11 You know, the sense that we're pushing it is that: Just make

12 sure that the program is broad enough to test the system that

13 is out there. Don't make a lot of assumptions that are very

14 optimistic right now about the ability of the system to do

15 or do that. You are going to have to be able to prove it with

16 your testing program.

17 DR. STEINDLER: I don't sense that the NRC has a

18 clear idea of what they mean by adoption of conservatism. If

19 you are telling the Department of Energy that their technical

20 programs should identify the uncertainties and limits of error.

21 in their data, if that is what you want to tell them, why not

22 say so in fairly clear English. You are going- to get it anyway -

23 because I think any reasonable amount of technical work

24 involves identification of the limits of error.

25 But, as you have it here, or at least as I thought I
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1 -..,was listening to it, I must-say I.couldn't figure out just

2 exactly-what it-is thateyou really want the Department to do.

3 . DR. LINEHAN: If I could just try-it once more, maybe

4.. I could.be a little clearer.' What'we found when we reviewed

5 -the environmental assessments that was with a very limited

*6 amount of data about a site,.the DOE made conclusions about the

7 waste isolation capabilities of -the site that-we felt were

8 optimistic. That based on-that limited data base, you could

9' come up with a number of different scenarios. In a number of

10 cases, they chose the most optimistic one.

11 The concern was that they would base their'site

12 characterization program just-on that most optimistic:-- the

13 more optimistic range of scenarios', that they would presume

14 . that they-had a-certain situation out there and,:you know,

15- generally, it was-more favorable towards waste isolation

16 capabilities.

17 What we were-concerned about was that if they took

18 that approach-they would go.out there and dtesting that would

19 ultimately prove what-the situation was at the site. That is

20 that the testing program wouldn't be developed in a manner

-21 . where they could'really test the site and get a true knowledge

22 of the 'site. -It would:be.more geared towards these more

23 optimistic type of additions. They-would make presumptions

24 that they already existed out there, you.know, to an extent.

25 - . - And what we are saying is that there is very limited

* K
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1 data on any of these sites really, now. Even though they ha4s-/

2 been out at Nevada and Hanford for a number of years. And you

3 just can't say that this is the situation, that there is a

4 basis for not doing this type of testing or that type of

5 testing. And it is in that sense-that we are saying: Be

6 conservative as you approach this. Be conservative in the

7 sense that you just don't pick the most optimistic scenario you

8 can come up with. Recognize it's a range of scenarios out

9 there, that whatever test program you develop, we say be

10 conservative so that it envelops all of the possible situations

11 you have out there.

12 DR. MOELLER: One of the -- and we will get into it

13 later, one of the key items that came out of our discussions

14 with the DOE people in Las Vegas was that on certain what cou

15 -be very key items, the message from the NRC is not clear. They

16 do not understand truly what you want. I think this could be a

17 good example and that I agree with Dr. Steindler that maybe the

18 title needs changing and then I need. a page. of written text

19 that really explains this to me, because that is why I brought

-20 it up.. I've read your quarterly report and I've read what else

21 -I could and I still, it is not clear in my mind. So, if it is

22 not clear to us, it may not be clear to DOE.

23 DR. ORTH: A philosophical comment: I have taken

24 some of the discussion on conservatism to preclude DOE from

25 doing a lot of testing that it probably should have gone ahead
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1 and done in the sense that they have been told that, "If you go

2; ahead and dig that hole,:it may compromise something in the

.13 repository. So, be conservative." So, the.fact that nothing

4 has been done much.in three-years as-.was just-alluded to, I

5 ;think is partially because of mixed signals on: :What do you

6 -mean by conservatism.

7 . DR.,MOELLER: Okay. --Let's go ahead.-,,

.8 - -:DR. WALKER: On the.chart that has the contents.of

9. quarterly reports, each.quarterly-report is going to contain.

10 l current status of the seven:items which -I have alluded to. And

11 then we are,-going to.have each report -- I don't know how

12 familiar you are-with.them,:but it will contain.a summary of

13 the-NWPA activities,:just.as an enclosure. Andthese NWPA

, > X -14 activities,.nuclear waste-policy activities-are something that

s15 _we called an 18-wheeler. :Some-people know itas that. It is

16 basically adocument:that contains about 18 pages that has each

17 _provision of the Nuclear!Waste Policy Act and then it lists

.- 18 -what date that provision-was-supposed to-be-.accomplished by,

19 the current schedule for it~to be.accomplished, and then the

-2.0 .NRC.-role.-fAnd:this-is-justa document that we're using'

21 'internally.;to-see how we-stack up against what's-required by-

- . 22 -the-Nuclear Waste Policy Act. - -

23 - Andthen, -finally,, the-report will contain-any

24 . additional significant-activities-as they occur-in the three

25 month.-period that.we;will be:reporting about. ' ,

X . . . -Heritage.-Reporting Corporation
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I DR. MOELLER: Okay. Let me offer some comments on go

2 the first quarterly report. To begin with good: The enclosure

3 1 to the quarterly report, which we had seen previously, is one

4 of the best things I have seen. You go through each item and

5 where it stands and so forth. That is this tabulation which

6 is, as I say, is excellent and it is a good way in a brief

7 manner to bring people up to date on what's going on.

8 Where I had problems with the quarterly report were

9 as follows: First of all, I didn't find a good executive

10 summary at the beginning of the quarterly report. Essentially,

11 all other -- start and in about two pages they tell you what

12 this thing is all about. And then they give you the complete

13 report behind it. Well, that is not the procedure you have

14 followed here and you do take up these seven items. But I am\--/

15 just giving you one person's opinion. I wanted a good snappy

16 executive summary. Make it three pages, if you want, but I

17 wanted that at the beginning. And I didn't find it.: And I

18 really, therefore, when I finished reading it, I was not sure

19 of what all I had read.

20 Secondly, and this reveals, of course, a complete

21 bias on my part, but here is a quarterly report of all- the-_

22 wonderful things or, you know, the progress that has been made

23 over the past quarter and there is no listing of any ACRS

24 meetings, no listing of any letters that ACRS has written on

25 this subject, no such letters are appended to the back of the
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*> 1 report. I am not saying we are the only people, the only show

2 in town, but to read a complete report and don't even see the

3. word, "ACRS" in it,:struck me as unusual. And I am sensitive

4 to this for the following-reason..

: 5. When we were in Nevada, we said--- they talked about

-6 quality.assurance. DOE did. And, so,-wesaid to them: "Well,

* -7 we are sure that this.is an important issue. It is one that

.. . 8 the ACRS has been involved with. In fact,-we wrote a report on

-9. it -in May or April, whenever it was and sent it over. Sent it

10 to the Chairman, to Chairman Zech."-

11 - e- Wesaid:. "How helpful was our letter to you DOE

- 12 people?"-

13- . They said: "What-letter? We-have never seen it."

14 So, we said: !Well, fortunately, we have the NRC on-

- 15 site representative here." . .

16 .(- "How helpful, Paul Prestolt, was our -wonderful-letter

. 17 to you?"

18 - -And he said, "What'letter? We don't see your,

19 letters.- I'm not familiar with anything the ACRS is doing."

20 . - So," since they arenot getting- them through- normal .

-.:- - - 21 channels, this might- be one way to make sure that- they receive

22 them. .;

.. - - 23 - . DR. STEINDLER: Do you think that -these quarterly ..

.-- 24 reports-.are going to.be;distributed broadly?

. 25 DR. -MOELLER: Well, that -is-in my message, too. I
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certainly hope so.

DR. LINEHAN: Well, I think the point you're making

about getting these things distributed, you know, there is no

question you are correct. This quarterly report, though, is

something that Shewmon requested. And it isn't a quarterly

report of the program. It is-a quarterly report on specific

items he asked us to track in a quarterly report. That is why

it is in this format. It doesn't even touch on the majority of

accomplishments in the program. You know: what guidance we

may have issued, what meetings we may have held, what

agreements we may have come to, discussions we have had with

the ACRS, briefings we have had with other groups. It doesn't

go into anything but the specific items that the Chairman

requested that we keep him informed of.

The reason for coming up with something like this --

I'm not saying we don't have to revisit the format somewhat --

was to come down with very bare-boned type of thing. And we

talked before about the items we were tracking being

performance indicators. Coming up with something like that

that the commission and their staff could track or monitor to

get an overall sense of how the program was going. -

There are other documents, you know, we have that -

list the other things that we have accomplished in the program.

DR. STEINDLER: Well, what are those other documents?

DR. LINEHAN: There is a -- there is the high-level,
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1 -we call it a high-level waste products list- ' It's more than

2 products. It really lists the different-activities we have,

3 what meetings we have had with DOE, what.guidance documents we

4 have'produced, or we are -in the process of producing. There is

5 weekly information reports that we send down through the EDO, I

6 believe, that go to the commission. They do make their way

7 downtown; that list meetings we might have with you folks, with

8 the ACRS, with the Department.of Energy, with states-or tribes,

* 9 and what the significance of the meetings-are. You know, any

. 10 significant conclusions, agreements we have come to..

11 DR. MOELLER: Well, perhaps --

12 DR. LINEHAN: Maybe.we do need something that pulls

13- all this together, but the intent'here, it wasn't to exclude

14- the ACRS or anyone else;- It was just to .respond to what the

15 Chairman and his staff wanted. .

16 - - DR. MOELLER: Okay. -And you-do say that the focus of

17 this report is on the current status of the seven action items.

18 So,.you know,.you have-clearly-said that. But, to me, it was

19 the first.quarterly progress report. I was looking for a lot

20 more and, in fact, I.;had flagged your: "Are there other -items

- - - -.. 21 that should be tracked?" . - - -.

- 22. . I,would say right on the.front:., "There are many -

23 other items that could be tracked, but-this is-all the Chairman

24 wanted--"z .-And maybe you have-said that; -

25 . You-point out-on'page-:5 that there-had.been'no formal
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1 technical meetings. "There were no formal technical meetings-.J

2 between the NRC staff and DOE's Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage

3 Investigation Project." I guess during this quarter.

4 I wondered. And it says in here, like, "The

5 information from BWIP is limited and we are having trouble

6 keeping up with what they are doing." And that came up

7 yesterday. And I guess I simply don't understand, still, if

8 you are to license that facility why you are constantly -- and

9 you have an on-site representative, you constantly, though,

10 complain about, you know, getting the information. And,

11 apparently, no one hears you. You know. I would have made

12 that right at the front here of the quarterly progress report.

13 I would have said: "In spite of our urgings and ou-

14 letters to you, Mr. Chairman, and to many other people, we ar >

15 still hampered by lack of information."

16 That is one of the most crucial messages that comes

17 out.

18 But, question: When we were -- it's on, again,

19 something -- oh, yes. Here you say, at the end of the first

20 paragraph on page 5: "In addition, these interactions have

21 been supplemented by periodically sending NRC Headquartears -

22 staff to the DOE project officers offices to work with the NRC-

23 on-site reps."

24 Well, the on-site rep in Nevada says that he is

25 hampered by the lack of travel funds at headquarters to send
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1 -people-out like he needs-them.

- 2 I-would have cited that. You make it sound like --

3 DR. LINEHAN: Well, I don't think that is necessarily

'4 the feeling-at Headquarters.-: So,-I agree that there are

5 restraints because of travel.- And I think the travel budget we

6.' do 'have does allow us to'send people out a reasonable number of

7 times.

8 - I, indeed, would like to have people out there more

'9 'frequently, but', you'-know, there is alimit to the amount of

10 money we have. There are some staff on-the Nevada team, I

11 don't have-them sitting here for this purpose, but with us

12 today for presentations or to answer questions later on, are

13' Keith McConnell and-Shelly Abrams,'who'just over the past six

X~i. 14 months I think have;both been out to the Nevada site several

15 times.

16 We do not have the luxury whenever, you know, an

17 important DOE meeting comes up, of necessarily having people go

18 -out. But,.you know,:-we have things come up sometimes -once or

19 twice a month-and we have just got to be a little judicious in

20 *how we make decisions who goes out and what we-can.afford.

-- 21 - DR. PARRY:- Dr. -Moeller. -

22 ' DR. MOELLER: Yes. - - -- 

'23 - ' DR.PARRY: "John,'not to belabor it or anything, but

24 '- I-have:had'personal comments with-your-associates about the

25 difficulty on travel plans. It is not -- I really don't
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believe that it is a specific thing just for Nevada. It is a--'

general comment that has been made. And I make it only

constructively.

DR. LINEHAN: It is, I think, in general, we could

make use of some more funds, but I think what you are hearing

is you are hearing individual staff-members. And their input

is very important. But there has got to be a management

decision made as to what travel is necessary.

We just -- I went through an exercise with Mike Bell,

who is our Deputy Division Director, and Ron Ballard, who is

the Chief of the Technical Branch, where each quarter we: sit

down and look at proposed travel.

For the last quarter of '87, the travel that the

three of us thought was reasonable fell within the dollars we\--/

had. The travel that was necessary fell within the dollars.

Now, I am not going to say that there aren't trips that --

there are trips that will come up that we might want to send

people on, but I think, in general, using this quarter as an

example, there is adequate money there.

What we see is, on the part of the staff, I think

individual staff members -- and if I was in their shoes,-I

would want to do the same -- want to get out in the field more

frequently. And I think what we are doing does allow us to

keep up with what is going on at the DOE projects and have a

good handle on the sites.

K,
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DR. MOELLER: Okay. Well, that is good to hear. We

realize there are differing points of view.

On page 8, you talk about: "Rulemaking will be

necessary to implement the licensing support system." Could

you tell us -- it says,'10C part 2 has to be changed. Could you

explain that to us?

DR. WALKER: That 'is the negotiated rulemaking..

That's during the process of authority.

DR. MOELLER:- Why is it necessary?

DR. WALKER: So that the format, the information --

as:I understand it, so that the format or the way the

information is going to be placed into the system is acceptable

to everyone right now before we get somewhere down the road

into licensing and someone says -- in other words, it's going

to be a negotiated rulemaking, I believe, between us and DOE

and I think the states and tribes.'

DR. LINEHAN: Yes. It is between all parties in the

program. I think, first of all,if -- the purposes of the

negotiated rulemaking is to make it clear, get it in the rule,

that all of the parties have to submit information -- I'm not

sure if it as it is developed or within a reasonable-time,. get

it on the system so everyone has access to it. It is not going

to allow people to hold on -to stuff until'the time of hearing.

* It-is going to:require that it-be'submitted in a certain type

of format so that it can be readily put on the system and
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1 everyone will have access to it. And the ultimate goal is th`v

2 we won't go through this prolonged period of discovery, that

3 all of the documents will have been readily available to

4 everyone.

5 DR. MOELLER: All right. That is helpful.

6 DR. WALKER: Chip Cameron will be here later this

7 afternoon. He is working directly on that.

8 DR. MOELLER: On page 9, I had a question. And it

9 relates to QA and let me see if I can remember it. I wondered

10 how you can issue or how DOE can issue a site characterization

11 plan without having collected data that have been QA'd. You

12 say in the -- this is your item 3. You say: "DOE is committed

13 to having a fully qualified QA program in place when the SCPs

14 are issued."

15 Now, does that mean that the data in the SCP need not

16 have been QA'd because they only have the plan in operation at

17 the time they issue the SCP.

18 DR. LINEHAN: What we are facing in reality is that

19 data has been collected at the -- at least at two of the sites

20 for a numbe:r of years. And there were varying degrees of QA

21 that governed the collection of that data.

22 What we are saying is the site characterization plan

23 is the document that lays out -- it is sort of the start point

24 for the official testing of the site. We are saying that any

25 data that i collected, once you issue that site
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characterization plan, should be-collected under an adequate QA

program so that there is no question that-it is suitable for

licensing.

- DR. MOELLER: ;Okay.- So, I was misinterpreting. In

other words, a site characterization plan, of-course,' tells

-what data are necessary.- And, '.therefore,-from that point on is

a minimum you must have in:place aQA'program,' acceptable one.

DR. LINEHAN: 'Thatis correct. And the data that has

been collected up until'this point in time, if DOE wants to use

that in the licensing proceeding, they-will somehow have to

qualify it. And I think at-the"last session we went over the

generic technical position we-have of the-qualification of

'existing data which we -- a way of going'about doingthat.

DR. STEINDLER:; -Is it the intention-of the staff to

implement on its own-its QA plan in most of-its aspects so that

the review of the DOE information, data, et cetera, is going to

be-done in a fairly disciplined sorttof way? ''

DR.-LINEHAN: We,- within',the-Division-of High Level

Waste, we- have--an 'internal'QA plan.' 

DR. STEINDLER: zIs it comparable to what is-expected

;from--the-Department-on'QA Level 1?---

DR. LINEHAN: 'It is-'-- Idon't think it --- no. It is

.quite different'in' the' approach it takes.

- DR. STEINDLER:- In ur discussion est4Erday`

concerning-certain-aspects-of the research activity and the

" "'Heritage-Reporting Corporation
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1 potential absence of QA governance, at least in those areas 1--

2 where we had looked and raised the issue as to how it was that

3 the NRC is going to be able to use their own data which came

4 about in what some might believe a fairly undisciplined way, to

5 evaluate the Department's information, which presumably has

6 been done at some level -- presumably Level 1 -- it is in that

7 context that the question that I'm asking deals with how the

8 staff intends to implement a QA program and at what level in

9 order to be able to evaluate the corresponding information from

10 the Department.

11 DR. LINEHAN: I can't go into all the details because

12 I just don't have them available. But the internal QA plan we

13 have is geared towards the main type of activity we do, which

14 is the reviews of DOE documents, the development of guidance.\--

15 You know, not the actual generation of data: working in the

16 field, working in the laboratory. This is the Division's plan

17 I'm talking about. And it is something we could brief you on.

18 We would gladly brief you on. It is laid out in the EA review

19 plan that w issued and went over with the subcommittee and it

20 is something that is also going to be contained in the SCP

21 review plan that we will be talking about later on today.

22 The question you raise about generation of data,

23 though, one of the things we are looking at internally, at

24 least for our technical assistance contracts is if someone is

25 out there doing laboratory testing, actually generating data,
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Iyou know, what type of QA program do they need? You raised

these questions.at the-last meeting we had and we are looking

into it. I don't have a definite answer'for you'.right now, but

we recognize that we'do have to consider that.

I really don't know.'in the research area what is

going on. But IQA is one-area, if you -would like, you know, we

.could-brief you on the'program-we-have-and-some of the

essential elements of it.- '

DR. MOELLER:. Okay. I realize it is not an NRC

responsibility, but it came up in Nevada and several of us were

-- carried away lasting memories of the discussion. And that

* relates.-- it is covered on pages 11 and 12 where you talk

about state contentions.and.the concept through -which or the

program through which DOE.provides funds to the states and the

Indian tribes and so forth.-so that they independently evaluate

the repository.

If I could get a message to DOE on this, it would be

that they should'consider doing-this on a matching fund basis.

Like, if Iam a .state':and want to build a sewage treatment

plant, the Federal Government'helps', but they don't pay for all

. of it.- If I am at a-university'and go to the National-Sci-ence -

Foundation for funding forcsome'.educational program, itis -

generally on a matching.fund-basis. - It may be .90:10, meaning'

- 90.-from the Feds and.10,fromus-.or some.aspects of it are 1:1.

I-would think-if -each-of these :states were told: We

.�1_
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1 will give you a million dollars to pursue your own independen >

2 evaluation if the state puts up a million in matching funds so

3 that you have a total of two million, then there would be some

4 controls on it. And I would highly urge that somebody consider

5 that kind of an approach.

6 Finally, in terms of the report, getting back to an

7 earlier point, I think like on the first page, it would help me

8 where you have the subject in caps: "FIRST QUARTERLY REPORT,"

9 et cetera, I would put an asterisk at the end of that and have

10 a footnote. "This covers only the topics that the Chairman --

11 or this is a special abridged report specifically designed for

12 the NRC Chairman or for the NRC Commissioners. Other

13 information on what work is underway may be found in," and lie

14 a couple other things. That would help me a lot. -

15 Do we have other comments or questions on this topic?

16 DR. ORTH: Maybe one.

17 DR. MOELLER: Yes, sir.

18 DR. ORTH: We were told that this was a report only

19 on specific items that the Chairman asked for.

20 DR. MOELLER: Right.

21 DR. ORTH: I presume that there are continuing

22 discussions, though, to bring more items to their attention.

23 They may not always pick out the most important items. -

24 DR. LINEHAN: Well, that is done in these weekly

25 reports that I mentioned to you where we raise to the EDO's
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attention and to the Commissioner --- the Chairman's attention

what we think are the, important items'in the program.

DR. MOELLER: And they do, to repeat, they have a

weekly report or the.NRC .has:.a..report for the week ending on

such-and-such a date. And it has, you know, 15 different

sections or division reports, one of which is High Level Waste

Management. Andiit gives you in about one page or two pages

.the highlights of everything that has occurred during that

week. And it is.very, verylgood.

DR.-LINEHAN: And there-is also fairly open lines of

communication with the Commissioners' staff on a number of

items.

DR. PARKER:- It may presumptuous to tell the

Commissioners what to do,,but one thing that-struck me while we

were out that day, apparently, none of the Commissioners have

ever been to any of the three sites. And, since this.is a hot

political topic, seeing the sitesreally makes a difference in

'understanding what is going on there.' Getting some of them, at

least-one:.of them out to-Nevada or.BWIP it would seem to me

would be.extraordinarily useful.

DR.;LINEHAN:--That, indeed, is going to happen I

believe in the fall. . .

DR.--MOELLER: And I checked, too. I was.impressed

with that comment. And Chairman Zech has visited BWI.P.

DR. LINEHAN: Also,.Commissioner Bernthal I believe
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1 has been to BWIP.

2 DR. MOELLER: Okay. Any other comments?

3 DR. STEINDLER: When we were out in Nevada, the site

4 rep out there pointed out that he fires in monthly, I think

5 monthly reports to you folks.

6 DR. LINEHAN: Yes.

7 DR. STEINDLER: It would be, I think, useful to us if

8 we could at least view those if not routinely, which would be

9 desireable, periodically, at least, to get a feeling for what

10 kind of a situation he sees out there. I mean we are inundated

11 to a significant extent by DOE paper from NNWSI -- not clearly,

12 not so much from BWIP, but that's only one viewpoint. And the

13 other viewpoint that is from his viewpoint, which I think is

14 quite valuable and might be worthwhile doing: is there some KJ
15 mechanism that you folks could implement that would get Dade a

16 copy or Kirk?

17 DR. LINEHAN: Yes, sure. That would be no problem.

18 Sometimes, the package that comes in from Prestolt are cooked

19 up at the Hampton site and it may be six inches or a foot

20 thick, but what's on top is anywhere from a three to

21 six-page memorandum of their own observations and that is what

22 we will get down to you. If you would like the enclosures,

23 then we can get those if you need them.

24 DR. MOELLER: That would be very helpful. I am glad

25 you brought that up. Any other comments on this topic?
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Okay. Let's move on then I guess to the Los Alamos

QA Audit. Mr.- Kennedy.

MR. KENNEDY: Good morning.,:

This morning, Iwould liketo talk about the first

NRC staff audit of the DOE High Level Waste Repository Quality

Assurance Program. As you know, DOE is-about to embark on the

site characterization phase or, the extensivedata collection

part of it, whereby they will be collecting the majority of the

data that will be used in the licensing application for one of

the sites.

Now, that.dataneedsto be good data. It needs to be

valid data. It needs -to be collected in accordance with the

quality assurance requirements in subpart G of Part 60. And

before they go.off-and.collect it, DOE-is committed to having a

nuclear quality assurance program .in place in accordance with

the Commission's requirements. They have also asked the NRC

staff to audit their program before they begin, to confirm the

fact that the program is adequate and suitable for licensing

seven years from now. And that is not a-requirement that they

do that, but it makes,,good sense becausethey don't want the

NRC coming in five years from now or sevenyea-rs--fromand -.

finding their program inadequate,.jeopardizing the use of all

that data for licensing. ,

Now,- for the last several years, DOE has been putting

into place these-programs-and all the various organizations
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1 working on the High Level Waste Repository Program. December~

2 16th of last year, they identified the first areas, first

3 organizations that they felt had qualified QA programs; that is

4 QA programs which met our requirements. And we selected the

5 Los Alamos National Laboratory as the first one to audit,

6 specifically, the mineralogy/petrology work that is being done

7 out there in support of the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage

8 Investigations.

9 First, a little bit on Los Alamos. They are one of

10 nine participating organizations at the Nevada site which also

11 includes some of the national labs such as Sandia and Lawrence

12 Livermore. It also includes the U.S./G.S and several private

13 contractors like Ricco and -- I can't remember the others

14 offhand-, but several private contractors, too.

15 They are responsible for nuclide migration studies,

16 geochemistry, mineralogy and petrology. They are also the lead

17 technical organization for the exploratory shaft.

18 Now, we audited the mineralogy/petrology program

19 which provides descriptions of rock and fracture fill petrology

20 and mineralogy along transport pathways. And it consists

21 mostly of laboratory investigations involving such techniques-

22 as x-ray diffraction, electron micro probe, scanning electron

23 microscopy, et cetera.

24 One of the reasons we chose it or several of the

25 reasons were, first, they are working on several of the key
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K) 1 site issues out at.Nevada..--In particular, the origin of the

2 calcite deposits in the veins;,that is whether it is surface

3 water or subsurface water;indicating volcanic activity.

4. .Also, it is an R&D environment. It is a laboratory

5, organization, highly qualified scientists and it was a good

6 chance to go out and audit the implementation of how our so-

.7 called hardware-oriented QA requirements in subpart G which

.8 were taken.from the reactor.program were actually being

9 implemented. . -

10 DR. STEINDLER:, Sir, when you do this, does the QA

11 program constrain itself to- the verification that the samples

12 come.from where they are or do you get into detailed how did

13, they-calibrate their instrument,r-where did they go to school,

.i 14 what do they have as- a-basis. for feeling-they know how to use

15 their instruments? .

16 . MR. KENNEDY:. We did both. And I would like to get

17- into that. That is a very important issue, you know. Did we

.18 just. go out there.-and checkthe paper, as it were, and make

19 sure that they-had-records of where the samples came from or

20 did we also go out and look at more details of-the technical

.21- work? .

-. - .. 22 . . .DR. STEINDLER: . am--rather distressed to hear you

23 reply that.way.because it seems to me at some.point the

24 .technical people.doing:the work end up.doing nothing but

25 filling out forms instead of getting -any work done.
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1 MR. KENNEDY: That's a concern to me. And we did i

2 out and we did take technical staff with us, which I would like

3 to talk about and look into the technical work, the actual

4 quality of the technical work that was being done out there.

5 We did that, in fact, in a fair degree, which I would like to

6 talk a little bit more about later on.

7 I will say, you know, sitting here, there are

8 documentation requirements for licensing and it is not :up to me

9 to interpret the regulations the way I see fit. There are

10 certain needs of licensing. There are certain requirements in

11 Part 2 and Part 60. And as onus as it is, you know, that is

12 just the way it is with the licensing process.

13 DR. SHEWMON: Well, one of the things that has been

14 concern to the committee is the relationship, if one exists a

15 all, between the QA program and the quality of the product.

16 MR. KENNEDY: Right. I've seen your letters.

17 DR. SHEWMON: Just a different sort of question is

18 whether the QA program ends up being the be all and end all if

19 you can't do anything else. That is another way to kill the

20 program.

- 21 MR. KENNEDY: That's right. You can spend all of

22 your time taking care of the documentation needs -- and this,

23 we saw -- we didn't see it out at Los Alamos because they were

24 doing quite a bit of technical work, but that was a real

25 concern out there was that the QA program would just take over
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<__/ 1 all of their time and they would be spending more time on

.2 documentation-than on doing real-work. And that is a real

-3 -,issue. Thatis not the way it should be. The program is not

4 .. going to moveahead that way.

5 - DR. SHEWMON: But that istheway it is because that

.-6 is the way the policy saysit should be or are you saying there

7 ,is some~light at-the end-of-the tunnel?

8 ,. MR. KENNEDY: Well,,hopefully, there is some -light at

9 the end.of the tunnel.- .I~am saying there-is a framework that

10 the Commission has-for -licensing which requires-a certain

11 amount of.-;documentation for adjudicatory process, toprovide

12 evidence to the staff andoutsiders like states and tribes so

13.--,that they-can look at the work-that was done and have.

14 -confidencein it-. .... . . -

-- - .15 .. -- At the same time, there is a certain amount of

16 flexibility-that-we have in-interpreting what the requirements

17 are. And I feel the staff can go overboard on proper

18 interpretations,of--what's in the regulations. I think that is

19 ,what we need toldo better-is work with the-legal, people more

20 .closely, understand licensing better,-and work with the

-, -- 21 scientists out-there,-say,:iat Los. Alamos, findout what is

-,22. ,really.,needed and.interpret the regulations:properly -so-that

.23 -,.good quality-technical.-work can be,done, while-at.the-same

24 time, sufficient documentation is available for-licensing. And

'-' -- 25...-that ,is not-easy. -, - -
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1 DR. SHEWMON: I'll grant that.

2 MR. KENNEDY: You can go too far the other direction

3 and eliminate the documentation or not pay it enough attention.

4 You might wind up with something a lot sooner. You can go too

5' far in the other direction and destroy people's morale and just

6 bog the program down if-you get too involved in documentation

7 or needless documentation. Let's put it that way.

8 And that is kind of where I am. In particular, I

9 would like to get more into that because at Los Alamos, we now

10 have a chance -- we have been out to a site. We have worked

11 with the technical people. We understand and they understand

12 better what the issues are. I think it is a good opportunity

13 to resolve a lot of the issues of what QA is appropriate for.

14 these laboratory-type investigations, this R&D type of work.

15 What is enough to get through licensing? What is

16 enough to provide evidence to the states and tribes, licensing

17 boards and NRC staff? So, I hear you.

18 Okay. A couple of objectives: There are three

19 objectives that we had for the audit. First, clearly was just

20 to independently evaluate an area that DOE believed-to-be-

21 qualified by looking at implementation of both. the QA, progranv

22 and the ability of the Los Alamos investigators to perform

23 quality technical work. It is kind of a conventional purpose

24 of an audit.

25 There were two other purposes and objectives for the
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-audit,-though. -First'was-to give DOE'a good bench mark for

-what our expectations-were and what-the expectations more

generally of the licensing process -are. As you know -DOE has

never had a major facility-licensed-by the NRC. -Los Alamos, in

particular, -does not have any staff to:have been through a

nuclear-licensing or testified as-expert witnesses in a

licensing hearing, -for example. So, it was a chance for them

to get a calibration, as it were, of.what our expectations are.

And'then, finallyi'the'Division of Waste Management

,or High Level Waste Management, now,.-has never, as an-

organization, conducted audits before. We have been in

- existence several years, but-this 'is-the-first time that we

have actually-gone-out ;and done a formal audit like NRR does or

INE used to.do..on.their-inspections. .So, it was one-of the

purposes: To build a foundation for that.

By.doing the'audit, we had to put plans and

procedures into place. We.-had to qualify.people,-train them.

- We also learned a lot by going out there and doing it. We will

-do it better next time.'.;:-.'

:DR. MOELLER:'7 Didfyou have-an actual training; -

,.program? :Formal?-. Or how did you train the people? . .

MR..KENNEDY: -, Weftrained. them'with-outside quality

assurance ;training.; In.-fact,- we..took advantage of the free

training that DOE has to offer. DOE offers training-

internally. They-also offer-it to.the'-states and tribes and to
.
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1 the NRC staff. And, you know, some folks might say that's a -

2 conflict of interest, that they are training us in things that

3 are not correct, but, actually, I took one of their courses and

4 they are pretty good, actually. And, also, more importantly,

5 they are geared to the repository program. Most of the QA

6 training that is available commercially is geared toward

7 reactors. And it just isn't the kind of thing we want to give

8 our earth scientists.

9 DR. MOELLER: Are these given locally and are they

10 given by government workers or do they bring in someone?

11 MR. KENNEDY: They bring in -- a couple of different

12 ways. Some of the training for the auditors, rather, it is

13 given by a contractor. I think it is UE&C out of PhiladelphiV

14 They also have -- ONWI has also established a lead

15 auditor training program. And they are using Batelle staff to

16 give that. They give it throughout the country. I know

17 Batelle has gone to Albuquerque, BWIP, Washington.

18 DR. MOELLER: Now, let's see if I have that right.

19 The NRC auditors were trained by the Department of Energy and

20 then went out and audited the Department of Energy's program.

21- MR. KENNEDY: Some were trained, like our technical

22 staff took auditor training from the DOE. That's right.

23 DR. SHEWMON: You wouldn't want them uneducated;

24 would you?

25 DR. STEINDLER: No, no. I certainly wouldn't want
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bargain. . . -

DR.'MOELLER: -What he has pointed out,..though, is

that that was.not the only-training they-had, but it certainly

.-- I can see that -it would be-helpful to see what DOE teaches

in their training program.

DR. KENNEDY:- Frankly, I don't know. On the surface,

maybe that doesn't.look as good as it could, but I took it and

it is basic-quality assurance.. 

DR. STEINDLER: I don't have-any-problem, but I think

you-might.have an- interesting-time answering some questions at

the first hearing where.-you-have. adversaries chewing on you

from one end to the other. Perhaps-not. I-don't know. ..

MR. KENNEDY: That's the point I think.we need to

-:consider. The only-thing Ihave considered thus far is what

the states have.tried to do. -In -fact, I -mean they are- taking

the-same.training.- So, they-don't seedit as DOE teaching

something that:is not.correct. --

DR. MOELLER: Well, you could almost.think of it like:

mathematics. You know:2,and 2.equals-4, regardless of-who

- teaches-it.-- . -

-DR.-STEINDLER: ;You could. .

-a - DR.-MOELLER:% Okay. Well,,that's interesting. Go

them uneducated.

DR._SHEWMON:- :And-it was free.

-~~ DR. STEINDLER:'; And-it was free. It was certainly a

I Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 ahead.

2 MR. KENNEDY: Okay. Let's see. A few details on the

3 audit. We had an eight-person team, six with education and

4 experience in geotechnical work, included our two geochemists

5 on the Nevada team, John Bradbury and Paul Bender, who are here

6 at the moment. They are a contractor --

7 DR. MOELLER: When you say on the Nevada team, what

8 does that mean?

9 MR. KENNEDY: That's the staff Nevada team. There is

10 a team of reviewers, I guess it's about eight or nine members

11 with individuals in each of the disciplines: geology,

12 geochemistry.

13 DR. MOELLER: Assigned to each site?

14 MR. KENNEDY: Assigned to each site. That's right.,,-

15 We also had our on-site representative, Paul Prestolt was on

16 the team.

17 DR. MOELLER: And he is or he told us that QA was one

18 of his areas of expertise.

19 MR. KENNEDY: Yes, Paul is real good in that respect.

20 Paul has -- his biggest contribution is that he has worked-

21 under a nuclear QA program.

22 DR. MOELLER: Yes.

23 MR. KENNEDY: And he was working on -- nuclear

24 plants. And that is real valuable experience.

25 DR. STEINDLER: You have as one of your objectives
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the evaluation of the quality of the work of the folks at Los

Alamos.

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.--

DR. STEINDLER: What kind of assurance can you

provide that the people -that.you had on the team would

recognize either good work or bad work when they saw it?

MR. KENNEDY: Well, would you like to speak to that,

John? Or do you want me to try it, first, and then you can

fill in where --

MR. BRADBURY:-. Well,.why don't you try it, first.

- - MR. KENNEDY::.I don't know if all three of them, but

they have had experience in some of the techniques that were

being utilized out there, like electron microscopy, for

example, scanning -- -. -; - -. 

DR. MOELLER: Maybe if you gave us the technical

background of some of the members and even what-real world

experience they have had.

DR. -BRADBURY: Okay.-Lately.

DR. MOELLER: 'Lately,-,okay.

DR. BRADBURY:-..We brought Paul- and myself on- this

meeting and I, myself,-have- experience in the electron - -

-microprobe, x-ray diffraction, SEM, -and these are the

techniques that they-are using ,at -LoscAlamos.

*; DR. -STEINDLER: :.You.have-experience. How?'.Doing

what with.these instruments?
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DR. BRADBURY: Analyzing ABS igneous rocks --

DR. ORTH: Okay. You worked in a laboratory doing

this sort of work for x-years or took a course in it once or

what?

DR. BRADBURY: I am an igneous petrologist trained in

igneous petrology. My degree is experimental igneous

petrology.

DR. STEINDLER: What degree?

DR. BRADBURY: Ph.D.

DR. MOELLER: And you, of course, worked in-a lab

doing your doctoral research. Then you worked in a lab post,

after that?

DR. BRADBURY:

DR. MOELLER:

DR. BRADBURY:

DR. MOELLER:

No, that's not correct.

You came to the NRC?

That's right.

'1

And how long has this been since you

graduated?

DR. BRADBURY: Three years.

DR. MOELLER: Oh, well, that's not very long, okay.

And some of the other people?

DR. BRADBURY: The other people have experience in

x-ray, for the most part. I don't -- I'm not sure whether they

had -- whether they have ever sat on a probe or not, but they

have had -- our contractor, I believe, may have sat on a probe.

DR. STEINDLER: Well, I didn't mean to have this
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1! session in.the sense degenerate into the requirement that the

2; audit folks provide alitany-of their curriculum vitae, but the

3 question always arises, you know: How smart are the auditors.

4 My limited experience-in trying to analyze Department of Energy

5 data for quality leads me-to conclude that this is a very

6 difficult process. But, yet, you in fact -- and I would not

7 have been surprised if you had-left that issue out completely

8 as one of your objectives or at least touched on it lightly.

9 But you made a big point of it. And because you-made a big

10 point of it, I guess that's the reason for my question. And

11 I'm sorry, I didn't mean to-have you get up and tell them the'

12 last.time was it you were in a laboratory. That's not the

13 issue. -

14 But it seems to me that .you have to be prepared to at --

15 least address that if you insist on having that as one of your

16 significant objectives. I-understand how you got to that

.17 objective. You have-been prodded by Paul ,Shewmon who keeps

18 saying, correctly: Are you guys running a quality assurance

19 program without knowing anything about the assurance of

20 quality?

- -~ 21 - - DR. SHEWMON:--, I would cheerfully have said -- been-:----:

-22 happy if he had-said: We made sure they were looking at the

23 right rock and we-trusted them-to know what the hell they were

24 doing.with their -equipment., *--

25 . DR. BRADBURY:, -Well, in fact, we didn't make sure,
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1 that they were looking at the right rock. We were limited by

2 the scope of this audit. We weren't allowed to audit anything

3 but the samples that they had received into their facility.

4 So, we didn't track the whole process from collecting the

5 samples through to the end, the conclusions that you draw from

6 it.

7 MR. KENNEDY: Because that's not ready yet. Because

8 only the internal Los Alamos program was qualified; that is,

9 ready for NRC audit.

10 DR. MOELLER: There was a problem in the field which

11 DOE recognized.

12 MR. KENNEDY: Out in the core storage, right. And we

13 didn't feel it was productive to go out there and tell them,

14 again: Hey, you've got a core problem, a traceability problenrh>

15 They knew that.

16 DR. BRADBURY: And, therefore, we couldn't say

17 anything about the quality of the work that they have done

18 because we -- they couldn't guarantee that these were rocks,

19 these samples were collected from the places that they were

20 collected.

21 MR. KENNEDY: Our intention is not to go out with -

22 just QA folks and just look at the paper. We feel we do need

23 to go out with both. This is an issue of not just the staff,

24 but how do you go out and look at the technical work at this

25 point. It's not like a reactor where you have got all kinds of
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1 codes and standards to use as a basis for accepting technical

2 work. Thereis no AS&E code. There are no high Triple E

3 standards. All of this 

1.4 DR. SHEWMON:- There is always layers of: Does he

5 know how to turn on the microscope? Does he. know how to get a

6, pattern? Does he really know how to interpret that pattern?

7 And, about two levels- of that, you and your auditors can check

8 him out and someplace down in there you are going to have an

.9.. extremely specialized audit team or you are going to have to-

10 take his word for it.

11 MR. KENNED .Y: Yes.,

12 DR. SHEWMON: It is where you have to start taking

13 his word for it thatI hope doesn't chase him down to doing

14 nothing but filling out paper, to no avail.

15 MR. KENNEDY: Exactly. I think another thing we need

16 to do that we haven't done yet is rely on peer reviews. That.

17 is DOE is going to have to perform peer reviews. And we would

18 review the peer review process and look at the qualifications

19 of the peers and that would give us confidence that the

20 investigators are doinggood work, in addition to some of our

21 own independent auditing.

22 Okay., More on the details of the audit. We'had

23 three subteams, two were programmatic QA and one technical. It

24 was one week long, mainly because the program isnot that

25 extensive right now. So,, an eight person team one week would
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1 be what we needed to get the job done.

2 Another unique thing was that we made --

3 DR. MOELLER: Excuse me. Were your projections

4 correct? Did it require just about as much time as you

5 predicted?

6 MIR. KENNEDY: One week was about right, yes. I think

7 it would have been counterproductive to stay longer. We found

8 what we needed to find at week end.

9 One unique thing, and perhaps unique to this program

10 is that we had State of Nevada involvement. We invited them to

11 observe the audit team. They went -- rather, the observer,

12 Carl Johnson of the state, looked at all three subteams. He

13 attended all of our team meetings in the meeting. In fact, I-

14 even wrote an input for our audit report.

15 One of our objectives is to try to give them

16 confidence in the work that we're doing. And that was the

17 mechanism for doing that.

18 Let's see. I wanted to address specifically the

19 technical portion of the audit because I thought you may be

20 interested in that. So, I made up a handout on that. We had

21- basically three objectives: To assess whether the detailed

22 technical procedures reflected accepted scientific methods; to

23 determine if the procedures were being followed and to assess

24 the ability of the Los Alamos staff to perform quality

25 technical analyses using the procedures. We did --
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1;., DR. STEINDLER:. Excuse me. Before you get into

2 that, did you have an advance copy ofthe QA plan that they

3 were following?.

-. 4 , , , ..MR. KENNEDY: Oh, yes.

.5 DR. STEINDLER: So,.-you reviewed.all of their written

6 documentation before.yougot .there?

7 MR. KENNEDY: Extensively. Yes. For months. In

8 fact, including the detailed technical procedures, we spent I

9 would say, what, three months-going over those, all of the

10 detailed procedures. Which wasactually ,the next bullet.

11 The method was-an extensive pre-audit review of the

12 key analytical proceduresand other documents. The other

13 documents included the QA plan and procedures. We spent quite

2 14 -a bit of time going over,.the detailed technical.procedures on

15 samplepreparation,-electron microscopy,,.et cetera. From -that,

16, we developedcheck lists that were used to interview the Los

17 Alamos staff during the-week out.there. Asked them questions

18 .to see if they.understood procedures,,to see if they could fill

19 in the gaps in the procedures, because every single detail

20 cannot be specified in the procedure.

.21. -DR. MOELLER: And what kind of people? You:

22 interviewed the technical staff. :Tellme some, 2for instances."-

23 . MR. KENNEDY: .-:Well,- the-principal investigators -- do .

24.. you want-to address that, John? .

.25 DR. BRADBURY:, Yes,we talked with principal
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investigators working with the x-ray diffraction, with the s

electron microprobe. They have a small staff. I don't

remember the number. It might have been -- it was less than

10. And, so, we spent time discussing the different problems

that may occur in trying to analyze fine grained rocks.

DR. MOELLER: So, essentially, at sometime you talked

to everyone?

DR. BRADBURY: Yes, we did.

DR. MOELLER: And did you talk to them individually

or in groups or both?

DR. BRADBURY: We talked to them individually,

sometimes more than one person sat in, but we would concentrate

our discussions with that one person.

MR. KENNEDY: And the principal investigators, I

guess they are all Ph.Ds and typically they have some folks

working for them, technicians and other technical individuals.

DR. BRADBURY: That's right.

DR. STEINDLER: Who wrote the -- were you able to

determine who wrote the procedures?

MR. KENNEDY: Yes.

DR. STEINDLER: Did the staff write them or did -

somebody else write them?

MR. KENNEDY: John?

DR. BRADBURY: They were all written internally. I

think the staff -- the staff wrote some of them. At least they

I/
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1 had contributed quite a bit of time into editing them, at

2-. least..- But I-think most-of them spent.-- they did some

3..!complaining and, so, I'm sure they had a lot of effort put into

4 those -- writing those documents.

5 DR.-PARRY: You noted in-one.of your.handout.sheets

-6.. that the -State of Nevada also was involved.

7 Who was that and-what was their background?

8 - DR. KENNEDY:: Carl Johnson of the state. I am not

.9 sure what his title is, but he.is the one who--keeps the closest

,10- oversight of the NRC and DOE,-activities. He comes to most of

.11 our meetings with DOE, almost all-of the meetings involving the

12 Nevada project. Now he hasa geotechnical;-background. I know

13 that he has been a.consultant in geotechnical work, a private

14 consultant. Beyond that, -I-am not sure.- He is a senior fellow

15 -and has been around, and he.-understands nuclear-licensing and

-- . 16 he is very effective in fact..

17 - (Slide)

18 . Okay. Let's move;-on 'tothe next page which.contains

19 the major conclusions which first based on!the interviews with

20 the principal investigators that we felt-confident that the

: 21 combination--of the existing-technical-procedures and technical

22 - staff:at Los Alamos:can produce quality technical analyses.

23 But we did not-agree that~the QA-program~is fully in place.

24 And just in.general, wefelt- that-there is an insufficient

25 appreciation of the QAdocumentation-needs.for licensing within
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1 Los Alamos.

2 The last one is not all that surprising, because Los

3 Alamos has never been licensed by the NRC or involved in a

4 licensing proceeding. And on the staff, they had no one who

5 had been experienced in nuclear licensing.

6 DR. STEINDLER: Can I interpret or can I ask a

7 question about that little book.

8 When you say that the team does not agree that the QA

9 program is fully in place, do you mean that the QA program as

10 described in the QA documents written by and followed by Los

11 Alamos is not fully in place, or do you mean that the QA

12 program as you would like to see it is not fully in place?

13 DR. KENNEDY: Can you say that again to make;sure

14 that I have the distinction right?

15 DR. STEINDLER: The Los Alamos folks are following a

16 QA plan generated by DOE.

17 Are you telling us that the team does not agree that

18 the Los Alamos workers are adequately following the DOE plan or

19 are you telling us that the DOE plan is not what the NRC would

20 like to see?

21 DR. KENNEDY: It is actually both. They are not

22 following in all cases, although they are following it in the

23 great majority of the cases. But they are not always following

24 the plans and procedures that they have in place at Los Alamos

25 that have been proscribed by DOE.
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Also, and this-is an important issue, that plan is

not completely in accordance-with the Commission's

requirements, the one that they are working to.

DR. STEINDLER:-. That latter point presumably should

have come out of your-review three months-prior to the actual

visit; did it?-

DR. KENNEDY: It did.- It did, and-that is an issue.

One of the reasons -- here is the choice that we have. We-

could have gotten the plan perfect or made an attempt to get

the plan perfect, the QA procedures perfect before we went out

and did-the audit. -

DR. STEINDLER: Acceptable, I think maybe is -a good

term. - - - -

DR. KENNEDY: Well, okay,,that is a better word. You

are right. We will never achieve perfection- and we do not -

need to. But we could have gotten it acceptable. But our

history has been -- well, first off, there is not any plan

right now-that-we have gotten agreement with DOE-on.

Typically what-happens -is- that we review it and we

send comments out, and it-takes six months to a year sometimes

- to get a response to-thejcomments. There is additional give -

-and take. after that tofresolve issues.--And our strategy was--

that we looked at -the plan--that they had- and we felt that it

-- was close and we--felt thatit was-reasonable. You know, it

addressed all-eighteen criterion.. - ;
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1 lie felt that it would be productive to go out now

2 do an audit and identify detailed implementation issues rather

3 than wait which would likely be a year or even longer and have

4 all this work go on and maybe not be right. That was a

5 calculated decision, and I think that it was the right one.

6 Because it really would have taken quite awhile based on our

7 experience to date to have the plan meet the Commission's

8 requirements.

9 Now we did identify, by the way, in the course of our

10 three month review improvements that are needed in it. The

11 thing was that there was not time to get them settled. In

12 fact, we are sending out a letter to Los Alamos, or DOE rather,

13 Nevada, which identifies all of the comments that we have on

14 their plan, so that they can get their plan right in addition~"

15 to fixing problems that were identified in the audit.

16 (Slide)

17 I wanted to give you a feel for what some of the

18 findings and deficiencies were. There were four findings, and

19 fourteen deficiencies, and four observations.

20 And first, procedures for activities affecting the

21 quality of work potentially related to licensing.. They were

22 not developed for some activities such as stop work, evaluation

23 of suppliers, annual suppliers evaluations. They were:not

24 being followed in all cases. For example, there was a lack of

25 inspections of the core storage area within Los Alamos. And
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they-were not being followed-in all-cases-,with-respect'to the

use of laboratory notebooks.'. 

Nor -were they fully understood by the Los Alamos

staff. And that was an indication that'some of the procedures

may need clarification because they were new, or that the staff

.-mayineed additional training on them. ---

Another important one was the second bullet or'the

.third.bullet -rather, which was that the internal audit program

at-Los Alamos.needs 'tolbe strengthened. Theoretically, the Los

Alamos.program, the internal audit program there, ought to be

'catching most of these programs before-outside organizations

come in.

DR. STEINDLER: Did they-have so to speak a dry run

audit internally before you-.got there? .- ,<- -

DR.,-KENNEDY: -Yes, -they did.. -They had a two day

audit in February -of-this.past year. It was like a three -

person audit team. They did not cover the full scope of -the

program.- They didnot-really get into some of the meat. And

as a result,.what happened was that the Nevada Project Office

came in I--guess about two .months later and identified a number

of significant deficiencies that-Los Alamos had not detected

internally. And then,.of course,- we came along a couple of

months after.that -and identified some more deficiencies.

Now auditors.are always going to -come in and identify

deficiencies. But we-felt'.that the nature of the deficiencies
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1 were significant enough that many of them should have been

2 caught by the internal Los Alamos audit.

3 DR. STEINDLER: Do you grade your deficiencies or

4 findings in terms of importance?

5 DR. KENNEDY: The only grading that we had for this

6 audit was deficiency versus finding. In the future, it looks

7 like we are going to be grading them, because that is just not

8 enough. Deficiency, it turned out, the implication was that it

9 was too insignificant. And finding, I think that everybody

10 agrees after the audit, the way that we defined it was just too

11 harsh or too severe for some of the things that we came up

12 with.

13 DR. STEINDLER: Now a finding is the worse thing, a

14 a deficiency is a lesser?

15 DR. KENNEDY: Lesser. That was one of the major

16 things that we found from the audit, that you could define a

17 deficiency.

18 DR. SHEWMON: Take your last bullet down there,

19 certifications of personnel/training. I guess that the rules

20 that you operate under are based on taking reactor operators

2-1 and seeing whether they have the training to operate this

22 dangerous instrument that they have. And you go review their

23 training program, and you take a welder and see if he is

24 certified to lay down a weld like he is supposed to.

25 If you take the people in the laboratory doing these
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1 tests,.what beyond their curriculum vitae which would give his

2 ...education and publications would you-find you.need to certify

3 -,the.competence of the individual to operate that machine that

4 he has-been operating for five years?.--

.5 .- . . DR. KENNEDY: Let me tell you what we-think would be

6 appropriate. We think first that a position description:

7: describing what the job.is generally is appropriate, just like

8 -we on the NRC staff.has a position description that is -

9. typically-three pages long and describes at least in-some

10 detail what the nature of the job-is..

11 we feel that.they.need that-out there as part of the

* . 12 QA records, and in fact they may already have it. It was a

13 part of the QA records.

14 We also feel that a summary of an individual's

-.15 education and experience.is needed in-the file to demonstrate

16 that they are qualified. All that they had basically was an

17 assertion that they were-qualified.

18 DR. SHEWMON: Everybody would have a vitae which

19 would say what his education-was,, what his experience was

20 although not for three pages-long, and what reports he had

--21 completed..

22 - My question was what do-you.want beyond- that, and one

* - 23 answer was I want three-pages. saying-what-his responsibility

24 --is? -

25. DR. KENNEDY: It does not have to be three pages.

i - -Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 There needs to be a position description describing what the\J

2 needs are for the job and what the duties and responsibilities

3 are. I suppose that it could even be a page or maybe less.

4 And they need a record with at least some detail of what the

5. education and experience is of the individuals working in that

6 position.

7 DR. SHEWMON: Okay. Would a Ph.D. in geology from

8 Stamford be enough of a description, or does he need more?

9 DR. KENNEDY: For the cases that we looked at there,

10 I think that they need more. They would need more.

11 DR. SHEWMON: And part of your finding here is that

12 whatever they needed more than that they did not have, and you

13 explained it to them then as to what they needed?

14 DR. KENNEDY: We did not explain in detail exactly

15 what they needed, no. We said that they needed a position

16 description, and we said that they needed more detail to show

17 that an individual was qualified for the duties proscribed in

18 the PD.

19 DR. SHEWMON: Would publications in that area be

20 qualifications or not?

21 DR. KENNEDY: I imagine that they would be, yes.

22 DR. MOELLER: And I gather from the last item-under

23 that bullet that there were no records of training outside of

24 Qa.

25 DR. KENNEDY: That is a related issue, yes.
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DR. MOELLER: Apparently because they knew that you

were coming they clearlydelineated or-specified the training

of each-worker in QA, but did not tell what else they had.

DR.,-KENNEDY: -Right.:.

-DR. MOELLER: -Okay. I can see that.

DR.--KENNEDY: I -think that they may maintain in the

long run that not much training is needed for the technical

workers. They do-not.hire-technicals and train them. They

expect-people to know what-to-do when they-come. They do not

train them. They are expected to know that-when they come to

Los Alamos. ,

DR. STEINDLER: -Is that very last line an issue of

records or an issue-of training that you are raising? You say

no records of training outside of:QA. ,You are in a sense -

finding that there is an~absence of the record? ' -

DR. KENNEDY: It was more of a records concern.

DR. STEINDLER: It-is a paper issue. -

DR. KENNEDY: It is a paper issue, I have to admit.

We thought~that it was a significant one, because licensing is

not going-to occur for seven years or to get to a licensing

-hearing :for nine years. And these folks are not going' to be ' 

aroundtor at least-some'of-them arenot going to be around.

- Andyet you,-are going-to need some proof as to the fact'that

these folks were qualified. - - , , -

, -, DR.STEINDLER: You are not-setting up what I guess

K
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1 is a rather hazardous criterion for method of qualification,

2 and that is a paper method rather than a production method. If

3 you want to find out if somebody knows how to do something, you

4 hand him a MBS standard to run through his machine and you

5 watch him do it. If he comes up with the right answer six

6 times in a row, there is a reasonable chance that he knows what

7 he is doing, and I am obviously oversimplifying.

8 It does not really make a heck of a lot of-difference

9 whether or not there is a sheet of paper in somebody's file

10 that says gee, this guy has taken a course someplace, does it?

11 DR. KENNEDY: In terms of the quality of the work

12 that is being done in the lab.

13 DR. STEINDLER: That is right.

14 DR. KENNEDY: You are right. Actually I feel that

15 went out and did both. I mean John and Karen, the woman from

16 Oak Ridge, and Paul interviewed these people and talked to them

17 at length to get a feeling of confidence that good work was

18 being done.

19 DR. STEINDLER: Okay. But the point is that you are

20 focusing your attention on the absence of records.

-21 My question is why is that critical in this

22 particular instance? This is the records of training.

23 DR. KENNEDY: Or can we talk more broadly just about

24 the qualifications?

25 DR. STEINDLER: No, no. It is precisely the point,
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the narrow point that I am'trying.to get at.

If the issue is you are trying-to get some.kind of

quality.output, 'why is the record of training so important?

That is not the.mechanism that I would think that the

.NRC would want to use to.determine whether or not the guy can

do quality-output. I mean that is not the.way.the analytical

,chemistry folks are tested against. In a sense, they are not

tested-against the diplomas-on the wall. They ate tested

*against a MBS standard.,,

-And what you are saying is that.a diploma on the wall

-is just as good. And I guess -that.is the problem that I have.

I think that is-not the right:criterion that!you ought to be

using.

DR.-KENNEDY:, Well,,I do notthink that it is just as :

.good personally., You know,: they need-.to be doing good work,

and we need to have-confidence thatthey are-doing good work

-and -measure-them against standards where they are available.

.But. you also-need.the..documentation,:-:too.

., l -- DR.- -STEINDLER:- Well, let me be more extreme. We

-have got atechnician-in ourl.shop-who-hasgot ahigh,.school -

..diploma:I-think.: And the-only reason-that I doinot know.that--

is that Ihave never bothered-, to.look.- But I would not trade

him against anybody -to-run-our scanning electro-microscope. ^

And. if you--ask him how much -training have:you:-had or-.show me

how much training;you have had-in-the -last 25 years, he will
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1 probably punch you in the nose. But he can do wizardry things

2 with that machine.

3 And so if you were to come in on a QA audit and say

4 gee, there are no records of this guy having either taken any

5 courses or having had any training, I think that it is .a total

6 non sequitur to the quality of work that he does. I can show

7 you the quality of work in relation to an absolute set of

8 standards that are normally used in science. -

9 DR. KENNEDY: You feel that you can substitute that

10 for a formal training program that is documented in the record.

11 DR. STEINDLER: When either the Department of Energy

12 or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission goes through and evaluates

13 data, that evaluation is an impersonal evaluation. It will

14 become totally immaterial to an outside evaluator whether or a__/

15 not the person who has done the work has a Ph.D. and has.-

16 upteens records of training or not.

17 The issue will be whether or not that data package

18 which is going to be laid in front of somebody can stand the

19 standard test that the scientific community uses, can they get

20 the right answer against a set of standards, and can they do it

21 with reasonable precision. It is immaterial who does it. -

22 DR. SHEWMON: Chances are this guy has gone off to'a

23 short course or two that the vendor for the new instrument used

24 when they got their new SEM, but that still does not certify

25 that he knows and that you should trust his data. And I think
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that is what bugs us. You take people.who can do what-they are

supposed to do, keep.them.from doing it to fill out paper

trails that still do not mean a damn thing to the peers.who are

reviewing the output.,.

DR. LINEHAN: The question that you are going to have

to answer though when you get into the licensing hearing is

people are-going to challenge the qualifications of an

individual. You know, how.a test was run, the.equipment that

was used, and was so and so qualified, if there was some

subjective judgment that was required,.you know, running the

equipment., Those types of things do get challenged. I do not

think that it means that someone has to have a diploma though.

DR. SHEWMON: The way.that that is handled in the

field is basically can somebody.someplace else reproduce the

same results, and that'is what you try to get out a good peer

review, and that is what you get out of somebody's professional

reputation. And it is how either of those things comes into

your paper.trail or if there are not enough records of training

that is unclear to us. ..

DR. LINEHAN:, But.I think that those.things that you

are.talking.about are.used to demonstrate-what we are-after.

DR.. SHEWMON:..Well, they are not really what is done

here for certification..

. - - -DR. LINEHAN: I think that-what we are.after, and

correct me if I am wrong,,Jim, is.something like you-are saying

, �1� .
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1 it can be that. I know that the Commission when it comes to\--

2 health and safety programs or take the health physics area, you

3 know, some of the better people out there have been working in

4 the field for years and they do not have a masters in health

5 physics, they do not even have any college degrees.

6 But if there is something in the files that the NRC

7 can look at that that person is qualified by experience, and

8 that his peers have deemed that he is qualified to do this type

9 of work, that something like that is routinely put in the file.

10 DR. SHEWMON: I come from a place where the motto is

11 publish or perish. So I ask for how many papers the guy has

12 published and in what kind of journals, or where he got

13 coauthorship though he has not completed high school because

14 the quality of work that he has done. But it is not clear th >

15 this would mean anything on the scale which is designed to

16 certify welders to lay down good weld beads. You know; I am

17 abusing you some.

18 DR. MOELLER: Well, I am listening. And I directed a

19 Public Health Service Laboratory for some years. And we were

20 sent standards, you know, that were made up by our QA group

21 somewhere, and we did not tell our technicians that this was a

22 standard. W1e just made out like it was a routine sample and

23 gave it a number and ran it through the lab. And our lab was

24 totally judged on how close they came to the right number.

25 At the same time, I can hear the message, too. As
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long as the records of the.CVs of these people, as long as that

does.not dominate things. If in eight years; as you were

saying, or ten, whatever it is from now, someone is reviewing

the.data from the Los Alamos-Lab and~they say who was working

thereat that-time and what was their.background, I can see

that it-might be helpful.to be able to pull that out of the

record. That was sort of what.I was hearing..

- DR. KENNEDY: John, didyou want to say something on

the standards?

DR. BRADBURY:- I was just going to say that we are

very sensitive to what.you are saying. The technical staff

agrees that certification by itself is not enough. We have

proposed to the.people atLos Alamos that they make a split,

for example,.of some rock or any.rock... Let them choose -or we

could choose, this being .the first time that they can choose.

Split the.rock, and.they do an analysis and we do an analysis

using our contractors, land seewhat the uncertainty is in using

a particular technique..

We did not get very far.with.that proposal. But we

.did-not push it.all that far. This.was the first of its kind.

We are essentially feeling them out in this regard,-and we

definitely willruse this, technique, if I have -anything to-say - -

about it..., . ; . -

This.gets around.to..ourjQA. One-of the arguments

that they used.against this.was, okay,.now we have two labs.
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We, Los Alamos, has what we think a good QA program. We are\-~'

not'too sure about you. Who is right and wrong.

Well, anyway we proposed it, and I think that it is a

good way of answering these questions. Now you must realize

that these conventional techniques-are being used to analyze

rocks -- well, to analyze minerals that are not conventionally

used or not normally used to analyze with these materials. The

zeolites, for example, are very difficult to analyze-using the

electron microprobe for that.

And they have spent many years developing the

standards to analyze these minerals against. And it is not a

clear cut and cut and dry technique. You are essentially

cutting the technique to its limit.

DR. SHEWMON: But that is inherent in getting into

research process. You are out far enough in front-of the feld

so that you cannot go to six other established labs and say we

want to run a round robin on this.

DR. BRADBURY: That is right. Essentially they are

the ones that have something to lose by doing it this way. But

on the other hand, if it comes out. So we proposed it. And-in

this particular audit, we did not use that technique-.:- But L

envision it being used in the future.

DR. STEINDLER: Did you propose to use the Bureau of-.

Standards as your laboratory?

DR. BRADBURY: No, we did not.
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1 DR. STEINDLER: -Do you -think that they would have

2 objected if you had?-- .:

3 DR. BRADBURY: I think that they would have

4 hesitated. The reason that'I say that is one of the

' 5 investigators mentioned that he was doing state of the art

6 -work, -and that he thought-that essentiallytno one else could do

-7 what he was doing without his-guidance. It is like he-gets the

8 --best-answers, and people get pretty close. What he said is

- -- -9 that they get what might be 'acceptable answers but not as good.

{10 - - DR. SHEWMQN: And it is possible that he is right.

11 DR. BRADBURY: He has been working on-it for eight

12 years-and-nobody else has. He is the expert. He has been

13

K/ - .- 14

15

--16

17

18

19

- -20

-21

22

23

.24

25

working on site specific materials.

- - DR. MARK: What does his pre-employment job- -

description look like? I mean-I must say that -some of what you

are telling me makes me absolutely sick and angry. I never

wrote a job description for any of the two hundred people that

I hired in my,-life and had somebody-from the NRC come snooping

around and saying what is the-job description;for this'guy from

MIT that'you just-hired. - - -

DR. SHEWMON: -Well,.(you have got to -leave a-paper

trail for the lawyers -six years-from now or ten years.

DR. MARK: Right.' Is-that'not delightful. How to

-waste -time, I can hardly figure out a-better way.

:--,DR. MOELLER:- I hear.Marty saying, and it might well

. �1� Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 be the best approach, and maybe you considered this.

2 If you had a laboratory that is doing what I will

3 call routine analytical measurements where NBS standards are

4 available, et cetera, have you considered eliminating your

5 audit and eliminating all paperwork, et cetera that would be

6 necessary and just having them agree that ten percent of all of

7 the samples that they run or-some such percent will be

8 standards that the lab does not know about or does not know are

9 being put in the pipeline, that as long as their performance on

10 these standards is satisfactory that then that is all the QA

11 you need, or what am I missing?

12 DR. KENNEDY: We have not done that yet. In:fact, at

13 Los Alamos as far as I know, they were not doing any

14 replication at outside laboratories, and they were not doing <>

15 any peer reviews yet.

16 DR. STEINDLER: Let me make a couple of comments.

17 From my experience, the Department is worried appropriately

18 about how to be able to answer the question how accurate are my

19 results. It is clear that if you are running a follic acid

20 which is the standard MBS standard that that is no problem.

21 There is a definition in the science in this country that the

22 Bureau has the accurate result. And if you can come to that,

23 then you are in good shape.

24 However, most of the things that are involved in the

25 data acquisition portion of the waste management program either

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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are state of the art, as you have indicated, or are activities

that may be routine but against which the Bureau for one reason

or, the other has no standard.

The classic problems-of determining leach rates of

waste forms, particularlyglass for.example for the last ten

years, and perhaps even more than that, ran head up against

that.

What the.Department-has done is in effect has set up

the materials characterization center atP&L as-.its standard

lab, and I may be elevating it.to a little higher level than is

necessary, to its standard laboratory, and they have produced a

large batch of a bunch of things that they have called

reference materials.

*Now they are.,not of the.quality that the Bureau turns

.out, but they are certainly adequate to test.the-performance of

a testing laboratory within the DOE complex. It is against

that system whichI think makes.sense for the NRC to at least

keep track of, and it is against that system that laboratories

and individuals are judged.

And.it does not make.any difference whether the guy-

has got a PhD or a high school certificate if he-:gets the:right..

answer. And the right.answer-in this.case is in -a- sense is- -

what is decreed-to be-the-right answer. Consistency is-'

probably.as.important as.anything else.. ..

,Ultimately,.I think that the QA audits that are done
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1 both by the Department internally, I would assume for the "-

2 Department internally, as well as the NRC should be asking the

3 question did the guy get the right answer. And whether or not

4 there is a paper trail of his degree I think is a little bit

5 less important, although I keep hearing John saying that

6 somebody is going to ask eventually. The right answer it seems

7 to be is the bottom line.

8 DR. MOELLER: For the radionuclide analyses of

9 environmental samples in Nevada, the EPA lab in Nevada I think

10 has the responsibility, and they have standards which they will

11 distribute to any state laboratory.

12 DR. STEINDLER: The environmental samples that they

13 standardize.

14 DR. PARKER: That is what I was going to say. EPA,<

15 of course, does the same thing. They certify laboratories.-

16 Have you followed their techniques in certifying

17 laboratories? I think that might be a very useful thing to do,

18 because that is pretty standard. And you cannot bring any

19 samples into court without them having been used by a certified

20 laboratory, and a paper trail showing that the samples have

21 been properly stored.

22 DR. STEINDLER: I think that it would be - -

23 inappropriate if the NRC reinvented those wheels which have

24 been established in the scientific business.

25 DR. MOELLER: Well, the American Industrial Hygiene
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1-:Association certifies industrial hygiene labs.

2 DR. SHEWMON: -.Who.certifies labs to look at zeolites

3 and characterize them'in-apparently the relevant way~that the

4 labs.are here?

5 - DR. STEINDLER:- You may find that there are some

-K)

6 areas.where.you have nobody., 

7.. DR. MOELLER:.. Would you:care to comment?

.8 DR. RAUSKOPF:- KI-am curious as to where the USGS

9-; comes into all of this. They have done a great deal of work on

10 the mineralogy-and.topography of theNevada samples.

11 '-Will they-undergo,.a QA audit also?

12 DR. KENNEDY: They will,:yes;. I know that they are

13 in the process of putting a program into place now and have

14 been for.the past couple of.years, yes..

15 . DR.:SHEWMON:,.Could that process.also.-- well, it

16 might be useful to see if you.could certify it as your

17 reference lab or whatever-it was called for the EPA nd;do that

18 as your QA.audit,:or have it stand in its place for things at

19 this -level.

20- ..DR. KENNEDY:-._Oneof the-things that.I hear.you

21 saying is be.creative.--You know, donot just go out-there with.

22 a.little requirement.,of Appendix'.B:of Part 50:and say where -is -

23 it. But-we are looking:for,:confidence in:the-work, and'that is

24 what we are looking-for and: evidence..;Looking at things like

25 replication by outsidejlabs,.,and-looking at peer reviews, and

..Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 looking at other techniques for doing that aside from each o.2

2 the specifics, or maybe to take the place of some of the

3 specifics of Appendix B of Part 50. Is that right?

4 DR. STEINDLER: I would agree, yes.

5 DR. KENNEDY: I think that is appropriate. You know,

6 we do not have the answers to all of these.questions. That was

7 one of the reasons for going out there was to identify what the

8 questions are and what the issues are, particularly in this lab

9 environment, and then work with Los Alamos in the arena.

10 DR. MARK: I am still very uneasy and perhaps even

11 worse than that. When you talk of can the guy take a piece of

12 zeolite and tell you what is in it, you are really talking

13 about a tremendously low level of work. It may be important

14 and it may be necessary. But you are asking if the fellow ha J

15 any brains, you are not getting even close.

16 I am, of course, not a chemist and I would not

17 reassure you if I were to tell you what was in zeolite.' But I

18 might perhaps be able to tell you something about whether you

19 get the right products when you punch the keys. You know, do

20 you get the square root correct and things like that.

21 - But that is so trivial, and that could be described.

22 What I wanted and what I think that you wanted or any person

23 that you are talking about cannot be simply written down,

24 punched out, and measured in that way.

25 DR. MOELLER: Okay. Let us wrap up. You are near
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the end. And then we will take a break.

(Slide)

DR. KENNEDY: Okay. We had some other concerns. We

felt.that DOE needs to look.at the impact of our audit

conclusions on the ongoing work at-Los Alamos, and they are

.doing some laboratorywork now, and they are.doing some work

that is in effect site characterization data.

And they need to look at.the audit conclusions and

.see whether there are things that need to be corrected

immediately or whether the qualifications of the staff is

something that they can work on over the next few months so

that it does not jeopardize in any way. the ongoing work.

We feel.that they.need to assess the implications of

.the audit results on other program areas outside of Los'Alamos,--

particularly in light of ,their commitment to have a program in

.place by the time that the SCP is issued.

Dr.-Steindler brought this up earlier. That-we went

out there and audited against the existing plan at Los Alamos.

That plan is notfully in-accordance with our requirements. We

are just about to send.out our comments on the plan based on

..our several months review. And.that needs.to.be fixed and made

adequate. . . -

And finally, since the-,Nevada Project Office did an

audit a couple of months-beforewedid,-we feel thatit would

.be helpful, if they went and.looked at that audit in light of

. . . . 111_� Heritage. Reporting Corporation
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1 the results that we came up with to see whatever improvements

2 are necessary.

3 (Slide)

4 Now where from here. This is the first one, and we

5 need to know where we are headed now. The first thing is the

6 audit report which is in the works now and will be issued this

7 month. The next thing is that really one of our near-term

8 objectives is to work with DOE to get a program that is

9 qualified, that is in place at Los Alamos, and that we agree is

10 adequate for the type of work that is going on there.

11 And I think that is an important objective. We need

12 to work with DOE on settling the issues that were raised and

13 making that program right and suitable for licensing. And it

14 is not just that one organization. I think that it is kind o >

15 a major milestone. Because it would be the first that was

16 qualified that met the NRC's licensing requirements and could

17 become a model for many of the other organizations.

18 - The one step that we feel that would be helpful for

19 them to take to help achieve that objective, not just to work

20 wit us, but we feel that it would be helpful to them if they

21 brought in persons or a person experienced in the licensing -

22 process to help them get their program up to speed. And I.

23 understand that they are doing that. I think that they hiring

24 a consultant to work directly with their folks out there.

25 Beyond Los Alamos and the Nevada project, we are
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thinking ahead to the other sites,.because each of them is

different. They all have different programs and different

individuals running them.. .

Right now,.we are planning on going out to be with

and auditing their large scale pump testing, and.that is

scheduled right now for-December. That is when DOE expects to

be ready. - .

And then finally on follow-up, like I said in the

beginning, one of our objectives here was to build a foundation

for future audits by us. One of the-things that we did was we

conducted-a poll of I guess about-fifteen people involved in

the audit, the Los Alamos staff,.the technical staff, and the

TDO, the Nevada staff,.the:project office, the team members and

others as;.to what did.we do well and what couldwe improve on.

We got a lot of suggestions,-and.we will be carrying.those out

in the future.

DR. MOELLER: Are there other questions or comments

on this topic?

(No response.),,_

DR. MOELLER:-I guess our main thing that we are 

leaving you with as-I hear it is that if you had a laboratory

that is doing, and I hesitate to use the word, routine

analytical or conducting.routine analytical procedures, then

youmight look, as you say, be innovative ,and.look toward

laboratory certification-not for.the NRC. But if they are
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willing to have their lab certified by the professional

organization well-established and well known for handling that

type of an operation, then such certification should be

seriously considered in lieu of checking the details of their

QA program.

DR. KENNEDY:. I agree. I think that would be

helpful, yes. It would help us..

DR. MOELLER: It would help. Okay.

DR. STEINDLER: I guess that I ought to add that we

ought to be sensitive to the fact though that a fairly large

fraction of what the audit teams from NRC are going to

encounter may well be if not state of the art, part of a very

narrow community of folks doing that kind of work. It seems -

me that the NRC needs to adopt some kind of a sensible policyK 

by which they are going to evaluate the quality of that work.

If you cannot go to the Bureau and you cannot go to

the EPA folks in Las Vegas and you cannot go to the USGS such

as they are, then somehow or another you need to address that

issue, and you need to do that with the scientific community t

your elbow giving you advice, not shuffling paper. And that is

an issue that you ought to address fairly quickly.

Because if you are going to continue these audits and

going around and visiting the DOE sites, you are going to

encounter that in every facet of all three projects.

DR. MARK: Also, the higher grade of the work that is
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1 being done and the questions that you are going to count on

2 them to answer, the less QA program there will be. So do not

3 ask.for it.
, , .

.

I

4 DR. SHEWMON: Or the-less relevant, the more

5 traditional the approach is.going to be.

6 DR. KENNEDY: And the more that you rely on judgment

7. to qualifications and.experience of individuals.

8 .DR. SHEWMON:,,You can find the other expert in

9 zeolite.and get his comments, and that maybe will be.the best

Ln Xmi will do. .
,,. v

11

12

13

i 14

15

16

.. . 17
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DR.. MARK: If they have hired some clerk to handle

the QA, then you are just wasting your money. And if-they

have,, then they are not very-good..

DR. KENNEDY: So peer reviews, for example, would

become much more important as a way of giving confidence.

DR. MARK: The peer review program in the health

department at.Harvard..-

DR. MOELLER: Fifteen minutes.

(Whereupon, a recess was taken.)

DR. MOELLER: The meeting will resume and we will

pick up with a report on the site characterization plan status.. 

And what.we will do is probably gothrough this. Then when

it'scompleted if it's. .roughly noon, between 12 and ;12:30, we

will recessfor lunch, and.then after lunch we'll pick up with
the re t of or fe - *l - an t

the report of our field trip of several weeks ago, and that
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1 will replace the item which we have already covered, the

2 quarterly progress report.

3 Okay, Mr. Johnson, you are the speaker for this.

4 DR. JOHNSON: We will have two speakers.

5 DR. MOELLER: Okay.

6 DR. JOHNSON: King Stablein and I will be discussing

7 our plans to review DOE's site characterization plans, and I

8 will refer to site characterization plans in this talk as SCPs.

9 Wie turn to page 2 of the handout. I will be speaking

10 from this handout.

11 With respect to our briefing objectives, first, I

12 would like to provide an overview of the site characterization

13 plan process and content, and second, I will be giving also 

14 overview of NRC's plan to review DOE's SCP. And then third, kJ
15 King Stablein will be going into more detail with regards to

16 the objectives, the scope and approach of our SCP review.

17 Turning to page 3, to help you understand our plans a

18 little bit better, I have prepared some brief background on the

19 SCP process and content.

20 The Nuclear Waste Policy Act and 10 CFR 60 define the -

21 SCP and SCA process. Here, DOE is required to conduct- a site --

22 characterization program to support the license application.

23 Doe prepares a site characterization plan, the SCP, and issues

24 it to all parties; that is, NRC, state and tribes and other

25 interested parties.
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- The SCP is issued-before the exploratory shaft

sinking begins.

Now NRC will review the SCP and prepare what we call

site characterization analysis, the SCA. And we will be doing

this within six months after SEC issuance.

-Now following this,,. DOE will be preparing semi-annual

progress report throughout the duration of the site

characterization program. These progress reports, as the name

implies,.will just be updating the initial site

characterization plan, providing changes to the plans, new

information that has been received from the whole

characterization process,-and identifying new issues and new

approaches that the program would have to resolving these

issues.

DR. MOELLER: Say that again, because they will issue

a site characterization plan, and then quarterly thereafter DOE

will update this plan. !

DR. JOHNSON: Semi-annually.

DR. MOELLER:; Excuse me,, semi-annually they will

update it. And this will reflect changes in the types of data

they think they need to collect, et cetera. - -

DR. JOHNSON: Reflect changes in their overall

program. ..

.DR. MOELLER: Okay. ;

','-.DR. JOHNSON: rWhether it's just changes that result

4
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1 from the day to day collective, or changes in the approaches\..>

2 that they use, or changes resulting from NRC comments, state

3 comments, whatever.

4 DR. MOELLER: Well, that should --

5 DR. JOHNSON: Keeping track of the direction of the

6 program. So the site characterization plan is not just a one

7 shot plan.

8 DR. MOELLER: Okay.

9 DR. JOHNSON: It really evolves through the whole

10 site characterization time period and is adjusted by DOE as new

11 information, new experience is gained and that it's commented

12 by all the various parties throughout site characterization at

13 these six-month intervals.

14 DR. MOELLER: Well, in a sense that -- I think it'sK.-

15 very good idea, and I think it also takes a little bit of the

16 pressure off of both you and them to be sure that when it's

17 formally issued initially, that it's the last word. I mean you

18 want it up to date, but it doesn't have to be everything.

19 DR. JOHNSON: That's correct.

20 DR. MOELLER: Okay.

21 DR. JOHNSON: And a little bit later I will make a

22 point of that. It's not containing all the details that

23 everyone would want to know about the testing program, and I

24 will try to explain that a little bit more. But you are quite

25 right, it's not the end all; it's not everything.
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DR.-MOELLER::. That's.good. ,

DR. JOHNSON: ;It's just really the beginning, and the

framework for the whole program.

.NRC will be.reviewing these semi-annual progress

reports as they come.out.-And we view this whole process of

SCP and our review-of theSCP-through the site characterization

.time period as the primary mechanism for pre-licensing

.consultation with DOE.. It's-the primary way in which we can be'

giving guidance back.and forth on a real time basis with DOE.

And it's.also very important torecognize that the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act!also set it up as.a mechanism for

other parties as well.',,It states and tribes certainly, you

know, will be commenting :on.,this document itself. It's not

just a document for NRC, but it's all the parties involved in

the program. -

Moving on to-page 4. With respect to the SCP

content, the Nuclear-Waste Policy Act and 10 CFR.Part-60.17

generally define the content of an SCP. NRC's regulatory guide

4.17 was issued in-1982,-and-it was-.revised recently in 1987,

.and this particular document providesDOE with detailed --

guidance on the-format-and the content-of-SCPs.. ; - -

Well, based~on Reg-Guide 4.17, DOE developed what

they called an annotated outline.for.the SCP. ,'And'this is a

-document that-provides morerdetailed,,guidance- for the?-DOE staff

andtheir contractors to-write the SCP;., It also addresses
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1 additional information beyond what's needed for 10 CFR 60. -

2 Specifically, it provides more information, or DOE

3 needs to address information related to their siting

4 guidelines, that is, Part 9.60. And specifically here we are

5- talking about ease of cost of the development of the

6 repository. So the annotated outline goes beyond the Reg Guide

7 4.17 and it's a document that incorporates Reg Guide 4.17, plus

8 - other DOE needs for their own program and their own regulation.

9 The current version that is being used is the April

10 1987 revision. But over the years there have been anumber of

11 consultations between NRC and DOE to review this annotated

12 outline, and we have had comments and meetings with respect to

13 it, and we have agreed on the consistency of this annotated

14 outline with Reg Guide 4.17. <a-

15 We have also agreed on the level of detail that would.

16 be in an SCP through meetings with DOE and reviews of their

17 parts of the annotated outline.

18 If want to leave you with a message that we'are using

19 both documents, the Reg Guide 4.17, which is NRC's, and we are

20 also recognizing the value of DOE's annotated outline, and we

21 believe these two documents are consistent. --

22 DR. STEINDLER: What is the level of detail that you- -

23 finally agreed to?

24 DR. JOHNSON: I will try to simply answer that, but

25 the SCP can be considered to be an umbrella document that goes
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1 down to -- I'll use this as an example. It would -- in the

* '' ' 2 'finest level of detail in'the SP would identify the types of

3 tests, or the types of analyses that would be done. It's more

-~4 or less of a listing, whereas other detail, that is, describing

5 the actual test plan, or actually providing test procedures,

6 technical procedures for a particular test method or analysis

7 technique, that level of detail would not be in the SCP. That

8 would be in separate documents that would -- some of them would

9 come-out'at the time of the SCP. Some of them -- many of them

10 would come out later in the program prior to the start of the

11 work.

12 'So the SCP lays tout some -- and I'll be getting to

13 that on page 5 actually'-- more of the idea of what the SCP

14 will contain, but it doesn't contain detailed test plans or

15 test 'technical'procedures -

16 DR. STEINDLER: You expect to find a complete set of

17 references in the SCP?

18' DR. JOHNSON: 'The SCP will be supported by a thousand

19 or'so technical references that'support, you know, the'

'20 descriptions of the site, the various aspects of their testing

21 program.- We'1 have references.

22 DR. STEINDLER: * Eight thousand references or

23 thousands?

24 ' DR.' JOHNSON: On the order of maybe thousands

25 re'fe'ri 'bs .
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1 We turn to page 5, this is a perfect lead in to \_/

2 looking a little more closely at the overall content of the

3 SCP, and this outline that. I have here follows Reg Guide 4.17

4 and the annotated outline.

5 The SCP has two parts. Part A provides a description

6 of the overall repository system, and this description is in

7 Chapters 1 through 7. There are site descriptions based on the

8 available data in areas like geology, hydrology, chemistry.

9 There will be a conceptual design of the repository, a design

10 of the waste package.

11 And then Part B, which really is the most important

12 part of the plan, describes DOE's site characterization:

13 program. This is in Chapter 8. It's a complicated chapter ar-

14 it begins by identifying the issues related -- that need to b.

15 resolved for licensing.

16 For each issue DOE will identify what they call an

17 issue resolution strategy which incorporates the concept of

18 performance allocation, and would identify the broad strategy

19 that DOE feels needs to be taken to resolve each of the issues

20 they identified.

21 Now as a result of this performance allocation and

22 the strategy that DOE puts together information needs will be

23 identified. That is, what information needs to be collected to

24 resolve that issue by the characterization program. --

25 Now the next step here, the next section of Chapter 8
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'K-J 1 will deal with the'ifivestigtionsi that DOE identified that are

2 needed to collect the information.- Their investigations are

:: 3 15roken down'broadly'here: site investigations, repository-

* '4 related investigations,' investigations related to seals, waste

5 package' and performance assessment.

6 Another part of'Chapter 8 includes the exploratory

7 shaft'facility description. And here the surface and

8 subsurface facility is described. This is for the exploratory

.-' 9 shaft facility.- And the activities that will be'conducted from

10 exploratory shaft will be described, and an evaluation will be

11 done with respect to the potential adverse affects on'waste

12 isolation'from exploratory shaft facility.'' That is, the

* \. - 13 construction-of the facility are tested or done from the

* K>-: 14 facility. *-

15 Another part of Chapter 8 deals'with milestones and

-16 schedules. This-looks at the sequencing of testing, the -

-17' duration of testing, and it'covers all aspects of the

18 investigation-that'-DOE has-identified in the earlier'parts of

19 Chapter 8. -

20 ' Another' section'of Chapter 8 deals with the quality

-- 21' assurance program.''Andclastly t heretis a portion of - -

- 22 decontamination and-decommissioning forthe exploratory shaft

- *...... 23'' facility i it is not developed 'as'a repository.- - -.

24 I-*'' "If we turnt-o'the next page,' I have kind of'"a diagram

"'- 25 here that'-simplifies^'the view' of the'-site characterization plan
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1 relative to other detailed information. And here I will try <2
2 repeat my point about the level of detail.

3 If we look at the site characterization plan diagram

4 here think of it as a general plan. This is an umbrella. It

5 provides the initial framework for the overall program, the

6- rationale for the program and so froth. And realize that that

7 document is supported by, on the left side here in your

8 diagram, the number of technical references, conceptual design

9 reports, various analyses that might need to be supporting the

10 SCP.

11 It's important to also note though -- going back to

.12 level of detail,--- that on the right-hand side the details of

13 tests and procedures are not in the SCP, but they are in

14 separate documents that DOE refers- to as study plans and

15 technical procedures.

16 While they are separate documents, some of them may

17 be released at the time of SCP, but many of them are related to

18 work that's upcoming in the future and they will be provided to

19 all parties for review after the SCP.

20 We turn to page 6. Now that I have gone through a

21 little bit of background on the SCP, I would like to discuss. -

22 the staff's plan to prepare SCP review plan. I would-like to

23 repeat the act that Reg Guide 4.17 and the annotated outline

24 are really guidance to DOE so that DOE can prepare the SCP.

25 Our SCP review plan is guidance for the NRC staff to
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review DOE's SCP. So our review plan is really NRC's plan to

review DOE's plan. Kind of look at it that way, and it can be

confusing at times.

Now we are developing our review plans.for major

documents in response to.a requirement of our division's

internal quality assurance plan. We are also doing it, of

course, just out of common sense to have a common focus for our

staff and our contractors to know-what's needed to do this job.

We also feel.that this review plan will provide

consistency in the staff's review of the three SCPs that DOE is

planning on putting out.

Now we are currently revising a 1983 version of an

SCP review plan, and we are revising this plan based on the

experience we gained in writing a draft and final environmental

assessment review plan, and as the experience gained in just

conducting those reviews of the EAs. Trying to fold that

experience into writing this plan so that we can learn.from

that experience. We think it's better this time around, and do

things more efficiently.

-We are preparing a generic plan applicable'to-all

three sites, and we are also preparing a site-specific section . .

related to Yucca Mountain at this time, because that is the

first SCP that DOE will be issuing..

We will also be in the.future.preparing site-specific

sections, of course, for Hanford and.Deaf Smith,-but that would
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1 be later. Our focus right now is on the generic plan and th

2 Yucca Mountain part of it, the site-specific part of it.

3 DR. MOELLER: Well, now, you had an SCP from DOE for

4 what, BWIP?

5 DR. JOHNSON: That's right, for BWIP Hanford.

6 DR. MOELLER: But they will redo that.

7 DR. JOHNSON: That's correct.

8 DR. MOELLER: Then you also have prepared an SCA, so

9 you will redo the SCA. Okay.

10 DR. JOHNSON: That's right. That will be a the point

11 of reference document.

12 DR. MOELLER: Yes.

13 DR. JOHNSON: The plan as-we are developing it righ

14 now consists of three parts. We have a general review plan, >
15 technical review plan and administrative plan.

16 If you turn the page to page 7 and look at-the

17 general content of the general review plan. This consists of

18 purpose and objectives, scope and approach to our review. It

19 will also contain a general product description and summaries

20 of state and tribal involvement with our review. Very.

-2t importantly, the last item, it will discuss the relationship of

22 our SCP review to other staff activities during the site

23 characterization program.

24 I'm referring to here the staff will have,-or be

25 involved with detailed reviews on test plans and technical
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procedures, and we will-want to put-into the con -- we want to

put our SCP review into-the.context of this overall involvement

with the staff and review of the program.

Now King will be in his presentation in a minute, he

will be going more into this general part of the plan, so I

won't go into more-details here. This is the part that we have

best developed at this time, and we felt this as.a good

starting point to brief-you on-this part today.

DR.-MOELLER: Will the three areas, the general

review plan, the technical plan and the administrative- plan, be

in separate sections thenof the SCA?...

-DR.JOHNSON: There will be-one document called the

SCP review plan, and it will just .. . .

* . . .....DR. MOELLER:i;Oh, it-will blend the --

DR. JOHNSON: -- consist of three-parts. It will

just have three parts --

DR. MOELLER: .Well, will different people carry out

.each portion of the review..them? The three portions:will be by

different people?.. - -

. DR.,JOHNSON:-: No,_the three parts really serve to

. -give guidance-to the staff.in three -different area-,i-The first --

part-will hopefully very simply orient-the staff ,to- the actual

objectives-and mission of the reviewin a very.simple form,.and

.. then-the technical part.of theplan:will-have more technical

details.related-to.their discipline;*.how they would conduct
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1 their own part of the review.

2 Then the administrative portion is really kind of

3 what the management will use to kind of organize and conduct

4 the review;that is, schedules and milestones and so forth. I

5 was going to get into that on the next page.

6 DR. MOELLER: Well, I guess I was just trying to

7 understand. These plans are guidance to the staff in reviewing

8 the SCP and in preparing the SCA.

9 DR. JOHNSON: That's correct.

10 DR. MOELLER: We should not interpret the fact that

11 there are three separate plans to mean that there will be three

12 separate reviews. They are just guidance to the staff in

13 dealing with different aspects of their review.

14 DR. JOHNSON: That's right. They all serve a K>
15 different function.

16 DR. MOELLER: Okay.

17 DR. JOHNSON: If you look at page 8, repeating just a

18 little bit. The technical review plan content will consist of

19 acceptance criteria and review criteria.

20 The acceptance criteria would be those items that the

21 staff will use to determine if the review can begin. And this --

22 is primarily to determine if the SCP is substantive enough

23 relative to Reg Guide 4.17 and the annotated outline. It's.

24 just looking to see if there is material there to review. -

25 We're not looking at whether we agree with the material or not.
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1 We are just seeing if there is substance there enough to begin

2 our review. That would be the acceptance criteria.

3 Now the review criteria would be --

4 DR. LINEHAN: Robert, let me-just interrupt.

5. ; DR. JOHNSON: Sure.

6 DR. LINEHAN: Allot of people have a blank.page 8.

7 So you may just want to explain it a little more.

8 DR. JOHNSON: Is.that right?

9 . DR. LINEHAN: Yeah.

10 DR. JOHNSON:- Oh, I'm very sorry.

11 Is-that true for everyone?

12 DR. LINEHAN: I know-over here the ones we are

; 13 looking at. Maybe we are the only ones.

K> 14 DR. JOHNSON: .I'm sorry for that.-- Maybe people would

15 raise their hand that didn't have an 8? Do we have some extra

16 ones that have --

17 (Show-of hands.) -

18 DR. MOELLER: -You need about five.

19 - DR. JOHNSON:-- I'm talking-kind of right through it,

20 so you may not miss much.

21 . - -DR. MOELLER:- Welli-first of all, -the.technical -

22 reviewiplan.then determinestif the SCP has adequate data to

23 even go-further., ; - ; -

.24.-. ..- a-DR. JOHNSON: The.acceptance criteria part of the

25 technical-review plan would identify-and-be the mechanism for
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the staff to determine if the review should begin, if there j

enough information there to begin.

DR. MOELLER: Okay.

DR. JOHNSON: And then the next step is once you have

determined that, then you will review the material and develop

your comments. So the technical criteria, both generic and

site-specific, would be what the staff would use to assist them

in coming up with their comments.

DR. STEINDLER: I'm sorry. I guess I don't

understand the notion or the concept of determining whether

there is enough material in a site characterization plan to

begin its evaluation. -

If that's all the data there are, I mean what kind of

criteria-do you write down? KJ

DR. JOHNSON: Let me clarify. It's not related to

having enough data to begin the review, because it is in the

beginning of their program, and that's not the objective.

The objective is that we have set up requirement --

not requirements, but we have set up guidance on what should be

addressed in an SCP, and Reg Guide 4.17 and agreements with DOE

and the annotated outline what kind of things DOE should'

discuss in an SCP, what information they should have in there.

And we're just looking to see that DOE has been consistent in

following the guidance and the agreements.that we have to make

sure that there is material in there, describing the.-various
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programs, and material 'in there describing the rationale for

their programs and so'forth.

So it's in no way'making-a judgment on whether there

has been enough data that has been collected to proceed,

because'that's really what-site characterization is about.

Okay, moving on page -8, I-had a column-here on the

administrative plan content, and I'll just talk through that.

It's the types of items that you'would need to conduct a

review, to manage-a review.

The review steps and the review activities would be

described. A general schedule-would be identified; that is,

the duration of the various review steps. The organization and

responsibilities of the various people- involved with the review

would be defined. And the general resource commitments

identified.-

And very importantly, the next-one is to describe the

product. We will have -an outline for the site characterization

analysis. Like we have done-for final EA review, we-will

probably have a sample of the actual product so that it'will

help the staff envision what'they are 'aiming-for, what the

product would look-like.'- 

-- We'will'alsolhave:a section on our intern-al'quality

assurance requirements. We will have a-sectio-h on redords

management, what-kind--of- records.we ould-expect the staff to

-keep to support these site;characterization analysis.' And
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1 lastly, we will have a number of review procedures that give'K~

2 more specific guidance to the technical staff in certain areas

3 on how to produce things.

4 Move to page 9; hopefully, everyone has page 9.

Lastly, in the preparation of our plan right now, we

6- havethree task groups. There is a task group for each part of

7 the plan: The general plan, the technical plan and

8 administrative plan.

9 And on each task group we have a project manager. We

10 have technical staff representatives, and we have

11 representatives from OGC.

12 Our intent here is to involve all the parties-that

13 are going to be doing the review of the SCP in the developmen-

14 of the plan.

15 We will have regular management reviews and briefings

16 so that through the process and early on we can involve upper

17 management to get their feedback.

18 We are currently finishing up what we call point

19 papers and outlines, and these types of products are simplified

20 representations of the plan so that we can more easily get

21 agreement on fundamentals of our review and also -more easily

22- facilitate the coordination between the people-involved that'-s

23 writing the plan.

24 - We plan on having an internal draft of the total plan

25 by the end of August, and then a final plan by the end of
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2 -1 September. We would:be providing comments to-the commission

2 and copies of the final plan to the commission, ACRS, DOE and

3 the states-and tribes for their information.

4 DR. STEINDLER: Can you telllme what you expect the

5 -contribution of the OGC representatives to be?

6 DR. JOHNSON: Well,-they-are working with-us on

7 interpreting 10 CFR 60, helping the staff and just bouncing

8 ideas off of each othersfrom a legal-standpoint, from a hearing

9 standpoint to kind.of look ahead to what would be required by

10 the licensing, or what might be required during the hearing

11 process to make sure that what we are coming up with in the

12 staff's review plancan have those needs in mind.

e 13 DR. ORTH: When you say tasks, then you don't really

2i 14 -mean they have clearly defined tasks; They are just-a group,

- 15 what you said here; just a-group of people that are wandering

16 around helping you?

17 DR. JOHNSON:: No, we have a task group where

18 individuals are identified.. They-work together on developing

19 the case, the general plan. There are a number of people that

20 work on the generaliplan.- There-are a number of people that

21 work on the technical plan, and then others that-work on-

22 administrative plan.; So it's.an identified group that has a-

23 fleader, a project-.manager, and-they--will produce that part of

- 24. -- the plan with the-review-of 'the.people and-the staff..

25 . : - For instance,.under general-plan,- I think we have
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four people. There is a representative, the project manager,K)

King Stablein on here. We have two representatives from the

technical branch, and then we have a representative for OGC,

and they all work together as --

DR. ORTH: Then these individuals are not the task

group of project managers, a task group of technical.,staff.

DR. JOHNSON: No.

DR. ORTH: Okay.

DR. JOHNSON: It's an inter-branch task group trying

to represent all the people that have an interest in doing this

review.

We want to have a plan that represents the staff

collectively.

Okay, that was the end of my presentation. As I sa&W

before, King Stablein will be giving more details with respect.

to the general plan. That is, he will be talking about the

objectives, the scope and the approach of our SCP review.

DR. MOELLER: Okay, do we have additional comments or

questions on this?

If there are none then, King, we will move ahead with

you.

DR. STABLEIN: Thank you very much.

I head up the task group for the general SCP review

plan, and I do have three or four people who work with me, and

who have helped to develop the point paper which you have

Heritage-Reporting Corporation.
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before you today. It has four pages to it.

The SCP is going to be 7 to,8,000 pages it-would

appear at'the current time;. And all-of the effort that we are

putting into this developing a review plan is-to enable us to

be able to-cope with this-huge document.inta reasonable period

of:time.- We are committed--to review it within .six months, and

it is our intent to provide-to the staff the blue print to that

review-such that-they can confidently proceed, and they don't

-have to be wondering what-am I-supposed to:do when confronted

with this document. - .. -

So as I go through this today,.this-general- review

plan, what-I have attempted to do, and what my group has

attempted'to do is.to.-begin the process of enabling the staff

to-effectively'and confidently review that 7,000 :page.document.

-Now the activities that the:DOE will -be engaging-in

at the-time of site characterization are designed to collect

the information-they'need to support a license-application.

And the site: characterization plan-is to describe the-program

by which-they would like to obtain that information.

We, the NRC,- are required by the.National Waste

Policy-Act:to-review and-"comment upon those parts of.the SCP

.that fall within-our-purview,-:and.hence, we are developing this -

review plan to- help.us--fulfill that regulatory responsibility.

We have defined.'a three-fold purpose.for our review.

The first one is-to determine whether-the SCP has that basic
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1 information required by Part 60 and other documents that Rob&--,

' 2 has mentioned to be in the SCP.

3 The second purpose is to identify whether DOE's

4 program, as they have lined out in the CP and the references

5 and selective study plans which will accompany the SCP, whether

6 their program will in fact enable them to obtain the data they

7 need to support a license application.

8 And, thirdly, to assess whether that program as

9 presented in the SCP and the accompanying document will have

10 significant adverse affects on the waste isolation capabilities

11 of the site.

12 So will their program be affective in getting the

13 data, and while they are getting the data, will they pose any

14 threat to the waste isolation capabilities of the site..,

15 DR. MOELLER: In that though you -- the last one you

16 pretty much defined, have you not, in terms of how many-shafts

17 that it can drill, and what diameter, et cetera?

18 DR. STABLEIN: We haven't defined for them how many

19 shafts they can drill or the diameter. We have had meetings

20 with them on the exploratory shaft at which these things have

21 been discussed. And we have come to some agreements with

..-22 Nevada, but there are many open items related to the' -

23 exploratory shaft which may only be resolved by the material we

24 receive in the SCP or with the SCP. -

25 DR. MOELLER: Well, I knew you have told them not to
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1 drill any exploratory shafts until what, the SCP has been

2 issued and you have had a chance to review it?

3 DR. STABLEIN: Right. The way the regulation reads

4 now they have to consider our comments on the SCP, and in

5 particular, the shaft-related.

6 DR. MOELLER: But at the moment then you have not

7 laid down any rules to them. They have to tell you what they

.8 plan to do, and you will then evaluate whether it might have

9 adverse affects on the capabilities of the site.

10 DR. STABLEIN: That's right.

11 DR. MOELLER: Okay.

12 DR. JOHNSON: We have, if I may add a little;bit, in

13 1983 provided letters to each of the three projects identifying

X 14 information that we felt was needed to address the topic of

15 potential adverse affects on isolation.

16 And since that time there have been a number of

17 interactions with each of the projects on those particular

18 questions, or information we identified. And each project is

19 different and we have cited a different approach to the

20 construction of the shafts. So there are particular site-

-- -21-- specific concerns that can evolve for each of the sites. -

22 So we have identified to DOE over the past few years

23 our questions, the information we feel needed at each of the

24 sites. So that-'san ongoing-process.

25 DR. MARK: Could you divert for just a moment? I

K>_J Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 have got a site and I have got an exploratory shaft. What are

2 the parameters, what are the considerations that go into your

3 thinking in assessing-the negative aspects of such a shaft?

4 Obviously-the diameter is'one'that you lay down. But

5 what else do you do with it? How do you'think you know what

6'. the negative aspects of a shaftlare?

7. DR. STABLEIN:: Although I'm not an'engineer, we have

8 engineers on the Nevada team who are very knowledgeable about

.9 shaft construction and the possible-adverse affects.

10 DR. MARK: Oh,'oh,.the constructionI think it would

11 be better handled by the Bureau of Mines rather than you guys

12 anyway. But --

13 DR. STABLEIN: Well- with regard to negative aspects,

14 one of the biggest is the'rock damage that you may cause as you

15 sink the shaft,-opening up new pathways for water to move to or

16 from the repository.. 

17 DR. MARK: Having been out at Yucca Mountain two

18 weeks ago, there isn't any water path. I'mean all the'pathways

19 in the world are'there, but there is no water. That's the only

20 negative thing. I think every year they have a couple inches

21 of rain, and if that fell down the shaft, who would care?

22 DR. STABLEIN: This is not always the case in Nevada,

23 'and given the long time-period'that we considered --

24 DR. MARK: What is the case at Nevada then? The case

25 at'Nevada, as farlas we know, a few inches of rain a year, for
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1 our f ive.

2 DR. STABLEIN: Most years you don't have too much

3 rain, but some years they have floods out there.

4 DR. MARK: Not on top of Yucca Mountain they never

5. have floods.

6 DR. STABLEIN: In and around Yucca-Mountain they do

7 such that the water could run down the shafts and into the

8 ramps, and t has been judged by the surface water hydrologists

9 that there is a need to consider the possibility of flooding

10 and its affects at Yucca Mountain.

11 DR. LINEHAN: Again, it's the time frame though that

12 we have to be concerned about with EP extended. You know, what

13 is going to be occurring there over the next 10,000 years.

14 DR. SHEWMON: I don't think he has visions of Noah' X

15 Ark coming down on top of it, but of ground water running in.

16 And in that sense a flood of the mine. Certainly not the water

17 level rising to the top of Yucca Mountain. I find that

18 incredible.

19 DR. MARK: Well, with the shaft --

20 DR. LINEHAN: No, we're talking about surface water.

21 . DR. MOELLER: The shaft is from the top of Yucca

22 Mountain.

23 DR. SHEWMON: Fine, okay. Well, surface water might

24. possibly.

25 DR. MOELLER: Not if they bore in horizontally.
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..- DR. MARK: Look, I understand if you go down to the

lower level-of Yucca Mountain, -youcan-have water on the

ground. You have got -to at least pay attention to that. But

theishaft I think comes in-either horizontally or from the top.

And what I'm-after is in what way:do:you:lay hands on that and

worry about it,'or do you only do it as seen from Washington?

You say-there might be three inches of water and it

might run down this.hole., -If youigo:out.-there and look at

that, you know there.-isn't three inches of water. It'will

never run down that hole. There would be no water coming in

from the sides whatever if the-shaft is from the top.

DR. STABLEIN: Yes, I would- like to correct-one

thing, or one image we:kind of have.. The shaft isn't at the

top-of Yucca-Mountain.- It's in a major-wash, or near-a major

- -wash. --So just-for context, we.need-to,-understand that'it's not

.sitting up at the top of the mountain. .

- DR. KING: If you're talking of a shaft from the

-bottom of the mountain, then there is a wash, and you-have to

worry about the water there. But is the shaft to be there?

DR. STABLEIN:.. Yes, it-is.

-. DR. MARK:- Where istheshaft?- .

DR. STABLEIN: It's in-Coyote Wash,:I guess.

e .. .-DR. MOELLER:- We will show slides this afternoon that

shows where the-vertical shafts will be. We-did not,,or all of

us did not go over to that while we were out there.
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DR. VERMA: In addition to the surface water, we

should also be concerned with the porched water. There is a

possibility that you may have porched water conditions. And

the drilling of the shaft when you put the shaft, you may open

some fracture or new pathways that porch water may come into

the shaft.

DR. MARK: Yes, but your -- I understand something

about porched water, either it's there or it isn't. If it

isn't there, then there is no worry about it. If it is-there,

you either know it or you don't.

Are you going to assume there is porched water, or

are you going to look and assert there isn't, or what?

DR. VERMA: We will never be able to character our,

or DOE will never be able to characterize that size, that

certain people will say, hey, there is no porch water

conditions there whatsoever. You have to keep that in mind.

DR. MARK: Therefore, you will assume there is an

ocean of porched water whether there is anything or not; is

that the case?

DR. VERMA: I didn't say ocean. I said there are

porched water conditions there, and in arid zones that sort of-

conditions (o exist.

DR. SHEWMON: Porched water could come and go over a-

year, or certainly a matter of centuries. That's your.

position, is that it?
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1 DR. MARK: Century-is not a year.

2 DR. SHEWMON: Well,"they have arain storm every

*3 other decade or something,: in which they flood this, and that

4! might porch some water.. I don't know..

5 DR. MARK: I'm very frightened of the whole -picture

6 -here as to the way one can approach it, because I know there

7 are many things you don't know. And if you assume the worst

8 case on every point, you will have a terrible time. And I

- 9 believe we are building'ourselves into that.

10- .So you say we-have got to consider porched water

11 whether there is any there or not. -

.12 DR. VERMA:;-The-conditions that are favorable,

13 because we will be looking at the future climatic changes.

14 DR. MARK: -About which we-know absolutely.nothing, or

15 what? Are you going to assume there is anew ice age?.-..

16 - DR. VERMA: -No, but that's climatology:and how you go

17 about'assessing the future climatic changes.. But you have to

18 take that into account, but if the conditions favor -

19 - DR. MARK: But if-you don't know what it is,.you

20 -can't take it into account unless -you merely assume some bad

21 possibility. -Is that what-we are committing-ourselves to?-

22 DR. JOHNSON: What we are looking for-here-is how DOE

23 in their.SCP evaluates.:a-potential-for adverse affects^'on- waste

24- isolation -from any of-their characterization -activities. Shaft

25 being one problem. It-would be looking.:at-what they would
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expect could happen and how they plan on mitigating those

potential adverse affects.

So if they make certain assumptions about the

availability of surface water in the future, for each future

10,000 years, we would expect to see, or we would be looking

for how DOE has incorporated.those assumptions into their

designs of the shaft seals.

So if their program identifies, you know, the

potential for these conditions, and then designs for them, in

other words, they have a seal program that is going to prevent

that water from getting down there, then DOE has addressed the

question of, you know, potential adverse affects and they

mitigate it.

So the point I- think Kng is making here in-a revieis

plan is-that this is an item in the rule that we need-to be

looking at. We need to see how DOE has addressed it for each

of the three sites. Each one will be a little different based

on the conditions at the site. We will see how DOE's designs

are accommodating those potential adverse affects, and look at

their testing program to see how that testing program will

confirm some of their assumptions about these potential adverse-

conditions.

So that's really the point we are making here in our

SCP review. It's an important area to review. DOE is going to

be presenting their analysis in the SCP and we will be

Heritage-Reporting Corporation:
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1. reviewing that analysis.

2 DR. MARK:: Now you are not content just to go back

3 through the Holocene period and say the highest the water ever

4' got in'the last 10,000:-years was this. Therefore, we will

5 'assume that that's all you have-to worry about?'

6 DR. JOHNSON: -I think what we need to do is just look

7 at what DOE's case will be for: each of the'particular sites.

8 And for the Nevada site, we-will be.-seeing what they. assume.

9 you;know, will be-potential conditionsi-and-then'likely what

.10 their design would be in response to'those conditions.

11 DR.:LINEHAN: We're not asking DOE-to do the

12 impossible in this peer.review group 'that goes back and looks.

13 -at past history, you know,'and.,comes up with some consensus

-. 14 about what the potential is over.the next 10,000 years'for

15 surface water, or changes in ground water. You.. know, that's.

16 the type of'thing-we would accept from DOE. We know that there

17 is a lot of uncertainty-here, and we are not going to be able

18 to pin it down,.and they may not have-to-assume:the absolute

.19 worstcase. ..

20 ;-But there hasgot-to be some.type;of.consensus in the

'21;.. technical community as1 to what's'going to happen at that site

22 over the next---- - - -.

23 '.; - -DR..-MARK: There can never be that. The best the

24 technical...community can-do-.is.-say whatmay:have..happened in the

25' last.-few thousand years. To.lookahead to the next 5,000, the
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field is open, and they can say is the water going to get 10o

feet deep, or it's only 3 feet deep, and there is just no basis

for either of them making that statement.

The only basis you have is something you know. The

rest of it is something you can guess or posit, and what are

you guys going to do? Are you going to say, well, the water

might be twice as deep as you say, or what?

If you do hang yourself on what there is evidence

for, having happened, if there is a trend, I mean the water

level is higher now than it was a thousand years ago, then of

course you can extrapolate from that.

But are you in a measurable world at all? You keep

saying we have to guess what will happen in the next: 10,000

years, and you know when you say it you haven't the foggiest \ X

idea.

DR. LINEHAN: I myself in this area don't have the

foggiest area because, you know, I am not an expert. I have no

hydrology --

DR. MARK: But there aren't any experts on the next

10,000 years. Don't go looking for them.

- - DR. LINEHAN: No, but there are experts indifferent

areas, you know, whether it be ground water hydrology, whether

it be climatology; those are the type of people we-are going to

have to rely on to give us some indication -- -

DR. MOELLER: Let's ask Mike and Connie if you can
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1 offer-any guidance, you know, clarifying remarks on this.

2 I DR. KRAUSKOPF:, First,;I think you make it-a little

3 bit worse than it actually is:.- We have very good evidence thal

4 in the last 100,000 years the climate has not been very

5 different from the present. That is, the rainfall may have bee]

6 as much as three times the-present at some times in the past.

7 DR. MARK: Look,' I am totally prepared to accept

-8 anything in the way of.evidence as to what -has -happened in the

9 past.

.10- DR;KRAUSKOPF: -Okay. . -

11 DR.;MARK: 'So if we get.a high.water-mark from the

12 past, we should-use it because it might happen again.

13 DR. KRAUSKOPF: Well, that's all'right. So-for the

--14 next 10,000 yearscl think it's a reasonable guess that you are

15-_ not going-to have rainfall more than three times the present.

16 Now admittedly that's a guess. I-don't know-any.more.than you

17 know. But -- .-

18 DR. MARK: I think you do..

19 . DR. .KRAUSKOPF:. But I think that's the only thing we

20 have to work with.

21 --DR. MARK: All.right. -You see if all-of this . _:

22 discussion.were.with respect to evidence-from -the past-and

.23 forecasting that that-will give us a bound, then I-would not bi

24 upset.--But when-it said'we.have got to-allow for what will

.25 happen in the next 10,000 years,.then-I et.upset because I

E

ai

me
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1 know they don't know anything about that, but we do know

2 something about the past, and allow for that. Fine.

3 DR. KRAUSKOPF: I guess we agree then.

4 DR. MARK: Okay.

5 DR. MOELLER: Let's go ahead.

6 DR. STABLEIN: Let's move on to the scope of the

7 review. The actions that we would suggest taking to-

8.. accomplish the purpose stated. First of all, to ensure that

9 the SCP satisfies the basic regulatory requirements and the

10 NRC-DOE agreements concerning what needs to be in an SCP, the

11 basis information. We've alluded to that already. Robert's

12 mentioned the documents that might be of interest in

13 accomplishing that.

14 The next few steps all involve Part 60, and that's

15 basically the heart of the review, is to analyze DOE's SCP

16 relative to Part 60. First of all, relative to subpart E,

17 which is technical criteria. Also subpart G part 60, which is

18 the key way aspects of the SCP. 60.15 deals with this topic

19 that we've been talking about here just shortly ago, which

20 emphasizes the adverse effects on repository performance from

21 the site characterization activities. We also wish to look at-

22 60.21 and 60.31, content of application and construction

23 authorization just to make sure that it's not something covered

24 by the material in subparts E, G, and 60.15. The staff is

25 currently analyzing those sections of Part 60 to determine
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1_ that. And then finally to provide -the results of the staff

2 analyses as input for-the director's required statements on the

3 SCP. ,60.18 calls for a statement from the director as to

4 whether we have objections to the SCP as it's laid out. It

5 also calls-uponhim to make recommendations and a statement on

6 the planned use of radioactive materials. So he can- make

7 objections, he can make recommendations, comments--- he has a

8 range of possibilities and it's up to the staff .to provide him

9 input such that he can go ;forward with them.

10 DR. MOELLER: -Who-is the director?

11 DR. STABLEIN:* He is the office director, NMSS and

12 then Hugh Thompson directed it.

13 Now it's been the approach tothe review, that the

14 first step is the acceptance review, which Robert has -talked-

15 about a bit before. It's been decided that there will be'an

16 acceptance review to determine if the SCP is adequate in-whole

17 or part to begin the review. And we're in the process of

18 developing the criteria for this acceptance review. I've

19 listed some of the documents that are under consideration to

-20 - make up the criteria and several of those are -ones that -you

21 heard mentioned before: 60.17, Reg. Guide 4.17f and-so forth

22 , - I'd like to point out that to the-last one, add a

23 little Roman Numeral X, an-examination of-selected sections

24 beyond-titles or key words to ensure .that.they are substantive

25 content for review. Just to emphasize~that this is not a
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1 checkoff review, but it's one where we will be looking to

2 ensure that we do have enough there of-substance to review, and

3 not that they've simply omit what was supposed to be in the

4 annotated outline, the Reg Guide 4.17.

5 DR. MOELLER: But what's your intent, if your

6 examination is that, "no, that isn't enough," you are just

7 going to not look at any other part of it? Just fire the whole

8 thing back and say "fill it out," or are you going to review

9 it in detail and note the issues that are missing?

10 DR. STABLEIN: I would probably let John answer this

11 more thoroughly if the possibility exists of sending back to

12 the DOE, but that's not the only possibility under

13 consideration.

14 MR. LINEHAM: It's really going to depend on what's J

15 missing. One of the things we're faced with is the six-month

16 review period. It's a massive document, and a lot-of the

17 subject matter is interrelated, where, you know, if there's a

18 piece missing, it may affect your review in geology,

19 geochemistry, hydrology, you know, it may not be worth -- we

20 don't want to waste staff time and effort unless the document

21 .. is-in order, you know, worth reviewing. I'm not necessarily

22 saying we're going to reject either. It depends on what we

23 find missing, and we will go back to DOE with that. But it's

24 really going to depend on what we find, what the problem areas

25 are? If there are any.
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* -. DR. STEINDLER:- But there has been an.agreement on

the detailed outline?

MR. LINEHAM: Yes. All of the --

DR. STEINDLER: - Good. That outline's detailed enough

so that at least the topics.have been agreed to? So.that you

would not expect the prime holds in that at that level?

MR. LINEHAM: That's correct. And some of these

other items.that are listed here,,agreements on level or

detail, we've had meetings with DOE and we have.gone down, I.d

say several tiers. And what is needed in the various.-areas of

the SCP..

DR..STABLEIN:; Okay, assuming that we accept the

document.for review, the second step -is to prepare and to go

through a site characterization analysis. The primary review'

focus is going to be the.review relative to Part 60 subpart E,

"Technical Criteria." And the emphasis there will be oh

identifying whether the program as presented in the SCP

references will yield appropriatesite datasupporting findings

-on the performance objectives eventually. Because what this is

all about is repository performance. And at.thisstage, in

,their program in the siting criteria.are among the most. .-

important things to look at. A thorough early review of the

SCP material related to those criteria is very important.

- Whereas the,.design :criteria,-it's -a-little -different

story-inasmuch as they're in an early. stage in. their-designs,
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and hence, an intensive detailed review of the designs may b

premature.

What is not premature is to look at the rationale as

establishing what site data they need, the designers need, so

that their designs are able to contribute to meeting the

performance objectives.

And finally, there is some concern about reviewing

performance confirmation, because some of the long-termisite

characterization testing may well carry over into the'

performance confirmation phase, like the couple thermal

mechanical test. And so at this stage is again what we need to

keep in mind is the review of the overall test strategy and

rationale relative to performance confirmation.

Now, the six-part- focus of this review of this parting/

of the review -- and these are kind of the key things we're

trying to get the staff to look at and focus on. Has the DOE

presented a site characterization plan that can achieve a basic

understanding of the sites? Obviously they've got to

understand the site well enough so that, when something

unanticipated shows up, some problem that they don't know of

right now, they have enough knowledge of that site to be able - -

to deal with that in the natural or the engineered barriers.

Secondly, has DOE addressed all the major issues

reIvdnt'to the site? First of all, we would be looking at

definitions of fundamental, generic terms, like "substantially

(,

(I
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1 complete containment," how they've defined the engineered

2 system boundary,-and engineering.issues related to the site,

3 - like the boundary of the disturbed zone, and scenario

4 identification methodology..

5. After that we-move on to the site specific issues,

6 the ones that have already been identified in places such as

-7 the final EA comments, the list of-what are called the "site

-8- busters," the big issues-that-have been identified that could

9 . be-fatal-to the site, the fault activity at Yucca Mountain, for

10 example, and exploratory shaft related open items that Robert

11 mentioned being initiated in a letter in-1983 and we've been

12. tracking-ever since in interactions with the DOE right up to

13 the present time.

14.; Thirdly,.has. DOE correctly.identified the kind and

15 amount of information needed to resolve those issues?- And so

16 having identified-the issues, have they-identified the

17 information that they!re going to need.to-resolve the issues?

.18 . Fourth, have they lined out-strategies, programs and

19. investigations-that.can provide that-information needed to

20 resolve the issues? And here it's.important to keep in mind

- . 21 -the.integration of-the programs, the cross disciplines, since

- 22.- this is a multidisciplinary study,..the site characterization

23 activities. -

_ -. 24-.- DR. MOELLER:;- .. What-does it mean-if the-investigations

25., "lined.out?".. . -. ... . .

y -... .- Heritage.Reporting Corporation
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1 DR. STABLEIN: That's probably a colloquialism. I.J

2 could have used a better term. Have they laid out strategies

3 and programs, is what would have been a better program.

4 DR. MOELLER: Thank you.

5 DR. STABLEIN: Fifthly, have the investigations that

6 they've laid out to provide the information been planned so

7 that one test does not interfere with another test? The

8 possibility exists that they could interfere with their own.-

9 data gathering activities, so they have to have their spatial

10 and time sequencing of tests so that they don't interfere with

11 eachother.

12 And finally, have they laid out their site

13 characterization activities such that they can be carried out

14 without adversely affecting waste isolation capabilities of t W

15 site? We've already talked about the possibility that in

16 putting down the shaft and doing the shaft testing, they could

17 affect capabilities of the site.

18 The primary portions for review of the SCP with

19 regard to subpart E of Part 60 would be sections 8.2, 8.3 and

20 8.4. Robert gave you a breakdown of the SCP earlier.. These

2-1 are the sections that lay out the issues and how.-they -plan to

22' resolve them and have them planned. This doesn't mean that we

23 would ignore chapters 1 - 7, where they provide us the

24 information that they currently have on the site. But the way

25 we would envision the review going, comments made on those
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-chapters should be incorporated into comments in chapter 8, in

terms of their significance to issues, information needs or

plans..

We've commented on chapters 1 - 7 already in the FEA

comments, Draft FDA-comments -- there's no point in going back

and offering them comments just on those without casting those

comments in terms of the site characterization plan, which is

8.2, 3 and 4. And we would,-at this time we're thinking that

this part of the review can be carried out utilizing DOE's

..issue hierarchy, which is correlated with subpart E of Part 60,

and we would cast our comments, if possible,.in terms of the

issues hierarchy's structure, so that we are reacting to their

.document.in-the structure-that they've laid out and that

-they're most.familiar with. Hence, hoping.to maximize

communication back and forth here, as we work with them'on the.

site characterization plan.

Okay, that's the primary focus of the review, is that

.subpart E. e will also be-reviewing relative to subpart G the

Q/A portion. And here the focus is whether.theDOE has

developed a Q/A program that provides.assurance that the

information collected to resolve issues is of demonstrably good.

quality. The primary SCP portion for review will be 8.6- which

,is.Q/A portion. And this part of the review will be conducted

-.in accord with 60.150;- .154,,. and the NRC.review.plan, which Jim

Kennedy, who spoke to.you earlier today, is responsible for.

I�1_
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1 Q/A programs for site characterization of high-level nuclear K>
2 waste repositories.

3 And finally, I mentioned before, review relative to

4 60.21 and 60.31, as-appropriate as we discover anything: that

5 isn't covered by the other portions of the review.

6 That's about as- far as I'm prepared to go today in

7 explaining how we intend to review the SCP. I welcome' any

8 questions that you have.

9 DR. MOELLER: Don?

10 DR. ORTH: To do a good job of doing such things as

11 what to mean -- whether they've made out all of the

12 investigations-that have to be done to resolve all the major

13 issues, et cetera, you're going to need at least equivalent

14 expertise, if not better, to what DOE has. How many people do\ )

15 you have lined out to answer all this 7,000 pages in six -

16 months?

17 DR. STABLEIN: Well, the basic group is the Nevada

18 team, which has five dozen people in it. Enhancing that group,

19 we have other staff as needed, and we have our contractors as

20 well. You asked for a number and I'm not giving you a total

21 number, I realize that.

22 But I'd like to emphasize, and I've already

23 recognized the massive nature of the document, what I'd like to

24 emphasize is the preparation that's going into getting ready

25 for this review, because you're perfectly correct that we
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wouldn't have a-prayer of doing this review if we're not

totally ready when 'the document-comes in. And the preparations

have beengoing on over.the past several years in terms of the

issues, but.to be -more near-term about it,-Robert mentioned one

of the other task groups,, which is currently developing the

review criteria in each discipline, such that the staff would

be ready and knowing-what it is that they're looking for, how

they plan-to be looking-for it. This is all intended to have

us ready to do the.job on the review.

MR. LINEHAM: Another point to this technical.review

criteria.is we,-are not going to review everything. We're going

to have to pick and choose those-things that we can review.

Because of-the volume that's,gongto be presented.

MR._,JOHNSON: -Let-me identify,the site-specific

issues.and-some of the generic issues that we're developing in

the review criteria -- that's intended to focus the staff on

the selective,portions that .we would really getinto in detail

of.-our review..- But we would be presenting those and, results of

our review of those selected items as examples of maybe

concerns that wehave of the certain aspect of review of this

program. So.that we would beasking and.recommending DOE to

look at their overall, let's say, geochemistryprogram, see if

the concerns-that we've identified-in our selective review are

also-in.other parts of their.programs.. So we would be

maximizing the use of our staff -- it's.has limitations. The

--Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 document is large, but we're trying to focus our review such .. >

2 that it would be effective, look at the primary concerns for

3 the site, and then we'll use the concern that we come up with

4 as sort of indicators of DOE's program in those particular

5 areas and ask them to look at their program from a broader

6 perspective.

7 DR. MOELLER: Remind us again, when does it all

8 start? When will the first SCP? When is it scheduled? -

9 DR. STABLEIN: It's currently scheduled for September

10 28.

11 DR. MOELLER:. And then you have six months from then?

12 DR. STEINDLER: That's right.

13 DR. STEINDLER: Will September 28 be the first day

14 you will have seen any portion of chapter 8?

15 DR. STABLEIN: No, it's currently available in DOE's

16 public reading room. It's not just available to us, it's

17 available to anybody in the states and tribes that are aware of

18 that. And our staff has been going down and getting --- in fact

19 all the team members have been down to see the chapter 8.

20 Now it has continued to be revised almost up to the

21 present time, but we have kept current with it asfmuchtas-

22 possible.

23 DR. STEINDLER: You have to go down to see it rather

24 than having somebody mail you a copy?' Another figure of speech

25 is, in the "real world?"
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.- - DR. STABLEIN: -We did receive chapters 1 -7 in the

mail,-,but you asked about chapter-8. We do,,have to go down to

-see it.: But given that it's several thousand pages, it's

-pretty convenient-to look at it down in the reading room.

-- - DR. MOELLER: -And-you don't--- you have not made a

copy and brought it back with you?-

DR. STABLEIN: .No,- we haven't.

DR. MOELLER: Does that imply,.you haven't started any

portion of the exercise of analysis of what's in that? -

DR.. STABLEIN: -At the present time we are engaged in

developing-how we're going to review that document. And in

.looking at it, the people who are on the technical review task

group, are folding that information, what they see, into their

review criteria, at_-least I suspect they are.- I'm not on that

task group.

So that we are getting the jump on it in that

respect. But we are not conducting a review of the draft SCP.

MR. JOHNSON: Our readings are for developing our

plans and for-familiarizing the staff -that are doing the review

with the document, so that they just know-it better.. It can

help them understand it better. - - -

DR. MOELLER: Your review plan will be completed

prior to the issuanceof the SCP? -

.,.., MR.-JOHNSON:., Right. . - - , -

MR. LINEHAN:- Just what,-then, of the draft that is
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1 available in the public reading room, in some areas, and I

2 believe in chapter 8 it's one of the big areas, it's going to

3 be significant. The final SCP will be significantly different.

4 There were quite a few changes that were made. DOE is in the

5 process as I understand of still making them, so since the

6- document was changing and the indication was that it would be

7 significantly, we decided it wasn't worth the effort to start

8 any type of detailed review on the draft.

9 DR. MOELLER: Okay, a question: once that arrives,

10 if our past experience has been true, we hardly see you people,

11 you know, you're off working 24 hours a day. What role would

12 this Committee, subcommittee possibly, have? What role would

13 be helpful to you, or what could we do while you're review is

14 underway? Is there anything that -- any role that we should K-
15 anticipate, or any function that we might anticipate being

16 called upon to help on?

17 MR. LINEHAM: To be honest with you, we hadn't

18 considered any specific role for the ACRS. What our plan calls

19 for is to present it to the Commission. Out of the six-month

20 period that we have, five months is allotted to the actual

21 review and preparation of the SCA and then a month for

22 Commission review.

23 DR. MOELLER: Okay, you'll give it to the

24 Commissioners one month before the deadline for them-to do a

25 reading and feedback to you?

Heritage Reporting- Corporation;
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) -1 . MR. LINEHAM: We're .not sure what the mechanism is --

2 yes, there will be something. We're not sure what the:

3 mechanism is.

-4 -,DR. MOELLER:. Well, it's quite possible we.could.

5. check with the Commission. They may want to have us review it

. 6 concurrently and give them our input.

7 All right, we-can check. Youknow, I'm trying.to

* *.-8 feel my way along, our-way along. But-that's one distinct

9 possibility.- They may very well ask that it be given -to us at

10. the same.time. Okay.

11 DR. STABLEIN: You have to remember that there are

12 only five of us.

,13 DR. MOELLER: That's right.,

.14 DR. STEINDLER: King's.got.a whole dozen. ;

15: - What is the nature of your product? Are you planning

16 a fairly detailed description of where you think the pros are

17 most likely -- the negative aspects of-the SCP are? :Or-is it

.18 going to be a.terse listing of, "the following sections are

19 inadequate, period?"

20 DR. STABLEIN: I can be corrected on this, but I'm

. . . 21 currently working on what the product should be, the-site -

22 characterization and that analysis. And my-concept of it, and

23 I think in talking to Robert-and the other staff, is that it

24.: certainly wouldn'.t bega.terse.listing.of problems. It would be

25 substantive comments of amajor order. And in the comment
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1 itself, I would anticipate we would be making it clear what t e

2 problem is, such -- and the significance of it, and I don't

3 know about the recommendations portion. We have the right to

4 give recommendations according to Part 60. But my concept

5 would be fairly large comments of a major order, rather than

6 some terse, non-communicative listing sort of thing. I'd like

7 to ask John or Robert to add to that, though.

8 MR. JOHNSON: I think King is right in characterizing

9 maybe the bulk of the document as a number of specific

10 technical comments in each of the technical areas, but there

11 will also be a summary or a synthesis of these technical

12 comments relative to the major items that King broke out there,

13 so there will be kind of a way to communicate to a number of

14 different audiences. On the technical scale and more at the K
15 - management scale. They're interested in broad conclusions

16 relative to major parts of the program. So we would be also in

17 these broad summary areas making conclusions, identifying if we

18 have objections, or if we don't have objections, and. also

19 making recommendations as seems to be fitting a particular

20 problem. So it should be a combination of broad conclusions

21 and objections as well, supported by specific technical. -

22 comments.

23 DR. MOELLER: And to help me now, the date you'll

24 give it to the Commissioners is roughly March 1 1988? I

25 guess your report is due March 28?
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Is that-the five months?

If I added it right?

-Roughly. 

. An addiio4- n 1 comments or qustions n

,this topic?,

Well, this has been helpful to hear how you're

developing your plan, how you intend to go about the review.

We appreciate your coming down. 'Thank you, Bob, and King, for

your help.

Okay, we'll recess.; One hour for lunch.

(Whereupon at 12:30 p.m. the hearing was recessed.)

¶ �..
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A F T E R N O O N S E S S I O N

(1:30 p.m.)

DR. MOELLER: The meeting will come to order. The

next item on our agenda under the rearrangements within the

agenda is a discussion of the Subcommittee's visit to Nevada.

We reported this-morning on the meetings at the University of

Arizona. And I will give a brief summary, and then we will

call upon other members of the Subcommittee for comments. -

And I understand that Keith McConnell has or I know

that he has slides which he took of our visit which we would

like to take time to show.

I think that all of you have a copy of the summary

report of the ACRS waste management field trip. Let me

emphasize that this summary represents my thoughts, and it is\-

not something that even the Subcommittee has gone over and

approved. But nonetheless, I used it as a vehicle to remind me

of what we saw and to summarize my general impressions.

On page three, item III, it begins the summary of the

DOE presentations and our interactions with the people in Las

Vegas. And III-A refers to the presentation by the NRC on site

-representative. I think that all of us were very impressed

with Paul Prestholt, the NRC on site rep. And he has. a

background in geology and QA, and I am sure that most of you-

know that.

He also impressed us as having a solid grasp of the
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K) . 1 .project,- and he stayed-with us throughout our briefings by DOE

2, as well as our tours the next day out through the site at Yucca

3- Mountain.

4 : There are a couple of items thatJI thought were

.5 important that Paul shared with us,,and that the DOE staff also

6.. shared with us, and was thelfact-thatthey said that the NRC

... 7 needs to give more attention to the guidance being provided to

8 the DOE staff. And this was not universal. It was just on

.9 several key items. -

- 10 . But at-present, they claim that such guidance

11 sometimes is lessthaneffective. Some terms are not clear,

, ..- 12 and certain terms are.not clear. And the DOE staff does not

13 always.understand what NRC desires to be done. .

* U ' ... 14 - And one thing that came. up.on which.:they indicated

.- 15 that they would like specific clarification on was the fact

16- that the NRC.regulations which are based on EPA standards

-17 specifies limitations on groundwater travel time. And.they

18. felt-that what is important is-is the rate:.at.which the

19 - radionuclides in the water move.

20 ,. . And..they.thought if that is true, -if they have a

21 -c-lear interpretation of what is important, and -if the'NRC

22 , concurred, then'some-sort.of a.clarification would be helpful.

23 -: DR.iSTEINDLER:- Was not the question.-that was raised

24 as to what really is meant-by groundwater-*travel-timein an

25-- unsaturated~system? - , . -

' . -- ..Heritage--Reporting Corporation
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1 DR. MOELLER: Yes. That was another part of it.

2 DR. STEINDLER: How do you define groundwater travel

3 time in an unsaturated system in order to be able to determine

4 whether or not you comply with the regulations? I thought that

5 was the-issue.

6 DR. MOELLER: I think that probably was more than

7 what I have cited. Another item was Mr. Prestholt's expression

8 or indication that at certain times it appeared that a lack of

9 travel funds at headquarters had restricted the amount of help

10 or the number of people who could come out and support him on

11 particular items on which he felt that he needed support.

12 We checked that out this morning with the NRC staff,

13 and they indicated that, and as we well recognize, that this ;

14 Paul Prestholt's vision of the situation or his impression o._-

15 the situation. And the headquarters staff felt that when

16 people really were needed that they are being made available.-

17 They also expressed the opinion that there was little

18 Commission interaction with the NRC high level waste operations

19 in the field. And in fact, they indicated to us that insofar

20 as they knew, no Commissioner had ever visited any of the

21 sites.

22 Later I talked to Chairman Zech, and he said that he

23 had visited the BWIP site. And then we were also told this

24 morning that perhaps another Commissioner.

25 Now there were also questions about the availability
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of written reports pertaining to the high level waste

repository investigations and related work. We were somewhat

disappointed that neither Mr..Prestholt or any of the DOE

people who appeared'before us,. which included Sandia, and Los

Alamos, and headquarters people, had seen any of the recent

ACRS letters on the subject of high level waste management and

disposal. .

We also recognizeand we hadnot asked-for.them and

been turned down,.but we:recognize-that we do not see the

quarterly reports or the monthly reports,whatever that: are

submitted to headquarters-by your on-site representatives.

Having met Mr. ;Prestholt, we began' to think that

maybe his reports would be of interest to us, certainly this

summary at-the front of the report. ;And this-morning-again the

NRC staff indicated-that.they indeed-could make these available

to us. And we fully recognize that we see more paper now than

-we can-handle. -But-those reports-sounded like they might be of

interest.

Lastly, the question was-raised in' a discussion as to

whether the three sitesi currently.proposed were-:all receiving

comparable attention from'say DOE and perhaps- from NRC also.

And that just-came up.' We thought that it was a good;question

to contemplate. -. ; - . . -

.:. We.-then-heard-a presentation.byfthe State of Nevada

representative .CarlJohnson.: And he, of course,.he described,

I ''.,Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 as you are more familiar than we are, his organization and h-

2 many people work with him and so forth. And then he outlined

3 for us the six critical issues that he saw in relation to the

4 Yucca Mountain proposed repository. And three of these he

5 considered to be critical, and these were future faulting and

6 other tectonic events, future vulcanism, and possible

7 interference by humans, particularly from the standpoint of

8 exploring of natural resources.

9 Ile also indicated that he was concerned about: the

10 potential impacts on the site of future underground nuclear

11 weapons tests at the Nevada test site. At that point, the DOE

12 staff became to me what seemed like a little bit irritated,

13 because they felt that they had gone over that particular

14 question with Mr. Johnson on several occasions.

15 They pointed out that limitations on the shaking of

16 the ground in the City of Las Vegas would in some sense perhaps

17 assure protection of the Yucca Mountain region. They also went

18 over future trends, geographical trends, and where future tests

19 would be conducted. And they tended to claim that if anything

20 the sites will be moving farther away from Yucca Mountain

21 rather than closer to it.

22 With respect to his presentation, we observed a

23 number of somewhat eye opening items. And I do not know where

24 we got this number, but we were clearly given a number that the

25 State of Nevada had received $100 million from DOE over the
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.last six years in support of their-:capability to conduct

. independent evaluations of the Yucca Mountain-site.

I-noted.later that in DOE's annual report to Congress

dated;April.of 1987 that they listed a total of about $7

million for the last three fiscal years, 1983 through 1986,

going to Nevada. So somewhere we heard it wrong. But yet I

must admit that -he told about this in excess of one million

contracts that they was granting-to various Nevada

universities. -So.it could be that-neither one of these numbers

*. is correct,.but that is what we had. - .

The thought occurred-to me which-I -expressed this

morning that perhaps-one-approach that DOE should consider, and

. we realize that we are.talking to the NRC, :but one approach

that.DOE should consider-would be to have-the.states and Indian

tribes who are receiving:funds -receive such funds on a matching

basis. I mean-if-the.State of-Nevada had to put up a-million

dollars for.every million that the DOE gives them, they might

not keep saying that they are not getting enough money.:.

If you look at EPA'.s grants to states for the.

constructionof'sewage treatment plants, those are always on a

matching basis. And.-I cited -this morning my own experience,

for example, in dealing with the National Science Foundation

for-grants. They and many other government agencies require

---universit-ies--to put-up matching funds in order to qualify for a

given -grant or even -a contract. . -

,-K
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1 Mr. Johnson indicated that the Governor of Nevada

2 thoroughly indicated that he is opposed to the siting of the

3 repository in the state. And since Mr. Johnson clearly pointed

4 out to us that he is a political appointee and must be

5 responsive to the Governor, we wondered a little bit about the

6 objectivity of his reviews.

7 Also we found that although the State of Nevada and

8 the NRC would appear to share identical objectives, that is to-

9 keep DOE honest and on the ball, insofar as we could determine,

10 the two organizations do not conduct any research activities on

11 a cooperative basis.

12 And although Mr. Prestholt certainly was up-to-date

13 on what Nevada was doing, we thought that maybe there could b-

14 a closer interaction there than currently exists. If there at

15 constraints on that, that might change the picture.

16 Then as a third item on the meetings on the first day

17 in Las Vegas, we heard presentations by the DOE staff and its

18 contractors. I think that those presentations represented a

19 lot of sound preparation. Having talked to some of them, I

20 understood that they had rehearsed extensively for their

21 presentations, and the lectures clearly indicated--such. :

22 preparation.

23 Donald Veep, who began with just a few words to us,

24 said that they are trying to gather sufficient scientific data

25 either to support or to deny the acceptability of a repository
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at Yucca-Mountain. And that.they are also striving for

intellectualthonesty in pursuit-of these goals. He came across

g quite-well.; 'I realize that he is no longer there. But at

least his-message sounded good.

:We then'heard individual-presentations by DOE

.representatives on site characterization, on 'the groundwater

travel time, geologic faults, vulcanism, and hydrothermal

activity. .

-Some of the'questions that we raised Isummarized in

our;report. And during:the:DOE presentations, they had a

'person there -who was the facilitator, and her job was to keep

.the meeting if she:could on time-or on schedule, and:also to

pull out key-.questions-that might have developed into lengthy

. discussion, to pull those out and write then on the board and

to come'back.to them at the end of the meeting, or leave them

for written responses.

-'; So at-the nd.of the meeting,.-we asked DOE with their

concurrence that they provide written responses to the

...Committee on these.items-. Now again-I-do not recall;that all

of these will be covered, but.I think that certainly-some of

'them will be'. - - - -

And some'of-'those'topics then.was how -will'the

integrity.of the completed repository be determined. That is

- you might-seal--shafts-in a field~exercise-or -in the laboratory.,

and you might say, well-, it works there,- so;I. assume-that it

.Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 works in the repository. But we wondered what assurance can O

2 DOE give to the NRC that the shafts as sealed in the true

3 repository will have the integrity that is claimed.

4 Then we asked what is important, the travel time of

5 the groundwater or the radionuclides that it contains. And I

6 think that the travel time in the unsaturated media should be

7 added to that.

8 We asked how were the retardation coefficients-

9 determined, and in fact could more information be provided on

10 all of the geochemistry work from the standpoint of how was it

11 assured that collected samples were representative, that their

12 analyses were accurate, and that the interpretation of the

13 resulting data were properly conducted.

14 Then Dr. Trifunac, the previous one being Dr. .. >
15 Krauskopf, then Dr. Trifunac asked about information regarding

16 measurements of the stress fields in the area, where did the

17 numbers come from, and that details of the calculations should

18 be provided.

19 Fifth, indications are that the underground: nuclear

20 weapons tests have altered the water tables in the area.. This

21. I think was Frank Parker. We asked for data on these changes,

22 some information on that subject.

23 And then we asked for the procedures for determining

24 performance allocation for the various parameters within the

25 repository, that they be carefully documented and provided to
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K> '1 -the-Subcommittee. --

2 And then we encouraged.them in-the future when they

3 make speeches that-they seek-not only to meet the NRC

4 regulations, but that they.-also indicate that they have a

-5 ,common goalof protecting-the health and safety of the

6 environment and thepublic.

7. Then the third~day which was-the second day in Nevada

. 8. we had our site tours or field trips, the first day of course

9 being anindoormeeting for the-entire day and.discussions and

10 hearing lectures and so forth.

11 . On the third day,.,we did-see the drilling rigs. I

12 have often thought since coming-back about the critical time

13 factors-in.trying to get a repository constructed, and it

14 - seemed to me that some of.the advances in drilling that we saw

-15 . at the Nevada-test site might, you know, speed things-along

16 when they reach that point, because it is certainly impressive.

-17 , And I do not remember off-the top of my head -the name

18 of the young man who took us through, but he.certainly knew

19 what he was talking about, and he could answer our questions.

-20 It was a very interesting experience..: - -

21- - We then went into the G tunnel,,and we saw the welded

22., tuff there. And-I-would leave it to the experts, but-the thing

23 -that I took away-with me was the fact that it was highly

_24,. fractured and cracked. Within, the-Yucca-Mountain where the

25 welded tuff-layer is.thicker and-cooled more-slowly, we are
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told that everything there will be much better. You know, I

will wait and see.

Wie went into the spent fuel tests at Climax and went

down into the granite excavation and saw the remote handling

machine, and we saw where they had placed the Turkey Point

spent fuel elements and so forth.

Again certainly that was positive as far as I was

concerned in that they certainly showed for the three year

period that they could remotely handle fuel, lower it into a

semi-repository in granite, and leave it there for three years,

take measurements, and then retrieve it and take it away.

We saw the Sudan crater, and then lastly we went up

'on Yucca Mountain. And while we were on top of the mountain,

we saw where the base camp or whatever you would call it woul\lv

be. Some of us saw where the exploratory shafts would be

drilled. And while there, the two or three USGS staff members -

who were doing tests were there, and they had all of their

charts and graphs. And they spent an hour and a half or two

hours in giving us presentations on what they are doing, what

they have observed, and so forth. That was extremely useful to

us.*

So all in all, I cannot speak for the Subcommittee,

but on this aspect I can certainly say that it was an extremely

beneficial experience for me personally. And now when I read a

document about something, I can at least picture or sort of
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-1 feel what-I am-reading about.

2 ; And everybody had gone far out of their way to meet

3 each and every need, and to-answer all questions. And I want

.4 .. to-commend again the DOE.staff.. They were well organized, they

- were-well rehearsed, and I felt that they did-not avoid

.- 6 questions. -.They tried very definitely to answer the questions

.7 that-we had asked.

.8 - Yes, Carson,.and then we will.-go:around.

9 DR. MARK: One thing. You mentioned Paul Johnson.

.10 -,DR. MOELLER: Carl Johnson.,

.. 11 - DR. MARK: Carl-Johnson's presentation. That bit

.12 about the possible horrible consequences. of explosion testing,

13- it was.absolutely, out-of whole:cloth, .was totally unreasonable,

14 had-no basis whatsoever..in fact, and-it was.just.pitiful. And

15 unfortunately, it sounds good. We should be aware of that.

- 16 . - There was nothing whatever to the concerns-that he

.17 attempted so hard to raise.. First, there has been no.effects

18 from any testing.that havef gone on.- Second, there is no

19 likelihood -that-those tests will continue:to go on. Third,

20 - they will :not necessarily go -any-closer or anything.,. -

21 . So he~was just building that-up out of.publicity type

22 pitch. And we should certainly be aware that that was buffonry.

--- 23 of themostatrocious sort.-

24. -v Thetother slight thought that came totmy mind, and

.25 again your account was ,excellent,, it covered everything, the
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1 DOE might very well do a little more than they seem to be do,,/

2 about offering to take people through some of the sorts of the

3 things that we saw just as public education.

4 If anybody went through that G tunnel and asked am I

5 going to be worried if there is radioactive stuff stuck in

6 here,' he will get the answer'right away, I am not going to be

7 worried. If he went on top of Yucca Mountain and said maybe

8 there is a flood, he will say, well, maybe not here, and he

9 will forget it.

10 They could do an enormous amount of public relations

11 which they do not seem to be doing. Now that is not the NRC.

12 The NRC worries too much herp and there in unlikely scenarios.

13 The business of seismicity on which Mike can speak well

14 obviously had to be wondered about, but it obviously does notK--'

15 mean a thing.

.16 Supposing that you have a tremendous seismic;shock

17 down in the storage room, who cares. Maybe some containers

18 crack, so what. The only thing that could really remain as a

19 worry is volcanism, and that is the one thing on which a little

20 bit of forecasting does seem to be possible. If there is no.

21 hot magma downstairs, then there is no volcanoes about to come

22 out.

23 The other thing that was mentioned this morning, of

24 water, it seems to me that instead of being so careful not to

25 drill any holes or to drill a few more and come up with the
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1 announcement that-there is not any and there will not be any

2 short of a-few hundred years of climatic cycling.

-3 -DR. MOELLER: On your volcanism, let me offer a

4 couple comments. Either the DOE or the NRC staff, I do not

5. remember which, perhaps it was-the DOE staff, said -- 'no, it

*6 was not, it would have to be the NRC people -- said that

7 volcanism, you know, was a recent-concern, because this one

.8, - mountain that you could see off in the distance may have been

9 active as short of 20,000 years ago.

10 Having said:.that, then they pointed out to us, number

11 one, that historically, and I do not even know the word for how

12 much energy:a volcano releases, anyway that amount of energy

13 had been going down. So we were on a downward trend. Do I

14. understand that wrong? .

15 -DR. MARK: -,That may be what they say, but I do not

- 16 think that there is any evidence that we know anything about

17 .-that.

.18 DR. MOELLER: Well, that is what I heard. And the

19- second thing that they-said was that the risk analyses which

20 they had done showed that even that if you had volcanism in a

-- 21 repository say in-the Yucca Mountain, a repository, that you

22 got a milirem or so, you know, to the nearby people..

23 DR. STEINDLER: Are you attributing this to NRC or to

-- 24 DOE? i! - -- A ' *'

25 DR. MOELLER: Well,- the concern was-NRC's, I guess.

. I
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1 DR. STEINDLER: The other ones that raised the is

2 about the centercone out there where we have got conflicting

3 analyses, and the most recent one is about a 10,000 or 20,000

4 year old happening.

5 DR. MOELLER: Correct. Now the NRC raised the

6 concern, I guess, the data that we were told, those two facts,

7 tended in my mind to sort of say or tended to cause me to

8 question the true importance of this even if it-should happen.

9 I mean if it is less than a milirem under the most conservative

10 projections of dose, then it did not seem to me to be all that

11 important.

12 DR. MARK: I would differ with you, Dave.

13 DR. MOELLER: Okay.

14 DR. MARK: I do not think that anyone knows how to

15 say whether it is a milirem or a dozen rem.

16 DR. MOELLER: Okay.

17 DR. MARK: If you have a spewing out into a vaporized

18 phase of..the stuff in the repository, who is to say what might

19 happen. I do not think that they have any basis for saying

20 that they know. I think that you have to go back, and here I

-21 very happily go back, to the unlikelihood that there will be

22- any volcanic action at that spot of the sort that matters, and

23 that is where I think that we should hang our case.

24 If you will remember Jim Wright, a colleague of

25 yours, Connie, a geologist from Stanford.
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DR. MOELLER: .-Jim Wright, does that ring a bell?

DR. KRAUSKOPF: That does not.

DR. MARK: Maybe I have it wrong.

DR. KRAUSKOPF: , John Stuckles?

.,DR. MARK:- A very nice man, who used to come see us.

And I said Jim Wright, and Iam probably wrong.

DR. KRAUSKOPF: Bob Wright?

- -DR. MARK: Bob Wright.

DR. KRAUSKOPF: On the staff, he was on the NRC

-staff.

DR. MARK: No. This guy was -from-Stanford.

DR. KRAUSKOPF: George-Thompson.

DR. MARK:,. George Thompson.. -Anyway he in answer to a

question once said that you can hope to have about a .5000 year

warning if vulcanism is likely-in some particular location. He

said beyond 5000 years, you simply do not know., It could move:

.around. It is a matter of what is going on downstairs. But

you could have a warning of-that sort.-.

Now they havegot. warnings,of that sort out here, and

they know that there-has been vulcanism, and they know that it

is possible that it could happen again. We in-Los Alamos live.z.

on the shoulders of 1000 feet of tuff that-came out of the last-

time that happened.-. There is no indication that it is likely

.soon,, and-that isall that we-have to go on. , -

, But -if there is a volcano through.,this, then all of
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1 the canisters have gone and all of the stuff is in the air, 

2 it depends on whether anyone lives there or not. Now at Yucca

3 Mountain, no one lives there, so it does not matter anyway.

4 But an estimate of an milirem is almost certainly meaningless,

5- because you do not know what you start with.

6 - DR. MOELLER:. Okay. That is a good point. Mike and

7 Connie, when we get around to you, you can talk about the

8 biological effects, because we are covering seismicity and

9 those topics on this side of the table.

10 DR. PARRY: Dade, I think that the staff has some

11 comments, clarifying comments that they wanted to make.

12 DR. MOELLER: Keith.

13 DR.. MCCONNELL: Keith McConnell from the High Level

14 Waste Division. I just wanted-to address one question that <2
15 came up when he was making his presentation about the releases.

16 And I asked him about the report that he was referring to, and

17 he mentioned Logan and pthers in 1982. Well, recent analysis

18 by John Trap within the NRC has shown that that report is dated

19 and probably not accurate. So any releases gotten from that

20 report are probably not accurate either.

21 DR. MOELLER: Thank you.

22 Martin, did you have any comments?

23 DR. STEINDLER: I am still trying to calculate that

24 number of milirems if you have volcanism through a fully loaded

25 repository. And it is not very many microcuries per square
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1 foot if you make any kind of back of theenvelope estimate.

2 DR. MOELLER: Paul.

.;-3 DR. SHEWMON: Two-comments.. One when Paul Prestholt

4 was talking, Forrest Remick asked.him if they had any plans for

5,. readiness review, something that.has been used in the reactor

6 viewpoint. And Forrest thought that it had been quite

7 productive and would :urge it for the site. -And if he were

8 here, he.might wellurge-it now.,

.9 The other thing had to-do with thisgroundwater

..10 travel time. There arefissures which the water races on

11 through if there is a rainstorm, but theretardationfor

12 uranium and most any other isotope was very high. And so

13 whether or not-what-the water does is germane to public health

14 and safety was.something.that.we argued about,.and something

15 that I would like to hear from the staff again.on sometime.

16 DR. MOELLER: Don did not gowith us.

17 Mike, did you have any comments in terms of,

18 observations?

19 DR. TRIFUNAC: Somebody -had mentioned this already,

20 but I think that it-would be useful to maybe look a little bit

21 more-at the.effects of.testing-on the water table. Because

22 there are a coupleof.pictures that show that to the :north and

. 23 northwest,,of -the sitethat the -undergroundwater table is like.

24, -300 to-400 feet higher.than it is under the.site. And I could

25. not understand from what Ihad or.,from the presentations what
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would cause that sudden change in the water table and possibl.- 

some strain change, tectonic or some other kind, where it would

get higher beneath the site. I think that would be interesting

to try and understand.

I am not quite sure that I would agree with your

comment that testing is really to be ruled out from the point

of view of activating the existing. There has been evidence in

the area and it is well published and documented that the

testing did create pressure in the faults. Of course, this is

known for the surface. We do not know to what extent the

faults ifioved at some depth.

DR. MARK: I am still not really following you.

DR. TRIFUNAC: And that does not mean that we are

addressing here the issue of shaking. It may hava much more

important effect on creating paths for the water. -

DR. MARK: The testing could affect the water table.

DR. TRIFUNAC: That is a supposition. I am talking

about the faults.

DR. MARK: Which you mentioned.

DR. TRIFUNAC: There is a strain, a tectonic strain

in the region. Earthquakes have occurred there and wi-ll occur

in the future at a certain rate. And that strain is released

tectonically whenever it happens to go up only it is hastened-

by some' triggering mechanism, one of which may be an explosion

in the area. And it has been well documented that these faults
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-did.move into the test -site ,region during and after explosions.

DR. MARK: Within-what range?

-:DR.,TRIFUNAC:. In--the-range that the Yucca'would be

from some of the future explosions.

DR. MARK: Yucca.is forty miles away.

DR. TRIFUNAC: You cannot.-say that-it will not, okay.

,This is not a phenomenon that has the large formation. The

consequences, it is a triggering mechanism.

DR. MARK: What kind of mechanism? -

DR. TRIFUNAC:. A triggering mechanism. And I'think

that one thing that-we should-look at, .and.I not so concerned

about it necessarily but that-I think,-that we should :look at,

is that the material being what it-is and-having seen that the

water-does not really.go much deeper than ten or fifteen

meters, whatever it was, but in some of the underground -tunnels

that we have seen that there was water coming along in some of

the fractures.

And I can imagine that -some-of the faults were

slightly disturbed and moved a little bit and-possibly helped

the water get down there in-a new path that we do not-see now.- -

I think that -is a feature that may be.worth looking at,----

DR.. MARK: :I do not really want to argue with'you. -

But insofar as direct impulse type -----

-.DR. ,TRIF.UNAC:. .1I.am not -talking about.-direct impulse

at all.
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1 DR. MARK: At all. That should be scratched off K
2 entirely.

3 DR. TRIFUNAC: I did not talk about. I said that I

4 am not concerned about it.

5 DR. MARK: No. You talked about changin~g the balance

6 of things as they sit.

7 DR. TRIFUNAC: Yes. There is a strain there which Is

8 there which has nothing to do with explosions. Explosions just

9 hasten the release.

10 DR. MARK: Can change the time scale status.

11 DR. TRIFUNAC: The time when the critical stresses

12 that are there in the required formation reach the critical

13 level for the rush to take to place.

14 DR. MARK: I guess I say that I do not believe that o

15 it is at all likely or measurable or appreciable. Forty miles

16 is a tremendous distance for these little puffs of energy that

17 we are talking about.

18 DR. TRIFUNAC: This is only one parameter. There are

19 other things that you have to look at.

20 DR. MARK: Yes.

21 DR. TRIFUNAC: Because it is the strain.

22 DR. MARK: It should be thought about. I do not

23 argue against that.

24 DR. TRIFUNAC: But I am not talking about ground

25 washing vibration effects at all. There was another thing that
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1 is totally different from this, and this may be reflecting my

2. ignorance. I do not really know and I-have not taken any time

3 to try to find out what is the rate of the-emplacement of the

4 waste, and what is the total volume of the waste that will go

5 there. .

.6 But.I.thought of the possibility that maybe thirty or

: .. 7 forty years from now thatit turns out that-there is much more

.. 8 waste than we-have been thinking about. And there is alot of-

9 time and effort-involved in developing the siting and building

10 the facility and all that. -So with that really brief.

11 introduction, I look at thegeometry of the setting of the

12 site.

13 And on one side, there is sort of a steep wash. And

14 on the other side, there is a little bit more mild slope.

.. . . .15. There are some faults on the site. And I think that if I am

16 not mistaken that somebody mentioned that basically if somebody

17 decided to expand the area that it could be expanded in only

.18 one direction, and I could have-gotten that wrong.

19 . But the point that.I am.trying to make is that there

20 is so much effort going on that.it would.be silly to -find out

21 !that you are,,trapped in two or three dimensions that-you can

22. expand only possibly in one dimension-if it turns out that our

23 calculations on how much can be stored thereare wrong. And if

. .24 _. it..turns.out to be a nice site.and everything else is-worked

25 out, it would-be nice to know that you can move elbows a little
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bit left to right.

DR. MARK: I, of course, start with the assumption

that this testing is going to stop in five years or so

entirely.

DR. TRIFUNAC: I am not talking about testing now at

all. I am talking about the size of the repository okay, so

much to the surface, so much to the groundwater, okay, so much

to the left of that canyon-like thing that we were looking at

the top, okay. Geometrically, you are limited.

DR. MARK: Very.

DR. TRIFUNAC: Okay. I think that it is a trivial

example, but we built a library at a the university. And

before it is finished, we realize that it is by a factor of

two, too small.

DR. MOELLER: They could put the waste on microfiche...

DR. TRIFUNAC: Now just one more comment, and I am

repeating myself actually. I am not saying that I believe that

volcanism is or is not important. I do not look at the

calculations from the point of view of the release at the end,

because that is not my expertise. But if I look at the kind of

calculations that come down, I am not convinced that.. I want: to

buy the outputs of these calculations as an input for the

substantive calculations.

They may be off by orders of magnitude and still be

all right, but maybe not. The calculations, some people refer
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* , 1 to them as being old, but the people that I have talked to who

2, have seen these calculations.admit that there were some;

.3. assumptions in the calculations that-just would not hold any

4 weight at present. So I think that it would be worthwhile just

.5 to redo this in a little bit more careful way and address the

6 issue.. .

7. The other comments which I made on previous.

8 occasions, there is not need to-repeat.. It would be a good

9 idea to understand the possible geometry of the marshes of the

10 blocks ,in that.area to understand better the manner in which

11 the faulting would take place if.it does take place. That

12, might help with the'design of the facility and so forth,;but I

13 will not go into that anymore.. That is about all I have.

14 DR. MOELLER: Thankyou, Mike. Connie.

15 .. DR. KRAUSKOPF: I would agree with.Dade that the

16 -presentation that we heard on geochemistry from a gentleman

.17 named Egert was probably the least satisfactory of the DOE

18 talks.thatwe heard. We were presented with tables of

;19 retardation factors, but we heardvery little about how the

,20 retardation factors.wereobtained,.and how the specimens.'were

21 obtained which were used in the experiments. -. - .

22, The retardation factors;have ,no meaning at all unless

23 the experimental work from which they comes very precisely -

24 -specified. And we.heard very little,,about where the-specimens

25 came from and just how the experiments were done.
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1 Now I may be too harsh in this. I rather imagine KY
2 that the geochemists who are working for DOE know this

3 background, but that certainly was not apparent from what we

4 heard.

5 Regarding volcanoes, if I can stick in my oar in this

6 argument, I do not share Carson's worry about volcanism..-

7 DR. MARK: Please. I was not worrying about it.

8 DR. RAUSKOPF: Oh. I thought that you said --

9 DR. MARK: I was trying to dismiss it.

10 DR. KRAUSKOPF: I thought that this was what you said

11 what your principal worry.

12 DR. MARK: I think that it is the only remaining one.

13 DR-. KRAUSKOPF: I would argue with my nameless

14 Stanford colleague about a 5000 year warning of volcanic

15 activity. Just after the Second War, I was sent to the Mexican -

16 volcano Perekateen. You may remember reading about it.

17 Perekateen appeared in a farmer's cornfield one day with no

18 warning whatsoever. There was not even five minutes warning.

19 So I do not think that we can depend on 5000 years.

20 But it strikes me that volcanic activity anywhere except -

21 directly under the repository would probably do no harm at-all. -

22 I mean suppose that the surface were covered with a lava flow,

23 suppose that there was a fall of ash on the repository. It

24 would just improve things as far as I can see.

25 The only worry is this very remote possibility of a
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1. volcanic eruption starting right'under-the repository. Now I

2 have.no idea whether the'consequence would-be-one milirem or a

3 - million milirems. But Ithink that the chance is so-remote

4 that this is one chance that we can take. -

5 .. 5 - Afterall, the recent volcanic-activity has been out

- 6 on the plat-several kilometers away from the site. And.I

..-. really think that this is one worry that Mr. Johnson can forge

8 .-about.:;:

..9 -,Iwould like to say a few-things about the G tunnel.

10 That is quite an impressive demonstration. This is an

11... impressive demonstration. This-is~a tunnel that is driven int,

12 a welded.tuff, verymuch-like the .Topapah Springs tuff at the

13 -projected waste'site.. So it-is a very good place for:

-. :14 ,experimental work. And I think-that Roger.-Zimmerman-.there was

.15. -doing some-very good work-for DOE in-just seeing how.the tuff

16 will react. . .

17 ,. . . As.I believe either Dade or Carson said, there were

18 :few places in the-.tunnel where there was a-fissure in.the shee:

19 zone, and there was a:little.water apparently.coming in from

-,.-20,- above.- --And Dade-,is;also-correct-in-saying-that-the rock was

:21:- quiteextensively fractured. - -. -

22 .,: do not~know;whetherthis-:is something to'worry

23 about or not.- It seems to~methatiDOE is missing an-

24 -opportunityfor.a larger scale experiment in-.Gtunnel-or in thi

25 new tunnel-driven from-G..tunnel.--
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1 The difficulty with the work in G tunnel is that tD

2 tunnel, of course, is well ventilated. It has to be so that

3 people can work in there. That means that if you put a heater

4 experiment in, as Mr. Zimmerman did in several places, and he

5 found, of course, that the moisture in the rock was driven away

6 from the heater, the trouble is that those experiments are

7 unreal, because they are driven only a few centimeters or a

8 meter or so into the wall of the tunnel where the wall is

9 exposed to this ventilated air. So it does not give you a real

10 picture of what conditions would be like in a repository.

11 I wish that part of the tunnel could be sealed or a

12 branch tunnel could be sealed, and heaters could be put into

13 the tunnel to give temperatures like those expected in the

14 repository, and simply have enough monitoring instruments V

.15 around to see what happens to the water, and the sides, and the

16 roof of the tunnel.

17 It strikes me that the water is going to be driven

18 away from the tunnel. And I wonder if you had such an

19 experiment, even if there were one of the periodic damages on

20 the surface, if the water would get anywhere near the heated

21 tunnel.

22 But I thought that this experiment would be possible.

23 to stage. It is very much like some of the experiments going

24 on at the BWIP site in New Mexico. And I should think that it

25 would be very much worthwhile. You could practically duplicate
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K) .-- .1 . the~situation of-a-repositoryin-,the,-rock that is not qite as

.,2 favorable as the Topapah Springs is, and you could really get

'3 some.idea of just what heated-waste in the tunnel like-that

, .-- 4_mightdo to water that comes down from the surface.

., , -. DR. RAUSKOPF: Now the problem in the unsaturated

6 ,zone, and I think is.one of-the great unknowns and it's

.7 .surprising.that with all the work that ground water people

8. have been.doing over the-last.century, that practically nothing

9 seems to be known about-the behavior of water in the

10- unsaturated zones.

-, 11 -- Certainly in a place like YuccaMountain, water that

12 falls.on the surface, for-the mostjpart,-doesn't go very far. It

13 soaks in and then as soon as the-sun comes back out it comes

* K> 14 right back out and is gone. But occasionally,.of course, on

15 -the Nevada desert, there are real.downpours and more water does

- 16 get into the soil and-the story is that.it probably, some of

17 it, eventually-gets through the 600 meters or so.down -to the

18 permanent water.table. ,-. .

.19- And I'm-quite willing,-to believethat... In fact, the

20 USGS people that wetalked to up.on Yucca Mountain had-some

-21. measurements .,that-they-had made a-couple of years ago -- I

',. 22 think 1984 was the last time there.was appreciable rainfall

23- there, and they have~a-borehole into which they can-put the -

24- neutron sensor to determine the water.content-oftthe rock

.25 aroundthe borehole.; And they showed us some rather .
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1 instructive pictures of the water content as it had changed \>

2 over the three years since 1984, and it looked as if a slough

3 of water had moved down a few meters into the rock and around

4 the borehole in that time. And on the basis of that experiment

5 and similar experiments, predictions have been made that there

6- is some slight movement of water all the way through the

7 unsaturated zone to the water table. The calculations as to

8 how much movement there is I think you can pretty much -

9 discount. I asked the USGS man on Yucca Mountain what he would

10 predict about this and I asked him how he would judge the

11 predictions that he had heard at the talks at Las Vegas, and he

12 said that he really had no idea just how long it would take for

13 water to get down there and how much of it would eventually gr

14 down.

15 I think this is one of the great unknowns. I wish we

16 had an expert hydrologist here to correct me if I'm wrong. But

17 I think it is possible that there is some movement of water,

18 but certainly it is very slight, and I should think that with

19 an experiment in G-Top -- you might be able to get some better,

20 a better fix or just how limited this flow of water might be.

21 Oh, golly, I've been giving you quite a lecture,

22 Dave, I think maybe that's enough.

23 DR. MOELLER: We've all been listening. Do you haveT'.

24 anything else?

25 DR. KRAUSKOPF: Well, on the subject of earthquakes,
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.- here I certainly do not speak as-an expert, and I would wonder

just what harm an earthquake would-do?: Certainly you don't

.want:an earthquake while the repository is being.loaded -- it

..-might interfere with the surface installations, but once the

*,repository is built, suppose there is an extensive earthquake?

Things will get shaken up a bit but usually engineering

experience is that underground.installations are not very badly

disturbed by the shaking of.a.quake.i- Even if-the Ghost Dance

*Fault should,-move, which is the fault-that, goes right through

..the repository, I don't see quite-what harm.it.will do the

repository?-...It-might temporarily'open a new path to the

surface, that waterocould-penetrate.: But-Ithink this would be

*a-fairly short lived-incident and I don't think the repository

would suffer permanent damage.

Well, please take that with a grain of salt,

DR. MOELLER: Say, we're running somewhat behind

time, however, Keith, do you want to show your slides? I think

they would be nice to-share-with-everyone.-

DR. McCONNELL: Dr. Moeller,.once you've finished, I

. have a couple-overheads to retrace our itinerary.

DR. MOELLER: Fine, do that.

* .. - (Slide.) : . - :.

* DR.(-McCONNELL: -This is just a simplified map of the

test.site with-Yucca Mountain being overmon the -western border

here and Mercury,,-our departure point, being over here. And

.Heritage.Reporting Corporation
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1 what we did was basically leave and go north through Frenchm D

2 Flat, up to the control point area, which is right here,

3 crossing into Yucca Flat, and over to the drilling facilities,

4 where they had all the drill bits and everything similar here.

5 I'm not sure exactly where it is. When we moved up and crossed

6 over here, and went into this area, near Bullfrog, or fairly

7 -near Mesa G-Top, came back down and ate lunch in Area 12, went

8 over and over to the Climax Stop, which is this granitic body

9 here, and went into the Climax facility and came down and went

10 into the Sedan Crater area, and went all the way and crossed

11 over and wentinto Jackass Flats where the EMAD facilities were

12 and then over to Yucca Mountain.

13 DR. MACK: And just show us where is Bullfrog Count -

14 DR. McCONNELL: I don't think I could do that. I V

15 don't know.

16 (Slide.)

17 These two faults are of interest because they were

18 activated by weapons testing in Yucca Flat.

19 DR. MOELLER: When you say they were "activated,"

20 they were not there before, they were created, or they had -

21 started moving?

22 DR. McCONNELL: The Carpetbag Fault was not there

23 until the Carpetbag Event, and it formed.. The Yucca Fault was

24 there and they knew about it, but there was displacement on it

25 during some of the other testing.
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1 ,.. What I'm going-to do is-just-jump over to Yucca

2 Mountain. There were some questions-this morning about,where

.-3.,. variousthings:were. This is a detailed topographic.-map of

4 Yucca Mountain.. The projection to-the surface-of the perimeter

drift of the repository is here.,' This, is. an early diagram

that's been~changed.. This-is basically,-the surface projection

7 of the perimeter drift here.:

8 Now we went up, came up-to the top of the mountain.

9: And then went' down to the-south.: Then we came off the mountain

10 -and went over to the Exile Hill area~and'looked-at the- Bow

11 Ridge Faults and veins in the BowRidge Fault. What this

12 diagram does is it gives-you some..,perspective to the

13 relationship of the-repository itself. The Solitario Canyon

K.> _14 .-Fault claims the-western boundary.-,.The abandoned wash goes

15 down Ghost Dance Fault and actually cuts the repository. The

16 Drill Hole Wash borders it on the northeast and the Bow Ridge

17. Fault in a series of embarcations, or smaller faults, bordered

18 on the East. The Midway Valley;Fault actually probably extends

19: -up what would be the-surface facility area.

20 (Slide.)

21 This is the incline into the repository drawn -on

22, here. And ver -here: the exploratory, shafts themselves-:, this-,

.23 is-the top of-the mountain here.,- rf.The. exploratory. shafts are -in

.~124:,,~Coyote.Wash-right~ in~.here. ---

.25. (Slide.) .~ 
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1 And we have some photographs'. Any questions?

2 (Slide.)

3 You probably remember this slide from yesterday.

4 This is the group as it was in Tucson. I guess several people

5 in the town on the second and third day and this is the

6 photograph of the SAI Building there in Los Vegas. This was

7 taken there the first day of the meeting.

8 (Slide.)

9 And then we jump to -- I don't have any photographs

10 of the drilling facility itself, so we jump to G-Top.

11 (Slide.)

12 And this is a photograph from a previous trip the

13 staff made out-there. Because of restrictions on photography

14 we've interspersed photographs that we've taken from previousK->

15 trips in. But they-basically are all pictures of what we say.

16 (Slide.)

17 This was the block test that Mr. Zimmerman showed us.

18 (Slide..)

19 And I think this is one of the heater tests, that we

20 also saw today.

21 (Slide.)

22 I also don't have any photographs of the Climax

23 facility, although we do have a little pamphlet back in the

24 office of photographs in place of machinery and everything, and

25 if anybody's interested we could always get a copy made.
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(Slide.)

This is-a photograph taken from the old Climax

tungsten mine which some of you may have heard of. The Climax

facility is just off the photograph right here, the tungsten

mine we're standing on basically.

(Slide.)

This -is Sedan Crater right here.

(Slide.) , -.

This is just a closeup view of.:the crater itself.

(Slide.)

- This is a downview off Yucca Mountain taken off the

top of Yucca Mountain. That's -Paul -Preston standing there.

.(Slide.) - ,

, - And then looking out-to-the west from.Yucca Mountain

into Crater Flats, and looking at-these two cones, this'is the

black cone, this is the red cone -

(Slide.)-

-- and these are the 1.1 million year old salts here.

:(Slide.) - ,

This is Bear Mountain with the Bear Mountain Fault

along the base of the range. And that's the one that-they've

- at least currently been using for seismic risk. It's about 15

kilometers from-the site. 

(Slide.)

This-is looking to the north from a position on Yucca
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1 Mountains. This is Solitario Canyon. The Solitario Canyon V

2 Fault again forms the western boundary of the repository right

3 down through here.

4 (Slide.)

5 That's a look at the group.

6 (Slide.)

7 This is looking to the south again down the Solitario

- 8 Canyon Fault. It lies along the western boundary -- at the

9 Laker Falls Cone down here.

10 (Slide.)

11 And I've thrown in a closer view of the Laker Falls

12 Cone. Unfortunately it was snowing when we were out there the

13 last time. This just shows you. This is a cone that has beer

14 dated as been partially of having an age of at least as young`er

15 as 20,000 years.

16 (Slide.)

17 This is the group. You remember Phil Dudley from the

18 USGA who made the presentation from on the mountain? And I put

19 this one in of the group because it is interesting that Jerzy

20 Szymanski from the DOE was using a rule of thumb in plate

21 tectonics.

22 (Slide.)

23 We' re looking at the rocks. Here's Bill Dudley..

24 (Slide.)

25 And a closeup view of Rapido Canyon. Rapido Canyon,
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K>. 1 running a camera up the volcanic.sequence there. These are

2 -probably collapsed pumice.fragments ,here, indicative-of

3 welding.-

4 (Slide.)

.- 5 . . This is looking out to.the east, again at the UHAD

6 facilities, UHAD andRMAD, I guess. Also,..I think, this is

7 Calico Hills to the northeast of the-site and I think this is

-8 Exile, .Hill where the surface facilities are. Or will be.

-9 (Slide.) -

-10,- - .This is just looking down.;-

. 11 . (Slide.)- +........ .

12 . And.then,.as was mentioned we did get-a briefing from

13 USGS And I think this person is from the Phoenix -- ,I'm not

>: s14 sure, I.think .he is.not with USGSon, the Matrix 4 part of the.

- 15 hydrology report.

16 . .(Slide.) . .

17 Well, we moved off the mountain and down to the Exile

18 Hill area, where we got under discussion with respect;to the

19 veining here along.,the Bull,.Ridge-Fault.

.20 .(Slide.). : -

21 This is.Bill Dudley. again explaining,-:1 -think, the

22 USGS's.position. I think also that JerzySzymanski is

23 providing counterpoint to what Bill Dudley was saying~about how

*24 well they might be.penetrating the.hydrothermal updrafts as

25 well as spring-related. .
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1 I guess just as an editorial note, I felt that USG

2 presentation kind of sided towards the purely photogenic

3 approach in the presentation they made to group people.

4 (Slide.)

5 Well, this was me down in Trench 14. I guess Dr.

6 Mark was commenting on the names.

7 (Slide.)

8 And then after the trench, a woman called Fresno, and

9 myself and went up to the exploratory shaft area and this was

10 in Coyote Wash. This is Coyote Wash looking back to the west

11 towards Yucca Mount. And we took some photographs of where the

12 few shafts would be in the exploratory cap project.

13 (Slide.)

14 And Owen is standing at one right here. A-second W

15 is back behind him. And although it's distorted because I have

16 a wide-angle lens, you can see the distance between-the two -

17 shafts.

18 (Slide.)

19 And these had been moved. They were fired about six

20 months ago. They had been further up the wash and basically in

21 the center of the wash. And they moved them over to-the side

22 of the hill. Because of concerns with respect to flooding.

23 (Slide.)

24 And this just jumps back down to the Exile Hill area

25 with the surface facilities -- this is looking east. The
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surface facilities would be on the other side.

(Slide.)

And-then-one final slide showing Dr. Carter

contemplating particularate waste at Yucca Mountain.

DR. MOELLER: Any-questions for Keith?

Well, thank you very much. That's-an excellent

record of our.trip.

DR. MACK: Could-I-ask?-;Yucca Mountain, the height

at the top is around,,.what,:-5,200, something?.

DR. McCONNELL: Something like that, yes.

DR. MACK: And then it drops off steeply on the west

and steeply on the east?. Where-are the exploratory shafts in

that broad outline? The picture doesn't tell me. I saw the

picture. Are they starting from about 4,000 feet, or 4,500, or

what? -

DR. McCONNELL: You see, this is the top of'.the

mountain about 5,000;to right here. The exploratory shafts are

down here and this is the 4,200 contour right through here.

DR..MACK: But they're off the mountain?

-DR. McCONNELL: They're off the mountain.

DR.-MACK: And they're away from where the waste

depository will be because I thought that was under the top?.

;DR. McCONNELL: The outline of the repository is this

.dashed line.. So.they're actually inside the repository.

DR. MACK: Oh, I had the-wrong picture. They're
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halfway down to the wash?

DR. McCONNELL: Yes.

DR. MACK: And they run to a level of about 1,400

feet below the top?

DR. McCONNELL: Yes, I think so, I'm not sure. They

go directly down.

DR. MACK: And they go below the water table?

DR. McCONNELL: No. They are only in unsaturates.

DR. MACK: They don't get to the water table? Okay,

thank you.

DR. MOELLER: Any other questions?

Well, thank you again, Keith.

We'll move along now. We're going to alter the

agenda again and pick up --

MR. LINEHAM: Excuse me, Dave, we have another

request.

DR. MOELLER: The individual that's filling in for

Farringer on the EPA extended lawsuit is Chip Cameron from OGC

and he needs to get back to the office. If we could go into

his presentation next? And then the ground water travel time?

And then finally the program as planned, if that's okay with

you?

DR. MOELLER: Fine. So this is on the EPA court

decision?

1%*

MR. CAMERON: Yes.
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-. DR. MOELLER: :Al right, we'll-go ahead with that.

MR. CAMERON:. Sure.-

DR. MOELLER: I think they've-got a copy of the court

decision -- minus page-46..

MR. CAMERON: Page -46?- Let me-think, what was on

that page? Probably might be a good,*thing to get that.

-Dan was going to.do the presentation today and he had

a conflict with something else so they asked me to sit in and-

just giveyou a summary of what happened in the recent-court

decision. It was a decision by.the.United.States Court of

Appeals for the First Circuit, which sits up in Boston, and the

name is Natural Resources.Defense Council v. EPA.

DR. MOELLER: Are you a lawyer?....

MR. CAMERON:.,Yes,.I'm from the.Office of General

Counsel. . . - - -

The challengelto the EPA High-Level Waste Standards

was brought by the NRDC-and some other environmental:groups and

also the states-of Maine, Vermont, Texas, and Minnesota. And

they challenged the EPA, standards.on a number of grounds. Now,

what the-court did was they-found two provisions of the:EPA.

standards.objectionable and.they remanded.these to the EPA for

reconsideration...

These twoaspects were the mutualiprotection..

requirement and the ground water protection requirements.

Notably the court upheld a number of,other provisions-in the
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1 EPA standard, and I'll talk a little bit more about that. Bu D

2 in terms of the remedy that the court fashioned, they vacated

3 the entire EPA book, so that that means that there are no parts

4 of the EPA standard that are valid at this point. That's one

5 thing that the EPA is seeking -- or is considering, further

6 judicial relief on, is the vacating of the entire standard,

7 rather than only the two sections that the court had found

8 objectionable.

9 As you know, the EPA standards upset the generally

10 applicable environmental standards forthe management and

11 disposal of high-level waste, spent fuel, and certain types of

12 TRU waste. The NRC regulations in Part 60 are supposed to

13 implement the EPA standards, and the NRC has had a proposed

14 rule out to-- that would conform our regulations to the EPA

15 standard and we were on the eve of sending a final rule up to

16 the Commission when this court decision came down.

17 At this point, we've put any action on that final

18 rule on hold until we see what the EPA is going to do in terms

19 of further judicial review of the First Circuit's decision.

20 Now, the EPA's standard is composed of two basic

21 parts: one is subpart (a) and this sets radiation exposure- -

22 standards for waste management and storage operations, -

23 including pre-closure activities at the repository.

24 Now, subpart (b) of the EPA standard is comprised of

25 four different types of environmental standards: one is the
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A j 1 general containment requirement, which establishes limits for

2 the cumulative'release'of radiation to the accessible

'3 environment'10,000 years after disposal.

4 The second type'of requirement or standard, in the

5- subpart (b) are the sb-called "assurance" requirements, which

6 are meant to back up or supplement the gene'ral containment

7 requirements. The third standard is n individual protection

8 requirement which establishes release limits for-the annual

9 radiation exposure to any member of the public in the

10 accessible' environment around the repository in the first 1,000

11 years after' sposal, and the last type of standard isa ground

12 water protection standard, which establishes radiation;

13 concentration limits for certain types of ground water.

14 Now, the courts upheld the general containment

15 requirements and they upheld the assurance requirements, and

16 they also upheld the requirements for the management and

17 disposal of-waste that'are in subpart (a) of the standard, and

18 I'll just basically talk about'the areas that the court, the

19 'areas-'of the'EPA standard that the court upheld.

. ' - '' 20'' ' ' The containment requirements are primarily a

2-1 :protection mechanism in the EPA High-Level-Waste Standards and

- - ion 'Mechanism in ., ;.--i--

22 'basically the'court said that the EPA approach was a rational

-. . 23 approach and they said the courts have to be deferential to

24 ' agencyexpertise when you're dealing with an area that, as they

25 'put'it-"is'at the frontieis'of science." In other words,
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1 areas of great uncertainty.

2 The court also upheld the EPA's "reasonable

3 expectation" compliance standard. Minnesota, the State of

4 Minnesota, had said that the EPA has to demand absolute proof

5 of compliance with the standards, and the court, again,

6 deferring to agency expertise, said that, "in an area of great

7 uncertainty, it is not possible to demand absolute proof, so

8 that the agency was at their discretion to use a reasonable

9 expectation of compliance standard. Now, this is important

10 because essentially the "reasonable expectation of compliance"

11 standard is the same as our "reasonable assurance" standard

12 that we use in 10(c) of our Part 60 to make a licensing

13 decision.

14 The third area that the court upheld were the

15 assurance requirements. Minnesota objected to- the fact that

16 the EPA assurance requirements did not apply to NRC licensed

17 facilities. And the reason that EPA chose that route was

18 because the Commission, in commenting on the EPA proposed rule,

19 stated that assurance requirements are a matter of compliance

20 which was within the NRC's jurisdiction and not within the

21 EPA's jurisdiction. EPA did not agree with that, but-in order

22 to get a final EPA standard out, the Commission and the EPA

23 agreed that the NRC would incorporate the EPA assurance -

24 requirements into its regulations. And the court bought that

25 approach. It said that was fine. But that if there was some
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1 deficiency in terms of the NRC's incorporation of these

2 assurance requirements, the EPA could go back and change their

3 rule to ensure that the assurance requirements were applicable

4 to the repository.

* 5 The last area that the court upheld was the ALARA

6 concept. One of the states objected tothe fact that EPA

7 1 deleted from the final an ALARA concept that was in the

8 proposed rule. In other words, EPA said that'site selection

9 and design should be done so thatareleases are as low as

10 reasonably achievable. EPA took that out of'"the final rule on

11 the reasoning that the NRC's multiple barrier'approach'in 10

12 C.F.R. Part'60,'and the"-DOE siting guideline that said:that the

13 sites would be selected, one of the factors for site selection

14 ' l 'would be a'site that would have the'lowest release of 100,000

- ' 15 years. The combination-of the'NRC and theDOE approach on that

16 according toithe court was a rational basis for'the EPA-to

17 delete the ALARA concept from the'final rule.

18 So much of the standard has been upheld. The two

19 areas that the court-found objectionable'were the individual

20' protection'requirements sand-the'ground water'protection

21' requirements. Andit's interestingthat'these-are thetwo -

22 sections of the rule thatwere notrinthe EPA's rule

: '23 proposed. They we added in response to public-comment. Now,

24 the individual'protection'requirement-is meant to assure that

25 any'individuals that might-be in the area of'a repository do
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1 not receive over a certain amount of radiation, and the court

I.
I

2

3

4

5-

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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17

18

19
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7 - 21

-22

23

24

25

invalidated the individual protection requirements on two

grounds. One is that the court felt that the Safe Drinking

Water Act, also applies to the repository. And EPA is also the

administrator of the Safe Drinking Water Act, which has a "no

endangerment of ground water" in it. And pursuant to this

endangerment, the EPA under its Safe Drinking Water tack,

promulgated a standard for the concentration of man-made

radionuclides in ground water. And that standard was 4

milirems.

In the EPA High-Level Waste Standard, the

concentration or.the release limit was 25 milirems. The EPA

gave no explanation in the High-Level Waste Rule, of why ther-

was a deviation between the 4 milirems under the Safe Drinkin->

Water Act and the 25 milirems under the High Level Waste:

Standard. EPA tried to argue that the safe drinking water act

doesn't apply to all of their activities across the board.

Now, the court did not go so far as to say that EPA cannot

deviate from the Safe Drinking Water Act standard. What they

did was they said that the individual protection requirements

were arbitrary and capricious because EPA gave noexplanation-

of why there was a deviation. The court hypothesized that

maybe it might be an adequate rationale to show that it would

be impossible for the repository to meet a 4 milirem standard.

But they didn't say that would be sufficient. Basically-what

,;
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K...> - 1: -they did was.they said; "EPA go back and.re-evaluate and either

2 come up with an adequate rationale'forthis divergence between

3;.--4 milirem hand 254milirem, or change-the High-Level Waste

_.4 .'Standard to be-consistent with the Safe.DrinkingWater Act

.5 standard.

6 -:The second-deficiency in the individual protection

* ...-7 requirements was that the requirements were limited to the

8 first 1,000-years-after the waste was disposed.. And:the states

9 argued that it shouldbe applied to:10,000 years afterthe

10 waste-was disposed.. EPA gave no rationale for why it should-be

-1 . 1,000 rather-than 10,000-years, and-the court remanded that

12 particular.provision back to the EPA for a reconsideration.

13 -The. ground-water protection -requirements were.

14- remanded also; *-There were many substantive;challenges to the

15 ground water protection-requirements.- But the -court did not

16. get to those challenges because it found that the EPA-had-

17;. issued the final rule, the Ground Water Protection

18 -Requirements, without-giving the--public a noted time.

19 .-opportunity for notice-and comment.under.the Administrative

.20 Procedure-Act, and basically,--what EPA.has to do-is to re-issue

-21:. .the. ground water protection standards for.notice-and comment.

- 22. - - In terms-of whatthe. EPA could:do at-this point is

- 23 that-they could%-provide a-rationale-for -the existing--individual

24 protection requirements,.in other.words,--keep -itat 4milirems

-25 andkeep it at 1,000 years and-provide a rationale. Or they

*.- X . ~- Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 could change one or both of those variables. In other words v>

2 take the 25 milirems, cut it down to 4 milirems, take the 1,000

3 year application and then make it a 10,000 year application.

4 If they go changing the standard, then they're going to have to

5- issue that for notice and comment. In terms of the ground

6 water protection requirements, they could just reissue the same

7 standards for notice and comment. But keep in mind that there

8 still are the substantive challenges to those standards, ground

9 water protection standards that were not heard by the court.

10 If EPA reissues the same ground water protection standards,

11 then they will be back in court to defend the substantive

12 validity of those particular standards.

13 Now, NRC must conform to those particular changes

14 that EPA makes in either the individual protection or the

15 ground water protection requirements.

16 On two other points of the DOE's selection process,

17 many people wondered what the effect of the decision would be

18 on DOE's previous site selection decision, in other words,

19 nomination of five sites and a recommendation of three sites

20 for characterization. We do not believe that the DOE site -

2-1 selection decisions will be, or should be invalidated as-a -

22 result of this particular decision. You have to keep in. mind

23 that there are challenges directly to the DOE siting guidelines.

24 and to the DOE site nomination and recommendation decisions.

25 And they could invalidate the DOE site selection decisions that

Heritages Reporting Corporation
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K - . 1-. have been.made up until -this time.

.-2 But this, decision itself, will not, or.should:not,

3 invalidate the DOE's site selection decisions. Basically

4 because of the 'fact of how the guidelines, the DOE siting

5 guidelines, for site selection, how-those guidelines are

6 structured and applied. Basically because of the lack of

7 definitive data on the sites at the early. stages. of site

.8 selection,.DOE has-been applying a qualitative standard for the-

9 selection of sites. And they do have provisions in the siting

- 10 guidelines that deal with ground water protection. And I think

11 that their qualitative application of the guidelines at the

12 site nomination and recommendation stage would mean that there

13 would be no fatal conflict-between the First Circuit's decision

14 on these EPA standards regardless of.what.-EPA does in revising -

15 the standards, and-the DOE site selection process.

16 And likewise there does not need to be any delay in

17 site characterization because enough containment.requirements

18 were upheld and enough is known about the general direction of

19 the individual protection requirements and the ground water

20 protection requirements, to allow DOE to structure asite

21 characterization program to get the requisite -information to

22 see if-those standards would be met in the future.

23 And that's basically it.-. There's been-as far as I

.,.24;.,. know,..no decision by-the EPA on-what type of judicial relief,

* 25 .if-any, they are going tovseek. Basically from the people that
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I've talked to, they think it's a well-reasoned Opinion. T-

only deficiency the people point to is the fact that the entire

standard was vacated rather than only the individual

protection, ground water protection requirements.

So I'll be glad to answer any questions you have.

DR. MOELLER: Did the court say why they vacated the

entire --

11R. CAMERON: No, they really didn't provide any

explanation for that, so its -- that's why EPA thinks that the

relief, the remedy of vacating the whole standard was fairly

radical.

DR. MOELLER: In reading the decision itself, on page

53 of-the, you know, big thick thing, it said that the most

recent law prevails. Now, if the Safe Drinking Water Act

preceded the High-Level Waste Repository Standard, which I --

am I wrong?

MR. CAMERON: It did.

DR. MOELLER: Then why didn't the High-Level Waste

Repository Standard prevail?

MR. CAMERON: Because there was no explanation. And

that's a good question, because it points out a rather --

important facet, I think, in the court's decision, is that they

looked at the later law, the NWPA, the Waste Policy Act, and

they said that while there was evidence of congressional intent

to alter the Safe Drinking Water Act, no endangerment policy

I.-
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for the controlled.area, because Congress discussed the fact

,-that the geologic.settingwould be.used.to control the'use of

the waste and therefore.there must be some.,contamination within

-the control area...So therefore.they could.say that that most

recent Act -- so there's,two.aspects, not only.,that it's most

recent, but.there is some indication,of congressional intent to.

..change the-prior statute. So the court 1found that evident for

the-controlled area, but they didn't find asimilar intent of

Congress for the area.beyond the controlled area.

DR. MOELLER: Well, and they also.were pointing out

that the Safe Drinking Water Act says that water must not, or

ground water must not be endangered by underground injection.

And-then I.gather that they decided thatthe repository was

equivalent to underground:injection. ....

MR..CAMERON:- Yes,.thatis.the point that I think EPA

and the utility groups who were involved in the case thought

that they had the better legal argument on. In other words,

-the Safe Drinking Water Act applies to underground injection of

waste, which when it started out was a pretty specific

application of inserting waste into ground water. Itwas never

thought that it-would apply to the-release of any type of waste

into-the ground water. ButI think.thecourt came up with a

fairly good reading of the legislative history of the Act that

said.that the.disposal of waste underground in..a..repository is

going to constitute underground injection. -
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DR. MOELLER: As I recall, when the Safe Drinking

Water Act was passed and the 4 milirem was selected, the

thinking there was, and you know, I think my general comments

are correct, maybe the specifics are not, but the thinking was

that 25 milirem a year was the limit. And of that limit, it

seemed reasonable to assign or apportion 4 milirem of the 25 to

drinking water, because you drank water that's contaminated and

ate food that had a little bit in it and breathed air that had

a little bit, if you let the water contribute no more than 4

milirem, you'd still have a cap on the 25. Now, that of.

course, doesn't solve the problem at all for the conflict

between the two, because you could say the person drinking the

water contaminated by the repository may breathe air and so

forth and therefore could get more than 25.

When did the people bringing the challenge -- what

was the suit first filed and how long has this been in the

works and so-forth?

MR. CAMERON: This has been fairly quick turn-around.

The suit was filed in probably December 1985. I think the

EPA's standard became effective in November 1985, and then they

filed suit right after that, but why I say "fairly rapid,"- is

because the guidelines, that challenge against the DOE siting

guidelines, were filed back in '83 or '84 and they still

haven't really argued the case on the merits yet, they're still

arguing about access to DOE documents.
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J 1. .. cDR..MOELLER: Well, I've found it interestingzthat

2- they discovered this-.conflict, and of course filed a suit, and

3 it's-also of interest, if I understood.you correctly, that you

4 , said these very two items were added in responseto public

5 comments on the original draft?,.Okay, that is interesting.

,,;. 6 Any questions or comments?

7 DR. ORTH: May'I:make aguess as to how long it's

8 going to be before the issue isresolved?

- -. , 9 MR. CAMERON: Before they --

10 DR. ORTH: -Before there is a new-standard andlit'd

11 decided upon?

12 . MR.-CAMERON:.,Oh,,boy. I.think I'd hazard a guess if

13. we were to do it, but I'm not sure about the EPA's bureaucracy.

* 7 U14 It took them a long while.to get the original.standard, but I

15 got no feel -- I didn't get any feel from thepeople over there

16 in terms of what direction they were goingto go in terms of

.. .17 revising the standard,. but it has to go through, you know, a

.18 ,notice and comment period once it -- there isa certain period

19 ..of.time before-they issue something for notice and comment and

20 then there's a 60 day comment period and there's a comment

21 resolution --,,I think. they could do the ground waterprotection

22-. requirements fairly rapidly. I don't think that they'll -- I ,

23 don't know, but it's feasible.,that they wouldnot change those

24 at all.because the court shed no light of infirmity on those

25 particular rovisions.
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1 But I mean, that process could be a year.

2 DR. MOELLER: Other questions or comments? Okay,

3 well, thank you very much. That was a very lucid and clear

4 explanation of what, to me, had been a very complicated matter

5- until you made your presentation.

6 MR. CAMERON: Well, good. Thank's for letting me

7 talk now instead of waiting.

8 DR. MOELLER: Okay, Mr. Cameron, thank you. _

9 I think if it's okay with the NRC staff, we'll go on

10 a break. Can we take fifteen minutes?

11 [Off the Record.]

12 (Back on the Record at 3:26 p.m.]

13 The meeting will come to order. And we'll move ahep

14 with-the next item, which is the briefing on the pre- )
15 emplacement ground water travel time needed, and that will be

16 presented by Fred Ross, of the NRC staff.

17 DR. ROSS: Last month from the 14th to the 16th, the

18 hydrolysis section of the Technical Review branch of the!

19 Division of Waste Management met with the contractors and

20 technical assistance contractors of hydrology plants to develop

21 a regulatory position on ground water travel time. Also in

22 attendance at the meetingon the firstday were members of the

23 research staff having interest in ground water travel time, and

24 an ACRS member, Dr. Parry, and various members of the

25 Department of Waste Management.
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K> 1 - .The-reason for developing a proposed regulatory

2 position was to~update the ,generic technical position n ground

3 ,travel time that.the staff ,issuedfor public comment in June

4- 1987... Included in our update we wantedrto request the staff's

5 latest thinking-on the ground water travel time issue. We

* . ... 6 .gained.a great deal of experience, especially this past year,

7 particularly with our review of the final EA's where we had a

- 8 chance to actually do aground water travel time review of
.~~~~~~~a ..th site . We .ano ' great..... .................... 

9. complicated analyses ;atthree of.the sites. We gaineda great

10 deal of experience in that.

.11 ; .. . . Also over.the year we worked-on a generic planning,

12 five year planning, and developed a ground water travel time

-. 13 demonstration issue out of that effort. We also wanted to

* K> 14 update.the GTP toreflect the comments that we received from

- . 15. DOE, .states and tribes. Although we didn't receive very many

.16 comments,--,we .didn't receive any comments I know of from DOE

17 -Headquarters,.but we did.receive.some comments from DOE-Nevada.

18 And the-State of Nevada and.the State of Texas commented and

19 the YokumIndians commented.

.20 DR. MOELLER: Excuse me, when again was your meeting?

-. - 21-. - DR. ROSS: July,-this past July. -

.22- DR.,MOELLER: On what. day? I'm trying to find out

,23 was it before or after we toured? .

24 -- -DR. ROSS:. It was the 14th, 15th and.16th. Three

25 days. - . ,
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1 DR. MOELLER: That's several weeks before our tour.

2 I'm curious because you know, in our discussions in Las Vegas,

3 they explained about needing a clarification of what was meant

4 by "ground water travel time," and there was no indication to

5 us that this meeting had been held.

6 DR. ROSS: Did you say you went prior to our meeting

7 or afterward?

8 DR. MOELLER: We were at the end of the month.

9 DR. ROSS: Oh, well Dr. Parry was there at the first

10 day of our meeting.

11 DR. STEINDLER: This was just an internal NRC

12 meeting, wasn't it?

13 DR. ROSS: Yes.

14 DR. STEINDLER: DOE wouldn't have been advised. K .

15- DR. MOELLER: Oh, they weren't there? These comments..

16 were -- how were they submitted, DOE's and the tribe's?

17 DR. ROSS: These were the written comments.

18 DR. MOELLER: Oh, okay, I'm sorry.

19 DR. ROSS: The GTP went out for a public notice and--

20 DR. MOELLER: Sure, they did not know about it?

21 DR. ROSS: Right, okay.

22 DR. MOELLER: But Prestholt must have known, and he - -.

23 was the one that made -- brought up the issue, so I remain as

24 confused after your answer as bef6re.

25 DR. ROSS: He didn't have enough travel money to come
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* 1 back.

2 DR..STEINDLER:- Because Prestholt is one of those

* 3 -that raised.-- yes,.he.was.the person --

4 DR. MARK: Yes,.he was the guy the issue.

5 DR. STEINDLER: --- that raised the issue.

6 DR. MOELLER: Okay, I think all of us should hear

-7 this-message. It'.s very important and of course you can send

8 reports and then you-have to get-the people to read them.

9 DR. ROSS: Well, bear in mind -that at this meeting we

10 didn't have a draft developed then.

11 DR. MARK:,.On that general subject-Dave, in something

12 .we write or say some time, we should call attention to this

13 travel money.:.People ought to move-more-than they do.

. 14 DR. MOELLER: .It's in my..report, which I didn't say,.

15 but let me, now that I'm reminded, I.certainly -- it's not the

*: . . 16 official ACRS, or-even the subcommitteeposition, but please, I

17 hope.you'll send copies, along to.the people, you know,

18 Prestholt, et cetera, so they can see it. .Oh,-and we-ought to

19. beassured a-copy-goes to.DOE, maybe with your "thank you"

-20. letter you could-send that?. .

21 DR. MARK:. A copy of your report? Yes, that's-what-I

; . 22 was.basically waiting for before sending letters. - - -

23., . DR. MOELLER .Thank.you..

24 DR. ROSS: .Okay,,.and.another..thing we.wanted to do is

25 include.the staff position on..uncertainty, which-we developed
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through that five-year planning. That again stems from the

experience with the final EA's in which we were not satisfied

with the way DOE is expressing uncertainty, particularly in

conceptual models, low-pass and use of the data. We thought

that DOE is very inadequate in that area.

MR. STEINDLER: When you say, "staff position on

uncertainty," you're talking about just on water travel-time?

DR. ROSS: Yes, uncertainty on ground water travel

time analysis.

In addition, over the year, a lot of people have been

working on the travel time problem, staff and the contractors,

and we wanted to make sure that all the opinions of the staff

that an eventual say in the final outcome of the guidance,

would be involved in developing the guidance.

And of course, the reason for doing any guidance

document is to provide some sort of guidance to DOE, and to

invite the public to participate in the development of the

guidance.

As I stated, the ground water and travel time meeting

was planned as the working meeting, and with the specific goal 

of preparing a draft regulatory position on ground water travel

time, as a conclusion. Now, prior to the meeting, the staff

prepared a draft statement of position on ground water travel

time, which was sent out to the contractors. This was by way

of organizing the staff's thoughts on ground water travel time
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X> 1 and also in keeping the focus on the goal at-hand. We found it

.-. 2 -to be a very successful-way of having a meeting because-we

* . . -3 didn't.degenerate into pointless discussion of things we

4. 4 -weren't interested in.

5 -Now,-to begin-with,;-the draft statement on-ground

.-6 .-water travel.time provided-some definition of discussion on the

7 4 various-elements of-ground water.travel time issue we thought

.. ..-8 ;..were the most important. And-those-were a definition of.pre-

9:.-waste emplacement conditions a definition of likely path of

10 -radionuclide travel, a definition of ground water travel time

. 11 withzrespect to velocity,-and a statement of position on

* ,12 uncertainty. - . . .

- 13 . + What we did was, because we had-these four things we

-,14 were going to work with -- yes? --

-15 - DR.-SHEWMON:, Just-for my clarification, is lit that

.16 you have a particular interest in-ground water-travel time, or

17 are you interested in the transport of radionuclides?: Do you

18- equate the two?.. .

19 DR. ROSS: No, to address the question directly,

..- - .20. we're.interested, at-least most of..us-now on the staff,:believe

.. 21: -that.ground water travel time should be a water problem and not

22-. a transport problem. It should-bela ground water flow problem

..- 23 -and divorced from transport.-

. . 24 I ....DR.,SHEWMON:..-But the ground :water doesn'tkhurt the

-. 25 general-health and:public -- see, it's-the radionuclide

.-. J,. /
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1 residue.

2 DR. ROSS: Right, and we have EPA standard, release

3 standard, and ground water protection standard to deal with the

4 thing independent of transport problems, something that doesn't

5 have a lot of redundancy in it. Some of the same kinds of

6 things you'd have to do anyway to calculate the releases.

7 DR. SHEWMON: But what do I care about the ground

8 water travel time, admitted, if no water comes through then no

9 radionuclides will, but if the nuclides all sit still and the

10 ground water travels, then that can't hurt anybody, can it?

11 DR. ROSS: Under those conditions that's true, and in

12 fact, if the ground water travel time should be shown to be

13 very fast, in excess of the thousand years, or on the short

14 side of the thousand years, then the Commission does allow fo >

15 an alternative ground water travel time, should DOE make a case

16 that they meet the release standards and the ground water

17 protection standards. The point is --

18 DR. SHEWMON: In other words, "don't ask me about the

19 public health and safety. It's our policy to worry about

20 ground water travel time," is what you're telling me?

-21 DR. ROSS: Well, with respect to this particular

22 performance objective, which is simply to provide some measure-

23 of the goodness of the site in terms of performance.. It's-an

24 independent measure. That's the way we're viewing it, and

25 that's consistent with everything that our interpretation of
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K.2. 1 everything that the Commission has published on ground water

2 travel time. And that also eliminates a lot of the

3 uncertainties that would occur if you had an elaborate analysis

4 which included transport processes in it, and you have to get

5 into all those things, you know, including retardation and

6 other things.related to transport..

.7 So by divorcing,.it, you-have something that's much

- 8 simpler to deal with. It's hard enough-as it.is,,actually.

9 DR. MARK: I think -- *I may not disagree that ground

10 water travel time is a simpler problem than the real problem.

11 You used'the word, "redundancy."- It isn't redundancy, the

.12 transport is a complication, not a redundany, and it's the only

13 important-thing, and unless you know something about it, you

.> 14 know nothing worth knowing. .

15. DR. ROSS: I agree with what you said. When: I said

16 "redundancy," I mean if you're-going-to have an-independent

17 measure of something, then why do the same analysis that you'd

18 have --. - : - *;

19 .- DR. MARK: But-why measure something.other than what

-20 you're interested--in? I-mean the .air.might move.quite.quickly,

.21 too.--) - . . . -?

22 iDR. ROSS:, What-you're-saying-is, "why.have-:ground

.23 water traveltime-at all?"- . . . - - -

24 - DR. STEINDLER:, -Do I hear correctly.from your comment

25 that.when theoriginalregulations:are put together, the notion

-i - -Heritage-Reporting Corporation
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1 of the ground water travel time was in fact equivalent or eq D

2 to, transport of nuclides, and it's only recently that the

3 staff believes otherwise?

4 DR. ROSS: No I don't believe so, because we went

5 back and we looked at all the background information that the

6 Commission had published. And granted there are people on the

7 staff that still-believe it should be transport, and we're

8 going to try and work that out, and that's one of the things

9 we're going to do in the next month or so.

10 DR. STEINDLER: My impression was that the original

11 ground water travel time regulation was let down because what

12 you wanted was a well-characterized geology-hydrology of the

1'3 site -- full stop. Then the next sentence dealt with-the

14 question of how fast do individual pertinent nuclides K
15' transport? And-that separation was what I thought was what was

16 originally present? Are you telling me that that's not the

17 case?

18 DR. ROSS: Maybe with the rule was first -- not even

19 the draft rule applied it. The draft rule said something about

20 a "transport," a "nuclide transport" time, but the rule-was

21 rewritten and ground water travel time, which they intended to-

22 look'at the transport of radionuclides I would have thought

23 they would have written it as "radionuclide travel time," not

24 "ground water travel time."

25 Anyway, we provided the contractors and the'rest of
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..the staff with what we thought were workable definitions, and

focused, as I said, our attention on the issues at hand:and

gave this some impetus for the work groups that we divided

into. There-were 12 of us roughly, so we-divided into two

groups and one group handled the definition of pre-waste

emplacement, and the other,,the statement of position on ground

'water travel time uncertainty, and the other group worked on

pathway and velocity. .

And at the end of that time, we did conclude with the

draft statement of position.. - '

DR. MOELLER: You're hinting also that whatever your

final report may be, it's -not really a guidance report.

DR. ROSS: At this point it's not.

DR. MOELLER: There would be some dissenting opinion?

.,DR. -ROSS: Yes, we're proposing some changes. I

don't know-what in the end-what we'll know.

DR. MOELLER: Sure.,

DR.:SHEWMON: Would you help-me with one other

definition? Can you define "ground water?" What I have in

mind is something like-Yucca-Flats, where if once a day you get

a torrential rain, indeed, some of it-will race on through. A

lot of it-will-evaporate, and some-of it may go into-pores and

over centuries, may migrate on through. Whichiof those three is

ground water?. . , -* .- i

DR. ROSS: I think the regulation defines "ground

-Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 water" as anything occurring below the surface of the earth.\K>

2 Any water occurring below the surface.

3 DR. SHEWMON: Yes, but there is three different

4 components that go, so how do I average it?

5 DR. ROSS: I'm not understanding what the three were?

6" DR. SHEWMON: I've got acrack. Much of the water

7 runs through the series of faults or cracks and disappears very-

8 quickly. I have another group which stops and when the sun

9 comes out it evaporates. I've got yet something else which

10 goes into capillary pores and may well stay there for a good

11 while and migrate on down.

12 DR. ROSS: It's all ground water with the exception

13 of after the stuff has evaporated it's now in the atmosphere,

14 so it's -- ->

15 DR. SHEWMON: But how do I average? What part. of the

16 water that came through? Now do Itake the stuff that raced

17 through? That has a ground water-time of a day.

18 DR.-ROSS: Well, you're interested, you know, for the

19 ground water travel time, it's from the disturbed zone to the

20 accessible environment, and you're interested in the velocity

21 of that travel time-of that water. -- -

22 DR. SHEWMON: But if it goes through-the faults, it's

23 travel time is a day.

24 DR. ROSS: Well, I don't know if it's adjusted like

25 that, or we address that.
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1 . MR. POHLE: I can---my name is Jess Pohle of.the

2 . Hydrology section. From what I've seen of the draft site

3 characterization plan for Nevada, they're-going to deal.with

4 that particular issue in their issue solution strategy, meaning

5 the various units in.the unsaturated zone, and they discretize

6 those units. They've-allocated a certain level.of performance

*.7 to the Kevi Canyon welded unit, the Topapah Springs welded

8 unit, the Calico Hills non-welded unit -- all the way down to

9 the water tables. Then you've got the leg of the flow path

10 through the water in the saturated zone to the accessible

11 environment.

12 - The way the system functions today, there is in the

13 way the.USGS is.presenting it, this is not,.,let's say, a

14 validated concept. The conceptualization-now is that there may

15 well be fracture flow in Topapah Springs, and that may not be a

16 bad thing in our repository data.

17 DR. STEINDLER: Well, that may sound pretty good, but

18 it.doesn't fit into-this particular question.

19 MR. POHLE:, Well, in-the Calico Hills, they're -saying

20 that it at this time acts more like a traditional porous

21 medium, and not fundamentally-fracture flow. The-velocities -

22 are greatly reduced while transmitting the same amount of flux-,

23 mass of water, and then into the saturated zone in that segment

-24... of-the flow.path...-There:would be-no intent in implementing

25 travel time to take.rapid.flow through one particular formation
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1 and use that as the velocity from the disturbed zone all the -

2 way to the accessible environment. That would be irrational.

3 There would be -- would have no --

4 DR. STEINDLER: Well, for me to worry about water

5 flow and'not nuclides borders on the irrational, but then I'm

6 trying to learn. What about the part that just evaporates?

7 MR. POHLE: That would not be included in the'

8 downward flux.

9 DR. STEINDLER: Anything that goes into the ground

10 and comes out as vapor doesn't count?

11 MR. POHLE: That's part of the water balance and

12 they can defend that information because whatever the flux,

13' that would be then flowing from the disturbed zone atsome

14 depth would not include that mass of water. V

15 DR. STEINDLER: Okay, just trying to learn your game,-

16 thank you.

17 DR. MOELLER: Again, Paul, I guess the primary

18 rationalization I could give for 'it is that the nuclides

19 presumably can move faster than the water, so it's a.

20 conservative

21 DR. STEINDLER: They can evaporate and run ahead.

. 22' DR. MOELLER: It's hopefully a conservative measure,

23 but I heard you.

24 DR. SHEWMON: But the field is littered with

25 conservative, convenient, easy assumptions that are irrelevant
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to-danger to the public..,And then.we end up decades later

tryingto dig.ourselves out of a hole.

MR. BALLARD: I'm Ron Ballard, Technical Review

Branch. I don't think that.-- first of all, keep in mind that

there are many parts -- there are other parts of the rule that

require a look at radionuclides. The .ground water travel time

is only-one.part of it, and it's considered at this stage to be

an independent, but not,,of course, irrelevant -- it's just an

independent measure of asite'.s suitability. That's the staff

view and I would also like to have you keep in mind as you hear

the presentation that this is a first. draft out of the staff as

a result of the comments.and there are certainly parts in the

comments you're reading, under consideration by the rest of the

staff,,too. It's just issues that we haven't quite resolved.

This was intended more.to just present you with the-status as

where we are now.

DR. ROSS: Well, anyway, as I said, we did develop a

proposed regulatory position at the conclusion of that meeting,

and everything up here I've coined in terms of the new position

and what the revised position does, definitely from the GTP of

-last year, and I guess we've already kind of gotten into.this,

since-we consider it or would like to consider water travel

time a ground water flow problem and not a radionuclide

.transport problem. We're advancing-the concept of ground water

flow along somewhat of.a ground water flow as a unit mass, a
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1 unit mass of ground water along macroscopic flow paths. We' 

2 not dealing with the microscopic things here, the microscopic

3 pathways. And that's consistent with at least a portion of the

4 GTP that dealt with seepage velocities.

5 We prdpose then, to eliminate the.concepts of'

6 diffusion and dispersion from the position because they're

7 primarily transport phenomena. And we propose limiting the

8 concept to tracer movement to validating pathways. In- other

9 words, you can use tracers or natural tracer studies to help

10 define your pathways, or conceptual models, but not for the

11 velocity part of the analysis.

12 We expanded our position on uncertainty. We clearly

13 stated in our regulatory position the GTP had a lot of things

14 on uncertainty but it didn't have them in'one place as a staf~>

15- position. We now would like not to advance the concept of the

16 use of a CDF cumulative distribution function as a method to..

17 reduce uncertainty. Certainly it's possible you can use it to

18 express some of the overall uncertainties in the ground water

19 travel time analysis, but not to reduce uncertainty.

20 DR. STEINDLER: Was that ever seriously considered?-

21 DR. ROSS: Well, the GTP had a section which

22 prescribed the use of a cumulative distribution function to

23 both treat and express uncertainty. It was an attempt to take

24 all the uncertainties and 

25 DR. STEINDLER: So far what you're saying is, "treat
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and express." But what you just got done saying is "reduce

uncertainties.",

DR. ROSS: I meant reduce.

DR. STEINDLER: You meant "reduce?"

DR. ROSS:. In the information.

.DR. STEINDLER: How could it possibly reduce

uncertainty?

DR. ROSS: Well, we didn't.think it did. I mean now

we don't think.it does..

.MR. ROSS: The type.of.data available, the geologic

data, the geochemistry data-as well as the hydrologic data in

developing conceptional models and..flow paths.

We.stress the need, to identify sources and levels of

uncertainty.- That's one-thing, as I said.before, that DOE

didn't do well in the EAs.- And we stress the need for: DOE to

identify methods used to reduce uncertainty and also.methods to.

express the level of uncertainty in their ground water travel

time.

We think that this position, this draft position

provides a framework to resolve the ground water travel time

issue. It minimizes the prescriptive guidance and allows more

flexibility on the part of DOEto.calculate ground-water travel

times. It does place a greater burden on DOE, though-, to

develop.the specific methods used.to.particularly deal with the

uncertainty.problem.

I 
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1 Okay. What we think needs to be done: We have jus .

2 concluded a staff review of the draft position and within the

3 next few weeks, we will try to resolve whatever the internal

4 conflicts are amongst the various staff members and possibly

5 the contractor. And then we will write a new draft and we will

6 send it up for division level review, at which time, our upper

7 management will decide what type of format we are going to use,

8 whether it is going to be another GTP or maybe we'll go through

9 the rain guide process. I don't know.

10 We will transmit it to research for review from that

11 point. And we will issue a regulatory position, whatever it

12 may be, whatever format it may take for public comment.

13 DR. MOELLER: Any additional questions?

14 DR. MARK: When is that likely to come about?

15 MR. ROSS: Which?

16 DR. MARK: This public comment phase.

17 MR. ROSS: I don't think we have really scheduled

18 that yet.

19 DR. MARK: I mean 1990?

20 MR. ROSS: Well, I hope we can do it within a year.

21 DR. MARK: 'Cause at about that time, we should go

22 back to the drawing boards.

23 DR. MOELLER: Yes, Don Orth?

24 DR. ORTH: Can you give any examples of what you feel

25 this might make DOE do different. Let's take, for example,
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specifically, out at BWIP where we are-worried about flow zones

through the basalt, through fractured.zones and one thing and

another, would DOE do anything different, given this, than what

they.have.been doing?.

MR. ROSS: --I don't know exactly what they have been

doing. I am not the lead reviewer for the BWIP site. I know

they did an analysis of travel time that we weren't happy with,

all that happy; but I don't know what some of the specific

problems at BWIP are.

MR. BALLARD: MayI make a comment or response to

that question?. This.is our attempt to provide guidance of what

our interpretation of 10 CFR 60 is, which is pe-placement

ground water travel time is one of the requirements of our

technical rule in 10 CFR 60. It should not be mixed with the

requirements of the post-closure performance -- repository

performance.

And when we provided to DOE in form of a guidance to

them, what they - they can-take it and do the kind of things

we are talking about:. identify sources of uncertainty in their

conception model, also identify the.sources of concern in their

data. And then to show the calculations, how much the ground

water travel time there is..

Before, what they were doing without identifying any

sources of uncertainty, they were;giving us numbers.. That

ground water travel time could be in.excess of 80,000 years or
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50,000 years. So, we are hoping that when they receive this\U-'

guidance, they will not only give us the numbers, but will also

identify what are the sources of uncertainty are in their data

and how they have -- and how and what they have done to reduce

that uncertainty. And one of our main concerns is how they

have expressed it --

DR. MOELLER: Other questions or comments?

Well, thank you, Fred. We will look forward-to the

product of your efforts.

The last formal item on our program for today is the

review of the Fiscal Year 1988 to 1992 High Level Waste Program

plans. And John Linehan -- join us at the table, John.

John will be reviewing that with us. And you have

handout.

DR. LINEHAN: Yes. Just this one sheet.

When we were asked to give this presentation, we were

asked to go into two different things: First of all, the

activities of the products that we anticipated over the next

couple of years. In addition, what our FTE would be and what

our contract dollars would be. We are not far enough.along in.

the budget process to be able to give you any-information on-,

the FTE of the contract dollars. -

Where we are in 1987 is our FTE is approximately -

about 95 full-time staff in the high level waste area. And our

contract dollar budget is approximately $6 million.
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DR. STEINDLER:. You: say your contract budget?

DR. LINEHAN: Our technical assistance contract, TA.

DR. MOELLER: And so your technical assistance*

contracts, the potentiality.is not that much different, say,

from the State of Nevada. I mean if-they have -- pick a

number. -Say, -they had 2 or 3 million. Are you about like a

good solid Indian tribe?

- DR.- LINEHAN: Probably.- Some of the states and

tribes are going to have more..dollars than we do, looking at a

number of typical areas.,-

DR. MOELLER: Yes.

DR. LINEHAN:- It-is.going to be avery different

situation. !- - I

The other item of-uncertainty -- ,I've-got this

stamped, "draft.'" There is a lot of uncertainty in the program

with respect to the DOE schedules, when the SCPs are coming in,

the recent draft -- not the draft,- but the final mission plan

amendment.that we discussed early -this morning has taken

outdates for the SCPs.- There is uncertainty, with respect to

them. And, in addition,-there are questions as to what'is . .

going to happen on the Hill, if-any of the proposed legislation

is going to go-through, and what.the impact of that 'on the ---

program would be, especially,:if.we.try.to look out over a-two -

or 'three--year period. . - ' Ag

What we have attempted to do, therefore, in this
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1 chart, is to lay out what we see as the major activities by

2 year that-we anticipate. Going down on the left-hand column,

3 here, they are broken down into six different categories which

4 I will go into in a minute. It is really a convenient.way that

5 we break down our budget. And then going out to the right,

6 horizontally, the activities in each category per year-is

7 spelled out.

8 Now, one of the important assumptions that was made

9 in developing this chart, and it is really just an assumption

10 to get things down on paper, is that we will only get one SCP

11 per year from the Department of Energy. I would ask you not to

12 read anything into that. We're not -- guessing. We have no

13 information from the Department. It is really for budgeting K

14 purposes. We had to make some assumptions.

15 What will happen, depending on when the SCP! come in,

16 we will need to reallocate and adjust resources appropriately

17 if it differs from one per year. The important thing, though,

18 is we feel we have enough resources within the division to

19 respond to whatever DOE hits us with, even if it is two next

20 year or two within the next 12 months. -

21- And the-office director, you know, would reallocate -

22 whatever resources are necessary if the division needed! -

23 additional assistance.

24 Probably the easiest thing is just to briefly go

25 through the different budget categories. The first one we have
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1 is mainly development of regulatory requirements in providing

2 technical support.for rulemaking.: -

3 .-- The activities we have listed :there are the high

4 level waste definition,thatwe have briefed you on before and

5 ..we expect-to get a proposed rule out on that sometime in Fiscal
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DR. MOELLER: - Where do I see that high level?

* - DR. LINEHAN: It's defined in categorized waste.

DR. MOELLER: -Okay. Defined'-- fine, sure.

DR. LINEHAN: -I am changing the terminology,'again.

DR. MOELLER: That's all right.

DR. LINEHAN: And-I think we have pretty well briefed

you on that so you understand what our thinking-is there.

;The next item,.the "conform-to the NWPA

requirements," is a.proposed revision to Part 51 that-would

occur in Fiscal Year 1988. The purpose of this is to conform

Part 51, portions of Part 60 to NWPA with.respect to*. 

environmental areas of concerns.- And it would.also lay out in

Part 51-what the criteria would be-that we would use for

adopting DOE's environmental.impact statement..

- The final rulemaking that we have listed there is a

review of the waste confidence proceedings.; When the

Commission issued its findingor.decision with respect to waste

confidence, they~made a commitment to re-look.at-it, revisit

it. I believe it was every five lyears.- It was a fixed number

7 ,, ,.,Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 of years. We are scheduled to begin that re-look sometime in V

2 Fiscal Year 1988 and we would be issuing a policy statement on

3 what our conclusions were sometime in Fiscal Year 1990. And at

4 the present time, that is all we have planned for rulemaking.

5 And, as Chip Cameron indicated, just previous..to me,

6 the rulemaking to conform to the EPA standard, it appears it's

7 going to be up in the air until there is some action.on the

' 8 part of EPA and the courts to resolve that situation.

9 The other item there, "Implement NWPA Actions," deals

10 with the various responsibilities the division has for

11 monitoring what the NRC is doing, what DOE is doing with

12 respect to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. It includes a number

13' of different things that we've got listed there: review and

14 comment on various DOE documents that our requirement is

15 required by the Waste Policy Act. 

16 Probably the most important thing there is .the.

17 establishment of the FFRDC and the decision on awarding that

18 contract is expected sometime the end of this fiscal year or

19 the very beginning of the next fiscal year. And as we.have

20 indicated previously, once we get to that point and award the

2.1 contract, we would be in a position to talk to you about what.

22 our plans are.

.23 -. And the final thing there is just the quarterly

24 progress report that we discussed earlier this morning..

25 The second budget line item is development of
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1 technical guidance in the pre-licensing consultation we have

.2 with DOE, the states and the-Indian tribes.

3 There is a number of activities listed there in the

4 left-hand column.and probably it is better just to focus'on the

5 products.. The important-things in the area of reg guides, we

. 6 are going to be working on a standard and format content guide

7 for the license.application. That is a guide that would give

8 guidance to DOE on what they.would have to submit to.us. And,

9 at the same time, hand in hand with that effort, we will-be

10 working on review plans, standard review plans that will

'11 provide guidance to the staff on what they have to do'ih their

12 review of the license application: what they need to do to get

13 prepared for that.

.14 . - DR. STEINDLER: 'Before you go on, let me go back to

15 the upper box. Sometime back, the staff indicated that they

16 were going to try and set aside to the extent possible'as many

17 of the potentially contentious items that might come up through

18 individual small rulemakingexercises. Has that-dropped off as

19 the active policy of the.staff?

20 DR. LINEHAN:, No. JIt is still there. t comes down

21 under the fourth category there.

22 , DR. STEINDLER:. .. Okay..

23 . DR. LINEHAN: .And I will getto.that in justa

24 minute.. . . .

.25 . Going onion that second.category, we have the site

.-:' , ; < HeritageReporting Corporation
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1 characterization review plan that we briefed you on this

2 morning. It is a general review plan, a generic review plan,

3 but there are going to be some portions of it, such as the

4 technical review'criteria that are going to be very site

5: specific. So, what we anticipate is once we issue that,

6' assuming we do get SCPs coming in on the Hanford site and

7 basalt site is to be making modifications to that review plan

8 for those to different sites.

9 DR.,MOELLER: What do you work into your plans, if

10 anything, in anticipation of any Congressional action?''You

11 know, these various bills to limit it to one site and so forth.

12 Maybe you have been here long enough to where you, you know,

13 wait and see.

14 DR. LINEHAN: Yes. Long enough to know I don't thin4>

15 we really can. If you look at the legislation on the Hill

16 right now that is being considered, it varies considerably.

17 Anything from -- I don't know if it is an 18-month moratorium.

18 There is no way to plan for something like that.

19 DR. MOELLER: Okay.

20 DR. LINEHAN: The one thing, though, that has-

21 happened over the past several years, ever since I-'ve been with-

22 the program, which is about three and a half years, now --

23 going down to the third category just for a minute where we

24 have the technical assessment capability. That is really

25 developing our own capability to independently review the
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1 license application.; That has, always been cut in the budget

2 previously. So, even if we were faced with something like a

3 moratorium, there is a lot of activity that needs to.be carried
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The, you know, more reactive, type- of thing -- ,excuse

me.. Proactive --

DR. MOELLER: Sure.-

DR. LINEHAN: -That we need to do on our own.

Going back-to the-second category there. I have

mentioned -the review plans. ;-In the area of generic technical

positions, you are familiar with anumber-of these. I wouldn't

pay much attention to .the numbers. This is a draft. And it is

really going to depend on-what our final budget figures are:

how many technical positions-we issue. And, again, it is also

going to depend on when the SCPs come in. These could go up or

down. Or there could be.a period of time when-we do -

essentially none of that-work and just focus on SCPs if-we

happen to get two during the same-time-period.

- DR. MOELLER: Where it says you are going to do 1.8

final TPs or 1.6.

-- DR. LINEHAN:- Well, -I don't.know where we're, going to

cut that line, but,. again,-these are -just budget numbers.

DR. MOELLER: Sure. Okay. - -

DR. STEINDLER: We just.got -a lecture on

uncertainties. - - - -
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DR. MOELLER: You will do one and get pretty far

along with another.

DR. LINEHAN: I don't dare come down with .6

technical position. But that is all going to be worked out,

you know, well in advance.

DR. STEINDLER: How does the staff view the technical

position in terms of the customer? Who is it addressed to?

- DR. LINEHAN: The technical position is addressed to

the Department of Energy. It is to provide guidance to them.

DR. STEINDLER: Under those conditions, would you not

expect that the planning for the issuance of technical

positions in the 1990 and beyond category may be a tardy

exercise. In other words, you don't seem to demonstrate or

show any sense of urgency in getting your technical positions`,"

completed in order to provide advance guidance to the

Department so-that, in fact, the product that the Department

turns out will be more akin to what you are interested in.

If that is a correct assessment, then my question is:

Why? And, if it is not a correct assessment, can you clarify

it for me?

DR. LINEHAN: The numbers that are down there are in.

terms of where we stand in a budget exercise, number (1y. That

isn't fun.

In general, we feel that it will take a number of

years, a couple of years to get out all of the technical
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KU} 1 positions that are needed. You had mentioned before this

2 effort we had to identify and resolve issues. I have been

3 talking about that, I think, with you folks for two years, now.

*4 And we have been trying to get the Department of Energy to work

5 with us, to lay out what are the key areas where they need

6 guidance so that we can proceed with this.

7 We just got aresponse from them.. I think it is the

8 first formal response on this item we have ever got within the

9 past month-or so where they-lay out areas where they.feel there

10 are rulemakings needed.to resolve issues, where they would like

11 guidance..-And-the,,thing-is just starting-to roll right now.

--12 I-think the-way the.schedules have been going in the

13 past, I think 1990, Idon't think it's .too late to provide

- 14 guidance. That's all I'm going to say, but there is;a lot to

15 be done there and it is going to take a couple .of years. -

-16 The final item there is.just part of the budget

17 chart. It is not.a specific product, but it is an important

18 activity, this interaction with the states and the tribes and

19 just recognizing that as we develop guidance, as-we discuss any

.20 technical issues,.that there is the need for the ongoing

21 interaction with all the bodies. - : -

.22.. The-next item, this technical assessment capability, --

23-. as .I mentioned before,-is to develop our own capability in

- 24 houseto independentlyreview-DOE's license-application. It is

25 an area that has routinely been cut in the past from the budget
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or whittled down considerably because folks knew that the )
license application was a way off and there was time to do this

work.

The first item there, the development of the overall

assessment methodologies, mainly focuses on the work that the

staff isrdoing with Sandiai that.we briefed you on a few

different times. It deals with a lot of the work to try to

come to grips with this issue of uncertainties.

There are activities going on there where we are

trying to come up with technical positions, to develop

methodologies for identifying -- scenarios. We have .the study

at Sandia going on for determining'scenario probabilities. And

these activities, the schedules-for them, when we may be able

to review them with you will be developed once we get a bette D

fix on the budget. There are a number of activities going on

at Sandia, a number of reports coming out. Probably at least 8

or 10 that I am aware of right now. And, as we get into the

next fiscal year, and we have these meetings, Dade, to discuss

what's on the platter, what would be appropriate to review with

you, we will be able to give you a better rack out -- 'updates

on those.

The next items, the models and codes, is really-the

work in each one of the technical areas, technical disciplines.

Some of'it has been going on for a'period of time where models

and codes have been developed for us by contractors. The main

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 effort here is to decide where we stand on the models ahd

2 codes, whether we need to do-further work and to make sure

3 -there is a technology transfer where the codes that have been

4 developed, the modelsby contractors,, the ability to run them

5 istransferred to the-staff or to the consultants we have with

6 the FFRDC..

7 The next budget line item we have, this develope

-8 -processes to meet-the NWPA mandated.schedules, is typically

9 referred to as streamlining activities.. Things which

10 streamline the licensing process. The first item, development

11 of the licensing support system, we have briefed you on. As of

12 right now, there is an interim, system that is up and

13 operational. Thework on that is,-going tobe-transferred, if

,14 it hasn',t already been, in-the near future to the Office of

15 Resource Management within the Commission who has this

.16 responsibility for the Commission overall, systems of this

17 nature.

18 DR. STEINDLER: Excuse me. Do theyhave any obvious

19 :talents for.-this job? - ;

20 , , DR. LINEHAN:.-As I understand it, Waste Management's

21 staff that has been working on it will continue to work on it.

22- DR. MOELLER: What does "ARM lead" mean?

23;- DR. LINEHAN:--I believe-it -- is it Administration

.24.. -and Resource Management?. I-think the office,-,.-,

25 DR. MOELLER:, Oh, they will take the lead.

- Heritage Reporting Corporation
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DR. LINEHAN: Yes, they will have the lead on it.\u

DR. MOELLER: All right.

DR. LINEHAN: The next item that we discussed this

morning is the negotiated rulemaking which is the modification

of Part 2 to require that all parties submit information in a

specific format so that it can be put in this licensing support

system and would provide for terminals with all parties so they

would have access to the information. And the schedule right

now on that'is to come up with a proposed rule in Fiscal Year

1988.

The next item, there, that Dr. Steindler mentioned a

while back, this early closure of licensing open items. We

have given you a few presentations on efforts we have taken t,

go through the rule Part 60 to identify what the key issues

are, what some of the more contentious issues are, also,.

looking at some of the issues we have at the sites. And we

have been geared towards trying to develop technical positions

on these, possibly reg guides, but some mechanism where we can

develop a technical position, possibly an acceptable

methodology, get public comment on it, comment-from the

technical community and try to reach some consensus so'there is

some agreement on how the issue ought to be handled.- - -

We talked on some of them about taking them to

rulemaking to get total resolutions so they wouldn't be

something that would be brought up'in the hearing again. What

(
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1 we need to do to make that successful-is to work with the

2 Department of Energy, though, on that. And that is something

3- that we haven't been too successful.in over the past fow years,

4 but, as I indicated, we-have got a positive response'from the

.5 Department within the-past month or so. And that is an

6 activity we will be pursuing.

7 DR. MOELLER:- Well-, now, if you will recall -- and I

8 am sure you do -- this subcommittee has been told for three

9' years, say, that you were going to use the rulemaking as a way

10 to bring these issues-to closure so that they could not be

11 brought up again. And, yet, I guess -- have we seen the first

12 example? -

13 -- - DR. LINEHAN: No, you haven't.-- What I was trying to. .

.14;

--15. 1 .

16

17

18

19

20

21

22 

23

24

25

7explain is that it is an effort that really hasn't got beyond

the thinking stage.

DR. MOELLER:- But-you are now talking to DOE. They

are indicating favorable---,:

DR. LINEHAN: Yes. When we originally made the

presentations, -twoof the;examples I used that we would

consider taking to rulemaking was the methodology for dealing

with certain portions of the EPA standard and al-so the

methodology that would be used to-show compliance with-the

ground water-travel time criterion. - - -

I believe,--..correct me, 'Seth, if I.am wrong, but DOE

identified both of those as-items they felt we needed to go to
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1 rulemaking on. They developed -- they mentioned other topics J

2 for potential rulemaking or where potential guidance was

3 needed. And in general, overall, it pretty much lines-up with

4 the thing we were thinking of.

5 The reason we didn't move ahead is if we are going to

6 resolve any of these things, and especially if we are going to

7 go to rulemaking, we have got to have the cooperation of the

8 Department because there is quite a bit of work on their part.

9 DR. MOELLER: Yes.

10 DR. LINEHAN: That they are going to have to do with

11 commitments of resources.

12 DR. STEINDLER: Let me just make an idle comment.

13 Maybe not so idle. I think it would be useful to pick a

14 suitable topic agreed to by DOE and-yourselves and in a'sensek )

15 push the first of its kind through the system to see what kind

16 of problems you'are going to run into. While everybody has got

17 -- especially if you go through the hearing stage, everybody

18 has got a notion of what it could be and the horror story of RM

19 50-1 on the EDCS which lasted what? Three years?

20 DR. MOELLER: Yes.

21 DR. STEINDLER: And 20,000 pages of transcripts, - .'

22 still is not totally dimmed out, even though they don't have-to

23 go that way, RM-2 was two days of hearings.

24 I think it is worthwhile to see if the system can be

25 made to work. And the earlier you can do that, the earlier you
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K) 1 DR. LINEHAN: No. On that one we are going -- I am

2 sorry. We are going to try to,issue it by the end of this

3 fiscal year. The other two GTPs we issued.

4 DR. MOELLER: Yes.

5 DR. LINEHAN: On theyQ list, that is what we are

6 trying to do. We had trouble getting it scheduled for this

7 particular meeting. We weren't ready to report on it. -

8 DR. MOELLER:; Okay. That was it. -

9 DR. LINEHAN: We do have a public meeting in the next

10 week or so on the Q list GTP to discuss with parties,'any

11 interested individuals, how we responded to the comments on the

12 draft Q list GTP. And that would be open to any of the staff

13 members-that would want to attend. -We wouldbe glad to tell

14 you, sort of after thefact, in, the next meeting, how we

15 handled the GTP and what'sin it; but the timing was. just off

16 for this meeting.

.17, DR. MOELLER: Well, I --

18 DR. STEINDLER: You have seen it?

19 DR. MOELLER:. I have -seen the draft.,

20 DR. STEINDLER: I'm not-sure I've seen it.

- 21 DR. MOELLER: And it is very important.

22 DR. LINEHAN: That's right.,

23 DR. MOELLER:. Because the Q list is the same as

,,24.,.setting up DOE'sthierarchial issues. -

25 DR. LINEHAN: Exactly.
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1 can get a feeling for what kind of grief you are going to hav X

2 So, I would urge the Department, to the extent that you have

3 any push with them, to focus in on something, to agree to it,

4 move it.

5 DR. LINEHAN: Yes, I agree. Definitely. We will get

6 an early indication from the other parties how they are going

7 to respond to this type of thing.

8 The next item we have there is the -- is quality

9 assurance. Within the -- it is not past fiscal year. We're

10 still in Fiscal Year 1987, we have issued three generic

11 technical positions. We have actually issued two of them in

12 final form and we are about to issue the third one. Those are

13 the Q list GTP, the GTP on peer review and the GTP on'

14 qualification on existing data. -

15 We are also in the process and hope to complete this.

16 fiscal year a revision to the quality assurance review plan.

17 And, if you remember, the review plan was that document that

18 interpreted the QA elements or criteria that have been written

19 down for reactors in terms of a repository.

20 DR. STEINDLER: Wasn't a Q list GTP, Dade, on our -

21 agenda at one time?

22 DR. MOELLER: It was and we were given the draft, you-.

23 know, a month or two months ago. And we have not reviewed it,

24 to my knowledge. But then you are saying to me now that it has

25 been issued.
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DR. MOELLER: The Q list is the list of critical

items and I would have hoped we could have seen it or could

have discussed it.

DR. LINEHAN: Well, as I understand, we've had it

down to you: a draft of the final.

DR. MOELLER: Correct.

DR. LINEHAN: For yourcomments and, you know, any

comments that we could get outside of the meeting.

DR. STEINDLER: I think it may be worthwhile seeing

whether we can resurrect some copies and pass them out.

DR. LINEHAN: Well, we can get them down to you

tomorrow.

MR. MERRILL: I've got a copy I candistribute. Can

I make a comment?

, DR. MOELLER: Yes. ;

MR. MERRILL: Since you are not able to get it ready

for this meeting and we knew that you were having a public

meeting, the question still persisted as to whether or not it

would be reasonable to consider itin our October 14, 15, and

16th meeting if it can be held off until after that time.to get

the ACRS -- of course, that would mean it would-be the November-

meeting before they would get the ACRS comments.

DR. LINEHAN: If you people can -- if you have the

time to review it, you know, ,we can.definitely consider -- we

will definitely consider the comments; but the other

1\,� Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 opportunity would be if someone wanted to sit in on the publi\ D

2 meeting we're having. You know, whether it would be-an

3 explanation of what was in the GTP and how we responded to the

4 comments on the draft GTP. -

5 DR. MOELLER: But that would mainly be for our

6 information. It wouldn't be a representative of any comments

7 from us. I realize, too, we don't meet every month. We are

8 not really complaining. We are, though, sharing with you the

9 fact that it is a key item and we had been looking forward to

10 jumping on it, you know, whenever it came out. And I would be

11 sorry if we don't have that opportunity to chat.

12 DR..PARRY: I think both Owen and I are planning to

13 attend, at least I am. And I thought Owen was, too. I

14 MR. MERRILL: I haven't firmly decided if I can go

15 yet. But what we can report, if I may continue, would not -

16 represent the opinion of the Waste Management Subcommittee

17 members and I am wondering if it might not be advisable to send

18 this out to every Waste Management Subcommittee member and

19 solicit comments on this document to be returned in time for,

20 say, Jack to present them, if that is agreeable, at the public-

21 meeting.

22 DR. MOELLER: It is next week. And that just doesn't

23 work. Although I must say, having said that, the letters that

24 we receive, like on the basis of the trip, I find very

25 valuable. But that is a little different.
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1 We have, in-a few cases, where -- well, take

2 Castenberg and take Mike here, .where we have total faith in the

3- individual,-we have depended upon-him to-review certain

4 -. procedures being followed by the NRC staff and his comments are

5 our comments. But this is a little-different.

6 - Well, we will talk about it and try to figure

7 something out. We can make copies available right away, as you

8 say and I don't know-how we-could ever get-any response to you

9 in time for anything. -

-10 MR.-MERRILL: Would you want to have comments from

11 the individual members submitted -to yourself andyou combine

12 them and then perhaps -we can schedule for discussion by the

13 full ACRS at the October -- what is it? The 7th, 8th, and 9th

14 meeting?. -

15 DR. MOELLER: The full committee-is not going to be

16 interested in this Q list.

17 DR. LINEHAN:- The latest-schedule, as Iunderstand

18 it, is to issue the.guide sometime the end of September.-

19 DR.-MOELLER:.,_And that is issued for public--

20 - DR. LINEHAN: No, that-would be a final guide..

21 -DR. MOELLER: That's final. -

22 DR. LINEHAN: - There has already been public comment.

23- We had already presented it to you once...

24 - DR.,MOELLER: Okay. ^

25 DR. LINEHAN: I know there is not much time left, but
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1 any points you would want to give-to us verbally or whatever .. )

2 we would be happy to consider. But we do have that time

3 constraint. And that particular guide is one that the

4 Commission is tracking and we have got a date there to get it

5 out. I really don't have flexibility.

6 DR. MOELLER: Okay. Well, we will talk about it,

7 maybe in the executive session. I don't really have an answer.

8 I think it is just going to go by us.

9 Go ahead, John.

10 DR. LINEHAN: Okay. The final item on the chart is

11 pre-licensing reviews. The thing you are familiar with is the

12 reviews that we have done on the final liase.

13 The next item there is the reviews of the SCPs and

14 the preparation of the SCAs. And as I mentioned before, this

15 one SCP per year is just for illustrative purposes to .get
16 everything down on the paper. And we really don't know what

17' the schedule is going to be at this point in time.

18 Following the SCP -- following each one of the SCPs

19 there will be bi-annual updates that we will be commenting on.

20 And at the present time, as was indicted this morning, DOE's

21 - official date that they are giving verbally is September 28th

22 - for Nevada; but, as I pointed out at the beginning of the

23 presentation, they have dropped dates from the mission plan. -

24 And there is really nothing in writing we can see right now

25 showing any dates for the SCPs.
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The next item we have in there i the topical reports

that we discussed ,this-morning again, that DOE propos§ed using

in their mission,-plan amendment.-They made the proposal

without anyexplanation. *Weiwent ~back'to:*them and in-this

leterI-.mentioned earlier,, where ,they came -back *with areas

where they needed guidance,' where .they felt rulemakings were

-appropriate to resolve- issues, they further discussed this -

concept of topical reports,,although very briefly.. And it is

,,Just down here to recognize that it is 'something we are going

to have to get with DOE on.' They, have really just proposed

.this concept and there is mno indication of when they-would want

to start submitting these or how many they would want to

submit. 

'DR. STEINDLER:, -I suggest .to you that topical,reports

of that-kind may represent a non-legal rulemaking attempt. - The

consequence of that conclusion is that the criteria that you

develop for their review'and acceptance has to be very

.carefully-hammered out so that you don't get yourself!.in a trap

having accepted something: three years ago-without careful

,,thought and review and then, in a sense, be stuck-with living

with it further.down-the line.

That means to me, at least, that the -front-end of -

that exercise that starts in -Fiscal.1988 with scope and: volume-

-._-not yet defined-ought to-have aittle-,,section in it..,aying

definition of criteria and review .process. ,And that, I think,

--Heritage,-Reporting Corporation
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1 would be very critical.

2 DR. LINEHAN: I definitely agree and'the review

3 process is the first thing we need to focus on. And, again, as

4 I'mentioned this morning, the first thing we have to do is talk

5 with folks in NRR who have experience with them, you know, to

6; find out how they handled them.

7 DR. STEINDLER: Do you anticipate that they would be

8 used in the sense the same way as NRR has?

9 DR. LINEHAN: I really don't know how they were used

10 in NRR. I just know that they used them. But it was to try to

11 close out particular subjects, topics. Yes, that would be the

12 intent.

13 The final two items there-, the on-site licensing rep

r4 r think you are familiar with, based on the presentations tha D

15 Prestolt gave, with what their role is and how they interact

16 with DOE and the Headquarters staff.

17 Ald the final item there, the review of the-second

18 repository, we have no significant resources budgeted for the

19 second repository and there is no active efforts, to speak of,

20 underway right now. DOE isn't doing any site specific work and

21 is just doing some more generic research type activities they

22 are conducting in that area.

23 DR. MOELLER: Jack?

24 DR. PARRY: John, isn't DOE planning now to

25 reinitiate their second repository work in October 1? Unless
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1, they hear differently from-Congress.

2 DR. *LINEHAN: That is what they have stated, yes.

3 DR. PARRY: Do you plan then to have some low :level

4 effort-staying aware of what they are doing?

5 DR. LINEHAN: There would be a very, very low level

6 of effort, just to remain aware of what they are doing. What

7 we would be concerned about would be getting involved early in,

8 you know, when they started to get to the site level of

9 focusing in on sites. Just as we did on the first nine sites

10 that were being considered. But right now that whole program is

11 too indefinite to even guess.

12 DR. MOELLER: Other comments or questions?

13 There being none, well, thank you, John, for so much

14 information in a small space. It was very helpful to have this

15 to go along with it.

16 Let me say, then, that this brings us to the close of

17 our formal interactions for the day with the Division of High

18 Level Waste Management staff. Let me thank all of the:people

19 who came down to appear with us and for the manipulations in

20 the schedule and so forth, being accommodating there to assist

21 -us. -

22 We will now go into executive session and the main

23 thing that we will be doing in the executive session is to try.

24. .to summarize what we concluded on the basis of yesterday's

25 meeting and to identify any particular issues on which we might

i .
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1 want to prepare written comments in terms of today's meeting )

2 We will be adjourned until 8:30 a.m. tomorrow

3 morning.

4

5

6

7

8

9

'10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

(Whereupon, at 4:34 p.m., the subcommittee went into

executive session.)

II
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JULY-29

8:15 a.m.

8:30 a.m.

8:45 a.m.

Meet at front'door of Alexis Park Hotel.
Transport via DOE/WMPO vans to SAIC offices.

Arrive at SAIC offices at Valley Bank Building on
Convention Center'Drive. Meet in Room 450.

,.Presentation-by'Paul Prestholt, NRC'On-Site
Representative.'-

Presentation-by Carl Johnson, State of"Nevada.

Break for Lunch'' -'

DOE/NNWSI Presentation.

Close/Question & Answer Period.

Transport via DOE/WMPO vans to Alexis Park Hotel.

9:30

11:00

12:30

4:30

5:00

a.m.

a.m.

p.m.

p.m.

p.m.

JULY 30

6:45 a.m.

8:15

8:45

9:30

10: 00

10:30

a. m.

a.m.

a.m.

a.m.

a.m.

Escorts'and visitors meet at front door of
Alexis Park Hotel. Depart for Mercury via
DOE/WMPO vans.

Arrive at Mercury Badge Office for badging.

Depart for Area 1 Drill Yard.

Arrive at Area 1 Drill Yard. Walk-through
briefing by Patrick Rowe, REECo.

Depart for G-Tunnel.

Arrive at G-Tunnel. Briefing by Roger Zimmerman,
SNL.

Depart for Area 12 Cafeteria.

-

11:45 a.m.

12:00 noon Lunch (no host).
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12:45 p.m.

1:15 p.M.

2:00 p.m.

2:10 p.m.

2:20 p.m.

3:45 p.m.

6:45 p.m.

7:45 p.m.

8:45 p.m.

10:15 p.m.

Depart for Spent Fuel Test-Climax (SFT-C).

Arrive at SFT-C. Underground briefing by escort.

Depart for SEDAN Crater.

Arrive at SEDAN Crater. View crater.

Depart for Yucca Mountain. - -

Arrive at top of Yucca Mountain. Yucca Mountain
Geology/Hydrology briefing-by USGS representatives.

Depart for Mercury Steak House.

Arrive at Mercury Steak House, reserved table
(no host).

Depart for Las Vegas, Alexis Park Hotel.

Arrive at Alexis Park Hotel, Las Vegas. -
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. MEMORANDUM FOR:
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: SUBJECT: 

ACRS Members

0. S..Merrill, Senior Staff

NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS

Engineer6(9,;;, . I.

-'Attached are several news:clips regarding "nuclear waste du

of the Nevada papers that were printed while.we were there.

attached is an article from the Washington Post that is rel

mps~ from two

Also,
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above. i

Attachments:
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cc: ACRS Technical Staff
ACRS Fellows
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Nuke bill OK'd by panel
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approved overwhelin gly Wednes- accept these facilities, declared he is "absolutely opposd " demanding the sit-selection pr-
- '-. .L~ n israv Commit- The committee annroved Acom- to building an underground dump cess be halted.

r

I
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tee.
The bill would speed the procemc

~f finding a permanent storage site

Promise plan rafltea y P)51W - - -,IBynlw -auI . LS"v ,.-entfh m h
chairman Bennett JohnstOn, D In a blast at Gov. Rich=r Bran s'aeo N P vadI 1W 't--- d R ngt

La., and ranking Republican James and other critics. Hecht said he haPsaeafed wone NUCLA thig4A
Me~Cureof daho Itwascleared. shown "real leadership, real service Pes O ULAI4

for nucluS wasite, au osau1 ` -. .,..

N uclear w w munip'-ar~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~akolegdh hssi ta ri
From 1A
help. But by participating in the
process ... Nevada comes out
ahead no matter what happens to.
the bill. That's what real leader-
ship, real service to Nevada, is all
about.

"Some people in my state are
asking, 'Why don't you just throw
up your hands and flatly oppose
the entire process, refusing to par-
ticipate at all?' H lecht said.
"That's the approach the political
opposition in my state has chosen,
and it would be much easier, -and
probably politically smarter for me
ttl fall into line.
' "Doing that might help Chic
liecht, but it would do nothing for
t he people of my state or the coun-.
try," he said.

But environmentalists and Ne-
vada's lobbyist on nuclear waste
i.sues have charged that Hecht has

done little while the Energy Com-
.mittee produced a bill they say
makes Yucca Mountain the obvi-
ous first choice for the dump.

On Tuesday, the state's nuclear
waste lobbyist said he was "baf-
fled" that Hecht had not objected
to the bill on grounds it will revive
the dump-selection process - a
process state officials say has been
conducted illegally by the U.S. De-
partment of Energy.

The lobbyist, Wright Andrews,
said the bill ignores the energy de-
partment's mistakes, and amounts
to "sticking it to Nevada."

The issue now goes to the Senate
floor and the ouse, where it may
be opposed by some lawmakers fa-
voring a shutdown of the selection
process. However, the so-called
"moratorium coalition," which in-
cluded Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev.,

imay be broken.

Johnston 

said lawmakers from acknowledged he has said that arti-

� 

� -- I- !11 11 - -I-- --- I L... ____ I

Johnston sail lawmakers from
the East now support his bill be-
cause it would kill the selection of a
second dump in the East for at
least 20 years. Most of the senators
from the Northwest now support
the bill, and even the leader of the
coaltion, Sen. James Sasser, D-
Tenn., is wavering because John-
ston's bill may let Tennessee off
the hook for an interim storage
facility.

Johnston, however, insisted his
bill does not target Nevada.

"Nevada is no closer to being
chosen than they were before," he
said. "There is nothing in this bill
that is anti-Nevada and a lot that
is in their interest."

However, sources have said
Johnston has told Eastern law-
makers they should support the bill
because it would result in Nevada
beit' 'elected. Johnston himself

acknowledged he has said that arti-
cles ---I L...on uy _ soe czr
tists indicate Yucca Mountain is
the preferred choice.

Even environmentalists who op-
pose the resumption of the search
process credited Johnston with a
textbook example of bargaining for
votes.

"He passed around enough bot-
tIes," said Brooks Yeager, a lobby-
ist for the Sierra Club. "He even
bought off Hecht, even though
(Hecht) opposed it, because
(Hecht) really didn't fight it."

Yeager complained the measure
"will force the Department of En.
ergy to make a decision they're not
ready to make" - to pick the best
available dump site in two years.
"They don't have sufficient infor-
mation and their selection process
has been illegal s for,"

Q
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Hecht seekl
By David Koenig
Review-Joumal Washgon Bureau

WASHINGTON - Sen. Chic
Hecht, R-Nev., said Tuesday he is
"bargaining for my state" on the
nuclear waste issue, but he came
under attack by Gov. Richard Bry-
an.,

The incident could be a-precur-
sor to next year's U.S. Senate race,
when Bryan may challenge Hecht
and nuclear waste will probably be
a major campaign -issue;

Under an amendment proposd
by Hecht,. and approved.Tuesday
by a Senate committee, the state
that gets the high-level nuclear
waste dump would also get "special
consideration" for government re-

cs changes
search projects.

The amendment carries no guar-
antee, but Hecht suggested it
would lessen. the sting if Yucca
Mountain in Nevada is chosen for
the dump. The state has usually
been ignored when research pro-
jects are handed out, he said.

"What I'm doing is bargaining
for my state," Hecht said. 

But Hecht's handling of the nu-
clear waste issue was attacked by
Bryan and by a lobbyist for Neva-
da. who complained that Hecht
has not argued directly against
Yucca Mountain's selection;

"I am extremely disappointed
that our senior senator ... has ap-
parently chosen not to keep the

to nuclear waste bill
dump out of Nevada," Bryan said three.'" Andrews said. "And all
in a statement issued by his office. they are doing is sticking it to Ne-

At issue is a bill by Sen. J. Ben- vada."
nett Johnston, D-La., to-. move Nevada officials say Yucca
ahead in 1989 with detailed study Mountain has been unfairly target-
of one of the three leading dump ed by the U.S. Department of En-
sites in the West, instead of study- ergy. Texas and Washington state
ing all three. The state chosen officiale say the same thing about
would receive SlOOmillion a year -their sites. But Andrews said con-
in compensation. The bill would all cerns about polluting the Columbin

'but kill a planned Eastern dump. River in Washington, combined
: "If this is passed, it is extremely with Texas' political clout, will
negative' for Nevada," said Wright push the dump into Nevada.
Andres, the Washington lawyer Instead, Hecht has pursued a
hired by Bryan to represent the; strategy of shaping the Johnston
state on nuclear waste issues. bill with a dozen amendments,

"This legislation is saying, 'OK, most of which have been approved
so what 'about all the unfairness. by the committee. Andrews called
We will pick from one of the Please see NUCLEAR/8B

C.''

I I

Nuclear
From 1 targets Nevada. He said the final

his atto eys conten th them "minor softening amend- decision where to p th J-
H tfake rsonal iewon ments,"' whlite dding that "the will be based on technical factor

Huf- dririn made m quali ed to clear tone of this entire (committee not political ones.
of a presi ver the nken riving debate) has been: 'It's going to Ne- But, Hecht argues, the state the

tat a case H ever, n her Distriqt vada.' " is chosen should be taken care 
C rt judg re sed disqualify Bryan, who was traveling back by the federal government. In thi

t fker. >C to Nevada from a governors' con- spirit, he offered the amendmeT
'' \/ / ference in Michigan, said Nevada Tuesday to favor the dump-sit

hbo gh's att to rmove is the Energy' Committee's "prima- state in competing for federal re
Hu e - a m e du "judge ry target" for the waste dump and search projects.
shopp "'in 1 circle was suggested Hecht will not fight on "I think it is time our stat
based on judge's aom t the state's behalf. should be given some of the advan
during th e sry a tencing Hecht, however, has dismissed tages of the nuclear age," Hech
another dnken rg case. the suggestion that Johnston's bill said.

._
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Nuclear soarks fly between Hecht, Bryan
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By Dorothy Kosich
Review-Journal Capital Bureau

CARSON CITY - The wran-
gling between Sen. Chic Hecht and
Gov. Richard Bryan over a high-
level nuclear waste repository took
on a sharper tone Wednesday as
Bryan accused Hecht of selling out
Nevada.

Hecht, R-Nev., responded that
Bryan's criticism is actually direct-
ed at getting a head start on the
1988 election campaign. The Dem-
ocratic governor has been fre-
quently. mentioned as a challenger
for Hecht's Senate seat. 

Hecht is a member of the Senate
Energy and Natural Resources
Committee. headed by Sen. Ben-
nett Johnston. D-La. The commit-
tee voted Wednesday in favor of a
Johnson proposal that may make
Yucca Mountain the first choice
fior a high-level nuke dump, while
excluding detailed study of two
other sites in Washington and
Texas. Hecht voted against the

proposal.
Bryan said Wednesday that "by

not fighting the bill all the way,
Senator Hecht appeased the (De-
partment of Energy) and the ad-
ministration. and ve the impres-
sion Nevada is willing to trade for
the nuclear garbage in the coun-
try.

Bryan said Hecht "should have
stood up for the Nevadans who
have said they are opposed to a
dump ins our state. Instead, he
wrote off Nevada's interests in ex-.
change for a few crumbs from his
friend, Senator Johnston. He failed
miserably to fight for Nevada."

Bryan said the crumbs included
an assurance that the government
would favor a request that a reposi-
tory state also be given research
projects such as the proposed su-
perconducting super collider pro-
ject.

In a telephone interview, Hecht
argued his amendments to the
Johnston proposal strengthens Ne-

vada's position because it is based with a temporary emergency court

on a resolution approved by the in Washington, D.C..
1987 Legislature and signed by Hecht responded that "the 1988

Bryan. political season has begun. I hope

Senate Joint Resolution 5 urges as we get down to the next election

the federal government to mitigate if Gov. Bryan decides to run

adverse impacts of a facility for against me that he will heed the

disposal of high-level radioactive advice of Mark Twain, 'first you

wastes in 14 areas, such as fire get the facts, then you can distort

protection and medical care. them any way you want.'

"I've asked in each session in the . Bryan said his statement is not

Legislature for bipartisan oppos- political rhetoric and that he has

tion to the site," Bryan responded consistently voiced his opposition

in a telephone interview late to the repository since 1983.

Wednesday from a governors con-
ference in Michigan'- The senator said there is "noth-

He called Hecht's amendments ing in any legislation that said

"trifling at best." He said Hecht Yucca Mountain was to be select-

should have been talking about his ed."
opposition to Johnston's bill and But, he added, opposition to

why it violates the provisions of Johston's current legislative efforts

the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. will be an "exercise in futility" be-

Bryan said, "Hecht also failed to cause the repository selection pro-

speak up for Nevada in committee cess is part of the federal budget

discussion of judicial review. As a reconciliation act which "the presi-

result, Nevada's protection from dent has already said he is going to

some DOE decisions will now lie veto."

a. C
C( . I., .
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As Reid tells
Congress to
take dump
'elsewhere'
By Mary Manning
SUN Staff Writer.

WASHINGTON - Sen. Harry
Reid, D-Nev., Introduced legisla-
tion of his own Thursday in an
effort to derail Senate Energy
Committee efforts to put the na-
tion's first nuclear dump in Ne-
vada.

Reid referred to Nevada as the
"sacrificial lamb" in "an agree-
ment that has been privately
reached" to make. Nevada the
home of the nation's first high-
level nuclear waste repository.

Reid introduced the High Level
Waste Repository Water Pollu-
tion Control and Guarantee Act
Thursday as "just one step I plan
to take to STOP the sitUng of the
nuclear waste repository in Ne.
vada."

He added, "I won't give up the
fight to save Nevada from this
scourge."

The bill does two things, Reid
said. First, it guarantees that if
water in any state or group of
states is polluted by a high-level
nuclear waste repository leak,
every other state in the country
must share its water resources to
replace those lost Second, the
federal government will pay for
building whatever physical facil-
Ities are needed to transfer water
to the affected states.

S. REID, Pwge 4A

y~ .....
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Reid won't
give up fight

- Continued from Page 1A
The bill also guarantees un-

-- sable residential, commercial or
agricultural land due to high-level

:;.nuclear waste leakage will be re-
placed and compensated by indi-

.. vidual states through equivalent

.. property or eminent domain. Indi-
vidual property and buildings

.. .,.would be compensated by the fed-
' eral government.

:-, Earlier this week, the Senate
Eergy Committee approved
amendments that narrow the nu-

' 'ilear repository search to one
'-rite. The Department of Energy
':picked Nevada, Texas and Wash-
-ington last year for intensive sci-
entific studies.

However, Sen. Bennett John-
* ston, D-La., introduced the ap-

proved amendment to spend only
$1 billion- instead of $3 billion -
to study only one site instead of all
three.

Reid said the earlier legislation
'-*as an effort to "have this poison
'.forced down the throats of our

citizens, with no thought of
'.fairness or of Nevada's wishes."

M- -any of my colleagues in this
body look on my state as a conve-

" :nient dumping ground for the
K. ^.;trash their citizens generate in

-pursuit of ever more affluent life-
tyles," Reid said.

"Many in Congress think that
'because we have accepted ethe

- :tecessity of nuclear testing in
Nevada's central ranges, the peo-
'ple of my state will permit our
beautiful land to be despoiled for

--;any purpose, and at any price,"
the senator said.

" "To those who believe that of
Nevada, I have a simple message:
go elsewhere!" he added.

Reid referred to a high proba-
6ility that central and southern
Nevada are joined by deep
aquifers. Any plutonium leaked
rato those underground waters
fould spread with "stunning
&pldity," he said.
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Senate panel ldumps' Nevada
Bryan: Hecht sold state for nuke garbage
By Chris Chryatal
United Press International

WASHINGTON - The Senate Energy Corn-
mittee approved a high-level nuclear waste
disposal bill Wednesday that provides for
detailed study of a single dump site and gives
neighboring states an equal right of veto.

Approval was 17-1 on a roll call vote, with
Sen. Chic Hecht, R-Nev., opposed.

"I am convinced it is the wrong approach
for this country to be taking," Hecht said. "We
have other options and we should be looking at
those first."

However, Gov. Richard Bryan said Hecht
"sold out" Nevada during the committee's

consideration of several amendments, and the
senator's vote Wednesday was "a charade."

"Most of Hecht's amendments don't do
anything substantial that was not already
contemplated under the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of, 1982," Bryan said. "They certainly do
nothing to support his contention he opposes a

S. BRYAN, Page GA
c
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Bryan: Hecht sold out state to be.
Continued from Page A The measure, which saves money by level nuclear waste repository in Ne-

deep geologic repository in Nevada or. having only one'dump site studied, was vada,' Reid said. "The passage Wednes-

elsewhere.' 'approved both as a single piece of legisla- day of legislation that virtually singles

"By not fightingthe bill all the way, tion and as part of the committee's' ut Nevada for that site does not change.

Sen. Hecht appeased the Department of budgetreconciliationprocedureaimedat ''my position."

Energy and the administration and gave 'meeting spending guidelines. Reid said he will "offer language in the

the impression Nevada is willing to trade -The Senate is expected to take up full Senate to stop siting for 18 months",

for the nuclear garbige of the country." budget reconcillaUon after the August and "to set up an independent study

-.Energy Committee Chairman Bennett recess. commission." He said his plan would save

Johnston, D-La., who sponsored the bill Bryan added, "To that prospect, he '$45 million more than the Johnston pro-

with Sen. James McClure, R-Idaho, said 'should have said, 'Over my dead body.' He posal for the next fiscal year.

the strength of the vote "shows there's a should have stood up for the Nevadans

consensus to get It passed" and predicted who have said they are opposed to a dump the panel approved an amendment by

favorable action In the Senate. in our state." Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., giving states

But Bryan said Johnston used a budget Nevada's other senator, Harry Reid, such as Oregon that border a nuclear

tactic to skirt the Nuclear Waste Policy b-Nev., who does not sit on the Energy, dum site state or share a common river -

Act. "It' appears that Hecht has been Committee, was also upset by the com- or waterway the same voice in the selec-

dumped by the -DOE and the adminis-' mittee action.
tration and Nevada Is the loser," the.. ' "I have always opposed and will con- The amendment applies only to the

governor said. - - . - tinue to oppose. the location of a high- proposed deep-earth repository, not

C

nuke garbage
above-ground' "temporary" storage of
high-level waste.

The Hanford Nuclear Reservation In
Washington state, one of three proposed
sites for the' nation's first high-level nu-
clear waste dump, shares the Columbia
River with Oregon along most of its
southern border.

The other proposed sites are Yucca
Mountain in Southern Nevada and Deaf
Smith County in the Texas panhandle.

All three were going to be studied at a
cost of $1 billion apiece, but under the
Jonston-McClure bill, only one would be
studied, unless it were found unsuitable.

Sen. Wvche Fowler. D-Gas who with
Sen. Bill Bradley, B-NJ., opposed Hat-
field's am endment, said giving neighbor-
bg states and those sharing watermays
equal veto rights boosts the chances of

disposal -
defeating a proposed dump site.

"We all want to get the thing built and
this Is not the' way,' Fowler said. ,

Sen. Timothy Wirth, D-Colo., tried to
get an amendment approved to make'
surface or groundwater vulnerability a
big issue in dump site selection, but the
panel agreed only to include It in the
report, rather than the bill itself, to avoid
the appearance of steering the dump to
the driest state -'Nevada.

Hecht cast the lone vote against the
Wirth'proposal. He also complained that
singling out one site for detailed study is
unfair.

"I remain adamantly, unalterably,
absolutely opposed to a permanent, deep-
geologic repository for high-level nuclear
waste In Nevada or anywhere eLse," be
said.

C
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Nuclear repository
is not a dump?
Every once in a while, we get one of those letters-

some harping, some cute, some indignant - contending
that the newspaper has misued some word or phrase.

Probably every editor remembers the time his newspaper
carried a photo caption about kids "playing fiabee in the
park." And every editor probably remembers the inevitable
letter from the company that makes Frisbees informing him,
in no uncertain terms, that Frisbee (upper case "F") is a
registered trademark, not to be confised with other plastic
disk toys. Fair enough

Caesars Palace used to have a cute little rhyming letter it
would send out to publications that inadvertently put an
apostrophe in the name: "We send 'dis message without no
malice. Der ain't no apostrophe in Caesars Palace."

The list goes on and on. Usually, these "get it right" let-
-Fers have to do with misused brand names. But on occasion,
you get letters from people who dislike other terms -
those who say the term "illegal aliens" is pejorative, casting
these immigrants as beings from out space (use "undocu-
mented workers," they say); those who say the Contras should
be labeled "freedom fighters;" Those who object to the term
"mentally retarded," which they see as pejorative, insisting
that the phrase `devqlopn Hntally disabled" be used ipstead.

At any rate, it was proliably oply a matter of time before
someone came forward to challenge our use of the term
"6dump" to characterize thatlhigh-level underground nuclear
waste site thq tederal & 11rnii ent wants 1o build at Yucca
Mountain.

I... .. 

Sure enough, a group called the Atomic Industrial Forum,
has come forth to register a complaint. The Atomic Industrial
Forum is a pro-nuclear advocacy organization based in Be-
thesda, Marylad 

In a missive to news organizations this week, the Atomic
'Industrial Forum odged the following complaints and offered

* these suggestions:
"Dump is a four-letter word that fits neatly into head-

lines. But it is not an accurate word when you are writing
about high level nuclear waste. Please use the correct term
repository.

"After all, what is a dump? A dump is commonly
thought of as a place where trash or garbage or drums of tox-
ic waste are dropped in a disorderly manner....

"A nuclear waste repository is planned to be something
entirely different- a carefully engineered facility within a care-
fully selected site....

"Those who oppose the peaceful applications of nuclear
energy love to use the pejorative word 'dump.' Please don't
join their camp.....

We think the Atomic Industrial Forum folks are a little
oversensitive. We do not count ourselves among those who
oppose nuclear power in general. Nor do we suggest that an
underground, um, repository would be inherently unsafe.

What we have objected to i terms of the waste site is
the politicized siting process and the effort by bureaucrats
and Eastern elected officials to "dump' the repository on
politically feeble Nevada. We also object to the unfairnes of
a deal which gives Nevada not only the nation's atomic
weapons testing program but also its high-level atomic waste,
all of it generated elsewhere.

Besides that, the term "dump" also carries these defini-
tions: "An accumulation of refuse or other discarded materi-
als, a place where such materials are dumped; a quantity of
reserve materials accumulated at one place."

So. the term "dump" in news stories or in headlines is
accurate. We plan 'to continue using it. In editorials, where
"pejorative" is not a no-no, we'll call it a dump or tomb or
a shaft full of gunk or anything else that comes to mind.

But, tell you what. If you folks in Bethesda manage to
convince the feds to put the dump in your backyard instead
of ours, we'll call it anything you want.

)

9\ .)
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Chic Hecht courts disaster
The Neville Chamberlain

aof nuclear waste in Nevada.
That's the unenviable meta-
phor ascribed to Republican Sen. 2
Chic Hecht, as his critics gear
up to defeat him in next year's
big election.

Like the pusillanimous Brit-
'ish prime minister who conceded
the Sudetenland of Czechoslo-
vakia to Hitler in 1938, setting
the stage for a German inva-
sion of Poland and World War
II, Hecht is being character-
ized these days as too faint-
hearted to defend Nevada .

from the hob-nailed boot of
Washington's nuclear oppres-
sion.

It has to do with Hecht's Ned C
status as a member of the Sen-
ate's Energy Committee, -
which currently is setting a bud- would (i
getary framework that targets of budge
Nevada as home for the nation's the Depi
nuclear waste. study or

In recent days. Senate En- the nuki
ergy Committee Chairman Ben- Previo
lett Johnston of Louisiana ington a
..as been ramrodding a bill that posed al,

with nuke

AdON&AMM
possible waste repositories.

Under Bennett Johnston's
measure, the Yucca Mountain
site in Nevada would become
the focus' of all DOE attention,
lmaking the eventual determi-
nation a foregone conclusion.

And theiblame, according to
.his critics, belongs directly to
Chic Hecht.r Hecht simply is too mallea-
ble, too willing to appease the

; Department of Energy, too in-
effective to represent Nevada's

, interests in this crucial public
policy decision, they say.

For his part, Hecht points
to eight amendments that he has
managed to attach to the bill,
most of them dealing with safety
standards for the transporta-
tion of waste.

rests But the critics contend that
iuire these amendments are only a
y to - smokescreen to camouflage his
,te for legislative appeasement.

"All the little amendments.
sh- that Hecht has offered don't
n pro-' change the bill," said Brooks
as Yeager, a Sierra Club lobbyist.

;te 'stance

)ay

in the alleged inte
tary restraint) re
rtment of EnergM

tly one possible si
e dump.
'usly, sites in Wa.
nd Texas had bee
ong'with* Nevada

wa 
. .

"Thb'thrust of the bill is that in-between.
there is a very, good chance that But in the wake of events
Nevada will be picked and in the Energy Committee during
there won't be much that Neva- the past two weeks, Hecht is
da can do about it." seen as, at'best, ineffective, or,

For Nevada, it's a devastat- at worst, too timid and ill-in'
ing setback. For Chic Hecht's formed to protect the interests of
political career, the same is his constituents.
true. - Even before this catastro-

As it stands now, Hecht 'phe, Hecht trailed Bryan by
will'face Democratic Gov. Rich- some 30 points in the public
ard Bryan in the 1988 Senate opinion surveys conducted to test
election. the hypothetical race between

Bryan,-one of the most pop-. -himself and Bryan.
ular governors in Nevada history ' Now, on top of his lead,
-and fresh from an impres- Bryan has been handed a potent
sive eyeball-to-eyeball legislative political ,issue, tailor-made for,
confrontation with the for-' ' his campaign theme, which will
profit hospital industry, in which emphasize his competence 'and
he won major reform in the oa'willingness to and up against'
delivery of health care has 'powerful special interests.
staked out a position virulent- Fully 75 percent of all Ne-
ly opposed to nuclear waste vadans polled on the issue last
dumping in' Nevada. ' year said that they oppose

This while Hecht openly Southern Nevada as the site for
vacillated, first opposing the a nuclear waste repository.
dump site, then seeming to fa- Equally important, leaders

HI vor it (under considerable pres of the resort industry (who pro-
sure from the Reagan admin- vide many of the millions to
istration) and now, somewhere fund election campaigns in Neva-

da) also"are adamantly op-
posed to the dump.

They worry that an acci-
dent, even a minor one, would
create a public relations night-
mare that could permanently
curtail their casino profits.

Sitting back in Washington,
Chic Hecht may not recognize-
the full political implications
of what has transpired 'in the '
Energy ,Committee this-July.

He may think that Neva-
dans can be "educated" on the'
nuclear waste issue, persuaded
to the point that the dump is
inevitable and that he his cut
the best possible deal for Neva-

'da. *-
If so, in the parlance of his -

home state's casino industry,.
'Sen. Hecht is living in a
whore's dream.

The Neville Chamberlain of
nuclear waste in Nevada.

Ned Day's column appears
on the Commentary page every
Wednesday, Friday and Sun-
day.
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L ife is just a series of perils and threats.:
I | Yesterday's headlines discussed another
I change in the Department of Energy's policy, ^x;

when the Senate Energy Committee approved a high-
level nuke waste disposal bill providing fora single
dump site instead of the three chosen a few years
ago. -

The site to be selected Is Nevada, of cowrse. t
because congressional representatives from Texas,
Oregon and the other two sites in the original plan -
which was about the fifth revision of original plans -
have expressed vehement opposition to locating the

- B dumpsintheirstates.
The vote In the Senate panel for approval of the

onesite proposal was 17-1, with only Sen. Chic Hecht
of Nevada against the bill. .

Because Hecht did not flght the bill all the waynd
gave the impression he was willing to trade off
something beneficial - like the super collider faclty,
If we were forced to take tho high-level repository -
Gov. Bryan accused the senator of selling out the
state.

One could possibly interpret the governor's
criticism as having political impflcations, because of

( : an almost foregone conc'uson that he will oppose
Hecht in 1988 for the Senate seat.

Whether political or sincereone caninot fault..":
Bryan, because he has always opposed the sitirng f
Nevada for a nuke dump. it goes back to his days as
attorrny general, when ho threatened lawsuits and
held hearings with eminent scientistsias witnesses In
opposition to the low-leveti waste site In Beatty.

Permitting SOn. Chic the benefit of some wavering
and procrastination on the Issue. It now appears he io
sincere in his efforts, but perhaps his methods aren't
*veryproductive.' A.-. .- :

The only genuin interprettion we can place on
the issue Is that the DOE cannot be trusted In any
findings or Investigaipons since the department came

- into being. For that matter, we cannot trust the <:
ob)ectMty oftheenir Congresawen thesle of one

:*. ~ ~ Continuod firn Page 1A
stall ste Is placed on the scales with two large states that have

gentiful electoral votes which couvt heavily in national elections.
Every las.Vegin who Is intermited In learning what Is about to

pppen to bis state should view a program that will be aired next week
- id will continue to be telecast On succeeding weeks on Prime Cable's

. Kbannel 30.
It Is called "Acceptable Risk," a documentary detailing the

poisoning of citizens by te nuclear industry.
The program highlights the plight of many cities on the East coast

wat relied on information furnished by the industry and the DOE on
t1 safety of factories emitting wastes and gases into soll and ponds
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l By Mike O'Caiuaghan

I .

4 - . ffi ~and editomnreceived aA l' red hot tip from the N.-
Vada NulearWoste study 
Committeehtsmo;nth.Th. q-* ~ ~~~oNNWSC Is mide up of a group AOipopte wan t ivato '-become the nation's nuke'gor-
bag, dp Oops, hrw I didItagainl Shme on me for calling t dumpdThat'.,sexactly what the NNWSC dosn't want me to do.'The NNWSC want Nevada editors and n ';directors to call the nuk. garbag duMp a nukegarbage repository. Iow doesn't that sound better?Notreally. 

'- -*
Then how autmke garbg dump re'ir ?NotanybetterNope. 

' Wedl, 1 gues it Jut a boiks dwn to th fact thata dump s a dump. Even f you waint to all It a rosegardon, lt'sstlls dump. ' ,-
So if the Novada Nuclar W"ate Study Commit-tee wants the Sliver State to ibcome a nuke wastedump. then ht them live with the'name. t may be4good Idea to call them the Nevada Nucler Waste'DumpSludyCommitte.. 

-.: . S that' w h ts khn o w na caling ad wnp a *' ,dump. Surieounds moro accurat than. posltory Does't It? Yup i .,@^Ct;' <K ;, 
o.oCado State S;en. Martha £zzard ismy kind of.St -... .. .^ ,< ...e- S., <v.o-. 

Becase she etthe Republican arty and became..a Democrgat? No, because he resigned her seatln the'Jtate senate wen she switchiid political parties.That'is exactly what most other politiclans have 'faled to do.In recent feara.'ict, I cani't fecalt a'Nevada poitical':PatyIswltchlwt"o has resigned his or herelected,office when Iuirping-thetraces L .' "-^ :n most cases, thq voters rtfied that lac of
; $ C WWHER I STAWD, pO9stjo

^'~~~~~~ 
i .*r' .,._ :.~~~~, . . .

i_- I
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concern by failing to vote them back Into office the next time around.

Sen. Ezzard said it would be "unfair to the GOP voters of Arapahoe
County who elected her "if she were to continue to serve as a
Democrat.". She Is a class lady who did exactly what law should
demand others do.

Such a law was proposed by Assemblyman Eileen Brookman this-
year. Assembly Bill No. 647 simply stated that "a public officer shall.
not change the designation of his affiliation with a political party on
an affidavitof registration during his term in office." -

Like a ton of other good bills, AB647 died In committee. This
parucular DIU died in the Committee on Elections chaired by
Democrat Assemblyman Courtenay Swain of Reno. -

It's too bad.there aren't more elected public servants like Colo-
rado's Martha Ezzard. It's'also too bad that AB647 died in a Nevada
Assembly Committee.

Roy Nickson of the Nevada Taxpayers Association did a great job
covering the 1987 Nevada Legislature. You don't have to agree with
him oan every issue to respect his opinios and ability to Identify tax
problems. -

. ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

. .
.......................................................................................... .

In a recent Issue of Tax Topics," Nicksos suggested that once
Bullfrog County Is blessed with a load of nuke waste the area could
"perhaps get Chernobyl, USSR, to be a 'sister' clty."

In a more serious vein he described Bullfrog County to his readers
with some disturbing facts. Nickson wrote, "Bullfrog County, with no
population, landlocked within Nye County, having one dirt road and
with its non-contiguous county seat 270 miles distant, is now Nevada's
newest political subdivision. All of the usual county offices are up for
grabs - three commissioners, clerk-treasurer, recorder-auditor,
sheriff, district attorney and assessor -'course, the pay Isn't all that
great, only one dollar a year. County should be well off financially.
They will receive a munuwy uisiribuiion of the 125 cent statewide
gasoline lax collection, distributed on a formula basis that Includes
total area (144 square miles out of roughly 110,000 in the state) and that
dirt road's total mileage as a proportion of all road mileage In the
state (NRS 365.550). Also, It appears it Is eligible for one-eighteenth of
the total 'table tax' Imposed by NRS 463.380 and that's estimated at
about 130,000 a year."

Oh yes, and don't forget the school district, a must' for every
Nevada county! -

So now what do our smiliag legislators have to say about the highly

publicized bastard governmental unit they fathered in the closing
days of our longest and most expensive legislative session In history?

You have to believe the Santa Fe Restaurant In the new Thunder-
bird Hotel and Casino has great food. The Las Vegas Stars who dine
there tell me that the restaurant, under the ownership and guidance
of CHRIS KARAMANOS, is excellent.... The addition of AL LUCIANI
to the Nevada Golden Nugget team is another sharp move by STEVE
WYNN. The former New Jersey deputy attorney general has done a
great job for the Atlantic City Golden Nugget. ... Gaming Control
Board Chairman MIKE RUMBOLZ was a good board member and
gaming experts now tell me is an even better chairman.... Clark High
School graduate NICK BELL is viewed as Iowa Coach HAYDI
FRY's secret weapon at fullback this fall, according to the Des Moines
Sunday Register.... U.S. District Judge ROGER FOLEY keeps calling
em according to the U.S. Constitution.... MIKE SOSKIN of the King
8 Hotel and Gambling Hall is still probably the best river fisherman
in Southern Nevada.... Former GOP chief MARILYN GUBLER broke
another. political barrier when acting as maid of honor for Demo
honcho SHELLEY BERKLEY's repetition of vows at a ceremony

ring her 10th year of marriage to attorney husband FRED.

C~
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$7 bilfon accident limit
LAS VEGAS SU N 7A

; I.

House ups
of nuclear

.By John Hanrahan c]
United Press International $1

.Iin

IY

..WASHINGTON'-The House
overwhelmingly approved legis-
lation Thursday that 'would in-
crease from 700 milllon'to 7
billion the.maximum amount the
nuclear Industry must pay acci-
dent victims.

The 396-17 vote came after the
House,during two days of debate,
rejected amendments thatwould
have made the industry bear
much more of the potential costs
of an accident.' Most members
favoring unlimited Industry liabil-
ity ended'up voting for the final
bill. -

The vote was on legislation to
extend the 30-year-old Price-An-
derson Act, which expires Satur-
day. The Senate has yet to con-
sider the measure.

. The current law limits nuclear
utilities' liability for off-site
health and property damage costs
caused by a plant accident to $700
million. -

The legislation passed by the
'House would Increase the In-
dustry's liability for damages to

* the public to $7 billion, a figure
several House members argued
would likely be Inadequate to cov-
er damages from a major nuclear
plant accident In a large metro-
politan area.n i a l metro

Under the House-passed legis-
lation, the damages would be paid
from utilities' Insurance and from
a victims' compensation fund to
which utilities operating the na-
tion's 109 licensed commercial nu-

! a

.Y;liability:
industry
sr reactors would contribute
I million a year, up to a max-
um of $63 million, after an
Hident.
If damages-exceeded the $7
lion ceiling, It would be up to
ngress to determineda method:
addltional compensat3on.

The House-passed measure
luld also continue a'full exemp-
n from liability for private con-
ictors operating Energy"De-
rtment nuclear weapons and
wearch facilities, and for d*-
gners and builders of nuclear;
ints. The bill would make the
vernment.liable for off-site
mages caused by accidents at.
contractor-operated facilities
to a ceiling of $7 billion.

In action prior to the final vote,
House rejected Thursday sev-

1i amendments, including one
at would have prohibited In-
stry attorneys from being paid
t of the victims' compensation
)d until victims were fully comi-:
ansated.~-~ -
The amendment's sponsor,
.p. Gerry Slkorskl, D-Minn., said
at without his proposal "pin-
iped dandies", would be paid
fore victims if the $7 billion
lling were reached.
Sikorskl said opporents' con-
ritlon that 'the amendment
luld hurt victims was "a Mother
resa argument"- that did not
1g true, coming as It did from
)se supporting the nuclear and
surance industry position on the
iendmnent.

i
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w - | ~ ; NEVADA NUCLEAR WASTE STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS
M' Sandia National Laboratories
OO^ 4 ,-, Sz=S5 Ceotcchnical Projects Divisicn 6313

* Perfora field experiments in previously unresearched hard rocks to ,documecnt eo.
mechanical behavior for gcolcoical based nuclear waste storage considerations

- Important phenomena being evaluated 
* in Situ Stress
* Thermal (heat flow characteristics). 
* Mechanical (stress-strain responses, excavation effects)
* Thermomechanical (volumetric expansion)
* Hydrothernal (heat induced water migration)
* Strenrth'.'jcinted rock, joint)
* Hydrologic (fracture permeabilities) .

* Deve'cp measurement and modeling technology related to&above phenomena to
prepare for in situ si.e'characteriations.in the exploratQry shaft at
Yucca Mountain '

SML E.PERIRMENTS UNMERWAY ' -.

Exrerinent-

Geotechnical Field
Heasurements

Small Diameter Heater
'(Canister Simulation)

Heated Block
(Establish Lab Field
Scale Relationships)

Pressurized Slot (Docurent
'oint Influence)

Mining Evaluation (Document
Construction Effects)'

H.rizontal Boring Maihine
(Demonstration of Feasi-
bility of Horizontal
Emplacement Concept)

Status

In Situ Stress,
Mechanical, Hydrolog

Thermal,
tydrotherm.l

Thermal'.'Mechanical,
Thermomechanical,
Strength (Joint)

Mechanical

-Mechanical -

Mechanical

Comp leted
ic

3 Exp.
Com-pleted

' Exp. Completed

Tech: Feasibi-
lity Estab.

Exp. Completed

Preparation
Stage

Planned

* FY87-SB

FYB 7-8

FYB 7-88.

t1l" VrI T s k 9 T gklm* r%

Experiment Phenomena

Borehole'Stability Investiga- ,'Mechanical- 5

tions (Facilitate Retrieve- i
ability-Considerations)'.

Mechanical Strength (In Situ Strength
Mechanical Strength Evaluation) - '

Prototype Thermal Stress (Demon- Thermomechanical

strate Response of Welded Tuff
to High Thermal Stresses)

i
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GENERAL SCP REVIEW PLAN 5

The activities planned for the time of site characterization are intended to
collect the information necessary to support a license application for a
geologic repository. The purpose.of the SCP 'is' to describe the program by
which the DOE plans to obtain that nfor'mation.' The NRC is required by the
National Waste Policy Act (NWPA) to review and commentupon the aspects of the

---------.SCP that fall within its regulatory prview. The SCPR veew Plan lays out the
mechanism by which the NRC Intends ,to fulfill its responsibilities relative to
review of the SCP.

PURPOSE OF THE SCP REVIEW '
. [. ...

The NRC staff review of the SCP'is to be'a focused reiewiwith a three-fold
purpose: (1) to determine whether the SCP contains the information required by
10 CFR Part 60 (hereafter Part 60) and other relevant documents; (2) to

* identify the extent to which DOE's program as presented in the SCP, SCP
references, and selected study plans for conducting activities during the siteK>,/ characterization phase will enable them to obtain the information needed to
support a license application for a geologic repository; and (3) tVoass-ess 
whether the DOE program'as.presented in the SCP, SCP references, and selected
study plans will have significant adverse effects on the waste isolation

-_-___-- _capabilities of the site. ._ _ -.

In keeping with this statement of purpose, the emphasis of the review ;will be
on certain portions of the SCP to achieve specific objectives, and especially
to assure that the major issues of relevance to the site are addressed. The
SCP review is only the first step in a sequence of reviews throughout site
characterization and not the only mechanism available for staff comment upon
DOE's site characterization activities.

SCOPE (RANGE OF ACTIONS TO ACCOMPLISH PURPOSE)

(1) Ensure that DOE's SCP satisfies the basic regulatory requirements and the
DOE-NRC agreements concerning the informationlo be contained in an SCP.

-t

(2) Analyze DOE's site characterization program relative to Subpart E of 10
CFR 60 (Technical Criteria).

(3) Analyze the QA aspects of DOE's site characterization program relative to
Subpart.G of Part 60.
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August 15, 1987

MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr.. Owen Merrill
Senior Staff Engineer,-ACRS.

SUBJECT: Revised Trip Report

Enclosed for your information and use is a

revised (and corrected) copy of my report of the

visit by the Waste Management Subcommittee to the

University of Arizona and the DOE Nevada HLW

Repository Facilities last month.

Sincerely,

Dade W. Moeller,
ACRS Member

encl.

'
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D. W. Moeller
LET57 - Draft #2

* ' '''' '' --'' ' '' '' -~ August -1-1-, 1987-KJ- -*<* 

- SUMMARY REPORT'OF .ACRS WASTE MANAGEMENT
'. .FIELD TRIP TO'3UNIVERSITYOF-ARIZONA AND .

. . .THE NEVADA TEST SITE -July 28-30, 1987

-I. Introduction

'' The-field tipi cbnsisted'of three.:parts:

1."A-visit to-the-NRC-supported HLW:Management-research
program.at the University of Arizona in Tucson. This included'a
vi'sit to their-field investigations atthe-Oracle-Ridge Mine near
Superior, AZ. ,

2. A visit to the-DOE supported HLW-Management.research'
programin Las Vegas, Nevada. This visit included discussions with
the NRC'Onsite Representative-(Paul' Prestholt)-, the- leader (Carl
Johnson) of the State of Nevada review program organization,. and
USGS and.DOE personnel (including personnel from the Lawrence-'
*Livermore'Laboratory and the 'Los Alamos and-.Sandia National

. Laboratories). ;

.. .:"3. A tour of:HLW Management.research-activities-and ''-'
demronstration projects -at the'Nevada Test Site. -Thisrincluded a

.: 'visit'to Yucca Mountain-and discussionsrwith personne'l of'.the U. S.
Geologic Survey who are conductingsonsitesinvestigat~ions there.

ACRS Committee members who.participated-in the tour included
Carson Mark, Dade Moeller, Forest Remick, Paul-Shewmon-and Martin
Steindler. Consultants taking part in the:field-trip.included
Melvin'Carter, Konr'ad Krauskopf, Frank Parker,.George Pinder',and

.. Mihailo'Trifunac. Alsoltaking partin-the trip were S.J.S.'Parry,
- Senio'r. ACRS Fellow, and:Owen Merrill,-.Senior Staff Engineer,'ACRS;
Stephen Kale and Jam'es Knight of the DOE.!Staff:.Headquarters-Office
of Ge'logic Repos'itoriesj:and Keith McConnell, Division of High
Level Waste,- and T1iomas- Nicholson,.Off ice' of Nuclear Regulatory
-Research, NRC Headquarters.

II.. Visit to the UniVersity'of Arizona (Juy -28,1987.

-.Presentations to"the Subcommittee. included -coverage.of.'
laboratbry and- field studies'on:borehole;plugging, including the use
of cement and bentonite plugs in basalt,;granite.and',welded tuff, as
well as the sealing6f'salt-with-cment,-!bentonite and crushed salt.

, .'. The visitto theOraclef-Ridge Mine included.examination of
welded.'tuff in the field'anda.4review of data: obtained.through the
drilling of a.serie -'of:nine-boreholes in a'tuff;formiation.

-1-



The laboratbry studies have shown that cement borehole'-seals,
which were initially tight, will with time (7 to 9 months) become
loose. A critical factor in the success of the seal appears to be V
the manner (and care) with which the hole is drilled. If the walls
of the borehole ar'e damaged, this can-lead to a poor seal. The
field studies have' shown that the tuff formation "breathes."
Sometimes the air flow is into the formation; other times it is out.

One interesting item reported was the development.by Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory personnel of a technique for'electromagnetic
geotomography which yields data that closely correlate with those
from hydraulic tests (of permeability). Support of further
development of this technique at LLL-has, however, been terminated.

The major observation noted in the;University of Arizona
studies is that fractures within a geologic'formation will dominate
the flow of water through the formation. Therefore.the primary need
is to understand racture'flow, as well as matrix flow.

Questions raised-and comments made by the Subcommittee
included the'following:.

1. All the'studies reported appear to be exploratory; there
does not seem to be a focus or delineation of'clear goals for the
work. For example, a number of experiments have been conducted in
which a variety of materials have been tested as possible seals for
a'range of geologic'media. If these studies had been arranged on
the basis of-a'factorial experimental design, much more information
could have been extracted from the data. KJ

2. The possible influences of chemistry on the behavior of
the seals (and their bonding to the geologic medium) do'not appear
to have been investigated. Although-both.laboratory and field tests
.are underway,'the integration of the two appears to be absent.
There is no clear indication of ow either set of tests complements
the other. Although they are attempting to obtain awater balance
in the flow tests (outlet versus inlet),- this does not appear to
have been successful. The outlet flow, for example, continues for
some time after the-inlet flow has been terminated.

3.., There were also questions as to how data based on small
borehole plugging experiments can be applied to the sealing of large
shafts. Plastic (flexible) seals might also be considered.

. Finally, little'-attention appears-to have been given to the -

development f-methods for testing.the adequacy of borehole and
shaft seals in the field. This would appear to be crucial to the
confirmation of the-integrity of a completed repository.

-4.' Other'questions raised .included: The adequacy of their Qh
program; uncertainties and limitations in thedata.they are
obtaining;-'and'who it is that performs independent reviews of the
work they are doing. In this regard, it might'be noted that'the
headquarters NRC Project manager appears to have had a major impact
on the nature of the research they are conducting.

<-
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..,, . - --.:.,.,Lastly,-there-were questions ,as'tohow successful the
University of Arizona staff-has been in' keeping-up with'related
research being.conductedelsewheref aid the transferof the' results
of.theirwork ,to others. -- The NRC Ons'ite Representative(in Las
Vegas),* for example, had esseni'ally .no..familiarity with Ithe work
being done at the University of Arizona, even-though the work was
supposedly being conducted primarily in support of the proposed HLW

f-^.repository-being considered for location in.,Yucca Mountain.

',-:II.... DOE Presentationsii L~s Vegas (Juily 29,.1987) -

A. Presentation by NRC Onsiti'Representative ' -

The opening technical-.-presentation'was .made by-Paul Prestholt,
the NRC Onsite Representative for the proposed'Yucca-Mountain
repository.-:- Mr. Prestholt has.a..background in.geology, and quality

reassurance andappeared-to have-a.solid-grasp of-the'project. He
accompanied the.Subconmittee thro'ughout.the-.meetings 'in Las-Vegas
and the tours.at the Nevada Test"Site'.'> Mr. Prestholt appeared to

* '-have good working relationhips.'with the headquarters.NRC Staff, the
'- DOE-.Staff and the State of Nevada personnel.' ,< , -

Mr. Comrents and-observations made as a result 'of. contactswith
Mr. Prestholt included the following: " ''-"-,;, 

l.a--Both-the DOE.Staff andMr. Prestholt-indicated that the
.> NRC needs to give more attenti6n to the'guidancelbeing provided to

the DOE Staff. At present, such guidance appears'to be-less than
effective--. certain terms.are.,notclear or need to be better
defined;.'in,,some cases .the DOE S'ff simply.doe'snot' understand what
-:the NRC-desires-be.done. -A'clearexample'was the- fact that'-the NRC
regulations (which are based onEPA',standards) specify limitations
on groundwater travel time. What is important is the travel times

- of,.the radionuclides being, transported by the water. This should be
indicated and/or clarified .. ' . -

2. Mr. Prestholt is hamperedby'a lack of funds for support
* of travel by.NRC headquarters personnel.,,fFor example, during a
: recent QA.review of the DOE HLW'reseach'w6rk, he 'requested the..

. assistance of a QA expert from NRC headquarters-. Such help was not
provided due to limitations on travel fundis. Mr. Prestholt also
believes the- projectis frequently hampered by~the high.turnover :--.
rate-of'NRC personnel. New peopl e'rust receive'orientation both
from Mr.' Prestholt and the DOE Staff, with resultant'delays. There

* ..... .also appears,;to berlittle Commissioner,interacion with NRC HLW
: operations in the field. *.Except for.i.a''trip~byChairman'-Zech to the

*BWIP-:site; the. interaction of the',Commissioners'with NRC <and'DOE
personnel at the several -proposed'repositorysites-appears to have
been minimal. ' ' ' '

- 3.. There are also questions-about'the availability of written
reports pertaining to the HLW repbsitory'investigations and'related
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work.. Neither Mr. Prestholt nor any of the DOE personnel had seen
any' of.-the recent ACRS reports on the HLW repository program.. This
includes the recenc report (letter) expressing our concerns about
the associated QA program. -In a similar manner, none of the ACRS V
Subcommittee members or consultants have een any of the quarterly
reports being, submitted to NRC headquarters by Mr. Prestholt.
Efforts may need to be taken to make such reports more widely
available. -

4. Fin ally, the question was raised as to whether the three
sites currently proposed as possible locations for a HLW repository
are receiving comparable attention-in terms of laboratory and field
investigations, evaluations and reviews. According the the NWPA,
all three should be evaluated on a comparable basis.

B. Presentation by State of Nevada Representative

-' The.next-presentation was made by Mr."'Carl Johnson, Director
of the Nevada'Office of Technical'Programs, who is responsible for
reviewing the proposed .repositry in Yucca Mountain. Mr.-Johnson's
office'includes 4 to 5technical staff members, and-is-supported by
a seven member Citizens Advisory Committee. Also'interacting with
his group is a seven member committee from the State legislature.
Mr. Johnson indicated that, on the basis of his work, there were six
critical issues related to the proposed repository in Yucca
Mountain.

1. Characterization of'moisture movement through the
unsaturated 'zone.- '.>

2., Relation-of the groundwater beneath Yucca Mountain to the.
regional aquifer system in that area. This was considered
significant. because such a system may be a potential future source
of drinking water for the city of Las Vegas.

3. Effects of long term climatic changes. Here Mr. Johnson
stated that predictions (based on historical records) are that the

-climate will become wetter and cooler.

4. Future faulting and other tectonic events.

5. Future volcanism.

6. Possible human interference -- natural resource
exploration. -

Of these issues, Mr. Johnson stated that the last three were
*most critical and'that any one of them could (in his'opinion)-
represent grounds for disqualification of the Yucca Mountain.site'
from further consideration for a HLW repository.

Mr. Johnson also indicated that he was concerned about
potential impacts on the-site of future underground nuclear weapons
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testing at the Nevada Test Site. In response, the DOE staff
indicated that limitations on the ground shaking in the city of Las
Vegas'should assure protection of the Yucca-Mountain region-.- Mr.
Johnson also indicated that'there was some potential for
hydrothermal activity within the region and this was a concern to
him. 'Overall,' 'he stated that''he is-not satisfied with the DOE
research program or the directions in which 'it is heading'."

With respect to the review'activities being conducted by the
State of Nevada, the-.Subcommittee made-the.following observations:

* ---''',1.' The'Staff program is-funded b1ythe DOE." Over-the past six
years,'it was indicated that the-funds provided-had-'totalled about
$100 million, a portion of which is used to provide contracts to
State organizations (for example,.the University of Nevada in Las
Vegas and related units in'Reno)? 'Such contracts range on an annual
'basis from'$150-thousand to,well'over $1 mil1ion.--In spite of this,

,§Mr.-Johnson indicated that the funding levelneded to- be--iicreased.'M ..r.. ; .i _ to =. 3.!

2. The Governor of Nevada has indicated that he isaopposed to
the siting of a HLW repository in his State., It is his opinion that
the State of Nevada has, through the nuclear-weapons testing
program, contributed more than its share to'the-Nation's'nu'clear
programs. Since Mr. Johnson is a political appointee'ari'd must be
responsive to the Governor,.the objectivity of his review may be in
-question. ' ' ' -

- . ~3.Although'the State of Nevada'and'the NRC`would'appear to
share identical'.objec'tives'---to-assure that-any repository'located
within Nevada can be'constructd. and operited with full protection
of the'health'and'safety'of the''public'and'the'e'nvironment,' and also

- comply-with all applicable regulatio ns --- these two organizations
do not conduct any research activities'-ona cooperative-basis, nor

' do they appear to share thoughts and concerns in terms of their
reviews' and evaluations of, the: Yucca Mountaii project. Since their
interests and-roles would appear to be-identical, sch cooperation
might' be'explored-.-'' - '

.'. -'-. C. Presentations by DOE Staff' and Contractors': -

Opening remarks in this~p6irtio6n-of the program were made by
Donald Vieth, former director of'DOE'-HLWoperations'in Nevada. He

- indicated that DOE's major.goals were to determine whether the
.,geology'would support a repository and to gather sufficientn: ' '
scienti'fic data either to" supportor'deny'that -indication,"while

-also. striving for intellectual honesty in the pursuit of-'these
'goals. To assist i these activities, they have established an

'"issues.hierarchy" and a-system for resolving each`of-the issues
' : identified.'','';'-'-'-: -; -'- ;': . ':-

Although in a "typical" resposi'tory,'"access'would'be through a
.vertical-shaft drilled from the surface, the Yucca Mountain site
:, wouldpermit access'by dr'illing th'rough the''side'of the Mountain, as
* According to.DOE's Annual-Report toCongress",(DOE/RW-0144,; dated April, 1987)
'the funds granted tothe State'of Nevada for FY 1983-86 totalled 7.3'M.
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wel as'from the-top. Current'thoughts are that the primary
entrance will be through the side.

Individual presentations were then made by DOE representatives
on each of the following subject-areas:

1. Site. Characterization -- the objective was to provide
informati6n. on what the program was desijned to accomplish.
'Subcommittee questions ertained primarily to the performance
allocations for the various site parameters-- how the individual
goals or limitations were set and the-basis for the specific numbers
chosen.

2. Groundwater Travel-Time -- the'studies are designed to
-determine-flow through the matrix and, the fractures. Dr.- Steindler
noted that they had observed a 300 foot hydraulic discontinuity in
the water table; this is similar to observations made at the BWIP
site.'

3. GeologicFaults -- several have been observed'in'the
region of Yucca Mountain. Trenches have been dug to examine them in
more detail..

4. Volcanism recent studies indicate that a nearby_
calandra may have been located that has an age less than 20,000.
years. However, the releases appear to have declined substantially
-in recent history, and calculations indicate that the population
doses accompanying a volanic release of,'material within the"'
repository-would be minimal (millirems, at'most).. Nonetheless,
because of the interest of the State of Nevada in these matters, the
DOE Staff is continuing these studies. . -

-;- 5. Hydrothermal Activity -- this'is being investigated.
Recent data indicate-some potential for such activity in-the-area.
Accompanying releases could affect the waste containers.

Following these presentations, the Subcommittee members
formulated a list of questions they thought should-be addressed.
These were provided to the DOE Staff who ffered'to provide written
-responses, including a-list of appropriate.references, on each
topic. The questions included the' following:'- -

-.- 1.- How will the integrity of the completed repository be
-7determined?: That is, how will the integrity of the sealed-shafts be
assured?

-2. -Which is important -- the travel time of the groundwater
or the radionuclides that it contains? The DOE staff is'to-,clarify
its questions regarding this issue and the Subcommittee will seek a

- response from the NRC Staff..

3. How were the retardation coefficients determined In
fact, could more-information be- provided-on all the'.geochemistry-
work from the standpoint of. how it was assured that collected. K>
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; samples were representative,.-that-their~analyses were accurate, and
'that the'interpretation'of the 'resulting data were properly
conducted. - - i;,

4. The same information is needed regarding measurements of
stressfields in the area. Where did-;the numbers come-from?
Details of the"'calculations 'should bbp provided., 

5. 'Indications are that:the underground nuclear weapons tests
have'altered-(temporarily and/or:.long range)Vthe water tables in the
area'.' Data on these2:changes should be provided. -

* , * X - ;: I , v' 

6. As previously indicated, the procedures for determining
the performance allocations for various parameters within the HLW
repository should be carefully documented and-provided to the

-'Subcommittee. ;> -

7. 'Finally, .the Subcommittee'encouraged the DOE Staff not
only to seek to meet the NRC regulations .in the design,-construction
and operation of a HLW repository, but also to assure protection of
the health and safety of the public, as well as the environment.

D. Site Tours (July 30, 1987)

The third day of the field trip was devoted to a tour of
relevant work and research activities within the Nevada Test Site

K> and at Yucca Mountain. Specific items covered included the
following:-

1. Drilling Rigs -- included a description and tour of rigs
for constructing holes up to 12 feet or more in diameter (in a
single cut). Current plans call for increasing the size up to
perhaps 20 feet. Newer techniques permit more rapid drilling at far
reduced cost.

2. G-Tunnel -- this includes tunnels one mile or more into
the side of a mountain, including excavations within welded tuff
some 1400 feet beneath the surface. The tuff (which was in a thin
layer that cooled rapidly) was highly fractured and cracked. Within
Yucca Mountain where the welded tuff layer is thicker and cooled
more slowly, it is anticipated that far less fracturing will be-
present.

-3. Spent Fuel Test -- Climax -- this consisted of a vertical
shaft down sme thousand feet or more into a granite formation.
Spent fuel elements-from the Turkey Point (PWR) Plant were
encapsulated and remotely transported and stored here for .some three -.-

years, during which extensive analyses and testing were conducted.
Later the fuel elements were retrieved and the tests were
subsequently terminated. This was a positive demonstration of the
capability to emplace spent fuel in a granite repository at depth
and later to retrieve it.

, ' '>
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4. -Sedan-Crater -- the Subcommittee-observed the-Sedan Crate-
that~was formed by an-underground 100 KT explosion in 1962 as par
of the Plowshare Program. The crater is in excess of 1200 feet
diameter and 300 feet deep.

5. Yucca Mountain -- here the Subcommittee observed the site,
the local geology, and interacted with the USGS Staff who are
conducting field studies in the area. The studies include
-measurements of'theporosity of the overlying soil and welded tuff,.
and downward migration of surface rainfall. Nearby activities
include the digging of exploratory trenches to explore faults in the
area. The site is in a very remote and desolate area.

Summary Comment: The'Subcommittee members and consultants were
unanimous in their conclusion that the field trip had been a major
success. Being provided the opportunity to observe the DOE
laboratory and field-facilities engaged in HLW research enhanced our
understanding of the work and the associated problems.
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VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
(VVVVJ NASHVJLLE, TENNESSEE 37235 TZLIPMoNS (615) 322-7311

* f . Civil sai Environmuntal Egsneering Dirct phone 322-2697

C;;. ,. ; * ' . :: August 10, 1987
* .e, @. I ~ ~* 10,. 

Dr. Dade Moeller' -

- 27 Wildwood Drive ', ''
Bedford, MA '01730 -

Dear Dade:

Though I was' tinable to attend the morning meeting at the University of
Arizona 'due to the 'delay of the planebecause of, anintense, electrical~ storm
-in Nashville," I have'read'all of the'material'sent'to me and did participate
in the visit to the 'geohydrology test site'.' In addition, I.did participate in
the,,discussions in Las Vegas,;thoiighI.did not makethe fi'eld visit. I have,
however,-previously toured most, if not'all, of the sites.

'Because of the lack of time'on both occasions for-full'detailed'discus-
sions with the researchers involved,'and uithout access-to the voluminous
documentation aiready available on' the,site, I'shall restrict my comments to
general impressions based upon the'information that'I have;'recognizing that
we did no't'have complete briefin'gs, particuiariy on performance assessment
that would'indicate how they intend'to meet the'requirements,of'both-40 CFR

-'191'and 10 CFR 60.

Perhaps it would also be best to recall that the-Environmental'Assess-
ments specifically do not address the system guidelines except in a prelimi-
''nary and conservat'ive way. It would' be useful then'to'compare the technical
guidelines-for selection"of sites for''haracterization and-'note'that they must
be met. They will be discussed'in a manner corresponding to that outlined in
the Guidelines and the EA'Overview'Document whose pages.will be cited,

Inthe sectionn Geohydrology on page 22, it states that there are four
major considerations:'.' ' c

1. 'ground water tavel'timeand' , ,
2. effect of climatic changes'"' ' 

3. *2ease of characterizing and modeling the geo-hydrological system
4. local ground'water'used'for 'consumption'and irrigation'

Since ease of characterization impacts'ai the others, I shall'address
'this first, espite'the fact that DOE says that "Since it -is not an 'intrinsic
-'tphysical'characteristi _of the geohydrological setting,- this consideration is
not 'as important'as the'first'twoc'onsiderations."' This'statement 'is true if
one had'infinite time and dollars'and were willing to destroy the site in
-order to understand it.g'However; under'the circimstances of 'tiht money and
time schedules, the logic of this escapes mi because'if the site cannot be
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characterized and odelled in real time without endless scientific dispute,
then one cannot get reasonable scientists to agree on the first two topics.
Looking at all of the literature and even more importantly at what we learned
on our field trip, such as that when rain water flows into the unsaturated
zone, the impact is felt 5000 feet in the limestone aquifer below the tuff
within one month. Visual observation of the tuff outcrops-indicates it is
highly fractured. Two of the topics in geohydrology about which there is not
agreement even on the fundamentals is fracture flow and vadose zone flow. Yet
this is precisely what one has at the Yucca Mountain site. Both are extra-
ordinarily difficult problems. One cannot tell from the surfacednor by geo-
physical means what are the number, orientation,, size, connectiveness and
chemical characteristics'of the fractures. In the vadose'zone, the hydraulic
conductivity'is a function of'the head'and the moisture content. Determining
the moisture content in detail is difficult,'and in'addition, the conductivity
varies depending-upon whether the matrix is wetting or drying. Taking mean-
ingful samples is'also very difficult. Finally, the recharge is obtained by
indirect means based'upon the precipitation and the calculation'of evapo-
transpiration. Evapotranspiration remains a black box with the empirical
calculation'of'Thornthweaite.in the 30's still the'standard'methodology, if
any. The recharge is'determined by the difference between precipitation and

( ''losses by runoff and evapotranspiration. Therefore, a small error in any of \ 
the input data can make'.a' major differe'nce in the output. The accuracy of the\'"'
Thornthwaite'formulation is'low. Consequently, one can expect large differ-
ences in the ource term. Taking all of these considerations into account, it
is difficult to understand how one can fashion a credible model in the time
available to do so.

Since the region around Yucca Mountain is a closed basin and thewater
in the vadose zone appears to move primarily in the fractures and joints,
which' one is not sure'to intersect, it is difficult to measure flow times and
be sure that the total flux is accounted for and that the fastest flow times
have been included.' As'discussed above, a credible model is difficult to
obtain, therefore determination of flow times and water flux with acceptable
accuracy will be difficult to obtain. The effects of climatic changes can be
calculated only if there is a credible model. As discussed above,'that is
difficult. Consequently, he effects of climatic change can be calculated
only with a high degree of uncertainty.'-

This is not to imply that the work is not of high scientific caliber.
Though we did not have time to make such determinations', the'researchers are

- scientists with fine reputations. Rather the problem is one of approach. The
problem cannot be 'solved scientifically with the time,, manpower and funds
' available. Consequently, uch'higher reliance-must be 'placed'on the en'gi-
-eered barriers and anoptimized combination of the engineered bar'riers with

..the natural barriers. The proper approach would be to' determine precisely
what can'be said'now with'existing theory plus,the advances that can reason-
ably be expected in'the time available 'and the data already' in hand'ihd that
which can reasonably' beexpected for use' in license application, and.design
the engineering system to fulfill the system requirements with some degree of
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safety.-I am quite confident that this would indicate that the system's-'
requirements could easily be'met. It is less clear to me that all of the

; '' -' individual technical requirements can so easily be met. These determinations
require 'a symbiotic relationship with the performance assessment group so that
-the most important parameters can be determined so that the investigations
will focus on reducing the degree of uncertainty in the most critical items.
While all of this may be happening, it was not clear to me that this was in
fact the case.

In summary, to reach the goals-of acceptance of-waste at the.repository
'in a timely fashion, an engineering approach to the problem is mandatory. We
need as much as possible of the underlying theory, but-will have to accept
increased factors of safety to offset-our uncertainty in theory and data.

Detailed comments on the individual.presentations would require far more
detailed information than we have available to us at this time.

I I . :1

Sincerely yours,

:Frank L ... Parker

FLP: bl
I I -_ 

. . ,c 'Owe
Merrill
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Georgia Institute of Technology
A UNIT OF THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF GEORGIA

NUCLEAR ENGINEE RING AND HEALTH PHYSICS PROGRAMS

1 SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

August 6, 1987 NUCLEARENGINEERINGANO

HEALTH PHYSICS PROGRAMS
CHERRY EMERSON BULDING
GEORGIA INST. OF TECH

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 USA

Dr. Dade Moeller, Chairman
ACRS Subcommittee on Waste Management
Harvard University
-Kresge Center-for- Environmental Health
Environmental Health Sciences
665 Huntington Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02115

Dear Dade:

As requested,. following our recent visit to the University of
Arizona and certain of its research facilities, I want to
provide several comments. These are based on the discussions
we had with the researchers as well as the pertinent
briefings.

The closure techniques they have developed are being tested on
a very small scale and with a limited number of variables.
I'm concerned about scaling these up to practical size and to
possible effects produced over time by radiation levels,
elevated temperatures, etc.

In addition, they seem to be producing more or less ideal
conditions in the way that plugs are emplaced and tested.
This does not appear to simulate a repository environment.

These lead to major concerns in the sealing program and its
application to a repository. Can we model large opening
closures and salings on a practical basis and effectively
evaluate their performance? Also, can we develop a system
which will allow testing of the repository or major portions
of it before use?

In Nevada, I'm concerned about the movement of radionuclides
in various media and the retardation coefficients. Besides
mobility and transport of radionuclides, other factors which

Telephon: 404-B94-3720 Telex: 542507 GTRIOCAATL FAx 404.884.3120 (Ver*fy. 404-94-6951 --
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must be.considered are the inventores,.halt 1ives, and
relative hazards. These' latter' factors, in'fact, are what"
reduce tritium to a non-problem in spiter of ts zrapid

* a, mobilization and transport.

. ;.Hopefully these' brief comments and-guestions will be useful to
you. - . .. 

''' '* ' Si er ely ' - '' '''r

* - . : . . ........' -' .Melvin W.tirter ' ............~ ~'
''-' . ''' .............. '' 'Consultant,':'" -i

: Cc~~t: -Mr. Owen Vlerriil - -;

I

I
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STANFORD UNIVERSm
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY TELEPHONE. (415)723-2537

l of Earth Sciences TELEX: 348402 STANFRD S 
.,ord.California 94305-2115

31 July 1987

fir. wen Merrill
Senior Staff Engineer
ACRS
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coriission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Owen:

Here are some random thoughts about the presentations we heard during the past-
three days in Tucson'and Las Vegas. If you think they would be of any interest to Dadev
I hopezyou will send.them along to him.-

University of Arizona. Seemp to me some good research is being done,. and just for
the sake of scientific noaledge I'm gled to see such work supported, but I wonder if
all of it is relevant to NRC's problem of judging the licensability of DOE's disposal
efforts. For example, Jaak Daemen gave a good presentation of his work on ealsin
repositories in granite and basalt, but a major worry seemed to be the effect of wetting
and drying. Such repositories, as far a Iknow, will be well below the water table,
so I wonder if this worry is relevant? Once a repository is closed, only in extra-
ordinary circumstpnces would it ever dry out. Also I doubt that finding an exact
relation between flow rate, and pressure is important for an. actual repository situations
,Shlomo Pleuman's talk was an iressive analysis of the difficulties of predicting flow
t Lhru fractured rocks and of his efforts to' surmount the difficulties, but Elwas left
with the feeling (as I have been after many other discussions of this forbidding ubje,.
that I still didn't understand how his equations and experimental results would help
much in judging a real-life repository. uch the same criticism can be leveled at the
work of Dan vans and his colleagues: they have! developed methods for obtaining much
useful scientific information, but are they asking the right questions to get information
quickly and efficiently that will apply directly to licensing problems? One other
objection I had to the presentations in Tucson was the repetition in the talks of materials
that we had already seen in the pre-meeting handouts.

Talk by Carl Johnson of the evada Agency for Nuclear Projects. It is hard to
comment objectively about this talk, because the peaker took a negative attitude toward
every question regarding the Yucca Mountain site.-- which I expect he was required to do
by his political position. At least it is encouraging that the State and DOE are looking
at the sae 'set of questions, and I expect it is salutary for DOE to be continually
reminded of the possible negative answers.

: DOE - USGS presentations in Las Vegas. These talks were well organized and well
presented. Seems-to me the right questions are being asked,--te-methods-ot-attack-are--
reasonable, and appropriate attention is being paid to estimates of uncertainty. There
is some overkill-in the planned research, but much less than at Tucson. The only talk
that disappointed me was the one on radionuclide retardation by K. Eggert. We were shown
tables of retardation factors, and told about lans for getting additional numbers, but
we heard very little about how the numbers were obtained. Retardation factors have no
meaning unless the conditions of te experiments are specified very precisely -- the

; nature of the solid material used, the p and Eh and chemical composition of the solut4 nn,
the assurance that steady--state conditions were reached, and so on.- To me, one of tl
major unknowns about the unsaturated zone is the oxidation potential and acidity of X

solutions that move thru it, and I wish more had been said about how these will be
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determined. They are essential'not only in limiting retardation, but also in' limiting
solubility of radionucli-es and in influencing the formation of colloids. Very probably
the people doing the research are-aware of all this, but I wish r. Eggert had made it
clear in his talk.

Jo-n Stuckless ir. his talk, on hydrothermal activity made it pretty clear 'that there
is little evidence for warm solutions or m~ineralization at the site. Much of his talk
concerned t.e exposures in trenches-across a fault that we saw at the end of our field
trip, and rom tre very superficial examination we could make I would certainly agree
with him that the calcite-onal ixtures look like the work of pretty cold water. As I
remember it, the only evidence he cited for elevated temperatures as from work on fluid
inclusions in quartz from the matrix of;'the- Tiva -breccia.' Just to-be'on'the safe side,
I suggest that sarples of this atrix be assayedf6r'gold and'silver; if'thilsolutions
from wich the atrix formed were warm,, traces of-the metals might-be present. If the
metals are comletely absent (as I expect thej will be), tis'would help''to confirm that
the site lacs ineral resources of any consequence. Assaying is a simple and inexpensive
procedure, so it .. t be well to include also samples'of the 'calcite-'opal material from
the fault zone ad any similar .aterial from fault- or vein-fillings elsewhere at the site.

G-tunnl. . ee s o-' 7 et:.at .-o'r i'miermrn is 'getting va uablea-in~orm.ition about
thce behavior f :eldd tuff fro= his in-situ ex-'eriments. -Tile'heating experiments, however,
give somewhat a-.:ciuous results because tey are done wth s'hort holes drilled into a

- rock face-that is extb'id co'a weli-vent'ilatedtunnel; . I.'ould like-to see an experiment
. KUan Geris general srti 'sealasection'7of'the-tunnel a'fewtens of

er'-slong,-or:crive a'b ranch tur.el t'zat can be'sealed; put heaters'-in the tunnel so
ti.at is-ter.tr ~ can be .rised to' th:epoirnt expected'in a'reposito'ry;'and equip the
tunnel with ir.s:ruens to see wat'hanens to water in the adjacent rock. My guess is

-that water m,ing down tcu the nsatur.-tted zcne to'ward'a heated 'repository would never
;reach the 'riz6itcry, "but would be deflected around it'by mul'tiple vaporization-and-
cor.'ensation. G-tunei vo"i'' be'-' fi ne lac- to-see''if t.e guess is correct.

I'hope t.is will'be of:soe use."':You'arranged a'fine trip for us to Tucson and
LAs Vegas, ad'I do than.: you for'takinca're-'of all t'1e details.-

, ; , * 5 - *; i,;, ,i,- * *. --, ' :
':, ',,''.- *~' ',; '', , ' . ;Sincerely, ;-

- i: ! 'i '7'K';:;B - ' . i -' ;

Konrad B. KrauL-f ~ 

: - '~ -' V - I . I I I

, � - -
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DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERTE RESEARCH

SCHOOL OF ENCINEERINC/APLED SCIE C. 

P RINCETON UNIVERSITY UNCETON, NEW JERSEY O544 3
87 :u-5 All53

G.F. FINDER UIS.eCAR REr ?'i*
PROFESSOR AND CHAIRMAN .C - ' 
(6,0) 4s2.4c02 July 31, 1987

Dr. D. Moeller - -
Chairman,.Subcommittee on Waste Management
'U. S. Nuclear.Regulatory Commission
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
'Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Dr. Moeller:

This letter report on our trip to Arizona is provided at the request of
O. S. Merrill.- It briefly summarizes my perceptions of the ongoing XRC
research program at this location.

Mission. Goals and Objectives: Because of my brief exposure to the NRC,
( -program. I have virtually no perspective on themanagement structure, breadth,

or depth of the program. My comments are therefore limited to the specific
objectives documented in our pre-trip documentation and the presentations.

Overall research planning direction and structure are extremely-.
important. I- strongly recommend that a subcommittee of the newly proposed NRC
committee be charged'with the responsibility of working with NRC in defining
the most cost-effective and technologically rewarding research objectives
possible. I believe it is essential that critical problem areas, that is
those that must be solved for the mission of NRC to be realized (such as the
determination of site permeability), be identified and that research be
focused on these areas. Certainly the activities we reviewed addressed
important questions, but I am''concerned that outstanding critical problems
remain that require additional consideration. An interdisciplinary. highly
competent oversight committee would be able to examine the overall research
activity and provide guidance regarding not only areas of importance but also - -

activities that may be either redundant or unlikely to contribute
substantially to the Commission's goals.

Quality and Relevance of Research: Given my brief exposure to the Arizona
activities, I believe they by and large constitute carefii ant
research. While one can criticize in retrospect some details of the various
programs, they appear to be on a par with ongoing activities elsewhere in the
United States and abroad. I am, however, concerned that certain high-risk.
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high-return research activities, such as those associated with the now
inactive field site. may have been prematurely terminated. I believe that
carefully designed field programs of this kind are needed, and should be
supported.

Quality of Princikal Investigators: Of the principal investigators we met. I
know only Dr. Neuman by scholarly reputation. He is unquestionably an
outstanding researcher in the field of groundwater hydrology. His-published
papers document carefully executed and nsightful reseirch§J I believe the
NRC if fortunate to have him as a contractor.

Quality of Facilities: Regrettably, we were unable to visit the inside
laboratories, but the unsaturated flow experiment was interesting. I think
this Is a unique facility and I believe that with careful planning and
support'-additional useful and-important information could be obtained. It is
evident that some ofwthe results'fiom both. field 'studies were perhaps
unanticipated, for,example,-the heterogeneity of the fractures ithe tuff,
and revealed new areas of concern fo'r.'the waste'repository program.

: '-I hope these comments are helpful. I have enjoyed my participation on
the subcommittee and regret licannot devote the time ne'eded to continue as a
member. - - -.

Sincerely yours, -
'I

George F. Pinder.
-' '-- . .'Professor and'Chairman'

-- GFP:dh

..

. ~ ~ ~ I,



UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

UNIVERSITY PARK * LOS ANGELF.S, CALIFORNIA 90089-0242

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

July 20, 1987

Mr. Owen Merrill,
Senior Staff Engineer
ACRS
USNRC
Washington, D.C. 20555

-Dear Mr. Merrill:

On July 16, 1987, I met with the members of the NRC staff, in Silver
Spring, to hear their presentation on'the Yucca Mountain site and.to
ask questions., They were very helpful. They supplied all the important
references I requasted and'outlined for me what-they know so far about
the site. During our discussion it became clear that they lack much the
same technical information which I was hoping to get from them and that it
is the material'which is presented to them that does not have sufficient
detail for further evaluation and verification. In this respect it is
clear that there should be more formal communication between the NRC staff
and their technical counterpart.

The NRC staff presented to me their current understanding of the
proposed techtonic models for the Yucca Mountain site: right lateral
slip faulting not expressed on the surface, bending of the top plate,
and the variations'of the extension model. We also discussed the local
seismicity and how the design levels for vibratory ground motion are
developed.

Again, as I indicated in my previous letter to you, I find that the
NRC staff questions do appear to cover the right topics, but it is also
clear that we do not have the adequate and more specific coverage of the
technical material to evaluate the calculations and conclusions in the
reports on this site.

Yours sincerely,

M. D. Trifunac

MDT:jch
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dEGLARDUTIESI

Represents the Direc or of the Divisi o HIgh-Level Waste Manatement at the site for
m all high-level waste repository site'ictiyitles relating to the most difficult proJects

for th'e'otential disposal of large qdantities of.highly radlochve Waste at the site.

.Proposes research Programs, studies, safety reviews, and environmental Impact assessments
* related to the future high-level-waste repository licensinfg review.

Acts as-on-site liaison between the.NRC and DOE-ProJect'!Manhber related to the'HLW
preposItory`licensin.''~ review.

C

C

'Assists in the'deve oment of regulatory waste managementp licesi reconmemndirg lnIprove-
*ments in proce u e de86neJ to accelerate the licensing process,

Developsand pOarticipates in I lalson mecian sms wlth other dgeiid es In wasteInanagement
'activit'es, incl udiigEPA; DOEJ s'tate ad I bcal government spei f1 ally to maintain
cognizance of on-going research and to ssure the adequacy and ap opr a enessof
pr og rai d rectlon I.I. . ; ; '
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REGULAR DUTIES
(Continued)

Maintains awareness and proficiency n current and developing techniques and theories
a of systems analYsis by frequent contact with researchers n the field through site
visits andlProfesslonal meetings. ,

Arranges'meetings with'senior DOE Field Office (FO) executives to discuss areas of
4 mutual-interest'that may need clarification by the Division Director HLWM.

Recommends to the Dlvision Director HLWM Improvements to NC/DOE nteraction'relating
^ to site'characterizatlon.

provides quality'assurance (QA) reviews, as deemed necessary, n all areas-of the DOE
a site'characterization program to understand DOE's on going A program and provide
comments and recommnendations to the Director HLWM as appropriate.

fxpedites the flow of 'facts, nformation and plans regarding site characterization
aactivities between DOE's Field Office 'and/or contractors and the Dlvislon of High-Level
Waste Management.'

:.'I B~~~ilt l 1
.~~~~~ I I.

.I.I Iit. li t , 1f 1 1

{tlt t ~ ~~~ I I ; 1l Itit ii,; 1, 1t *iI I 'i I,. ( ':'' I' .

I - - .1 - . I I. I I I, II I ,/ I - 1 , -I� .. , , ill !I ¶ I ss. .
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REGULAR DUTIES
(Cont inued)

As the representative judges to be appropriate or at the specific request of the

.Director,:observes, reviews and evaluates onsite actions undertaken or sponsored bY

-the. DOE-, related- to-site:characterizailon.''

m Arranges and/or coordinates site visits by NRC technical-staff. - ,,

Preparesp01 cy analysis pperts-and technical reports pertaining to the waste management

program for use by the Division Director In developing waste management policy. As the

*.representative Judges to be appropriate or at the.specificrequestiof the Director,'

reviews documents related to the character'zationof the candidate repository site, "

.including environmental1"assessmntm'ind itechdracterization plans-. .

Makes specific recommendations concerning site characterization plans and activities to

Division Director and/or.NRC technical and proJect management staff.-,
i _. .> i. , + . - I , .';s'g-~)'i- .1;}.''S...

Develops recommendations for the Divis'loh"Dtirector concerning NRC policy and technical

positions-on repository licensing Issues', . , ,

I n-t'1infbormation/data related to 'site characterization

to responsibI&NRC'tethn~tal and project monbgement staff. ' '9

* Provides supervision for one onsite licensing staff and a Part time clerical assistant.

: * 2 tl>8 l 1,,@ a : l 1.,, *
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CONTACTS

As theDirector of HLWM's representative, continuous contact with Director,, Deputy
a*Director, Branch Chiefs, and technical staff within HULM and senior staff within the

Couinisslon,

continuous contact with senior DOE F!"eld OffIce. (O) executives and other federal
government-agency representatives relating to site characterization activities..

Frequent contact with senior State and local Governmient officials, and representatives
of "affected Indian tribes"- In coordinating the exchange of technical and policy nfor-
mnation regarding the candidate repository site cas required under NWPA (Section 117) and
1OCFR60 Subpart C,-

Frequent contact with DOE and DOE contractor technical and amidnistrative personnel to
aukeep abreast of developments n the plans and activities involving the candidate MIW
rejpsitory site, 

uOctasional contact with Office Director NMSS relating to onsite licensing activities.

Ii I IfII I i**I .

r. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~!

- :I I ' . :I

.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~'Ih , ,~ .' .



I.NDEPENDENT ACTION

' Manages and directs the efforts of the nsite licensing representatives office.'

Independently assesses effectiveness of DOE's on-site activities and based on his
A Judgments, brings ssues or potential ssues which may affect..NRC's licensing actions
:to the attention of the lRC Dlvision Director and appropriate NRC Branch Chief.

Independently assesses the~ef.fectiveness of NRC regulations and guidance on DOE's site
characterization activitles'and,'based on his Judgment,' brings Issues or potential issues
Involving RC regulatory-actions and guidance to the NRC Division Director and appropriate
NRC Branch Chief. .

Represents Division Director n meetings with DOE,-State-or Tribal officials relating to
. site project activities. Based on knowledge of Division 'technical, and regulatory policy

positions, uses Judgment to articulate NRC positions and provide clarification.

Explores need for and establishes working liaison with-multiple Federal agencies and acts C
a as a liaison with other.agencies involved ¶'i'-Waste management'activities including EPA;'
DOE, state-and local gov-ernrmient, especially as they deal with the Federal repository.

!I, _j .- , - .t'-
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W, PO nECT "TECHNICAL CONCERNS
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1. THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSEMENTS (ESs) WERE BASED ON DATA BASES THAT PRECEEDED C
SITE'CHARACTERIZATION

2. THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS CONTAINED PRELIMINARY FINDINGS ABOUT THE
SUITABILITY OF-THE SITE

3.. THE.AREAS OF THE TECHNICAL CONCERN' IDENTIFIED IN SECY-87-137 CORRESPOND TO THE
NRC'STAFF COMMENTS-ON THE '.YUCCA MOUNTAIN EA- , . . , '. .''

4. THE NRC-EA COMMENTS IDENTIFY CONCERNS PRINCIPALLY RELATED TO:

(A) NOT IDENTIFYING, THE- RANGE. OF UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE
EXISTING LIMITED DATA BASE,

(B) NOT IDEN FYING THE RANGE OF ALTERNATIVE INTERPRETATIONS AND C
ASSUMPTI NS THAT CAN BE REASONABLY SUPPORTED BY EXISTING. DATA, -AND, .- ,

* (C)'NOT -INCOI PORATING A'REASONABLE RANGE OF UNCERTAINITES AND
ALTERNATIVE INTERPRETATIONS INTO EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS.

5. THE COMMENTS WERE OFFERED TO "ASSIST DOE IN PREPARING HIGH QUALITY SCPsu

6. OAREAS OF TECHNICAL CONCERN" DO NOT INCLUDE NRC STAFF REACTIONS TO ISSUE
.RESOLUTION STRATEGIES CONTAINED IN THE SCP
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LICENSING A REPOSITORY WILL BE DIFFERENT THAN LICENSING

A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT IN AT LEAST ONE VERY FUNDAMENTAL

WAY. ALTHOUGH, WE EXPECT TO ACHIEVE CONTAINMENT BY A

CAREFULLY- ENGINEERED REPOSITORY AND WASTE PACKAGES

LONG-TERM ISOLATION WILL RELY UPON THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
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To make the site-characterization program provide

the information that will be needed for demonstrating

compliance with regulations
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THE ORG. -NIZING PROCESS
("Performance allocation")

("Establishment of repository design parameters")

C

(

1. Select system elements to be relied on.

.
.~~~.

2. , For each element, select features on which reliance will be made.

("Performance measures," "goals," ''indications of confidence").
I

3.
* II I

C
Define the "parameters" to be measured or derived -from-.,

measurements. Explain how well and over what ranges they

must be measured.
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IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE PROCESS
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All the steps use available information

The allocations may (probably will) change as more information

becomes available

Because uncertainties exist in the available data, the allocations

are made conservatively; the performance of elements is

1 Underestimated

NWSI has used multidisciplinary teams to make the allocations
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r (releases to accessible- environment) .. . C

CCDF will show compliance

-. -: s Making CCDF requires modeling of future performance

Fiiture events and processes are grouped into

- "Nominal-case scenario"

"Exceptional-case scenario classes"

l . erformance is allocated for each class of scenario
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SELECTED PARAMETERS FROM

ALLOCATION FOR NOMINAL-CASE
q r ~ ~ l > . l n '. - -i -. [ -

Sandi

%wj p.R I 1 1I--% I I %.. 
r

, E M.,N T ., ,
... SYSTEMW ELEMIENT

-. PERFORMANCE
PARAMETER

- TENTATIVE
PERFORMANCE

- GOAL

1 ,, I

.17

.
c

.

UNSATURATED ZONE (UZ)
(PRIMARY BARRIER)

SATURATED ZONE (SZ)
(BACKUP BARRIER)

ENGINEERED-BARRIER
... SYSTEM

(BACKUP BARRIER)*

AVERAGE FLUX

AVERAGE EFFECTIVE
MATRIX POROSITY

'AVERAGE CHEMICAL
RETARDATION FACTOR

-^'FOR 1t SPECIES

AVERAGE THICKNESS
BETWEEN REPOSITORY
AND WATER TABLE

AVERAGE FLUX

AVERAGE LENGTH
OF FLOW PATH

-FRACTIONAL MASS
RELEASE RATE FOR
EACH SPECIES

< 0.5 mmlyr 

> 0.1

Ž1

. ... 

< 32 mm/yr
. .. E 1 '

.~ 0

> 500 m 

NUMEROUS
U MORE-DETAILED
PARAMETERS

(

< 104Iyr
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o ". "SELECTED PARAMETERS FROM
CR ALLOCATION. FOR EXCEPTIONAL-CASE
M SCENARIOS

.Po G __ ___._ ___,_

(.. . I

iNiTIATING
EVENT OR PROCESS

PERFORMANCE,
PARAMETER-. -

TENTATIV
-. "PERFORMANCE

GOAL

IGNEOUS INTRUSION OR
OFFSET ON FAULT
CAUSES WATER-TABLE
RISE

VOLCANIC ERUPTION
PENETRATES REPOSITORV 

s:~~~' X I )

* ~ ~~ 0 ,i I i)

0

0

PROBABILITY OF
INTRUSION WITHIN
AREA:

PROBABILITY OF
OFFSET>1 m
WITHIN AREA,

*

'PROBABILITY kF9Ft
SUCH ERUPTION

DISRUPTED
AREA

0 

<105/yr

< 10- IN
10,000 yr

0
0 
0 .

< 104 /yr ,I .

, . * .

NUMEROUS
MORE-DETAILED
PARAMETERS

(
f I i, "

< 0.1% OF
REPOSITORY AT
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY

<0.1 IN 10,000 yr
0
0
S0

i I ' .
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CENTRAL SURFACEf ACILITIES

SELECTED CONSIDERATIONS:

SPENT FUEL, DHLW & WVHLW

RAIL & TRUCK ACCESS

AVOID.FAULTS WITH SIGNIFICANT
DISPLACEMENT POTENTIAL

I. , I

COMPARTMENTALIZATION OF FACILITIES

ZONED VENTILATION SYSTEMS

LOW-PROFILE BUILDINGS

C 'ATIVE PRESSURE HOT CELLS
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r I .WASTE MAIN -.
2:' DIA. 1

. . t

c

SELECTED CONSIDERATIONS:

VERATICAL (REF. CASE) AND HORIZONTAL
EMPLACEMENT DESIGNS

THERMAL LOAD - 57 kW/acre

PANEL EXTRACTION RATIO -
16% - VERTICAL
5% - HORIZONTAL

RAMP FOR WASTE DELIVERY

SEPARATE EMPLACEMENT &
DEVELOPMENT VENTILATION

SLOPE FROM DRIFTS TO
EMPLACEMENT EXHAUST SHAFT

DESIGN LIFETIME 100 yrs.

ACCESS DRIFT TEMPERATURE -
<500 C Ior 50 yr.

(.

t11 X lGW

PANEL LAYOUT - V.RTICAL EMPLACEMENT

a. I
. . i

. b -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ct AREAS OF DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
w~cw

POSTCLOSURE-
M Sealing'of Shafts,Ramp and Breholes

Postclosure Design Constraints (layout,.waste-package*
environment, water usage, thermal loading)

PRECLOSURE
Radiological Health and Safety (
Rtrievabllity
NMn-Radloioogical Health and Safety ' 

T'chnical Feasibility (reasonably available technology)

, . . . (C~~~~. 
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EXAMPLES OF CHARACTERIZATION;
-DATA NEEDED FORREPOSITORY 

DESIGN CONCERNS
Sana
9orat

w� - -

POSTCLOSURE CONCERN:
FUNCTION
SELECT ORIENTATION, GEOMETRY

LAYOUT AND DEPTH OF
UNDERGROUND FACILITY
TO CONTRIBUTE TO

: CONTAINMENT AND
ISOLATION, TAKING
INTO ACCOUNT
FLEXIBILITY TO ACCOMMODATE
SITE SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

TE4TATIVE, -

GOAL-'.,
AREAAIL. >>ARE&IIEWE'D/ -

> 200 m OVER URDEN
STAY IN TSw21
STAY >70 m ABOVE

WATER TABLE

PROBABILITY< 0.1 IN 1000 YR F
THAT > 0.5 % OF WASTE
PACKAGES WILL qE PBEA&CED -

BY TECTONIC PROCESSEfS OR 1
EVENTS

*... 0 V

PROCESS
VARY DEPTH, DIP,

ORIENTATION AND
LATERAL EXTENT OF
UNDERGROUND FACILITY
TO PROVIDE HOST
ROCK WITH FAVORABLE
CONTAINMENT AND
ISOLATION CHARACTERISTICS

.. . . . .

... .. ..
.

PERFORMANCE
MEASURE
USABLE AREA ADEQUATE

FOR 70,000 MTU OF
WASTE

..-

TENTATIVE
GOAC--L _

C

(.PERFORMANCE
DARAMETER

'AU DESC ,RIPTION

VAULT DESCRIPTION
0

0

.. ". . ~ ~~~) I 

I I :
. . 0

0

0

RECURRENCE TIME FOR
5 cm 013P.

of * -

GREATER THAN
10M YEARS

. I ,, .

,. I
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-EXAMPLES OF CHARACTERIZATION
DATA NEEDED FOR REPOSITORY a9

DESIGN CONCERNS

PRECLOSURE CONCERN:
SYSTEM
ELEMENT

SURFACE

TENTATIVE
GOAL

FACILITIES IMPORTANT TO
SAFETY (FITS) plOT LQCATEq OVEII
POTENTIALLY CTIVE-
GEOLOGICAL 4TRUCTURES

ACCEPTABLE POTENTIAL FOR
VIBRATORY GROUND
MO-rid

SCT0 
4 

.. I, I.. .. ;... 

FUNCTION/
PROCESS,

PROVIDE FACILITY
SITES NOT JEOPARDIZED
BY, NATURAL OR
IMANMADE PHENOMENA

PERFORMANCE
MEASURE

CPERFORMANCE
PARAMETER

PROBABILITY OF EXCEEDING
5 cm DISPLACEMENT
UNDER FITS

PROBABILITY OF EXCEEDING
DESIGN BASIS GROUND
MOTION AT FITS

.

ACCEPTABILITY OF
LOCATION OF SURFACE
FACILITIES

TENTATIVE
GOAL

LESS THAN 0.001
IN 100 YEARS

LESS THAN 0.1
IN 100 YEARS

t 

.

(I ,,C , i J
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PERSPECTIVE ON
INFORMATION NEEDS FOR GROUNDWATER FLOW __

AT NNWSI SITE hfkI
_ Itablods

* Mathematical basis for parameter needs

* Geographic basis for parameter needs

* Treatment of parameter uncertainty

m Treatment of popceptual uncertainty
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C
MATHEMATICAL BASIS. FOR.,,..,

SELECTED PARAMETER NEEDS---
(groundwater travel time)

(C

srd
ii

MATHEMATICAL BASIS
FOR MODELING PARAMETER NEEDS ; c

GWTT = d/v;
WHER E

e= IqKx h/61

d = STRATIGRAPHIC-GEOMETRY(l)
(HYDROGEOLOGIC UNITS)
q = WATER FLUX(1), (2)
K = PERMEABILITY( 1), (2)

h/6l = PRESSURE FIELD(1), (2)n no
A
*1

IN UNSATURATED no = POROSITY( 1) (2)
ZONE

f( )'''''

,i ~~ -

FOOTNOTES:
(1) UNSATURATED AND
(2) FRACTURES AND MW

¢ = CAPILLARY MATRIC POTENTIAL(2)
0 =MOISTURE CONTENT(2)

;'S-SATURATION( 2)
c

SATURATED ZONES
kTRIX

.. r
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GEOGRAPHI BASIS FOR SELECTED
PARAMETER-NEEbS

(Groundwater Flow)
.~~~~~~~ , ,1 

1" . !

-Performance or

a - Groundwater Travel Time

a Total System Releases

(

0 V nd(
.1..

! - I 1 

Area of Concern

-Disturbed Zone to Accessible

Environment

* (Unsaturated Zone Emphasis)

Repository to Accessible

Environment;
* (Unsaturated Zone Emphasis)

Vicinity of Sealed Shafts

Vicinit of Drifts, Ramps

(Unsaturated Zone Only)

Site Vicinity Aquifers

(Saturated Zone Only)

. . *1 

C
rgroun d Facility Design

* Water upplies
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AMPLg OF EXPLICIT PARAMETER
,S FOR ASSESSINQ ,ROUNDWATER
FLOW IN UNSATURATED ZONE

PARAMETER MATERIAL TYPE SPATIAL LOCATION CHARACTERIZATION GOAL

PERMEABILITY MATRIX :.'. BELOW REPOSITORY HIGH CONFIDENCE IN MEAN VALUE

* * . , * - >- -,- * ~~: **':. - 8TANDARD DEVIATION
a .,

I,.... I I

a a a a - SPATIAL CORRELATION

a FRACTURES MEDIUM . * MEAN VALUEa

00
1 ~ ~ - , .; ., s . ; - ,-

B'-EELOW REPOPITORY HIGH IPOROSITY MATRIX F
I

* ~~1.1 I I I 1

* II ~~~~~~~i I 

CONTACT ALTITUDE .

ETC
(150 PARAMETERS)

. ,.. . *. 8 . t

,.

.

0..

I 

. BELOW REPO MTO0RY "-HIGH,

. . : 

! 
Iis
I

I ,

.

a MEAN VALUE

. M E A . .V

ME AN- VALUE

.

c

I
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I
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TREATMENT OF PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY
eve

=Oral

(.Se-nsitivi t .Ainalysis , ..

Identify most influential variables

Uncertainty Analysis

Treat sensitive input variables as random distributions
Probabalistic Prediction of GWTT
- Monte Carlo
- Direct Stochastic Simulation
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GROUNDWATER TRAVEL TIME
AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN bboatms

A-.

O. . .. . E . . . .

- MODEL GEOMETRY + GEOGRAPHIC
DISTRIBUTION . C

A HISTOGRAM & CUMULATIVE-
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

(
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TREATMWENT OF CONCEPTUAL UNCERTAINTY

-4

(

-* Less Amenable to Quantification

* Addressed by Consideration of Alternative Conceptual Models
Weighting by Professional Judgment

a ; Extensive Dialogue with State, NRC, Expert Consultants

. . ...a

.I .

I.,
I . I

. I

.. i I

. .

Validation of Modeling Approaches
Calibration with respect to, field observations (, S 6h/bI)

- Comparison to controlled field experiments

Comparison to controlled laboratory experiments
- Periodic Formal Peer Review

I
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Sarma

I -. Matrix Flow In
Unsaturated Zone

1 I - Fracture Flow In
I Unsaturated Zone
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-- SITE
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BOUNDARY OF
HYDROGEOLOGIC
STUDY AREA--_
(DASHED WHERE

; UNCERTAIN)

OASIS VALLE5
SUBBASIN

'I 
.

I

_ASH 'MEADOWS
i. SUBBASIN

'l

'N

;OESIGN.REPOSITORY AREA
CONTROLLED AREA

RECHARGE AREA

DISCHARGE AREA:

1 ET

' SPRINGS

GENERAL DIRECTION OF
GROUND-WATER FLOW0 I1 .20 MILES

10 0 40 KILOMETERS
, .

. I
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ALLUVIUM
U2W*(QUATERNARY)

TUFF(TERTARY)^. < USW a, S< 
CONTACT

* WELL-Uppernumberiswell
775.7 number assigned by U.S.

De1artment of Energy lower
number is altitude of water

Nod 
. - level measured during tsoUE-2 W*8 stUdy (AOL 3s1, in metersA8.2 ~above so* levelL Accuracy Of 36* 5.Z 30'measurements ajprO*

CONTOUR -Sh~ows altitude-~~~ .g\.~~~~~'. ~~of 
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UZ FLOW AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN

I.., .I

SPECIAL ASPS...... ECTS

SPECIAL ASPECTS
C

* APPLICABILITY OF EXISTING CONCEPTS AND THEORIES

* -NONSTANDARD FIELD AND LAB TECHNIQUES

* MULTIPLE FLUIDS-

* VARIABLE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY I

a
FRACTURE vs MATRIX FLOW

c IPATIALLY VARIABLE FLUX

I',,,,,,\ anew,,,,,, . An,......~~

II -1 0',
I
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WEST

OAL
TCw
PTn
TSw
CHn
CFu

ALLUVIUM LIQUID-WATER FLOW
TIVA CANYON WELDED UNIT'.'-?
PAINTBRUSH NONWELDED UNIT t WATER-VAPOR FLOW
TOPOPAH SPRING WELDED UNIT
CALICO HILLS NONWELDED UNIT NORMAL FAULT
CRATER FLATS (Undifferentiated) UNIT

-2.. v WATER TABLE

POSSIBLE PERCHED-A

EAST

HATER ZONE

w SATURATED ZONE

UNIT UNCERTAIN

_~~~~~~~ ,

_ *

, -

'I

Figure 3-40.
under natural

I .

Generalized east-west section through Yucca Mountain showing conceptual moisture-flow system
conditions. Modified from Montazer and Wilson (1984).
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Radionuclide Retardation:

-

=0G I Lfo Alamos-

Sloiwingof Radionuclide Movement Along
Transport Paths Through the - orous 'or
Fractured Porous'Media by. Mechanical or.
Chemical Processes Relative to' the
Movement That Would be Expected in. the
Absence of Those' Processes. .

o~~~~ ~ .- P 'ice

Examples of Retardation Processes
Thoughtito be Significant at. Yucca
Mountain Include:-

.. - Sorption

(

C

* In Matrix
* Along- Fracture Surfaces

2. Precipitation

3. Matrix Dif fusion
-. .

.
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Relevance of Retardation to Performance

F

(
o There is a significant potential for

radionuclide retardation to affect
transport of Yucca Mountain.

o The total system performance
assessment calls-for retardation
coeffiLients for radionuclides.in the
inventory of EBS releases.

I I

o Under currently assumed expected
conditions, groundwater travel time
alone may be sufficient to meet release
limits at the accessible environment.

o However, transport mechanisms must be
studied in order to justify these
assumptions; and,

(

o under unexpected conditions, retardation
may be required.

.. , ., .I. .. c
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- CIIEMISIRY IN UNSATURATED SOIL/ROCK

vapor-rock interactions
(hydro-th(rno-chemical)

* FRACTURE FLOW - Is i important in unsaturtd

* COLLODM.migratioll'
precipilates
particulates

jIi
j
II

STOCIASTIC BElHAVIOR (
need mean c = c(xix 2,...,xj)... .
nnd v AriFrwP le c= HV. - ..Vi,....xa, aA} -

where'x - variable a= uncertainty in xi

P] COUPLED PROCESSES
flux J 1 = L Fj where F-are drivittg orces

I I what are Lu ?, especially what are Lu, i ?
I : ., .. . I

I . .
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1. Groundwater Chemistry

2. Retardation by Sorption Mechanisms (Sorption)

3. Retardation by Precipitation (Solubility)

4., Ef ctive Retardation by Transport Mechanisms
(D: rirmic Transport)

5.. I grated Modeling of Transport at Yucca Mountain
(R tardation Sensitivity)
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C

* Recent.work has concentrated
on the derivation oi basic,.
thermodynamic data for fromsite
specific sorption data from batch'
sorption experiments.

.. .

.. ..

, 9.

* . ,. 

I .. ,,,I F

.

I. -I .

I 1 . . . -

I . . I II F

o Technique is based on deconvoluting
a Fredholm int'egral representin
total concentration of an adsorbed
species as the sum of the adsorbed-
concentrations -and specific sites.

C

* The potential use.of this inverse.
, method is to allow -prediction

of effective Partition coefficients
associated with mineral assemblages.
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Repres ntative sorption ratios (distribution coefficients) and retardation factors for eight
radionuclIde elements with Yucca Mountain tuff

. I * I I I , .,

Waste element

Welded tuff .
.Topopah.Spiling Member

porosity - 11% 

Bedded lff
Topoph- Spring tIkiber

porosity 351

Bedded tWif -
tuffaceoun bel of

Calico Illlls
porosity - 35%

SorptIon
ratio, R Retardaton
(mlg) d factor ,C

C

..

Sorptlon - Sorption
ratioa.R Retardaton. ratio, Rd Retardatton-
( )1/8 factor ' (mu) factor

Americium (AN)

Cesium (Cs)

Neptunium (Np)

lIutoni u (u)

Stronti u (Sr)

Technet u (Tc

Uraniu (U)

B i(Barium (Ba)

..1.I 200 ';

290 .
t * a- ,....

64

. .. A,

:-:-. 0.3

1.8

900

. 25,000

;6,000

150

1,300

1,100
.4 .1

7

.37

- 180 -

,;-;

1 16,000 '

NDd

120

17,000

2.5e

2.'5

820 4,600 :

73,000 7,800 . I

ND

540

77,0000

12

12

I1

140

21,000

35,000

50

630

C
3,900 --" 17,000

ND

5.3

ND

26

18,0(0 38,000 I80,000 94,000 -.. 440,01)0
.

If

I . . .- . I
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Based on J13 water,transport inthe form
of psuedo colloids is not expected: to be a-
problem iue to the lack of colloidal material,
in undisturbed -13 water; hwever, if
collods ae formed::

*-' ' ' ;' ".- ' '" '

The larger colloids appear to'
move at rates consistent with
the hydraulic aperture of the,
fractures, while smaller colloids
are slowed by mixing with "dead" C
water in the fractures.

Column experiments have yielded
a rapidly moving':fraction('.t%), of *.;

sorbin g tracers that may require a
colloidat explanation, eg. anomolies
in break through curves indicate
that Am behaves like a colloidal
material

I, -f 
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FAULT CHARACTERUSTICS

LENGTH
(KM)

OFFSET
(M

AGE OF OFFSET
(MY)

AVERAGE SLIP RATE
(MM/YR)FAULT

WINDY WASH 6-19 200-450
60
0.4-0.6
0.2
0. 1

12; 9
11.6
0.19-0.27
0.005-0.040
0.003-0.0065

0.10-0.30
0.005
0.001-0.003

PAINTBRU4H
CANYON

I . I .

I .. .

I .

I . ...

(
17-31

I

200
90
70
45
4.1
2.1

12.9
9.6
9.3
7.5

<0.7

0.03
0.06
0.'01

0.006
- 0.008I!
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PRECLOSURE OPERATIONS'"
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POSTCLOSURE PERIOD
- AREA OF. WASTE STORAGE

* CONTROLLED:AREA +0.5 KM''
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C
.TECTONIC ACTIVITY

VOLCANIC ACTIVITY
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TECHNICAL CONCERNS

FOR TECTONICS

TECHNiCAL CONCERNS

VOLCANIC ERUPTION
WASTE STORAGE:

-THROUGH AREA OF

FAULT DISPLACEMENT AT:
- SURFACE WASTE HANDLING FACILITIES
- AREA OF WASTE STORAGE

GROUND MOTIONS AT SURFACE WASTE
HANDLING FACILITIES

PROPOSED GOALS

PROB. < 10;6/YR

PROB. OF. 5 CM < 10 4/YR
PROB. OF 5 CM < 10-4/YR

PROB. OF EXCEEDING DESIGN BASIS
< 10 3/YR

PROB. OF 100 M, 1SE IN WATER TABLE
< 10'S/YR

I

(

C.
CHANOES TO

.. T. O
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HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS

. t .r

CHANGES IN ROCK CONDUCTIVITY OR FRACTURE
.

PERMEABILITY FACTOR OF 2
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FAULT DISPLACEMENT AT
WASTE HANDLING FACILITIES

CHARACTERIZATION PROCEDURES
-' --. ... , .,...:. 

1. ID SIGNIFICANT FAULTS WITHIN 100 M
NO MOVEMENT; WITHIN, 100,000 YRS

- QUATERNARY SLIP RATE < 0.001 MM/YR

2. ID POTENTIALLY SIFNIFICANT QUATERNARY
,WITHIN 5;KM ''-i '' '-

CN S. . . .

.CURRENT'STATUS
C

NONE KNOWN* 'd

3-KNOWN ~ '' 

3.-ESTIMATE ANNUAL 'PROBABILITY FOR
"EXCEEDING 5 CM

\: -; l ;-- - w;t A-\ ;

1/YR

..

c
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CHARACTERIZATION PROCEDURES

1. IDENTIFY SEISMOGENIC SOURCES

2. DETERMINE EXCEPTIONAL EARTHQUAKES

3. DETERMINE ATTENUATION RELATIONS

4. ADD EFFECTS, OF LOCAL GEOLOGY

S. DEVELO TIME HISTORIES/SPECTRA
,.

6. DETERV INE MOTIONS FOR UNEn
*. ,i

7. ESTIMA E PROB. FOR EXCEEDINGS DESIGN

.,

CURRENT STATUS

LOCAL FAULTS CONTROL

MODERATE EARTHQUAKE

PUBLISHED USING CALIFORNIA DATA

LIMITED UNE RECORDINGS

DESIGN BASIS 0.4 - 0.6 G

< NATUQAL . EARTHQUAKES

0.4 G < 1 3/YR

I

C
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-. LOCAL QUATERNARY FAULTS (< 10 KM)

- EXTENT, GEOMETRY, DATED OFFSETS, COMPLETENESS

o SEISMOGENIC CAPABILITIES -

- EARTHQUAKE RECURRENCE, MAX. MAGNITUDE

* FAULTING POTENTIAL

-, .. SYMPATHETIC SLIP, GEOLOGIC STABILITY, PROBABILITIES
C* . .

* VIBRhTORN
.,.

-W REP
. .- ATT

III

*; TECTONIC-

. I
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GROUND MOTIONS ,

RESENTATIVE TIME HISTORIES, MAGNITUDE DISTANCE
ENUATION, PROBABILITIES

HYDROLOGIC INTERACTIONS
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CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY

Pr tE2 GIVEN El)

WHERE Pr IS THE PROBABILITY OF REPOSITORY DISRUPTION
El IS THE RATE OF OCCURRENCE OF VOLCANIC EVENTS
E2 IS THE PROBABILITY OF INTERSECTION OF A REPOSITORY GIVEN El

PROBABILITY FORMULATION

lils | ,}-| ,~, Pr(no disruptive event before time t),,I

I

'
IIW .\jV I I. 

I,,1 WHERE X
it .,ND p

RATE' PARAMET, ,,, i,{ 4,P 14

- THE RATE PARAMETER
= THE PROBABILITY THE EVENT IS DISRUPTIVE

I t I -ER (X) I'' :' i'

.. )CONE COUNTS/TIME
-- ,ATE OF MAGMA GENERATION

4 .I ...

DISRUPTION PRAMETER (p)

-- a/A
-, FP YUCCA MOUNTAIN

"AREA OF THE REPOSITc 'AREA OF RATE CALCUL.ATION
,, ' ,- ,,

Q

C'
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AREA OF RATE CALCULAllON

-- MINIMUM AREA CIRCLE AND MINIMUM AREA EWPSE 
-- ENCLOSES VOLCANIC CENTERS AND REPOSITORY
-- STRUCTURAL SETTING OF VOLCANIC CENTERS

PROBABLITY CALCULATIONS ARE ASSEMBLED AS A MATRIX

-- TWO RATE- DETERMINATIONS ;
,II,-1 IW, AREA RATIOS

-- MAXIM JM AND MINIMUM VALUES DEFNE PROBABILY RANGE
i m'-INDIVID JL. VALUES NOT EMPHASIZED
'.1AUtt NOT
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I IQNSEQUENCE ANALYSIS
(LOGAN ET AL., 1982)

. .II..

I I .,; LosAlamos
- 3-
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(

Q

1. INTRUSION OF BASALT MAGMA THROUGH A REPOSITORY

-- SURFACE ERUPTION (STROMBOLIAN):
-- FED BY LINEAR DIKES
-- BASALT PARAMETERS FROM FIELD STUDIES

2. WASTE DISPERSAL ASSUMED TO FOLLOW PATTERNS OF LITHIC FRAGMENTS

I 

-- 15-20 PERCENT DEPOSITED IN SCORIA CONE
-- 50 TO 80, PERCENT DEPOSITED IN SCORIA-FALL SHEET

I I iI 4 2TO 5 PERCENT REGIONALLY DISPERSED

3. RELEASE CLCULATIONS FOR TWO HYPOTHETICAL REPOSITORIES

i
,, 1,. k l
' .I -- UNRE
" ' ,,-- REPR

"' -- REPC
I *,, . 4iANI

I I' % w r7 ( Ll|

PROCESSED SPENT FUEL
XESSED WASTE ( 
SITORY AREA OF 1640 M 2. 10 YR OLD WASTE
)OM DIKE ORIENTATICN' (INVENTORY FRACTION OF 8 X 10-')
:ONTACTED WASTE CRRIED TO THE SURFACE

4. DOSIe, 4C ULATIONS

-- DOE FROM WASTE IN THE ERUPTION COLUMN
-- DOSE FROM WASTE-BEARING SCORIA DEPOSITS
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STATE PROGRAM GOALS

., 1

TO INSURE THAT PUBLIC EALTH AND SAFETY AND TlE ENVTRONMENT
ARE ADEQUATELY PROTECTED TROUGH ALL PASES OF REPOSITORY
SITING, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS, CLOSURE, AND
DECOMMISSIONING.

TO ASSESS SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS THAT TIE STATE OF
NEVADA COULD EXPERIENCE AS A RESULT OF EPOSITORY SITING AND
DEVELOPMENT WI THi APPROPRlIATE MITIGATION STRATEGY.

TO PROVIDE FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT COORDINATION AND FOR PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION IN TIHE PROJECT.

TO PROVIDE FOR EFFECTIVE POLICY GUIDANCE TO TIHE GOVERNOR AND
OTHER STATE LEADERS.

TO PROVIDE FOR SOUND AND EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATION AND
MANAGEMENT OF TIE STATE EVALUATION PROGRAM. (
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:7 . ( . IHEALTH AND SAFETY OBJECTIVES

* ~ II

- DETERMINE TECHNICAL ISSUES CRITICAL TO TIHE HEALTH AND SAFETY
OF NEVADANS AND TEIR ENVIRONMENT.

REVIEW RELEVANT U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) PROGRAM
PLANS, TECHNICAL STUDIES, AN1) OTHER )OCUMENTS TO ASSURE
INTEGRATION OF NEVADA CONCERNS, ONGOING AWARENESS OF FEDERAL
ACTIVITIES,- INPUT INTO PROGRAM )ESIGNS AND COORDINATION OF
T11E SCI1EDULE OF-ACTIVITIES.

PROVIDE FOR STATE-mINI'rIATED, INDEPENDENT STUDY OF TECHNICAL
ISSUES T11AT AVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS CRITICAL AND THAT (A)
ARE NOT BEING A)DRESSED BY .O.E. AND THEIR CONTRACTORS, OR
(B) THAT THIE METHODS 01R ESULTS USED BY 'IlHE D.O.E. AND, THEIR
CONTRACTORS- ARE IN QUESTION BY, THIE STATE OF NEVADA, O (C)
TIE AREAS OF STUDY ARE SO CRITICAL THAT DUPLICATIVE STUDIES
ARE WARRANTED.

- sPROVIDE .ON-SITE MONITORING OF ALL FEDEnAL TECIINICAL FIELD
AND ABORATORY-ACTIVITIES WITH REGARD TO SITE SCREENING AND C
CHARACTERIZATION IN OR)ER TO MAKE COMMENTS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS AND TO UNDERSTAND IW TESE TECHNIQUES AND
METHODS AFFECT TIE OVERALL STUDY.
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ISSUES CRITICAL TO

HEALTH, SAFETY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

SITE SUITABILITY ISSUES
K

1) CHARACTERIZATION OF OISTURE MOVEMENT TROUGH THE
UNSATURATED ZONE.

2) RELATIONSHIP OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN GROUNDWATER REGIME TO THE
REGIONAL AQUIFER SYSTEM. L 

3) EFFECT OF FUTURE CLIMATIC VARIATIONS AND RESULTING CAS'_>;4
IN THE HYDROGEOLOGIC REGIME ON TE INTEGRITY OF TIE SITE. -

/ 4) EFFECTS OF FUTURE FAULTING Oil OTHER TECTONIC EVENTS ON TIE
INTEGRITY OF THE SITE.

" 5) EFFECTS OF FUTURE VOLCANISM ON THE INTEGRITY OF TIHE SITE.

V 6) HUMAN INTERFERENCE OF SITE DUE TO PERCEIVED PRESENCE OF
EXTRACTABLE NATURAL RESOURCES. t
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fLISTURE OV H9T TRU UNSATURATED ZONE

- TUFF ROCKS HIGHLY FRACTURED

- ROCK MATRIX PERMEABILITY LOW

- ROCK MATRIX SATURATTON 40 PERCENT TO 90 PERCENT

- RAINER ESA DATA SUGGESTS LARGE COMPONENT OF FRACTURE FLOW

- PERCHED WATER DATA IN DRILL-HlOLE. WASH MAY SUGGEST FRACTURE FOW

- MANY IN-SITU HlYDRO.OGIC PARAMETER VALUES UNKN1OWNi

- CONT'RIBUTTON OF ATRIX FLOW VS. FRACTURE FLOW CRITICAL TO CALCULATION OF GROUND
WATER TRAVEL TIMES

- PRESENT STATE-OF-TIlE-ART IYDROLOGTC CODES DO NOT REALISTICALLY MODEL SITE
UNSATURATED ZONE

.US TON

- SITE UNSATURATED ZONE HYDROGEOLOGIC CONDITIONS COMPLEX

- USING CONSERVATIVE DATA, SrTE DOES N4OT MEET GROUND WATER TRAVEL TIME REQUIREMENTS
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HOVEHENT TRU SATURATED ZONE

EVIDENCE c
- TUFF-ALLUVIAL AQUIFER BENEATH STE A) AARGOSA VALLEY

- WATER TABLE GRADIENT NEARLY FLAT BENEATH SITE, BUT SUBSTANTIALLY HIGHER NORTIH
AND WEST OF SITE

- TUFF-ALLUVIAL AQUIFER FLOW RATES OF 300 lETERS/DAY

- REGIONAL CARBONATE AQUIFER DEEP BENEAT11 SITE

- COMTINUITY BE'IIEEN TUFF-ALLUVIAL AQUIFER AND REGIONAL CARBONATE AQUIFER UNKNO1WN

CONCLUSION

- TUFF-ALLUVIAL AQUIFER MAY NOT SATISFY GROUND WATER TRAVEL TItME REQUIREMENTS

- POTENTIAL' FOR CONTAMINATION OF CARBONATE AQUIFER, A POSSIBLE FUTURE WATER SUPPLY
SOURCE
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NI- YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE I
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F(TURi lhIHATECjANGES

EVIDENCE c
- PAST CLIMATE COOLER AND WETTER TIHAN PRESENT

- DRILL HOLE AD REGIONAL MAPPING DATA SUGGESTS SUBSTANTIALLY HIGHER ATER TABLES
IN PAST.

- DRILL IIOLE DATA SUGGESTS'NUMEROUS PERCHED WATER ZONES IN PAST

- MAPPING SUGGESTS PAST SPRING DISCHARGE OCCURRENCES AT SITE

CONCLUSION

- POTENTIAL FOR INCREASED RECHARGE AND SIGNIFICANT RISE IN WATER TABLE IF AREA
RETURNS TO PLUVIAL CLIMATIC CONDITIONS IN FUTURE
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ACT I VhU hTlIND E C'_ i CS

EVIDENCE

- SITE WITHIN WALKER-LANE STRUCTURAL ZOE

- REGION OF IGH SEISMIC ACTIVITY

- STRESS DATA SUGGEST FAULTS NEAR FAILURE

- FAULTS PREDOMINANTLY STRIKE-SLIP MOTTION

- . FAULT MOVEMENT AS YOUNG AS 3, 000 YEARS AGO

- MAGNITUDE 6.5 - 7.3 EARTHQUAKE POSSIBI.E A' SITE

1.1 OF DISPLACEMENT POSSIBLE

- PEAK GROUND ACCELERATION EXCEEDING 1.0 G POSSIBLE AT SITE

- NUCLEAR TESTING COULD PIODUCE SIGNIFICANT VIBRATORY GROUND OTION AT SITE

)NCLUSION

- FAULTS AT SITE CONSIDERED ACTIVE

- REPOSITORY COULD EXPERIEfCE LARGE AIlTJQUAKE, WITH SIGNIFICANT GROUND
DISPLACEMENT AD IIIGII GROUND ACCELERATION
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- SITE LOCATED WITlIN SOIITJIWEST RN NEVADA VOLCANIC FIELrD

- SITE LOCATED ANG DEATH VALLEY-PANCAKE RANGE VOLCANIC BELT

- CENTERS OF BASALTIC VOLCANTS11 It CRATER FLAT ADJACENT TO STTE

- YOUNGEST.BASALTIC ERllPTION TN CRATER FLAT LESS TIIAM20,nnn YEARS AGO

- VEIN FILTINGS ENCOUNTERED TN DRTIL IIOLES AND TRENCHES SUGGEST POSSIBLE
HYDROTHE RM AT OR IG I Il

- ABOVE-NORIIAL. GROUND-VATER TEllPE RATUlRES SGGEST GEOTHERMAL SOURCE

c

COUI.LUSTO

- VOLCANIC ERUPTION

- SOME POTENTIAL OF

I I / il.

POSSIBLE

nnnDRTIIEnMAr. ACTIVITY
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NATURAI.LRE9IRCES

EYIDENCE

- VOLCANIC CALDERAS CEITERS OF MITERALTZATTON IN GREAT BASIN

- MINING ACTIVITY PROMINENT IN REGION

- SITE LOCATED ON EDGE OF IINERALTZED CALDERA

- BURIED TUFFS ISPLAY ALTERATION AND SECOMDARY PYRITE

- GOLD AND SILVER ENCOUNTERED TN SITE RTLL-llOLE

- HISTORIC PLACER GOLD MINING IN FORTY MILE WASH

- PROJECTION OF OVERTIRUST BELT IN PALI:OZOIC ROCKS BENEATII SITE SUGGEST PETROLEUM
POTENTIAL

- . REGIONAL CARBONATE AQUTFER IS POTENTIAL WATER SUPPLY SOURCE

C

C

-

CONjCr.rJST N
(

FOR EXTRACTABLE NATURAL RESOURCES BENEATH SITE- POTENTIAL
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NATURAL RESOURCE-, LO.CATIONS,
I N

VICINITY
AIR FORCE RANGE

YUCCA MT.
a

.Yucca
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a
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a
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WATER RESOURCES CENTER - DESERT ESEARC TNSTTTtTE

* ' HIfT.A!' itIlD Y PROGRAMP

-/ - REGIONAL GROUNDWATER FOll ANn CEMISTRY C
UNSATURATED ZONE MOISTURE SAlPLTNG

- APPLICATION OF FRACTAL HATHEMATTCS TN FRACT[URE FLOW MODELS

- APPLTCATTON OF SOT)OPE FLOW MODELS 1'0 ANALYSTS OF GROlND VATER Fr.OW SYSTEMS

- ORIGIN OF CARBONATE/STLCA VEIN DEPOSITS

- PACKRAT MTPnEN CTMATOLOGY :

- INFLUENCE OF CLTMATIC PATTERNS ON HIYDROrOGTC CONDITTONS
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HEG~Br 1- H LI Un'jfj',TER FM.t

- TO DEFINE REGIONAL GROllNDWATER FLOW AND HYDRAULIC CONTINUITY BETWEEN YUCCA
r 'IU&1Lg14& flts' 5)9^d5-.'.&Cl& ^2.

RATTONALE

- SITE SUITARTIITY SSllE: EFINE RELATTONSHITP OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN GRO[JtJDWATER SYSTEM
TO REGIONAL AQUIFER YSTEM

- EPA STANDARD (40 CFR PART 191) : RE[EASE AND TRANSPORT OF RADIONUCLIDES FROM
WASTE PACKAGE TO ACCESSI1[1E EVIRONMENT, AND ''O CLASS 1 GROUNDWATER SUPPLIES

- COLLECT PERTODIC ATER SAMPLES FROM WEL.S AND SPRINGS

- ANALYZE SAMPLES FOR WATER CEMTSTRY

- DEVELOP TTME-SERIES H YDROCHEMICAL MODEL
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IJNSATURATED 20E HMTSTURE SAH~j,,TN

OBJECTIVE

- TO OBTAIN PORE WATER SAMPLES FROM UNSATURATED ZONE

- SITE SUITABTILITY TSSOE: CARACTERTZATION OF MOISTI(RE. MOVEMENT THROUGH
UNSATURATED ZONE

- EPA STANDARD (40 CFR PART 191): RELEASE AND TRANSPORT OF RADIONUCLIDES FROM
WASTE PACKAGE TO ACCESSTBLE ENVIRONMENT

- NRC LICENSING CRTTERIA (.CFR PART 60): GROUNDWATER TRAVEL TIME FROM
*DISTURBED ZONE TO ACCESSTBLE ENVIRoNmENT SIALLr E AT EAST 1.()O YEARS

APPROACI

- DRILLL 200' - 30f' BOREHO.E USTNG ODEX RTI.TrTNG METHOD

- INSTAL SCTION TLYSTMETER AND DOWNIIOLE SAMPLER

- ANALYZE SAMPLES FOR CHEMTSTRY AND ENVIRONMENTAL AND TRACER TSOTOPES

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I 7
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OQJECTIVE'

RATIONALE

TO EVALUATE USE OF FRACTAL MATHEMATICS TO CATEGORIZE DEGREE OF IRREGULARITY OF
FRACTURES

TO DEVELOP FOl MODELS N FRICTURED MATERT ALS BASED ON FRACTAL GEOMETRY (
- SITE SUITABILITY ISSUE; CHARACTERIZATION OF MOISTURE MOVEMENT THROUJGHJ

UNSATURATED ZONE

- EPA STANDARD (40 CFR PART 191)s REFLEASE AND TRANSPORT OF RADIONUCLIDES FROM
WASTE PACKAGE TO ACCESS TIBLE ENVTRONMENT

- NRC LICENSTNG CRITERIA (10 CFR PART 6): GROUNDWATER TRAVEL TIME F$OM
DISTURBED ZONE TO ACCESSIBLE ENVIROHtMEN'I' SHALL BE AT LEAST 1,000 YEARS

&REBUA-0

REVIEW OF FRACTAL; IATIEMATTCS TEORY AND APPLICATION OF FLOW IN FRACTURED ROCK

DEFINE GEOMETRIES OF FRACTURES

DEVELOP NEW FLOW AND TRANSPORT MOD)EL.S FOR F1W IN FRACTURED ROCIK
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ISOTOPES Il GfBQ1JWATERn FIIOW SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES

- TO DELINEATE GROlNDWATER FLOW PATHS

- TO ASSESS MIXING PROPERTIES OF FLOW SYSTEMS

- TO DEFINE GROUNDWATER RESTDENCE TTME

HAT IONAr1E

- SITE SUITADTT.ITY TSSlE: DEFTNE RELATiONSHTP OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN GROUNDWATER SYSTEM

TO REGIONAT. AQUIFER SYSTEM

- EPA STANDARD (40 CFR PART 191): RETEASE AND TRANSPORT OF RADTONlJCrTIDES FROM

WASTE PACKAGE TO ACCESSIBLE ENVIRONMENT, AND TO CLASS 1 GROUNDWATER SPPLY

- SYNTHIESIS OF ALI, AVATLABLE GROUNMDWATER TSOTOPE DATA

- SAMPLING AND ISOTOPE ANALYSTS OF ADDITTONA. POINTS

- CALIBRATE POSSTBLE MODELS WITII TSOTOPE DATA

- ANALYZE AND INTERPRET INTERACTION OF GROUNDWATER FOW SYSTEMS
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OBJECTTVE

- TO'DEFINE ORIGIN OF CARBONATE/STI.CA VEIN DEPOSITS

aPFITtAlC1r p

NRC LICENSING CRITERIA (10 CFR PART 60):

- POTENTIAL CANGE TN lYDROLOGTC DTSCIIARGE CONDITIONS THAT COULD AFFECT
MIGRATION OF RADIONUCLIDES (COLD WATER SPRING)

- IGNEOUS ACTIVITY WHICH COULD AFFECT NTEGRITY OF SITE (THERMAL WATER)

- REVIEW FIELD LOGS OF DEPOSITS

- SAMPLE CARBONATE/SILTCA DEPOSITS FOR ELEMENT CHEMISTRY, PETROLOGY, ISOTOPE
CHEMISTRY, AND MINERALOGY

- SAMPLE ASH FILINGS FOR MINERALOGY, MICRO FOSSIL ANALYSIS, AND AGE DATING

- EXAMINE AND SAMPLE WALL ROCK FOR EVIDENCE OF ATERATION
,..I If. II ., I .
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ILFLAiQNCE F EfilATTC PATTEB15 N
tLYDROLOGnTCCONDITO Is

OBJECT IE

.AT 6ONAr.

': - , ,, I 

TO EVALUATE PAST CIMATIC PATTERNS AND MAGNIITUDES OF VARIATION, AND INFLUENCE ON (
HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS

- SITE SUTTABILITY ISS[IUE EFFECT OF FTURE CLIMATIC VARIATIONS AND RESULTING
CllANGES, IN:IYDROGEOEOGIC REGIMC ON INTEGRITY OF SITE

- NRC LICENSING CRITERIA (10 CR PART 60): POTENTIAL FOR CHANGES IN YDROLOGIC
CONDITIONS RESULTING FROM FORESEEAB[E CLIMATIC CANGES

- EPA STANDARD (40 CPR PART 191): RE[.EASE AND TRANSPORT OF RADIONUCLIDES FROtl
WASTE PACKAGE TO ACCESS IBlE ENVIRONMENT

c
APPROACIH -,,.

-. ANALYZE PAST CLIMATIC DATA FOR PATTERNS AND TRENDS

- MODEL WET CYCLES FOR DIFFERENT TIME FRAMES

I..
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Ph'rKAT HIDDL CLTAT.Y G Y

OBJECTTVS

- TO ESTABLISH1 PAST PRECIPTTATION AND VEGETATION AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN

- TO DEFINE PAST CLIMATIC REGIME AT YCCA MOUNTAIN

E QATIONAr

- SITE SUITABILITY ISSUE; EFFECT O FUT(JRE C;TMATIC VARIATIONS AND RESULTTING
CHANGES IN HYDROGEOLOGIC REGIME ON fN'EGRITY OF SITE

- NBC LICENSING CRITERIA (10 CFR PART 60); POTENTIAL FOR CHANGES IN HYDROLOGIC
CONDITIONS RESULT ING FROIM FORESEEABLE CLIATIC CHANGES

r

- MAP AND SAMPLE PACKRAT MIDDENS AONG FORTY MLJ.E AND YUCCA WASHES

- ANALYZE SAMPLES FOR VEGETAT01 COIMPONENTS

- RADIOCARBON AGE DATING OF SELECTED SAMPLES

- CORRELATE PLANT ASSOCIATIO1 IWTl'l, CLIMATIC AND Y)ROLOGIC FACTORS

- DEVELOP CLIMATIC HISTORY

!I I I.eI "t 1' I t .
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MTFF.TN & ASSOCIATES

T9C!lHiC-Ar. STUDY PRJOGRA~Ms

- UNSATURATED ZONE DRILLING AND MONITORTNG

- REGIONAL GROUNDWATER PAL.EOOTSCIIARGE

CIEMICATL AND) PHYSTCA5 -CllEMTCAT BEllAVIOR OF Cr1 INOPTITOr.ITE AND VOLCANIC GLASS

- PEDOGENIC OPAL, ANALOG

<3eC(' t27 I, ?et
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OBJEl

BATTI

5PTE

- TO ASSESS MOISTURE TRAVEL MECHANISMS TN UNSATURATED ZONE

- IN PHASE I, ESTABLISH DIRECT OISTURE METHODOLOGY

DNALE

- SITE SUITABILITY ISSUE; CARACTERIZATION OF MOISTURE MOVEMENT TROUGH
UNSATURATED ZONE

- EPA STANDARD (40 CPR PART 191): RELEASE AND TRANSPORT OF RADIONlCLIDES FROM
WASTE PACKAGE TO ACCESSIBLE ENVIRONMENT

- NRC LICENSING CRITERIA (10 CPR PART 60); GROUNDWATER TRAVEL TIME FROM
DISTURBED ZONE TO ACCESSIBLE ENVIRONMENT SHALL BE A LEAST 1,000 YEARS

LACH

- DRILL OLES EAR YUCCA MOUNTAIN STNG DRY RILLING TECIINTQIIE

- EMPLACE MOT,$,TURP SENSING II,NqTRlftEp'lAT ,0

- MONITOR MOISTHRE MOVEMENT

(
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flEGTfflJHr._QIIN9) ERIPAT.EQDTSCllACEi

OBJECTTVE

- TO EVALUATE PAST PUVIAr CIMATIC GROUNDWATER CONDITTONS AS AN INDICATOR OF
FUTURE GROUNHDVATER CONDITIOUS

RATTONAIE

- SITE SUTTABILITY TSSUE: EFFECT OF FUTURE CLIMATIC VARTATIONS AND RESULTING
CHANGES IN .IYDROGEOLOGIC REGIME ON INTEGRITY OF SITE

- NRC LICENSTNG CRITERIA (10,CFR PART 60): POTENTIAL FOR CANGES IN HlYDROLOGIC
CONDITIONS IRESULTING PROt.FORIESEEA3L.E CIMATIC CANGES

- EPA STANDARD (10 CFR PART 191): RELEASE AND TRANSPORT OF RADIONuCrTIDES FROM
WASTE PACKAGE TO ACCESSTBLE ENVIRONMENT'

aP pROACH 

- MAP PAST GROUNDWATER DTSCIIARGE AREAS (SPRTNGS AND LAKES) AROUND NEVADA TEST SITE

- ANALYZE PACKRAT MIDDENS FOR PREATIC VEGETATION
'til ., .

- DEVELOP: MODEL OF PAST GROUNDWATER LEVEL MAXTMUMS

C
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OBJECTIVES

- TO UNDERSTAND SORPTION CARACTERISTICS OF CINOPTTLOLITE WITII RESPECT TO
RADIONUCLIDE RETARDATION

- TO ASSIST. IN )EFINING [UNSATURATED ZONE YDROGEOCHEMISTRY

\(
- SITE SUITABILITY ISSIIE: CHARACTERIZATION OF MOISTURE MOVEMENT TROUGH

UNSATURATED ZONE

- EPA STANDARD (40 CFR PART 191): RELEASE AND TRANSPORT OF RADIONIJC.IDES FROM
WASTE PACKAGE TO ACCESSIBLE ENVIRONMENT

- NRC LICENSING CRITERIA (10 CFR PART 60); GROUNDWATER TRAVEL TIME FROM
DISTURBED ZONE TO ACCESSIBLE ENVIRONMENT SHAr.. E AT LEAST 1,000 YEARS

- REVIEW OF TERMODYNAMICS OF VOLCANTC GLASS AND TRANSFORHATTON TO ZEOLITE SPECIES

- ANALYZE SAllP1.ES FOR CATION SPECIES

- COHPARE SAMPLES TO ECTOR, CA CTNOPTTILO[.TTE

- J$TADMll. PEqIES SELECTIVTY AS A FUNCTION OF CATION CONCENTRATTONS TN AQUEOUS

, j , I ., II . .. . ..
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PHDOGELITC OPh. ANALOG

OBJECTTVEg

TO ASSIST IN GENESIS OF OPAL IN CARBONATE/STLTCA VEIN DEPOSITS

- TO ASSIST IN [NDERSTANDING DISSOLUTION OF STrIrCATE MINERALS IN iWEAT11ERZTNG ZONE

RATTnON ' 

- SITE SITABILITY ISSUE: CHARACTERIZATION OF MOISTURE MOVEMENT THROUGH
UNSATURATED ZONE

- NRC LICENSING CRITERIA (10 CFR PART 60):

- POTETTIAL'CHANGE IN YDROLOGIC DISCHARGE CONDTTONS THAT C0ur.D AFFECT
MIGRATION OF RADIONIJCLITES (COLD WATER SPRING)

- , IGNEOUS ACTIVITY W11ICII COI)L) AFFECT INTEGRITY OF STE (THERMAL WATER)

APPBOACI -

- STLICATE RINPS FROM PAII CANYON TFF WILL BE SAMP.ED AND ANAI.YZED FOR MAJOR, MINOR
AND TRACE XELEMEUT GEOCIIEMTRY. , ",

- VOLCANIC GLASS TN TIIFF WILL BE ANALYZED FOR LEACHING ZONE CHEMTSTRY (
- COMPARE RESULTS WITII CARBONATE/STLTCA VEIN DEPOSITS ANAL.YSES
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CENTER FOR NEOTECTONIC STU6IES - UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA-RENO

TEsCllIAI SIY TOBABB

- ACTIVE FAULTING AND Q[UATERNARY GEOLOGY

- REGIONAL TECTONICS

- SEISMOLOGY

- REMOTE SENSING

- NATURAL RESOURCES ASSESSNEUT

- TUFF GEOCHEMISTRY

- TUFF-ROCK STABILITY
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OBJECTIVE

- TO EVALUATE RECENCY AND FREQUENCY OF FAULT ACTIVITY TN THE STE AREA

- TO EVALUATE PROBABTLITY OF RECURRING FAULT MOVEMENT WITIITN NEXT 10,000 YEARS

RAT IONAL

- SITE SUITABILITY ISSUE: EFFECTS OF FTURE FAULTING OR OTHER TECTONTC EVENTS ON
INTEGRITY OF SITE

- NRC LICENSING CRITERIA (10 CFR PART 60): STRUCTURAL DEFORMATION SUCH AS
UPLIFT, SSIDENCE, . FOLDING, AND. FAULTTNG DRING QUATERNARY PERIOD (LAST 2
MILLION YEARS)

(

C

?P PjOACHI

- PROCURE OW-SUN ANGLE POTOGRAPHY OF STTE AREA

- ANALYZE LOW-SUN ANGLE PllOTOGRAP11Y, VERTICAL AERIAL POTOGRAPIHY, AND REMOTE-
SENSING TMAGERY FOR EVTDENCE OF FAULT ACTTVTTY

- EVALUATE FIELD EVIDENCE FOR RECENT FAULTING AND AGE DATING OF FAULT MOVEMENT

- MAP AND AGE DATE UATERNARY GEOLOGIC NTTS
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REGIPHAr. TEMLif 

OBJECT IVE

- TO EVALUATE THE TECTONIC SETTTNG, CRISTA. STRUCTURE, AND SETSMOTECTONIC POTENTIAL
OF YUCCA MOJN'AIN REGION

BAT~~~~~~e ts f 7 n.A TT1.S U

- pii-aT" au 4 4T^ ITY JSSUE: EFFECT OF FUTURE FAI]TING OR OTHER TECTONIC EVENTS ON 

INTEGRITY OF SITE O

- NRC LICENSING CRITERIA (10 CFR PART 60); NATURE AND RATES OF TECTONIC
PROCESSES PERATING WITHIN TIE GEOLOGIC SETTING WHICH COULD AFFECT THE INTEGRITY
OF SITE

APPROACII

- EXAMINE ITSTRIC AND DETACHMENT FAIJIT DOMAINS

- REEVAL4UATE WALKER-LANE STRUCTURAL ZONE

- STUDY MINE MOUNTAIN STRIICTllRAf. ZONE

- REVIEW TECTONICS AND STRESS INDICATORS OF DEATH VALLEY FAULT ZONE
I . ... I

- ANALYZE REMOTE-SENSED STRUCT'U1RAL GEOLOGY (
- EXAMINE SITES OF HOLOCENE FAULT ACTTVITY

- 1)PEVEr.toP,4()lPL, OF TECTONIC SETT.TNG AND REGTONAL STRESS
, I . I II cello I
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OBJECTIVE

- TO ASSESS PAST AND PRESENT EARTHQUAKE PATTERNS IN SOUTHERN NEVADA

- TO ASSESS GROUND MOTION FROM NCLEAR TESTING

- SITE SUITABILITY ISSUE: EFFECT OF FTURE FAULTING OR OTHER TECTONIC EVENTS ON
INTEGRITY OF SITE

- NRC LICENSING CRITERIA (10,CFR PART 60): EARTHQUAKES WHICH AVE OCCURRED
HISTORICALLY TAT IF REPEATED COULD STGNIFICANTL.Y AFFECT SITE

APPROACI

- REVIEW LITEBATIURE AND EARTHQUAKE CATALOGS

- ANALYZE GEOPHYSICAL SRVEYS AND CRUSTAL MODELS OF SOUTHERN NEVADA

- LINK FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SEISMIC NETWORK IN SOUTHERN NEVADA WITII SEIS1OL.OGY
LABORATORY .AT UR.

DEFINE EARTHQUAKE SOURCE PARAMETERS

- DEFINE NUCLEAR TESTING GROUND MOTION PARAMETERS

- DEVpLO,,AERTllQUIAKE SOURCE MODEL AND ESTIMATES OF'INTENSTTY, PEAK ACCELERATION,
AND EXPECTPD ,DAMAGE PATTERNS

I l | I ,1 l1 ! 1 tl I I ', ,
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BRET Ma INg

OBJECTIVE
(

- TO DEFINE iREGIONAl, STRUCTllRAL SETTING ITTLIZING REMOTE SENSTNG DATA

BA'TONATE

DEFINITION OF REGTONAL STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHITPS WILL ASSIST IN ASSESSING
TECTONICS VOLCANISM, HIYDROGEOLOGY, Ati) NA''UiRAL RESOURCE POTENTI AL

APPROACH

- MUI.TITEMPORAL. LANDSAT TEMATTC MAPPER DATA

- FRENCH SPOT STEREO PANCIIROIATIC IMAGERY

- DIGITAL GRAVTTY, MAGNETIC, AND TOPOGRAPIITC DATA

- DEVELOPMENT OP REGIONAL STRUCTURE AN) LINEAMENT MAPS (U
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BHllIERAiLJESOIRCES

OBlJTVE

- TO ASSESS HTNERAL, RESOURCE POTENTIATL AT YUCCA MO[JNTAIN

- TO ASSESS HYDROCARBON PTENTTAL AT YCCA MOUNTAIN

CRATION~AL&

SITE, SUITABILITY SSUJE: POTENTTA. FOR UMAN INTERFERENCE OF SITE DE TO

PERCEIVED PRES ENCE OF EXTRACTABLE NATURAL RESOURCES

NRC LICENSING CRTTERIA'(10 CFR PART 60): PRESENCE OF'NATURALLY OCCURRING
MINERALS, WHETHER IDEINTIFIED OR UNDISCOVERED, N A FORM THAT ECONOMIC EXTRACTION
IS FEASIBLE OR POTENTIALLY FEASTBII-, N FORESEEABLE FUTURE

APPROACH

EXAMINE GEOLOGIC DRILL CORE FOR EVIDENCE OF MINERALIZATION OR ALTERATION ZONES

REVIEW-GEOLOGY AND HTNERArIZATTON CEMISTRY FMINING SITES IN AREA

DEVELOP MODEL OF HTNERAL RESOURCE POTENTIAL

MAP POTENTlIAL HYDROCARBON SOURCE AND RESERVOIR ROCKS

EVALUATE STRUCTURAL, GEOLOGY AND HYDROCARBON MATURATION MODELS

DEVELOP MODEL, OF HlYDROCARBON MftENTTA[.

C
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Tat M 0C §UE IRY

ORIECTTVE

- TO- ASSESS.CIIEMICAL CONDITIONS WTTIITN OST ROCK, CEMICAL. REACTIONS ANTICIPATED,

AND SOLUBILITY OF OST ROCK

(

RATIONALE

- NRC LICENSING CRITERIA (10 CFR PART 60); NATURE AND RATES OF GEOCHEMICAL
PROCESSES WHICH COULD AFFECT THE ABI.ITY OF THE REPOSITORY TO ISOLATE WASTE

APPROCIIJ

- EVALUATE TFF GEOCHENISTRY AND RANGE OF EOCIJEMICAL PROPERTTES ANTICIPATED

- EXAMINE ANTICIPATED MINERAL-SOL[UTION REACTIONS, CRITICAL EQUILIBRIUM AND.KINETICS
OF PHASE CHANGES
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T[IFF-ROCKfjTART .TTY

OBJECTIVE

- TO ASSESS REPOSITORY HOST ROCK STABILITY

- TO EVALUATE STR[JCTURAr. INTEGRITY OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN

cRALTfONALE

- NRC LICENSING CRITERIA (10 CFR PART 60): GEOMECIIANTCAL PROPERTIES THAT DO NOT
PERMIT DESIGN OF UNDERGROlJND OPENINGS THAT REMAIN STABLE TROUGH PERMANENT
CLOSURE

- FEDERAL AND STATE MNE SAFETY REGuLATIONS: PROTECTION OF WORKERS UNDERGROUND
FROM CAVE-IN, COLLAPSE, OR ROCK BURST

APPROAC11

- DESCRIPTION OF ROCK MASS FEATURES

- CHARACTERTZE ROCK MASS FRACTURES UTITITZTNG FRACTAL DIMENSTONS

- DEFINE CHANGES TN ROCK MASS FEATURES E TO MAJOR DISCONTTNUITIES

- DEFINE IN-SITU ROCK STRESS

I ....
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DEPARTHENT OF GEOSCIENC - UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA - LAS VEGAS

- REGIONAL VO[1 CANISK
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OBJECTIVE

TO ASSESS POTENTIAL OF VOLCANIC ERUPTION AT OR NEAR YUCCA MOUNTAIN

RATIONALE -

- SITE SUITABILITY ISSUE: EFFECT OF' FUTURE VOLCANIS O ITEGRITY OF SITE

- NRC LICENS'ING CRITERIA (10 CFR PART 60): EVIDENCE OF IGNEOUS (VOLCANIC)
ACTIVITY AT SITE SINCE STARI' OF -QATERNARY PERIOD :

hPPROAC-'

- STUDY YOUNG VOLCANISH IN TEIS OF REGIONAL STRUCTURAL AND INERALOGIC SETTING

- MAP VOLCANIC FEATURES, ANALYZE GEOCIIEMISTRY OF VOLCANIC ROCK SAMPLES, AGE DATE
VOLCANIC FEATURES

- DEVELOP MODEL OF PAST VOLCANIC ACTIVITY

C
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REASONS FOR I)EVELOPING PROPOSED REGULATORY POSION-

UP-DATE GUIDANCE TO REFLECT:..
(. - Latest Staff Thinking

- Comments Of DOE/States/Tribes

- Staff Position On Uncertainty

K)

PROVIDE FORMAL GUIDANCE TO DOE

INVITE PUBLIC TO PARTICIPATE IN DEVELOPMENT OF FINAL GUIDANCE
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NRC STAFF/ONTRACOR METIG ON GROUNDWATER TRAVEL TM

Began WTith Draft Statement of Position
Definition of Pre-Waste Emplacement Conditions

- Definition of Path of Likely Radionuclide Travel
- Definition of Groundwater Travel Time/Velocity
- Statement of Position on GWTT Includini Uncertainty

Concluded with Draft of Proposed Regulatory Position

I .
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EVOLUTION OF DRAFI GTP TO PROPOSED REGULATORY POSITION

- ADVANCES CONCEPT OF MOVEMENT OF UNIT MASS ALONG MACROSCOPIC FLOW PATH

- PROPOSES ELIMINATION OF CONCEPTS OF DIFFUSION AND DISPERSION

PROPOSES LIMIT[NG CONCEPT OF TRACER MOVEMENT TO VALIDATING PATHWAYS

( -" EXPANDS POSITION ON UNCERTAINTY

States Position Clearly in Regulatory Position Section
Does Not Advance CDF as Method to Reduce Uncertainty

Stresses Need to Use Multiple Approaches to Reduce Uncertainty

Stresses Need to Identify Sources and Levels of Uncertainty

Stresses Need to Identify Methods Used to Reduce Uncertainty

Stresses Need to Express the Level of Uncertainty in Calculated GT

- ALLOWS MORE FLEXBIlITY

Places Greater Rurdon on DOE to Develop Methods for Uncertainty Anal.

Minimizes Prescriptive Guidance-

I r...- . .. . - . - .- -- ... ., - .-
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE

Hydrology Section Staff Review (8/17/87)

Division Level Review

Transmit to Research for Review

Issue Regulatory Position for Public. Comment
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